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Abstract 
After many years of slow hut progressive development, the wave ener~y industry is on the 
cusp of breaking through the economic and technical barriers to full scale deployment of wave 
energy electrical generating devices. As the major obstacles in cievice design are solved, and 
with several devices in the water, the scope for increasing their efficiency throu~h advanccd 
control techniques is now becoming clearer. In some cases. it \vOlllcl be advantageous to 
integrate an advanced prediction of wave behaviour (of some tens of seconds into the future) 
into these control methods. Past research on wave prediction has focused on utilising the 
Fourier theorem to deconstruct wave records and then make predictions ahead in space, with 
published results indicating promise. However, predicting ahead in time has so far not been 
achieved. This thesis takes the Fourier theorem method of prediction to its logical conclusion 
by exploring its limitations in predicting over both time and space. A discussion as to why 
these limits should exist, and possible future work into the solution of the wave prediction 
problem, are also presented. 
A review of current devices under development. and t he history and emergence of the 
wave generating industry (which is a comparatively recent technology and still in its infancy), 
are also included as appendices to the main thesis in order to put the work into context. 
· .. that night, lying there, I experienced a sense of shame, which those \\'ho 
swear by civilisation will certainly fail to uuderstand, that civiliscd Ulall cau be 
the worst vermin of the whole earth. For \vherever he comes, he destroys the 
wonderful equipose of Nature, and much as he bothers himself in his so-called 
arts, he is not even capable of repairing the damage he canses ... 
Andreas Reischck / / Yesterdays in l\Iaoriland 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
The development of new renewable energy generating devices has been gaining momentulll 
over the last two decades. "Vind energy generation has grown at an increasing rate through 
Europe and it is now a maturing industry with severn 1 standard turbine manufacturers, 
using a few set arrangements (such as the doubly-fed induction generator conllected to the 
turbine via a gearbox, or a fixed-speed grid-connected cage-rotor induction generator also 
connected via a gearbox), dominating the market. Attention is nmv turning to marine energy 
generation via sea-wave or tidal energy. However, this industry is several decades behind the 
wind energy industry in terms of development. 
Serious development of wave energy devices began in the mid 70s with Prof. Salter's 
Ducks. At this time there was a crisis in the l\Iiddle East and the cost of oil had soared. 
The western coasts of Europe receive some of the greatest concentrations of wave energy in 
the world, this is largely due to the predominantly "Vesterly travel of storms corning from 
the Atlantic. Prof. Salter's device aimed to capture this energy. Over the next ten years 
there was interest in wave energy from many countries and a variety of devices emerged 
to various stages of development. Unfortunately in the 80s, as oil prices came down and 
nuclear power proliferated, funding to development programmes was cut. For the next 10 
year period few developments went ahead, with the exception of some academic work and 
a few demonstration installations. In the mid 90s public interest in renewable energy and 
a new found understanding of human impact on the environment led to the reinstatement 
of some funding for device developers. This has had an almost exponential effect on the 
number of devices currently being developed, tlwse are document in Appendix B. 
With the high number of devices under development various governmcnts and the Euro-
pean Union have tried to bind together knowledge by publishing reports on comlllon areas 
1 
where collaborative research would benefit the industry as a whole. This thesis is C'ollcerIled 
with one element of this mixed research, namely the short-term prediction of t->en waves. 
This introductory chapter is split into three sections dealing wit h the origin of the problem 
tackled in this thesis, past studies in this area and the structure of tlw following report. 
1.1 Problem genesis 
The principles of energy extraction from sea waves come from the three bat->ic motions: 
pitch, surge and heave. If a buoy is placed in the water pitching describes a rotation about 
its central point; surging is the movement of this point in a horizontal plane and heaving 
is the motion in a vertical plane. Several methods, peculiar to each device. exist to extract 
energy from each of these motions, these are detailed more fully in Appendices A and B. 
For extraction of energy to take place it is common to couple a power take off (PTO) to 
one or more of these three motions. The PTOs on most devices are capable of being adjusted 
to achieve a maximum power extraction. A simple example is that of two platforms hinged 
by a hydraulic pump. As a wave passes, the two platform hinge will open and close causing 
the fluid in the pump to be moved. In a passive setup, at-> is used at pr('senL the complex 
impedance of the joint is set to an average value and whatever shape and amplitude of wave 
that arrives will work against this. If you were able to vary the complex impedance on a 
wave by wave basis it would be possible to extract more energy from each wave increasing 
the output of the device. For this to work a short-term prediction of wave amplitude and 
shape is required. 
This principle was recognised in a recent report from tIll' European Wave Energy The-
matic Network, published in March 2003 [1]. It examined in detail the progress being made 
in wave and tidal devices and found that a strand of potential research common to all devices 
was the requirement of a short term prediction of wave elevation at the df'vice interface, as 
discussed above. 
At the present time several devices have made it from the drawing board to full scale 
testing (see Appendix B). Much of the current testing of devices has been in ensuring the 
survival of these devices and the verification that their power take off (PTO) systems are 
capable of generating electricity to the grid. 
The next step, as recognised by the EWEN report and df'vice developers, is for the 
development of PTOs to reach maximum economic extraction levels in a variety of sea 
states. To this end the prediction of wave behaviour Illay assist in allowing the complex 
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impedance of devices PTOs to be set on a wave by wave basis. For this to take place a 
method for the short term prediction of wave behaviour that is cost effective needs to be 
developed. 
1.2 Previous st udies 
The study of short term wave prediction has not been widely reported in the scientific 
literature. In the field of offshore engineering, where this topic would naturally lie, interest 
has been mainly in predicting the probable occurrence of extreme wave events. This type 
of prediction is important to the oil, gas and shipping industries as it ultimately governs 
the cost of large civil projects, e.g. oil rigs and new shipping vessels. This information is, 
however, of interest to wave device developers in ensuring device survival, but not in the 
precise control of PTOs. 
The studies that concern the short term prediction of waves have focused largely on 
predicting forces at a distance from the recorder rather than directly making a prediction of 
surface elevation. The following papers are representative of current research. 
1.2.1 Naito and Nakamura 
This Japanese study [2] involved a wave tank with a simple wave device model. The wave 
amplitude was measured at a small distance away from the device and at the device itself. 
This measured data was then used to create a transfer function for the device and for the 
propagation of the waves by using a Fourier decomposition and imposing causality. The 
results presented for the extracted power of the device show good correlation to the incident 
wave field. However, there is little data on the experimental equipment (i.e., the tank 
dimensions) and the possible limits to their method are absent. 
1.2.2 Belmont 
Belmont has, over several years, studied the short term prediction problem [3]. He has 
claimed that predictions up to 30 sec ahead in time are possihle. The prediction model he 
puts forward is based on the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT) of wave records taken either at 
a fixed point or over a fixed time. 
The claim made for a prediction 30 sec ahead lIlay be debatable as it makes use of the 
FFT method (the prediction in time using this method is proved later in this thesis not to 
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be very accurate). The wave model and prC'diction method also places very strict limits on 
the type of wave-field that can be predicted, namely a very nC1lTo\V swell spectrum with little 
to no local sea state. Personal communication with various specialists in this area indicate 
that, in Scottish waters, this situation will rarely occnr. 
The conclusions of the research also point to the use of R fixed time prediction being 
more accurate than fixed point. A fixed point mcmmrement is that taken from a wave buoy. 
A fixed time measurement is a sampled wave elevation taken over a stretch of ocean snrfClce. 
The fixed point method requires specialised meaBnrement equipment which brings its own 
technical difficulties (non-uniform sampling and wave shadowing). The equipment proposed 
by Belmont must be sited at approximately twice the height of the highest wave crest above 
the sea surface. This may be a reasonable proposition for an on-shore device but in the 
offshore environment it would be prohibitively expensive. 
1.2.3 Skourup and Sterndorff 
This second order model [4] was developed ill Denmark with a view to improving the de-
scription of wave kinematics at crests when considering lORding forces on offshore structures. 
The model was developed by splitting the complex time series into superposed first and 
second order series. The second order series were presented as the sub and super harmonics 
of the first order series. An FFT was initially tRken to provide estimates for the first order 
components. The second order series were then derived from this step and the reconstruc-
tion compared to the original. If the match was not sufficiently Rccurate then the iteration 
process continued. 
Numerical comparisons for second order Stokes waves showed good correlation. In real 
water the model was tested at a scale of 1:10 with a maximum wave amplitude of 2 m 
over a range of regular waves covering one full spectrum. The prediction was made over a 
distance of 15 m with no prediction ahead in time. Additional tank testing of this method 
was undertaken by the Pelamis device team [5], who achieved predictioIl results to 70 III with 
good results. 
1.2.4 Voronovich, Holmes and Thomas 
A preliminary study of wave prediction [6] was undertaken at the Uuiversity of Cork which 
was based on the linear decomposition of wave elevation time series using the Fourier method. 
The Fourier coefficients in the series were then used with standard linear wave equations 
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(Chapter 2) to propagate the wave field to a distant point. The spectrum used in generating 
the wave-fields is relatively sparse, containing between 3 and 5 frequencies. The prediction 
distance was 12 m without a prediction over tiuH' and returned promising results. 
1.2.5 Sulisz and Paprota 
This is a recent study investigating the propagatioll and evolutioll of linear and non-linear 
wave packets [7]. The explanatory figures in the study report are ambiguous; however, it can 
be assumed that the FFT of the time series from the first wave ::;ensor was used to provide 
initial conditions for a boundary value problem which \vas t hell solved for other sensors 
placed at more distant locations. The maximum prediction distance was 8 m. An element 
of prediction-over-time was suggested in the text but this \vas not followed in the report. 
1.2.6 Zhang 
Zhang's work is the most extensive study found in the literature review. Hi::; first study [8] 
repeated the technique of iteratively decoupling the higher order wave interactions from 
the first order free waves. The method utilised two decomposition methods, applying one 
where the frequencies of the wave vectors under consideration were close together, and an 
alternative method when they were further apart. Again, the foundation of the method \vas 
the FFT of a measured time series. Laboratory comparisons [9] showed good results for both 
linear and non-linear wave-fields to a distance of 8 m. 
In his second study [10]' Zhang extended the technique and applied his methodology to 
directional seas. By using three point measurements (i.e. acceleratioll, pitch and roll angles 
from a wave buoy) a directional spectrum can be fitted (Chapter 4) and the first order wave 
vectors can be calculated. Zhang's iterative procedure was then used to fit the second-order 
effects. Laboratory test results [11] yielded satisfactory predictions to a distance of 22 n1. 
Real sea testing was conducted using pressure sensors on an offshore oil platform where 
predictions to 59.4 m were achieved. 
1.2.7 Discussion 
All of the above studies have shown good prediction results in comparison to numerical 
and laboratory testing. However none of these studies indicated the limitations of the , 
methodologies proposed. At this point the question arises as to where the predictions diverge 
from the true values. A second important issue is why these studies do not deal with the 
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prediction in time. A third point to note is that all of these studies have used fixed point 
measurements in their experiments, whereas the most appropriate met hod available to dcvic(' 
developers is the wave buoy, which will move in the water. 
In this thesis an exploration of the Fast Fourier Transform, when applied to a dispersive 
wave prediction, is proposed. The limitations of the methocl are founel for both the time 
and distance cases and explanations are given based on tllP results obtained. Additional 
methodologies will also be proposed to enhance the predictions, and an examination of the 
possible measurement devices will be given. 
1.3 Thesis structure 
This thesis is split into the following chapters. The early chapters progress through the 
background information necessary to understand the implications of the wave prediction 
problem, before the experiments arc introduced ane! discussed. 
1. Introduction A brief review of the applicable literature is givf'n here and the formulation 
of the problem presented in this thesis is described. 
2. Basic wave theory This introductory chapter outlines simple wave theory to allow for 
the development of further concepts. 
3. Wave generation, spectra and simulation This chapter describes the generation and 
mathematical representation of waves. The chapter concludes with an explanation of 
the modelling assumptions made and the equations lIsed in time series generation. 
4. Measurement technology An overview of the available measurement technologies, 
and a discussion concerning operational choices for offshore wave farms, is put for-
ward in this chapter. 
5. Spectral analysis This chapter gives a discussion of the spectral techniques used through-
out this thesis. 
6. Experiments A chronological discussion of the experiments, both computational and 
laboratory based, undertaken during this study, is developed in this chapter. 
7. Discussion An examiuation of the results returned in the experimental chapter, which 
provides an explanation and discussion of their implications, is described heH'. 
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8. Future work This is a brief chapter presenting possible future research avenues. 
9. Conclusion This chapter links together all the previous chapters, and n~views the \vork 
and draws conclusions. 
A. A brief history of the wave industry An Rppenclix is included h('l"e in order to place 
the wave industry into the context of modern energy studies and how it hRs advanced 
from the early stages of device design to almost the brink wave farm commissioning. 
B. Device design index A comprehensive list of past and present device designs is in-
cluded here as an appendix for completeness. 
C. Publications Facsimiles of published works resulting from this study. 
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Chapter 2 
Basic Wave Theory 
This chapter aims to develop the basic theory of wave Iwhaviour and to put forward some 
of the mathematical concepts utilised in other area.'> of this thesis. The majority of this 
chapter is derived from chapter 2 of [12] with additional information drawn from other 
sources ([13], [14] and [15]). 
2.1 The basic wave equations 
In this section a simple travelling wave is put forward and the dimensions for describing 
its structure and behaviour are given. After this, the Airy equations are presented and the 
justification for their use is discussed. 
2.1.1 Intuitive definitions 
A one dimensional sinusoid is the starting point for many wave theories and for sea wave 
prediction it is no different. A simple time-varying wave is: 
((t) = asin (wt) (2.1 ) 
This describes a basic time-oscillating quantity such as the displacement of the ocean's 
surface from rest, ((t). The frequency of the wave w is related to the time period T = ::' 
with the amplitude given by a. 
This definition can be extended in the spatial x dimension to produce a travelling wave 
by including, in the frequency term, the wave number k = 2;: 
(CE,t) = asin(kx -wt) (2.2) 
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Figure 2.1: Showing t he dimensions of a simple wav!' 
where). is the wavelength. The inclusion of t lw wave number make,s this a progressiY<' waY<' 
travelling with a celerity (sp<wl) of (' = ~ = 'f. in a positive .1' direction. This type of 
waVf~forrn is common in electromagnetic and acoustic applications. 
For electromagnetic waves the relationship between til(' frequency wand waw llllluber k 
is a linear one 
uJ = ck (2.3) 
where c is the speed of light. A gravity waw on water is dispersive and hal'i the rdationship 
(2.4) 
where 9 is the acceleration due to gravity. This equation is valid for a wave trawlling over 
deep water. As a rough guide the depth of watpr is considered deep when Ii > i. where II is 
the depth of the water. 
Due to its dispersive nature, al'i the frequellcy of the wnW' decreaHPs. the wavelengt hand 
phase velocity increaHe so that lower frequency waV<'s trawl faster t han higher frequeucy 
ones. This leads to the definition of a group velocity {'g WllPll ('onsidering a spread of wave 
frequencies. Since the phaHe velocity changes with individual wavekngth. ('y is not equill to 
any particular wave velocity cp in the group. As an example if two waw traius of slight Iv 
different wavelengthl'i are superimposed to product' a beating; wave then the envdope. which 
carries the en('rgy, travels at the group wlocity. Fig. 2.2 :-;hows this for two waves of almost 
the same frequency, the arrows indicate the wave group progressing over distan(·p. III deep 
water a rough guide to the group velocity is 
(2.5) 
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Figure 2.2: Group velocity of two superposed waves 
In a mixed sea state where different frequencies are present at both the upper and lower 
ranges an average cg is derived from the statistical properties of the sea state. 
Fig 2.1 shows the basic dimensions of a simple dispersive wave as already discussed. 
These are: the amplitude a (the height from the mean sea level to the crest of the wave), 
the wavelength ). (the distance between two successive peaks or troughs), the wave height 
H (the height from the trough to the peak) and the depth II (the distance from the seabed 
to the mean water surface). (is the surface elevation and a positive value of k will cause the 
wave to progress from left to right along the positive x-axis with a velocity (celerity) of c. 
So far the surface elevation only has been discussed. In many situations, the motion of 
the water particles below this level are of interest. The particles on the surface describe a 
circular orbit, as progress is made deeper into the water column (z negatively increasing) 
the amplitude of these circular orbits decrease, this is shown in the left of Fig. 2.3. If the ;y 
and z displacements of a particle are X and ( from its rest position: 
X = aexp(kz) cos(k'x - wi - cjJ) (2.6) 
(= aexp(kz) sin(kx - wt - cjJ) (2.7) 
where an additional phase term cjJ has been introduced. 
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Figure 2.3: Particle orbits for deep and shallow water 
The particles move forward in the wave crests and backward during the troughs. This 
motion decreases in amplitude below the waves until it reaches a point where the water 
becomes still. This effect is commonly experienced by divers who, upon entering a rough 
sea, will be pushed and pulled backwards and forwards until they have attained enough 
depth to be away from influence of the surface waves. Two further equations of use are: the 
velocity of the water particles round their circular orbit: 
27l'a exp( k:z) 
Vo = T (2.8) 
and the pressure fluctuation measured by a fixed sellsor at a depth z: 
p = pgaexp(kz) sin(k:r - wi - ¢) (2.9) 
The values of the particle displacement, particle velocity and pressure decrease rapidly with 
depth. This result limits the extent to which bottom-mounted pressure sensors can be used 
to record wave behaviour. In particular, the resolution of these devices is affected by the 
depth of water in which they are placed. 
It can be noted that with increasing wavelength and amplitude, the effect of a pa.'>sing 
wave train will be experienced to a greater depth. An example of this would be the destruc-
tion of coral reefs during tropical storms. Normal sea conditions exert little force on coral 
reefs as wave amplitudes are usually small, but in storm conditions wavelengths are long and 
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Figure 2.4: Simple long crested wave train 
amplitudes are high so the energy present in the waves is great and they are able scour the 
coral from the sea bed. 
The final modification to the simple wave equation is to vectorise the wave, i.e. include 
the direction of travel e of a wave-train with respect to the x-axis so that 
((x, y, t) = aexp(kz) sin(lx + my - wt -1;) (2.10) 
where l = k cos e and m = k sin e. An example of a long crested wave train with" = 100 m 
and e = 0° is shown in Fig. 2.4. 
2.1.2 Airy waves 
So far the motion of a surface wave has been explained in terms of a travelling wave created by 
the circular motion of water particles. This is an oversimplification of the natural process. A 
fuller theory for describing the generation and propagation of ocean surface waves is complex 
and will not be given in its entirety here. However, the following is a summarised version 
of that appearing in Dean and Dalrymple [16] and \'lill suffice in detail for the upcoming 
discussion. 
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Equation formulation 
In order to reach manageable solutions that eRn be easily worked with, certain assumptions 
about the fluid in which the waves are travelling must he madC'. First of all the fluid mllst 
be incompressible and since the density of sea water is relatively constant this property will 
hold true. This is known as the continuity of mass 
\i'·il=O (2.11) 
whereu is a vector of the three dimensional particle velocity and \i' is the gradient operator. 
In terms of the velocity potential ¢ 
\i'·\i'¢=O (2.12) 
At all points throughout the fluid the velocity potential must satisfy the Laplace equation 
(2.13) 
A further assumption made is that the fluid particles arc irrotationHl. 
(2.14) 
which leads to the existence of a stream function also conforming to the Laplace equation: 
(2.15) 
Eq. 2.13 is a second order differential equation and is termed the governing equation. 
In order to solve the governing equation some boundary conditions must be given, Fig. 2.5 
shows these conditions for 
\i''2¢ = 0, 0 < x < A, -h<z« (2.16) 
At the seabed, which is assumed horizontaL the bottom boundary condition (BBC) is 
D¢ 
-- = 0 on z =-h az 
( 2.17) 
which essentially states that flow everywhere to the sea bed is tangential and no fluid will 
cross this boundary. 
At the free surface, (, two conditions must hold. The kinematic free surface boundary 
condition (KFSBC) is 
D¢ D( D¢D( 
--=----az at axax on :: = ((:1:. t) (2.18) 
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Figure 2.5: Boundary conditions for the Airy equations 
This is similar to the BBC and states that no fluid shall cross this boundary and that fluid 
will flow tangentially to the free surface, ((x, t). 
The second condition is the dynamic free surface boundary condition (DFSBC), which, 
when the pressure at the free surface is taken as the gauge, p( = 0 becomes 
-- + - - + - + g( = C(t) D<fJ 1 [(D<fJ) 2 (D1» 2] 
f}t 2 f}x 0:: 
(2.19) 
This is an application of the Bernoulli equation to the free surface and dictates that the 
pressure at any point on the surface boundary is a constant. In more complicatpd instances 
where the pressure distribution over a surface is known, the equation can he adapted to 
couple the pressure field to the wave system allowing the waves to become forced. 
The final conditions that must be obeyed are the periodic lateral boundary conditions 
(PLBC) which apply in both space and time: 
<fJ(x,t) = <fJ(.r+)".t) 
<fJ(.r, t) eP(:e. t + T) (2.20) 
This ensures that the solution repeats itself in time anel space and that it can be extended 
to describe a progressive wave train. 
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The full solution to this problem is given in, [16]. A first order solution to these equations 
was given by Airy [17] in 1845 and will form the basis of much of the work put forward here. 
The x and z particle elevations for a small-amplitude wave in water of depth hare 
cosh k(z + h) 
X = a . h kJ c08(k,,; - ~t - rp) 
sm ~ I. 
(2.21) 
sinh k(z + h) (= a. sin(k:r -wt - ¢) 
smh kh 
(2.22) 
where h is measured from the sea bed and is taken as positive, z is measured from the mean 
sea elevation and is negative with increasing depth as was shown ill Fig. 2.l. 
The phase velocity cp of the wave is now given by 
Cp = fi. tanh kh Y"k (2.23) 
and the group velocity as 
1 ( 2kh) 
cg = '2 cp 1 + sinh 2kh (2.24) 
These basic equations are all in terms of the local wave number k. In practice the data 
available is usually the period T or the frequency f. As the phw.;c velocity cp = )"'/T = w / k, 
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Periodic term Deep water 50 III 
freq (Hz) Time (s) k(m- 1) A (m) cp (m/s) k (m- 1) A (m) cp (m/s) 
0.2 5 0.161 39.0327 7.8065 0.W1 30.0327 7.80G5 
0.16667 6 0.1118 56.2072 9.3679 0.1118 5G.2056 9.367G 
0.14286 7 0.0821 76.5042 10.9292 0.0822 7G,4G29 10.9233 
0.125 8 0.0629 99.9238 12.4905 0.0631 99.5615 12.4452 
0.11112 9 0.0497 126.4661 14.0518 0.0503 124.8286 13.8698 
0.1 10 0.0402 156.131 15.6131 OA15 15l.2083 15.1298 
0.0909 11 0.0333 188.9185 17.1744 0.0353 178.1325 16.1939 
0.08334 12 0.0279 224.8286 18.7357 0.0307 204.8328 17.0694 
0.07693 13 0.0238 263.8614 20.297 0.0272 23l.1809 17.7831 
0.07143 14 0.0205 306.0168 2l.8583 0.0244 257.1158 18.3654 
0.06667 15 0.0179 351.2947 23.4196 0.0222 282.6475 18.8432 
Table 2.1: The effect of depth on wavelength, k ntllnber and phas(' velocity 
then 
w2 = gk tanh (kh) (2.25) 
In the ideal case, this equation would be used to calculate k from T or f but, as it cannot 
be inverted it must be solved numerically using iteration techniques (this can be very com-
putationally expensive when a wide range of frequencies is considered). It can be seen that 
the wave number will vary as the wave-train passes over a sea bed of variable depth. 
The effect of depth 
Table 2.1 gives a range of time periods with associated wave numbers, wavelengths and 
velocities for deep water and 50 m depth. Figs. 2.6, 2.7 and 2.8 illustrate the various 
parameters against time period at these two depths. The 50 III contour is regularly quoted 
as an ideal depth for installing wave energy conversion devices. 
It can be seen that in deep water, where tanh kh -+ 1, the approximation w2 = gl.: is valid. 
As the water depth decreases then the longer wavelengths \vill begin to experience drag from 
the bottom. This means that the water particles (which were previously travelling in circular 
orbits) will encounter friction with the sea bed and their orbits will becollle ellipticaL this 
process is shown to the right of Fig. 2.3. The effect of this is to slow down the phase velocity 
of the wave and to some extent cause the wave amplitude to increase. The effect of this call 
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Figure 2.9: Percentage deviation between deep water and 50 III results 
be seen on any shallow sloping beach where the waves increase ill height as they approach 
the shore before eventually breaking. 
For offshore wave devices at the 50 m contour the full Airy equations should be utilised. 
At longer wavelengths, the water in which the devices would be typically situated is too 
shallow for the deep water approximation to strictly hold true. The percentage deviations 
from the deep water values increase for periods greater then 7 s (see Fig. 2.9). One of the 
most important results in terms of wave prediction is that the phase velocity changes as the 
waves enter shallower water. This change in velocity will alter the distance travelled by the 
wave in a set time period. 
2.1.3 Pressure as a variable 
Discussed in the analysis of the deep water equations, pressure is sometimes used as a 
measurement variable and is also affected by the depth of water at which it is taken. The 
Airy equation relating pressure fluctuation p at a depth h is given by 
cosh k(z + 11) . p = pga sm(k:r - wi - ¢) 
cosh kh 
(2.26) 
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Figure 2.10: Pressure attenuation for a range of wavelengths 
For deep water, as h --+ 00, the pressure at depth z becomE's 
p = pgaekz sin(k:c - wt - ¢) (2.27) 
From this, the relative falloff in pressure fluctuation with depth is 
R(k,z) = ek= (2.28) 
Which, as stated previously, leads to resolution difficulties if pressure sensors are sited ill 
deep water. Fig. 2.10 shows the attenuation due to depth for a range of wavelengths. For 
longer wavelengths (i.e. 500 m and 1000 m) the pressure attenuation at 50 m depth will 
be less than 50 % of its surface value, but for wavelengths less than this the falloff will be 
considerably greater. 
2.1.4 Superposition 
An important concept to be addressed is that of superposition. Iu a !iumr first order system 
many inputs can be added together and processed to reach a cUlllulative output that would 
be the same as if each input had been processed separately t hen summed after the output. 
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Figure 2.11: Superposition of many wave trains, with a North East swell present 
Since small-amplitude Airy waves are linear they can be added to produce a more complex 
sea state. 
The simple periodic wave as described by Eq. 2.22 of this section with constant amplitude 
can only be generated in a laboratory wave tank and will never occur naturally. In a wave 
system generated by the wind (Chapter 3), the heights of successive waves and the elevation 
along wave crests will vary. For most purposes this situation can be adequately described 
by the linear superposition of a great number of different wave trains. This is because the 
small amplitude equations are linear, so that the resultant elevation can l)f' described by 
So, from Equation 2.7: 
n 
where the components n are densely distributed in frequency and direction 
In = kn cos en 
Tn n = kn sin en 
and en is the direction of travel of the nth component. 
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(2.29) 
(2.30) 
An example of such a superposition is shown in Fig. 2.11 for a mixed sea state with a 
dominant North Ea.sterly swell. 
2.1.5 Assumptions made 
The following lists the assumptions made in formulating the first order theory for slllall 
amplitude waves, [15]. 
1. The wave shapes are sinusoidal. 
2. The wave amplitudes are very small compared with wavelength and depth. 
3. Viscosity and surface tension are ignored. 
4. The Corio lis force and vorticity, which result from the Earth's rotatiOll. are ignored. 
5. The depth of the water is considered uniform, and the seabed is flat. 
6. The waves are not constrained or deflected by land masses. 
7. That real three-dimensional waves behave in a way that is analogous to a two-dimensional 
model. 
2.2 The wave spectrum 
The wave spectrum is one of the key components in describing a wave field. This concept is 
used for generating realistic wave fields from which to construct predictions. The followillg 
sections set out the theory for introducing this concept. Further information on wave spectra 
and their generation can be found in Chapter 3. Detailed information on Fourier theory and 
spectral analysis will be given in Chapter 5. 
2.2.1 The omnidirectional spectrum 
If the elevation of the sea surface is measured above the origin of the co-ordinate system 
(x = 0, y = 0) then Eq. 2.30 looses dependency on ;r and y and reduces to 
(2.31) 
n 
squaring this 
n Tn 
?1 
and using trigonometric identities 
(2(t) = L L ~anam{COS[(L<,' - TI - WIII)t + (9" - ¢lm)] 
n Tn 
(2.32) 
allowing n = Tn, and taking the long terrn average, while rCIlloving the oscillatory parts: 
(2.33) 
This shows that the variance of the sea-surfacc elevatioll equals the SUIll of the varianc('s 
of its component wave-trains. Since the variance is proportional to the average energy per 
unit area of the sea surface. the total energy of the wave system is just the sum of the 
energies associated with individual wave-trains. This is a property of linear systems where 
the component sinusoids have random phases. 
If the output of a wave recording device is filtered to select only t hose frequencies on the 
right-hand side of Eq. 2.31 with frequencies in the range 1 - !:::"1/2 to 1 + 61/2, giving a. 
variance 6E, then a function S(J) can be defined by 
S(J) = 6.EI6.1 (2.34) 
S(J) will remain finite as 6.1 -> 0 and from this it can be seen that 
E = 100 S(J)dJ (2.35) 
S(J) is called the "omnidirectional spectral density function", and has units of m2/Hz. An 
example is given in Fig. 2.12. 
In practise it is not possible to continuously sample the sea surface elevation and an 
estimate has to be made for a finite period of time/space, this is denoted as c~(J). This 
estimated spectrum will contain some element of random variability and is discllssed in 
Chapter 5. 
2.2.2 Spectral moments 
Some useful definitions and statistical results can be expressed in terms of the spectral 
moments of the spectral density function 8(J). The cOllcept of a mOIlH'ut is takell from 
mechanics where it is used to describe the turning effect of forces applied to various objects. 
A common application is the calculation of the moment for rotating a beam fixed at a 
central point. The opposite of this force will restore the equilibrium. In this application, if 
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Figure 2.12: An omnidirectional spectrum for wind speed of 30 mls 
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the omnidirectional spectrum is represented as a two dimensional laminar shape, then the 
first spectral moment is the balance point along the ordinate when the laminar shape is 
vertical (i.e., as shown in Fig. 2.12). 
In general the nth spectral moment is given by 
mn = lcx r S(f)dj (2.36) 
and it can be seen that the zero-moment is 
ma 100 S(f)dj 
total variance ("energy") of the wave spectrum 
(2.37) 
A common use of the zero-moment is to define the significant wave height where 
(2.38) 
The next few moments can be used to describe the spectral characteristics of ocean waves. 
The first moment ml determines the mean wave frequency and mean wave period. hence 
Tn! 
W=-
rna 
(2.39) 
and 
- 27T lTlo T= - = 27T-
W 1TI] 
(2.40) 
An alternative estimate of t he mean frequency (period) is called the Hverage frcejllC'llcy of 
up-crossing of the mean level Wo (average perioel To). This gives: 
- t!;~2 Wo= -
TrIo 
(2.41) 
and 
- 27T ~o To = =- = 27T -
Wo rn2 
(2.42) 
In addition to the moments rn n , the central moments 1TIn can also be used. These are 
defined as 
Thus: 
rno = rno 
1TII = rr~l - wmo = 0 
rn 2 
_ ] 
rn2 = rn2 --
nlo 
(2.43) 
(2.44 ) 
(2.45 ) 
(2.-16) 
The central moment 1TI2 is a measure of the concentration of the spectral wave energy around 
frequency w. In other words an indication as to whether the spectra is narrow or wide banel. 
2.2.3 The directional spectrum 
If, instead of using Equation 2.31, the full equation including directional terms (Eq 2.30) 
was used, then the same result would be reached, i.e., 
E = (2 ( t) = L ~ a~ (2.47) 
n 
If it was now possible to filter in the directional wave-trains, i.e., those travelling between 
() + ~e /2 and e - ~B /2 in addition to filtering in terms of frequency, then by analogy to 
Eq 2.34, the directional spectral density function SU, e) can be defined by 
~E (FE 
SU, B) = ~f ~e --t dfde ( 2.48) 
It is usual to define SU, e) as the product of the oIIlnidirectional spectrum S'U) and a 
normalised directional distribution G(e), therefore: 
SU, B) = SU)G(B) (2.49) 
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Figure 2.13: Full G(B, J) for a 30 m/ wind 
o that 1 G(B)dB = 1 (2.50) 
In fact G(B) varies with frequency and will therefor be represented by G(B,1). An 
example of a full directional spectrum is shown in Fig. 2.13. A full description of the 
directional spectra and it variou formulations is given in Chapter 3. 
2.3 Energy and power 
The transmission and transformation of energy i a fundamental proces in the progres ion 
and dispersion of ocean surface waves. The concept of the wave 1;pectrum and the develop-
ment of oceanic scale model of wave behaviour are based on tracking the energy balance 
from in eption to disp rsal. Energy is important to many proces e because it cannot dis-
appear; for example, if a transformation is made from the frequency domain to the time 
domain the energy pre ent before the transform should equal the energy present after. If it 
is found that the energy does not balance then there must be an error in the transformation 
proc 5S. 
The total energy in a wave can be broken down into potential energy and kinetic energy. 
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The potential energy results from the elevation of the water particles above the lllean sea 
level and the kinetic mergy is due to t he fact t hat the water particles an' in orbi t al motion 
throughout the fluid when t1l(' wave is in motion. 
Considering a colulIlIl of water of unit area whose surface is raised a distance ( aho\'{' the 
mean sea level. The potential energy required to raise the column by this amount is 
E = pg(2 
p 16 (2.51) 
Thp kinetic pnergy associated with the motion of water particles in tlw same wave ha.., bpcn 
shown by Lamb [18] and Dean and Dalrymple [16] to hp 
(2.52) 
Combining these two equations will give thp total mergy per unit of surface arpa 
(2.53) 
This equation is a function of surface elevation only and npitiH'r the dept 11 of water 110r thl' 
frequency of the wave will affect the energy present. This shows that the energy in the wave 
is split equally between the potential energy and kinetic energy. In deep water the elH'rgy is 
usually contained within half a wavelength of the surface', [14]. 
There is a simple analogy that can be made hen' between tIl(' flow of cllC'rgy in n wave 
system and the flow of energy in an A.C. electrical power system. In a wavc, the kinetic 
energy is cycling energy due to the motion of the water particles. To a first order this docs 
not cause the transfer of energy from one system point to another, i.e, it is not a powpr flow 
and cannot be utilized as an energy source. However, energy can propagate from onc point 
of the system to another in the form of a flow of sea waves, which is a flow of potential 
energy. This is a power flow component. 
This is analogous to real power in an A.C. power system, which is the flow of cnergy from 
one point of the system to another (and similarly for the flow of potential enNgy in a sea 
wave). Additionally the reactive power, which is the cycling of energy around the systC'lIl 
with no net power flow from onp point to another (this cycling occurs twice per voltagp 
cycle and is associated with the cycling between stored maguetic field ell('rg.v in inductive 
components and storpd electric field energy in capacitive components). This mis('s thl' point 
that only 50% of the energy in the deep sea system can be cOllwrted into usable (,llcrg.':, 
and to do this, then a wave energy converter should be a matched load. If the wave systelll 
ha..'i a characteristic impedance, then the wave converter should have an impedance that IS 
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the complex conjugate of this characteristic impedance to obtain maximllIll sea wave energy 
extraction. 
However this analogy IIlay Ilot lw entirely true <t • .., certain devices will extract potcntial 
and kinetic energy from the waves raising the energy extraction to greater than 50%. For 
example a point absorber will extract the potential energy by following the heavE' but a 
device akin to the Pelarnis or wave dragon will extract some kinE'tic energy also. 
The power. or energy flux, contained in a wave is a multiple of the energy per unit area 
times til<' velocity at which this energy is travelling. For an omni-direct ioned single freqm·ncy 
wave this is simply the pha.'-le velocity of the wave. Cpo For a real situation where IIlany waves 
are prpsent the group velocity, cg must be considf'l'ed. This can also be termed the energy 
transport [13] and in a similar vein a Illch"iS transport can aiso be defined. In an ideal situation 
the wave particles will travel in a perfect circle and remain always in the same lIwan position. 
In reality they will be continually displaced by a small distance over time this is known ai-l 
the Stokes drift and this is equivalent to the lIlass transport of water particles due to the 
incident wave field. 
To show the calculation for a full sea state, the definition of 8(J) in Eq. 2.34, gives 
8(J)~J = L ~a~ (2.54) 
where the sum is taken over those component wave trains whose frequencies lie ill the rangc' 
f - ~f /2 and f + ~f /2. Thus, using Eq. 2.53, for a given spectrum, the total ellergy p('l' 
unit area of the sea surface is 
E 
E 
py J S(J)dJ = pgmo 
pg(fI; /16) (2.55) 
where fIs is the significant wave height (given later in Eq. 2.58). For a unidirectional wave 
system, the power transported per metre of crest lengt h is 
P = pg J cg(J)S(f)dJ (2.56) 
If a directional spectrum is considered, then this formula gives the power being transported 
across a fixed circle of unit diameter. 
For deep water, using Eq. 2.36, this becomes 
(2.57) 
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2.4 Height and period parameters 
As has been previously stated, when discussing the propertiC's of spectral Illoments, having 
general paranwters to describe a complex wave field is very u:-;eflll. The momcuts a~ alreacl.v 
highlighted can be combined to present generalised height and time parameters. The follow 
is taken almost entirely from Tucker. [12], as alternate rdt'H'llce material did not in general 
deal with this subject in as much detail. 
2.4.1 From time histories 
Some of the parameters derived from a time history are shown below 
hz is the range of elevation between two zero-upcrossings of the mean water level 
hem is the height of a crest above the mean water level 
htm is the depth of a trough below mean water level 
he is the difference in level between a crest and the succeeding trough 
tz is the time interval between two sllccessive up-crossings of the mean water level 
te is the time interval between two successive crests. 
Tz is the mean value of t z over the length of a particular time-history 
In practice, he and t r are not commonly derived from time-history records, and interest 
is given over more to the zero-crossing parameters. 
In early work on wave prediction, the term "Significant wave height" Willi applied to the 
highest one third of zero-upcross waves. This is the average crest-to-trough height of the 
highest one third of waves and was chosen as being close to the wave height reported by visual 
observers aboard vessels. However no relationship was ever found to relate this parallwter 
to the other more fundamental wave parameters and its use is now largely historical. 
The parameter now in general use and also called the "Significant wave height". which 
is denoted as Hs or Hmo and is defined by 
(2.58) 
where 'rno is the variance of sea surfacc elevation and COllles from the zerot h spectmllllOllwllt. 
The value of Hmo can be derived by the manual Tucker-Draper mt'thod [19]. 
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Symhol Title D('scri pt ion Moment ValliE' 
defini hon (8) 
TE Energy PE'riod Total wave power in deep m-I/rno 12.51 
2 
water = t;f; TEmO 
T1 or T Mean period 1/ aVE'ragE' fr('quency of the mO/m1 11.27 
spectrum 
T"2 or T~ Zero-crossing The average period of the TTl "2 17lI 0 10.38 
period zero- upcross waves 
II Integral period The 1~ of thc illtf'gral of m-dmo 13.00 
the record 
T1I1 or Tp Modal period The period at which 8(1) NOlle 14.60 
or peak period has its highest value 
1~)c Calculated Approximation to the I "2 TTI-2ml rno 15.00 
peak period modal period 
Tahle 2.2: Wave period parameters for an 18.6m/s PiE'rsoll-l\loskowitz spectrulll 
The individual values of hz and t z within a particular wavE' rccord arc found to be related 
to each other. In general, a higher value for hz means a longer t z . The majority of thcsp 
parameters are of interest in the forecasting of E'xtreIllC wave behaviour and not for gcneral 
concern in the prediction of waves. However, they can prove useful in quick checks to 
determine if prediction and simulation results are approximately correct. Table 2.2 gives 
various wave period parameters for a 18.6 m/s Person-Moskowitz spectra, this is a widel:v 
used spectral formulation in Ocean Engineering and is defined later in Chapter 3. 
2.4.2 From omni-directional spectra 
A first step in analysing a wave record is to take its FFT and then to construct its spectrum. 
The sea-state parameters arc generally computed at this time and stored with the spect.rum. 
It is comIllon for the spectral moments from Tn-2 to m4 to be calculated and from these 
moments, the "spectral" values of Hmo and 1~. 1;) is also often recorciE'ci, it is defincd a.s 
1/ fp where fp is the peak of the spectrum. As the low-frequE'Ilcy limit of significant wave 
energy is approximately O.03J/ z [12], the int.egration for the moments usuall:v extends from 
the lowest frequency estimate which includes this, to a high frequency limit which, in the 
case of wave buoy meaHurernent, is often taken as just below the h('ave resonallC<'. In some 
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instances, a "Phillips tail" can be added above the high frequency limit to replace the lost 
part of the spectrum (a,,", ciescril)('d in Chapter 3). In cases wlwre the wind speed is low, 
the energy of the spectrulIl will tend to fall into t11c higher frequency range. This data is 
generally lost when selecting the upper limit for calculating the spectral moments, but it 
lIlust also be noted that the response of the mea..'3uring device in the low wind scenario is 
likely to be corrupted. 
lImo <1.':> defined in Section 2.4.1, is in almost universal llse as the hcight parameter hut 
a whole range of ot her period parameters are also utilised in papers published over t hc past 
50 years. 
From cOlIllIlunications theory, Rice [20], with random IlOisp signals, showed that for a 
Gaussian signal 
(2.59) 
(2.60) 
A large amount of existing theory dealing with ocean surface waves treats the problem in 
probabilistic terms. With much of the existing research focused on extreme wave height 
prediction for use in civil engineering projects where storm limits are required. 
Certain problems exist with parameters that are dependent on negative or higher order 
moments, primarily through raising the frequency term to high powers, which will tend to 
favour high frequencies. At the higher frequencies the signal will tend to be dominated by 
noise terms which are amplified and skew the results. During the course of this study the 
parameters that are dependent on IIloments from 0 through to 2 have been most stable 
and are in agrement with the theoretical values given by Tucker [12] and replicated here in 
Table 2.2. 
2.4.3 Wind speed to wave height 
Table 2.3 is taken from [15] and shows how wind speed is related to significant wave height. 
It also relates these values to the Beaufort Wind Scale which is more often heard in the 
general context of television or radio weather foreca..'>ting. 
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Beaufort Name \Vinci Speed Significant 
Nmnber (mean) wave height 
m/s km/hr /fmo 
() Calm 0.00.2 0.0-0.72 0 
1 Light air 0.3 1.5 l.085.4 0.10.2 
2 Light breeze 1.6 3.3 5.7611.88 0.3-0.5 
3 Gentle breeze 3.45.4 12.24-19.44 0.6- l.0 
4 l\loclerate breeze 5.5-7.9 19.8-28.44 l.5 
5 Fresh breeze 8.0-10.7 28.8- 38.52 2.0 
6 Strong breeze 10.8 13.8 38.88 49.68 
3 r:: 
.0 
7 Near gale 13.9-17.1 50.04 61.56 5.0 
8 Gale 17.220.7 61.92-74.52 7.5 
9 Strong gale 20.8-24.4 74.8887.84 9.5 
10 Storm 24.528.4 88.2 102.24 12.0 
11 Violent storm 28.5-32.7 102.6117.72 15.0 
12 Hurricane > 32.7 > 118 > 15 
Table 2.3: Comparing Beaufort number to wind speed and wave height 
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Chapter 3 
Wave Generation, Spectra and 
Simulation 
The generation and propagation of waves across the surface of any body of water is a com-
plicated process that is at yet not fully undertitood by modern science. In order to make 
engineering approximations for the prediction of wave behaviour, information on the growth 
and evolution of wave fields is necessary. In this chapter, the present state of knowledge is 
briefly described as well as the manner in which oceanography and ocean engineering choose 
to represent the processes. The linearisation and approximations required to run a simu-
lation of wave behaviour in near to real time are tl10n presented and the model structure 
discussed. 
3.1 Wave generation by wind 
The subject of this section ha..'l been widely covered in the literature and a full treatise on 
the theory is not required. The following overview is bascd on Tllcker [12] with additional 
information from Townson [14] and Brown et. al. [15]. For a full account of the meclm-
nisms involved in the generation and propagation of wave energy see Komen et. al. [21] or 
Massel [22]. 
As with many physical processes the analysis of the generation and propagation of a 
wave considers the conservation and movement of energy between different IlH'diuIllS. Thp 
ultimate source of this mergy is the SUIl. The energy from the sun differentially warms the 
earth and causes areas of low and high pressure. The formation of storms and winds follow. 
The energy has been transformed from solar to wind energy. The mechanism for t he transfer 
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of this energy to the waves is still under debate but it can best he sUlIllJled up (1,,'" an eIlcrgy 
balance equation. 
3.1.1 The energy balance equation 
The process of wave generation can be initially described Ilsing two examples: waves on a 
small stretch of water such a.-; a loch and storm-force waves as generated by a hurricanC'. 
First, consider a wind pfllising over the surface of a loch. On a calm day the water will be 
still. With a slight breeze the surface will be deformed by capillary waves, largely sustained 
by surface tension. On a gusty day small waves will have formed and on a day when high 
winds are blowing true gravity waves will have developed and will be running up onto the 
shore. The wave will develop in magnitude across the loch and break onto the shore facing 
the oncoming wind. 
A second, lllore extreme case, is to consider a hurricane blowing in the Caribbean. Winds 
in excess of 64 knots will feed energy into the wave system over a prolonged period of time, 
developing seas with significant wave heights greater than 15 m. This wave energy will 
remain in the system until it has been dispersed. If the storm is mainly blowing in an 
easterly direction then the waves can leave the Caribbean ba.-;in and progress across the 
Atlantic eventually meeting a land mass several days later to break on its shores. 
Although these are simplified accounts, the above examples include all the elements of 
the wave equation. The equation h&<; to account for the input energy, the energy dissipation 
and the change in stored energy with time and space. Hence: 
r5E r5E Yt + (cg + Ud) r5;r = W + 1+ D (3.1) 
where E is the spectral density of energy per unit area at a frequency wand position ;r, ('g is 
the group velocity at w, Ud is the speed of the wind-clriv(ln current, W' is the rate of energy 
transfer from the wind, I is the rate of non-linear transfer aIllong the fr(lqucncy components, 
and D is the rate of energy dissipation. In the real sea, Ud is small compared to ('g over the 
range of interest and the equation reduces to 
r5E r5E , 
f + cgT = ~1 + I + D ()t uX (3.2) 
In a fully-developed sea, i.e., one in which the energy input from the wind is balanced 
against the energy dissipated in the waves, the equation becomes H/ = J + D. This is becallse 
the first term on the left-hand sid(l indicates a changing sea statl' with timE' while the second 
left-hand term indicates a changing sea-state with respect to distalH'('. 
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3.1.2 Wind input W 
As indicated in the previous section it is the winds which blow continuously over the surface 
of the sea that are tho sourc(' of ocoan waves. vVhen il wind blows across a hard surfacE', 
it generates turbulence. On a dry dusty day this turbulence can b(' secn by observing the 
vortexes or mini-whirlwinds that form. This is caused by patterns of alternating high and low 
pressure. These patterns can be resolved into ha.rmonic components travelling in diffprent 
directions at different speeds. Although not a true solid surface, the surface of the sea is 
much more dense than air so friction is developed between t he two layers and so turbulence 
is generated. Some of the pressure pattern harmonics will have the correct wavelength and 
velocity to resonatf~ with the water waves, i.e., t hey are travelling with the same velocity as 
the pha.'-ie velocity of the wave, and with the same wavelength, and therefore it can transfer 
energy to it. This method was first put forward by Phillips [23] and is sufficient to deal with 
linear growth, although for well developed waves of longer wavelen?;th and higher amplitude 
an interactive mechanism is required where the pr('ssure differences on the sea-surfac0 are 
driven by the waves themselves. 
A theory was put forward by Miles [24] and modified by Janssen [25] to explain how this 
occurs. What is required is for a high pressure to develop on the upwind side of til{' wave 
where the water level is droppin?;, and a lower pressure on the downwind slope where t 1H' 
water is rising. These pressures will then do work on moving the water partich~s and feed 
energy into til(' wave. It can be thought of as the same process that creates and moves sand 
dunes along a beach. 
Inside a water wave, if the force due to the linear acceleration is integrated up a vertical 
column, it just balances the change in weight of a column due to a change in surface elevation, 
leaving a constant pressure at the water surface. For a wave travelling under still air, the 
air particle movements are the reverse of the water particle movements in the wave, and 
the dynamic and static pressures add instead of subtracting. If an air pressure sensor was 
floated on top of the wave then the change in air pressure would be 2pagH, where Pa is the 
density of air and H is the wave height. Since it is in phase with the wave profile tht'H' is 
no energy exchange between the two mediums. 
For a pha.qe change to exist and for energy transfer to occur there must be friction 
between the two layers. Relaxing the still air condition and allowing a following wind to 
blow, a turbulent boundary layer is created therefore inducing a phase shift giving the correct 
conditions for energy transfer from the wind to the wave. This process will occur when the 
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wind speed exceeds the phase velocity of the wave. 
Snyder et al [26] took measurements of air pressure over waves under active generation 
which produced a formula for the wind input ~V, which is the work dOlle on the waves hy 
the wind at a vector wave number k where, for U5 cos () > cp : 
W(k) = bE(k) = O.2~ {Us cose - I} 
r5t PH' cp 
(3.3) 
However, for u's cos e < cp then 
W(k) = 0 (3.4) 
For Eq. 3.3: 
W(k) is the rate of energy input per unit area per unit range of k 
E(k) is the rate of spectral density of the waves in terms of energy per unit area pC'l' unit 
range of k 
U5 is the wind speed at a height of 5 III 
e is the angle between the wind direction and the direction of wind travel 
Pa is the air density 
Pw is the water density 
Cp is the phase velocity of the waws with wave number k 
w = 21[1 
The equation shows that for high wind speeds, the wind feeds energy into the waves over a 
wide range of wave directions, but as the wind speed approaches the phase velocity the range 
of wave directions that can be added to narrows. This results in directional spreading where 
energy is widely distributed for higher frequencies but cOllcentrated in a narrow directional 
range for lower frequencies. Formulas utilising this behaviour will be given later in this 
Chapter. 
3.1.3 Non-linear interactions I 
During the 1970s there was much interest in dewloping models for statistically predicting 
wave behaviour on an oceanic scale. A key part of this was developing an llll<iprstanding of 
how the energy present in a wave system can be transferred betweeu diff('l'Put frequencies, 
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e.g., why does the energy present at a system source at the higher frequencies (i.e., the centre 
of a storm) translate to a low frequency swell that arrives on distant shores'? 
The a,.<;sumption of linearity and superposition will no longer hold for steep waves SHch 
a,.'l those found in developing wave systems. But, this non-linearity is grnerally weak, so 
a linear superposition of sinusoidal waves can be initially assumed to investigate how the 
nonlinearities cause interactions. 
Starting with the component surface elevations (1, (2, .... (n, the sC'cond-order nonlinear-
ities produce terms that are multiples of these, i.e., in grneral terms 
(3.5 ) 
where Knrn is a factor which can be calculated from hydrodynamic analysis 
If (n and (rn have vector wave numbers k n and km and frequencies Wn and w"', then 
substituting the relevant wave equations and multiplying out shows that (mil consists of 
two components, one with a vector wave number k mn (+) = k" + km and a frequency 
wnm ( +) = Wn + Wrn , and the other with a wave IlllInber k nm ( -) = kll - k m and a fi'C'-
quency Wnrn ( -) = Wn - Wm. For second order interactions there are no cases where k nm ( + ) 
and wnm ( +) obey the dispersion relationship for a frC'e wave, and the same is true for the 
difference components. Hence, all second-order components are tied waves and cannot build 
up by resonant interactions. 
This being said, Hasselmann [27] showed that for third order interactiolls, certain com-
binations of vector wave numbers can produce resultant components which do obey the 
dispersion relationship and which are therefore capable of building up hy l'esonancf'. He 
further went on to show that energy could be transferred from one part of the wave spec-
trum to another. In particular energy from the higher frequencies is transferred to the lower 
frequencies, extending the low frequency range of the wave. With the JONSWAP spectrum 
(Section 3.2.2) it is also possible for energy from the mid-part of the spectrum to be moved to 
higher frequencies. The breaking of waves may also account for much of the energy transfer 
during the early stages of growth from higher to lower frequencies. KOlll('!l [21] expands 
upon this concept. 
3.1.4 Dissipation of energy D 
The second balancing force of ~t' = J + D is the energy that is dissipated. Tlw two most 
important processes in deep water wave analysis are losses due to lIlolecular viscosity and 
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wave breaking. However, inshore, the proces"es of shoaling and refraction also becoIlle 
important as can be observed in the SWAN model [28]. 
Loses due to viscosity 
The theory of molecular viscosity and its effects have been long known (Lamb [18]). For 
lightly damped waves, viscous attenuation causes the amplitude to decay with time but has 
little affect on other a....,pects of a waves behaviour, such as freque'llcy. For the' light damping 
condition to hold the proportional energy loss per cycle should be small which is the ca....,e 
for the wavelengths of interest. 
Viscosity is a linear phenomenon, so that. for a given wavelength, the shear forces gen-
erated are proportional to the wave amplitude, and the energy loss due to the amplitude 
squared. If a spatially-uniform wave-train is generated then allowed to decay. the rate of 
loss would therefore be 
dE(t) 
dt 
-E(t) (3.6) 
where T" is a constant with the dimension of time. Solving the first order differential equation 
for E(t) will give 
E(t) = Eoexp(-fITc) (3.7) 
or, in terms of amplitude: 
(3.8) 
Lamb gives the formula for Ta as 
(3.9) 
where ,\ is wavelength and /J is kinematic viscosity. 
Viscosity is only really a serious problem if dealing with short wavelengths, (much less 
than 0.5 m), or for wave-trains that are being tracked over a great distance or a long time. 
For example, a wavelength of 25 m will need to travel IG400 km to decay to lie of its initial 
value. The width of the Pacific Ocean, for comparison, is 17600 kIll at the equator. 
Energy loses due to whitecapping 
For the range of the spectrum that we are interest('d in the more dominant method of energy 
loss is whitecapping. This occurs when the amplitude of the wave ha:-; exceeded its physical 
maximum imposed by Hb = 0.14'\. Whitecapping is seen &; white foam forming at the peak 
of the wave a...., it begins to break and the water becomes aerated. If the waw has grown 
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exceedingly high then the centre of gravity of the upper wave, that above the mean sea level, 
will overtake the centre of gravity of the lower part of the wave causing it to topple over. 
This process is more commonly seen as breaking waves at the shoreline. 
Theoretical treatment is difficult, but models for computerised wave prediction makp 
use of adjustment factors in the standard wave spectra to approximate the process into 
something akin to real life. Ha.sselmann [29] proposed a formula based on the integral wave 
steepness parameter 
, 1r1oL:fl 
0' = --2-
g 
where w = 27[} = 27fmdmo and mn is the nth spectral moment. 
(3.10) 
Komen, Ha.sselmann and H&')selmann [30] examined the energy balance requircments to 
produce the Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum (Section 3.2.2), and concluded that they got the 
best results by using 
2 ( , ) 2 8Dis (k) = -3.33 x 10-.5 (~) W ~ E(k) 
W O'pM 
(3.11) 
Where, 
8DiS (k)dk is the rate of energy dissipation per unit area of the sea-surface from a range 
of vector wave number dk. 
O'PA! is the value of (): calculated for the Pierson-~10skowitz spectrum. 
E(k) is the spectral density in vector wave number terms. 
Eq. 3.11 can be restated in terms more commonly used as: 
2 
( 
, ) 2 c W (l 8D/s(w, ()) = -3.33 X 10-') (-=-) w - E(w, ()) 
W CtPM 
(3.12) 
Note that a is proportional to the wave energy and 8D1 .'> is proportional to H~to. Whitecap-
ping therefore gives a tight control over the amplitude of a wave, reinforcing the &"lsUmptioIl 
made with regard to the maximum height before breaking Hb = 0.14.\. 
3.1.5 Time line 
Having given definitions for the terms involved in the energy transfer of a d{'velopillg sea 
state, mention must be given to the time line of evolution and the terms applied. 
Fully developed sea 
The simplest state to describe is the fully developed sea. The Si2P of waves is gOV<'l'lwd bot h 
by the wind speed and the unobstructed distance over which the wind ha . .., beE'll blowing, 
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known as the fetch. Provided the fetch is extensive, and the wind has beC'n blowing at a 
constant velocity an equilibrium state in the enngy balance equation is reached (11.'i discussed 
earlier where W = J + D). In this balancing conditiun the size and shape of the waves do 
not change. 
Young sea 
A young sea occurs before th(:' equilibrium condition for a fully developed sea is J'('ached. 
This happens at the start of a storm when the waves al'f~ gradually gaining in height and 
energy is being transferred between different frequencies of tht, spectrum. 
Swell sea 
This occurs after the wave-field has left its source area and tIl(> local wind is no longer 
contributing. The higher frequencies of the fully developed spectrum gradually feed their 
energy into the lower ranges resulting in waves of lesser amplitude but longer wavelength. 
This is generally what you see arriving at the coast and what wave device developers are 
looking for. 
Real sea 
A real sea will in general consist of several swell seas and a locally generated YOUllg sea 
depending on local conditions. For the west coast of Scotland, swells can arrive from storms 
in the Southern Ocean, the Caribbean, the North West Atlantic and the seas around Ireland. 
In addition to this, a local young sea will almost always be present. If a storm begins to 
form in the local area then a fully developed sea can be produced and Illask the preS('llCe of 
any swell seas that are arriving. 
3.2 Spectral representation of wave fields 
Further exploration of wave generatioJl theory leads to the need for dimensional analysis 
techniques. Although the underlying principles of wave generation are understood, the 
mathematics cannot be succinctly stately. 
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Figure 3.1: Phillips spectrum for a 12 ms- 1 wind 
3.2.1 Similarity theorems 
Consideration of the energy balance equation and the concept.s developed in the previous 
sections suggests that a saturation point will be reached for the upper frequencies where 
the spectrum will be governed by the local physical parameters of spectral density 5'(w') , 
the densities of air pa and water PUll gravity g and frequency w. Taking the densities of air, 
water and gravity a..<; constant, Phillips [31] suggested that the saturated spectrum should 
follow the form of: 
A simple spectral formula can be derived from this 
where 
8(J) ag2(27rt 4f-5 for f> fo 
o for f < fa 
peak frequency fo = g/27rUlO 
(3.13) 
(3.14) 
(3.15) 
(3.16) 
a = 0.0081 is an empirical constant and Uto is the wind speed at 10 rn. Fig. 3.1 shows a 
plot of the spectrum. It is only defined above the peak frequency since the formllla does not 
account for the lower frequency effects. 
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Ma.qsel [22] gives several other formulations for the ba.'iic saturation spectrum involving 
the variation of a and arguments that the saturation limit should decay a;-; u.;-I. The more 
common approach is to follow the argument put forwClrd by KitCligorodskii [32] (original 
paper in Russian). 
The spectrum of interest is normally limited by the fetch over which a steady wind has 
been blowing. This adds the fetch X and the wind speed It to the basic Phillips equation so 
that 
S'() 2 ~5F(IIUJ 9X) UJ =qUJ' --
. 9 'u2 (3.17) 
where 
lLUJ / 9 = Uj = dimensionless frequency (3.18) 
gX/u2 = :r = dimensionless fetch (3.19) 
and F is an unknown but universal function. Putting the equation in this form Hwans that 
for any spectra mea.'iurements taken in a locally-generated sea, w5 S'(w) / g2 plotted against w 
for any valtw of 1', will result in the same basic shape. 
3.2.2 General spectra 
While Phillips and Kitaigorodskii carried out the initial investigations for analysis of the 
upper reaches of spectral saturation, real experiments were required to correctly ch'fine t hi:' 
spectra for the most energetic part of the spectra below the peak frequency. In common with 
all the proposed spectra is a set of power functions which are mUltiplied by an exponential 
function. A general form for the spectral density function is: 
(3.20) 
in which A, B, p and q are free parameters. 
The following are some of the spectra in use. 
The Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum 
This spectrum represents a fully developed sea where the phase speed is equal to the wind 
speed and the spectrum is saturated. Using field data, Pierson and ~Ioskowitz [33] proposed 
that 
(3.21 ) 
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Figure 3.2: The Pierson ivIoskowitz spf'ctra for wind speeds 10 to 20 IllS-I 
where n = 8.1 x lO-:l and B = 0.74 are empirically-derived parameters. The one variable in 
the equation is the wind speed lhY.5 at an elevation of 19.5 III above tIl(> sea surface. This 
was the elevatioll of the measurement equipment during the experiment: howevcr it can he 
changed to other heights ('llIcker [12]). ~Iost other formulae take the wind speed at a IlPight 
of 10 m and a simple relatiom;hip is [/10 = 0.93UI9 .5 . Fig. 3.2 shows the Piersoll-~I()skowitz 
spectra for a range of wind speeds. The increase of energy density, and thus significant wave 
height, with wind speed is clearly seen here. It is common whell simulating a waw-field to 
work with these spectra as an initial trial. 
A form of Eq. 3.21 in terms of the frequency of thE' spectral peak -Jp is useful in formulating 
other spectra and is giwn b:v 
(3.22) 
An alternate fonll ill terms of i"ipeC'tral peak frf'quenC'y jp is also giWll herE': 
(3.23) 
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Figure 3.3: JONSWAP spectra for fdches 20 200km 
The JONSWAP spectrum 
Using a large-scale mea...'-lUH'IIlE'nt exp<'riment carried out ill 1968 and 1969 (the Joint l\orth 
Sea Wave Project - JONS\VAP), the shape of a spectrum when r{'lated to f('tch was cOllsid-
ered and a modification to the Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum WetS proposed (Hasselmann et 
al. [34)). 
(3.24) 
in which 
(:3.25) 
and 
a = (Ta for wi < wI' or w = .vI' (3.26) 
(3.27) 
1=3.3 (3.28) 
(3.29) 
(3.30) 
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As can be seen, the first term on the right-hand side of Eq. 3.24 is identical to the Pierson-
Moskowitz spectrum (Eq. 3.22). The second term on the right-hand side giwm in detail in 
Eq. 3.25 is a peak enhancement factor which raises the peak of the spectrum according to 
the fetch distance. It is designed to simulate the development of a wind sea before it is fullv 
developed. In this spectrum Q and wp are now deppndent on fetch. 
Fig. 3.3 shows examples of the spectrum for a wind speed of 20 Ill/sand fetches of 
20 krn to 200 km. The development of the spectrum with distance lIlorC closely mirrors 
the natural evolution of a spectrum than the Pierson-l\Ioskowitz, with the density of the 
spectrum increasing with distance and the width of the peak narrowing over greater fetch. 
Wind sp(~ed has a similar effect. 
In taking the JONS\VAP spectrum to a long fetch case, it should ideally result in the 
Pierson-\10skowitz formulation. Instead it retains its enhanced peak. Several attempts have 
been made to resolve this and other inconsistencies, these are detailed in Tucker [12] and 
Massel [22]. 
Swell and additional spectra 
Alternative formulations to the JONS\tVAP and Pierson-Moskowitz spectra have been pro-
posed using different data sets and are given in l\Iassel [22]: Donelan, Wallops, Krylov, 
Davidian and Tl\IA. Of use in the prediction of waves for wave energy devices is the swell 
spectrum proposed by Davidan (translation in Massel [22]). In contrast to the Pierson-
Moskowitz and JONSWAP spectra, where the waves are forced, when the wind speed drops 
the waves begin to attenuate and become free waves. The wind can still sllstain saturation 
at the higher frequencies but, for lower frequencies, the energy tends to the lower range and 
reduces the nOll-linear effects. The proposed spectrum has the form: 
(3.31) 
3.2.3 Directional spectra 
So far the Wave spectrum has been considered as omnidirectional. In a real situation the 
spectrum also shows directional spreading which can be represented as many superposed 
wave-trains travelling in different directions. The energy transfer that occurs between the 
wind and the wave system ensures that energy around the peak frequency is concentrated 
about the mean direction in which the wind is blowing. For higher and lower frequencies 
the energy is more spread out in all directions. 
Knowledge of the directional spectrum is more sparse than that of the point spectrum 
due to the limitations in instrumentation (for a discllssion sec Chapter 4). The common 
method for defining a directional spectrum S(J, e) is to fit a directional spreading function 
D((), 1)}0 a recorded point spectrum S(J) so that 
provided that 
S(J. e) = S(J)D(e, f) 
(XJ r D(J,e) = 1 
Jo J-7r 
(3.32) 
(3.33) 
The total energy in the point spectrum will remain unaffected, but will be given to wave 
vectors travelling in different directions. 
Several formulations for the directional spreading function exist and an~ given in the 
following sections. Information on the extraction of directional spectra from measurements 
and the formulation of spectral harmonics are det ailed in Chapter 4. 
The cosine-power models 
Pierson et a1. [35] made the first historical attempt to model the directional spreading of 
wave energy by proposing that 
2 7f 7f D(B) = -cos2 (), for - - < () <-
7f '2- -2 (3.34) 
As a first approximation it was reasonable but it neglected energy spreading in directions 
normal to the wind and it was assumed to apply equally to all frequency components. 
From field studies conducted with a pitch and roll buoy, Longuet-Higgins et a1. [36] 
proposed an extended formula such that 
D(e ) = 8 25 - 1 ~2(8 + 1) 1 (B - em) 128 e , 8 ) cos , - 7f ~ ~ 7f 
7f r 28 + 1 2 
(3.35 ) 
where 8m is the main peak frequency direction, 8 is a function of frequency and r is a gamma 
function given by: 
f(x) = l''X.: (r-l exp-t dt (3.36) 
Several formulations for the spreading parameter s(J) have been proposed. In common 
with all the formulations is that 8(J) is large at the spectral peak and smaller as it moves to 
lower and higher frequencies. Inlllost experiments the parameter was found to be asymmetric 
decreasing ftl.',ter on the lower frequency side. 
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Figurr 3.4: l\litsllyal-iu and .JONSWAP spreading factors for {flO = 20 m/s 
Mitsuyasll et aI. [37] proposed til(' following based all cloverleaf buoy data: 
,.., (l) 5 for f < fp 
81' 
.., UJ 25 for f > j~ (3.37) 
81' 
where fp is the freclIwIlcy at tiw peak of the spectrum and .'ip is th(' va.lu(' of .<; at th(' spe(,tral 
peak given by 
( u )-'2.5 .... p = 11.5 c~o (3.3~) 
UlO is the wind speed at a height of 10 m anel ('1' is the phase spepci at the spectral maximulll 
(:1' = g/27r f p ' 
As a result of the JONS\NAP experiment Ha..'>s('lrnann et aI. [38] proposed an additional 
form for a developing sea: 
(:~.39) 
in which for f < 1.05fp: 
I' .. 1.05 
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or, for ! > 1.05!p 
Sp 9.77 
J1 -2.33 - 1.45 (l~Jl) - 1.17) 
cp 
Obtaining plots of the two spreading functions is complicated by the apparmtly conflict-
ing methods of calculating the peak spectral frequency J~ for a wind speed of 20 m/s at 10 III 
elevation. ~Iassel [22] using the wind speed at 19.5 rn for a P-l\I spectrum, [J19.:; = {/1O/0.93 , 
and the condition that 
[f19.5!p = 0.13 
9 
obtains a peak spectral frequency of 0.0593 Hz. 
Tucker [12J (p.p. 100) gives the definition of peak spectral frequency as 
!p = 0. 8779 
2n-[J19.5 
(3.40) 
(3.41) 
and obtains a figure of 0.0637 Hz. Later in the same text (p.p. 2(0), whilp demonstrating 
the properties of Mitsuyasu's spreading function, the definition is given as 
f - 0.889 p- 2n[J1O (3.42) 
which results in !p = 0.0687 Hz. Replacing [flO with [f19.5 will give the 0.0637 Hz result. 
Alternativc1y, according to Mitsuyasu's original paper, the non-dimensional frequency is 
defined in terms of the wind speed at a 10 m elevation and a fetch X. Choosing a very large 
fetch (500 km), to approximate to a fully developed spectrum, the following results: 
(
9X ) -0.:33 
18.8 [f2 
10 
18.89 (9 X ) -0.33 
27r[J1O Ufo (3.43) 
Unfortunately this does not asymptotically approach a fully devcioped state until the fetch 
is exceedingly large. 
On closer examination Massel (22J appears to have made a rounding error in Eq. 3.77 
(his text). In checking the original Pierson paper (33J the equation should read 
[J19.5!p = 0.14 (3.44) 
9 
and on substituting for [f19.5 = U lO /0.93 a peak spectral frequency of 0.639 Hz is found. 
To correct Tucker [12J on p.p. 200, a factor of 0.8184 relating to a wind speed at 10 rn 
as stipulated by ~Iitsuyasu must be used in place of the 0.88 given. This results in 
[flO = 0.8184 
cp 
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giving a peak spectral frequency of 0.639 Hz which matches the corrected Massd formula. 
Taking these corrections into account. the two formulae for the spreading function are 
given in Fig. 3.4 for a fully developed sea. The full directional spreading functiolls for 
fully developed seas are given in Figs. 3.5 and 3.6. The Mitsuyasu function gives a sharper 
directional spread than the squatter JONS\VAP spread. Tucker [12] gives a further discussion 
of the two spreading factors, but the differences between the two lIlay lie in the methods of 
mea.'mrement and instrumentation errors. 
As a further minor point, the directional spreading equation (Eq. 3.35), as quoted several 
times in Tucker [12], will return erroneous results when a mean directional frequency other 
than () racl/s is used. Returning to Cartwright [39] the correct formllia should reacl 
D(O ) = s28-1 [2(5 + 1) j (0 - 8m ) 128 _ < 8 < , 8 () cos 2 ' 7r _ _ 7r 7r [2s + 1 (3.46) 
The modulus of the cosine term must be taken or negative values will result. UpOll raising 
these negative values to the power of 2s complex numbers arise giving incorrect results. 
Alternate spreading models 
The following are given very briefly as they are not utilised in the experilllents, but for 
comprehensive coverage and references see Massel [22]. 
The wrapped-around Gaussian model is an exponential alternative to the cosine power 
series and is defined as: 
for - 00 < (8 - Op) < +00 (3.47) 
Unlike the cosine series, the tails of the function which arc greater than 7r wrap round and 
add to the centre. In storm waves it approximates to Eq. 3.35. 
Von Mises is a formula based on modified Bessel fUllctions of zero-order fo. 
1 
D(8, j, c) = ( ) exp[ccos(O - ep )] 27r fo C (3.48) 
where c is a measure of concentration about the spectral peak. A value of c = 0 results in the 
waves arriving equally from all directions. A higher value of c will tighten up the spectrum. 
Donelan [40] suggests a hyperbolic type model may be appropriate, which has the form 
(3.49) 
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3.3 Wave modelling and time series simulation 
As a pretext for developing prediction routines for ocean waves a selection of wave records 
from real measuring devices would have been ideal. Unfortunately this data was not avail-
able for this study. This lack of data is largely clue to the costs involved in siting wave 
measurement devices and the sometimes commercial nature of the data returned. There arc 
also technical difficulties involved in siting two devices in close proximity that are picked up 
on in Chapter 4. Instead, wave records had to be simulated from the spectra given in the 
previous section using the linear superposition of plane wave vectors. Tlw method for this 
simulation, a~ well as input and output files, are presented below. 
3.3.1 The wave modelling equations 
For a simulation of wave records to take place within a reasonable period of time it was 
decided that a linear assumption should be made and that the superposition of many wave 
vectors would not result in serious errors. An additional assumption was made in that the 
waves would be propagating over an even bottomed surface and wave breaking effects could 
be ignored. Therefore Eq. 3.50 can be llsed for modelling: 
N AI 
((:r, y) = L L an sin( kn·T cos Om + kny sin Om - wrJ - 1>11) (3.50) 
11=1 m=1 
where the input parameters are obtained from a separate wave-field file, and the output 
«(x, y) is calculated for (x, y) points, which is also given as a separate file. The model is 
broken down into these sections to allow for maximum flexibility and repeatability of tests. 
For example, the wave-field and the output file can be retained while the main modelling 
equations are changed and new outputs compared to old. Similarly, the position of output 
sensors can be chang'ed and the experiment repeated. In particular, a sensor setup can he 
tested for a range of input values. 
3.3.2 Model outputs 
The wave model gives its outputs 1ll two separate forms: an animation to visualise the 
wave-field and a time series for individual data points. 
Fig. 3.7 shows a screen capture of the wave Illodel output using a full directional spectrulll 
as input with a mean direction of 0° and winci speed UJO of 18.6 m. A problem occurs with 
the definition of the direction of wind direction. Oceanographers work \vith COllllXl.''lS angles 
50 
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Figure 3.7: Screen grab of animated wave model output 
i.e. 0° being due north and the angle increasing clockwise. Mathematically it is simpler to 
work in a cartesian co-ordinate sy tern with 0° being directed along the positive x-axis and 
the angles in reasing anticlockwise toward1:i the positive y-axis. For the prediction problem 
it is 'impler to think of everything in terms of the cartesian system as complications with 
the re-scaling of axes can easily lead to errors. If real wave data had became available it 
would have had to have been re-organised to fit the carte ian system and any results again 
transformed back to the compass system. 
The other output available is in term of a time series which is generated for a set of x-y 
point and given in a separate file. This is provisionally termed a wave staff file as it mirrors 
the data that would be recorded by a fixed wave staff or wave gauge (Chapter 4). This 
method i faster than making the full calculations for the animated mo leI. It also allows 
the flexibility of being able to obtain a wave record for any point you desire. Fig 3.8 shows 
three examples of the time series produced by this method. 
3.3.3 Input wave-field files 
In order to run the wave model a file containing wave vector details is required. Three levels 
of complexity in the generation of this file exist. 
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Figure 3.8: Three time series taken at 10 m intervals 
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This is the simplest input case where the desired wave frequency, amplitude and direction 
of propagation are given as the input to a text file. The information from this file is used to 
generate the additional wave vector parameters using the following equations. 
w 21f! (3.51) 
T II! (3.52) 
-X 
gT2 
21f 
(3.53) 
k 21f/-X (3.54) 
cp = wlk (3.55) 
A correction is made to the k, cp and>' parameters bru:;('d OIl a value for depth. As indicated 
in Chapter 2. the depth of water over which thr waves are propagating affects the shape 
of the wave as dictated by the dispersion relationship (Eq. 2.25). The correction to the 
parameters is brought about through an iteration loop. These parameteri'i are subsequently 
written to a separate text file to be used as inputs to the wave model. 
The primary purpose of this file is for testing various routines where a single wave in a 
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Figure 3.9: Pierson-;"Ioskowitz spectrum for a 18.6 IllS- 1 \vinci 
prescribed direction i::; required. An example would be in the diagnost.ic testing of directional 
wave buoy code \\lhere a single frequency wave vector can be used to check the correlation 
between two time series. 
Omnidirectional input 
In order to make the simulat.ion of wave behaviour mon' reali::;tic the spectra discussed in 
Sectioll 3.2.2 must be simulated. Any of the spectra lllay be used but only the PierSOIl-
~vIoskowitz formulation is available at this time (Eq. 3.56) where 
(3.56) 
In addition to the wind speed and direction, the required lluml)('r of freqlH'llcy tenus 
between 0 and 0.5 Hz is also needed. The upper limit of 0.5 Hz is chosen herc as wave 
measurement devices are seldom able to return useful results above this limit (Tucker [12]). 
·With t his information the frequency step f}.j can be calculated. The frequency information 
is then adjusted so that each frequency is given at the centre of a frequency band of width 
An example of a Pierson ?-'loskowitz spectrum with 100 freqtJ('llcy compollcnts is given 
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Figure 3.10: Amplitude line spectrum for a simulated P-l\I spectrum 
in Fig. 3.9. To convert the spectrum values into amplitudes Eq. 3.57 is used: 
a(J) = j 5(J)26J (3.57) 
The line amplitude spectrum is shown in Fig. 3.10. The shape closely matches that of the 
original P-l\I spectrum. 
Using the amplitude, frequency and wind direction parameters, the same equations that 
were used for the manual input file are invoked to produce the output file of wave vectors. 
Additionally, a random phase component is also calculated with a value between ±7f for each 
wave vector. An example of this spectrum as simulated is shown in Fig. 3.11. To provide a 
means of comparing the spectral characteristics of the wave records, the spectral momeuts 
of the input spectra (Eq. 3.58) are calculated from 771- 2 to m-1 and stored along with some 
time period characteristics where: 
M 
m 71 = L J(m)"S(f(m) )mt::.f (3.58) 
Unfortunately, for discrete spectra, only the lower moments call accurately be calculated 
so that the significant wave height HmO, integra.! period TJ and cnergy period TE are the 
parameters available for comparison. 
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Figure 3.11: Animation screen for an omni wave file 
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Figure 3.12: Compari on of imulated spectrum to the original. 
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Simulation Tucker 
Hmo 8.53 8.4 
11 11.3 11.27 
TE 12.52 12.51 
Table 3.1: Comparison of statistical charac:tnistic:s 
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Figure 3.13: Non harmonic amplitude spectrum 
To confirm the simulation as being an exact instance of a PiersoIl-~Ioskowitz spectrulll, 
the resulting records can be processed with the methods that nrc discussed in Chapter 5 to 
give the simulated spectrum, this is compared to the original spectrum in Fig. 3.12 and the 
moments are given in 1~lble 3.1 \-vith results taken from Tucker [12]. 
The method of simulation of a wave-field so far presented does have OIle significant 
drawback. The records \\Till tend to be periodic with 1/ /:::"j. As it is known that real 
seas do not display this characteristic it would be beneficial to eliminate the pmisibility of 
unintentionally periodic behaviour before prediction attplllpts were made. 
Instead of using wave vectors spaced at 11./:::"/ a random spacing would hopefully eliminatf' 
t he periodic nature of the final records. For example, 99 uniformly distributed rnndom 
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Figure 3.14: Non Harmonic spectral density 
numbers are generated in the range 0 to 0.5 Hz; 0.5 is added to these numbers to ensure an 
upper limit and they are placed in ascending numerical order. The distance between each 
frequency is then calculated to give a series of 100 randomly-spaced tlin valucs. The ccntrc 
of each of these new frequency bins (a frequency band tlin) is found, giving the two desired 
series: a random normally-distributed series of frequencies and the width of t he frequency 
bin corresponding to each frequency. 
The amplitude of each frequency bin must be proportionate to the energy contained in the 
range of the wave spectra which it is to represent. The basic equation an = J 5Un)2tlin 
gives this relationship. Fig. 3.13 shows the randomly spaced nature of the frequencies. 
Previously, as shown in Figs. 3.9 and 3.10, the amplitude spectra can be seen to exactly 
match the shape of 5(J). This was clue to the harmonic nature of the chosen frequencies. 
The new representation shows that there is more variation in amplitude from 8(f) whilst 
still retaining the overall shape. In places where the \vave vectors nre lllore dCllsely packed 
in frequency the amplitudes are correspondingly reduced to maintain thE' cnerg;y in that part 
of the spectrum. 
Fig. 3.15 shows the time series produced by using this non-harmonic method. It can be 
seen that the series is no longer periodic but the Sp('ctrulll deriwd from this time s('ries is of 
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Figure 3,15: Time series for non harmonic simulation 
the same order of magnitude and shape as the original, the comparison betwem the original 
and simulated spectra are shown in Fig, 3.16. 
Directional input 
The next level of sophistication in the model is to generate simulations for a full diwc-
tional sea implementing the equations from Section 3.2.3. This is achieved by a two-stage 
process. First of all the omni-directional spectrum is calculated; this is a P-l\I spectrum. 
The directional spreading function D( e, f) is calculated s<'parately. In this instance, the 
Mitsuyasu [37] equations are used to calculate the spreading function and the cosine power 
model, proposed by Cartwright [39] is utilised. The spectrum is multiplied by the directional 
spreading function and all of the wave vectors are calculated using Eqs. 3.51. An example of 
the directional spectrum as au animation was shown in Fig. 3.7. To prove this has no effect 
on the original spectrulll, the time series at a chosen point was again analysed, Fig. 3.17 
shows a comparison between the original omni-directional spectrum and one recovered from 
a directional sea simulation. There is a discrepancy, with the large spikf' at 0.8 Hz, but if 
the area under both graphs is considered, the total energies would appear to be silllilar. 
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Figure 3.17: Comparison of spectra for the harmonic directional case. 
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The non-harmonic version of this input file IS also available. This follows the sam!' 
procedure as for the ollllli-directional input filC'. 
Superposed inputs 
For creating real directional seas, the superposition of s('veralloull ane! s\'lcll sea states could 
he used. It is proposed that this may be possible, however there Jllay be all is·me hcn~. In 
adding multiple sea" together, it is highly likely that some frequmcy jdircctioll bins will 
hold lllore energy than call be supported and it will have to be dissipated to other areas of 
t he spectrum. In the real sea this would occur through white capping and \'laW' breaking. 
Further research is required to model this. 
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Chapter 4 
Measurement Technology 
The usefulness of a prediction of wave behaviour in the short-term will ultimately stand 
or fall on the available wave data. In real operational circumstances this data is obtained 
from wave measurement devices. This chapter aims to present the available IlleaSUH'lllcnt 
equipment and briefly describe the methods used for conditioning and presmting wave data. 
Devices used for omni-directional measurements \vill be presented first. The directional 
equipment will then be detailed and a discussion of specific problems associated with the 
prediction problem will conclude the chapter. 
4.1 Omnidirectional wave measurement 
The ultimate aim of all of these devices is to make a recording of surface elevation or somE' 
derived parameter for a fixed point. From this time series recording a wave spectrum and 
the spectral characteristics can be calculated (sec Chapter G). The parameters can then be 
used to fit one of the general spectra (as given in Chapter 3). 
4.1.1 Fixed measurement 
These devices are generally known as \vave staffs. They are commonly mounted 011 an 
available structure such as an oil platform or where the resultant data merits the building of 
a special structure. One issue with these devices is that t hey must be mounted at least 10 
m away from any sizeable structure, such as the solid base of an oil rig, since reftf'ctcd wave 
energy can interfere wit h records. 
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Stepped-contact staffs 
These are an early form of device. A series of electrodes is mounted on the staff at vertical 
intervals. As the sea surface rises it successively shorts out the electrodes, as it falls they 
become open-circuit. Errors are common due to sea-water making a film over the electrodes. 
Resistance-wire staffs 
\Vith these devices two parallel wires are stretched vertically 1-1 fixed dist allee apart. The sea 
shorts across the bottom of the wires, so that the resistance across the top terminals changes 
linearly with the wave elevation. Another variation is to coil a \vire around an insulating 
rod. The problem of film forming also occurs in this casc. They can be effectively used in 
model tanks as they can be cleaned prior to use. 
Capacitance-wire gauges 
In this method a single wire is stretched vertically through tlw water looped under a structure 
then returned to the surface. The capacitance between the two ends of the wire is then 
measured. Again a film will form over the wires and they can become fowled with sea \veed 
and other bio-organic material. 
The Baylor wave gauge 
This consists of two vertical parallel steel wire ropes stretched under tension through the 
sea-surface. They form an electrical transmissioll line terminated at its lower end by the sea. 
The impedance of this line is measured at a fixed frequency and transformed to an implied 
wave height. They are widely used on oil rigs but are often struck by supply boats as they 
need to be moored well away from the platform. 
4.1.2 Sub-surface sensors 
This family of sensor design CRn be mounted 011 the sea-bed but it if) more uf)ual for tlWlll 
to be mounted on platforms or surface-piercing piles for eaf)C of maintenance. They call be 
self contained, with data stored and recovered from the device, or shore-connected via a 
cable. Shore connection is the preferred method to prevent loss of data due to rnalfullction 
or damage. 
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Pressure sensors 
The pressur0 at a fixed point under a wave system fiuctuates ill phase with the waves, the 
relationship is given in Eq. 2.26. The pressurc oscillat.ion decreases with increa.sing depth 
(while the mean pressure increases). This attcnuation lends to n loss of [t('C'uracy for higher 
frequencies and the data must be compensated for this. There is much disagrcclltcllt as to 
the IllCUlllCl' of compensation, ]'dassel [22] gives a brief overview of the discussion. 
Inverted echo-sounders 
Installing an echo-sounder looking upwards would initially seem like a good idea. These 
devices have been suggested from time to time but suffer from 11 major flaw. A storm will 
cause the sea to aerate and distort the signal reflected back to the device rendering t}WIll of 
little use. 
Particle velocity meters 
In principle, a horizontal current meter can be used to measure the orbital wave particle 
velocities and then convert them to surface elevation. But the data cannot easily be converted 
to wave elevation if there is significant spread of wave direction (Tucker [12]). However 
if combined with a wave gauge it can be used as a viable method for directional wave 
measurement. 
4.1.3 Sensors in buoys 
The devices ill this chapter have so far had the specific siting requirements of either requiring 
a structure, as in the case of staffs, or having a limitation to depth, as in the case of sub-
surface devices. For offshore applications where there are no structures available or the depth 
of water is too great, buoy devices are almost universally chosen. 
Accelerometer buoys 
A small buoy (roughly 2 m in diameter), floating on the surface of the sea will tend to move 
with the same elevation as the waves. Commonly these have a flat response to 0.5 Hz. If the 
vertical acceleration of the buoy is recorded it can be integrated twice to give the elevation. 
The data can then be transferred to shore by radio telemetry or to a sl'rvice vessel or oil 
platform. 
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The basic problem with this type of acceleromcter is mounting it so that it stays vertical. 
There are only two practical options available: inertial sta bilisatioll (usually by UH'HIlS of 
a gyroscope), or mounting the accelerometer on a short-period penduluIIl or its ('cplivalellt, 
which allows it to adjust to the apparent vertical. 
Gyros are not practicable on a small battery-powered buoy because too llluch power is 
drawll. The alternativc is to suspend t he acCel('roIllctl~l' on () heavy horizontal disc in a sphere 
of fluid. The compound pendulum formcd by the water awl the disc is adjllsted to han' a 
natural period of 40 or 120 sec which does not tilt significantly at wave frequencies and its 
axis stays effectively vertical. The acceleration is then integrated twice to give the surface 
elevation. 
Double integration corresponds to multiplying the frequency spectrum by l/w,j (= -1/w2 
in amplitude). Hence, any low frequency noise is amplified which leads to large drifts in the 
time-history unless it is filtered out. 
The buoys must be moored securely but ill a way that allows them to rise and fall with 
the highest waves to be measured (which may exceed 30 m crest-to-trough in exposed UK 
waters). An important part of the mooring is to use a 15 In length of rubber cord which can 
stretch, but this may not have enough give so the mooring must he arranged to be flexible 
also. This is commonly achieved by using a floater and sinker arrangement. Allender ct al [41] 
found evidence that the Waverider, and other buoys with similar moorings, under-record the 
very highest waves, either by being dragged through the crests or by going around them. 
There was also evidence that they can overturn temporarily in one or two of the highest 
waves. 
Spar buoys 
The general concept of this type of buoy is of a buoyant cylindrical spar riding vertically in 
the water with a heavy weight or damper plate at its lower cnd. Neglecting viscosity, the 
only vertical force that can act OIl the spar is the pressure on its bottom face. If this is 
deep enough to be below the action of the waves, the spar will not risf' and fall, Such buoys 
have to be in the region of 100 m long, with a correspondingly large diameter to make them 
strong. Therefore these are major projects. 
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4.1.4 Shipborne systems 
These were the first systems to produce reliable recordinp;s. T1wy were mounted inside 
weather ships and provided good data of wave elevation during storms. l\1any of the major 
spectral formulations originated from these recordings. 
Two sensor boxes were mounted symmetrically on either side of a ship. Each contained n 
vertical accelerometer on a critically-damped short-period pendulum, and a pressure sensor 
connected to the sea through a hole in the side of the ship. The accelerometer outputs were 
each integrated twice and added to the corresponding pressure signals giving, in each ca.se, 
the snrface devation relative to a fixed horizontal plane. 
4.1.5 Omni-directional parameter extraction 
A common characteristic: of all the measurement devices so far described are the discrepancies 
between their recorded signals and t he real sea-st ate they are attempting to measure. The 
time series from each device must be corrected to account for these apparent errors before 
meaningful use. As pressure sensors are most affected and commonly used, the correction 
methods for these devices are now described. 
Pressure sensor correction 
The pressure sensor response is adversely affected at high frequency depending on the depth 
at which they are sited. To a certain extent, this can be corrected by Fourier Transform 
Filtering. The point at which the correction to the frequency exceeds a multiplication factor 
of 5 is, generally, the limiting point since, above this factor, the noise from the sensor, rather 
than any data, will tend to be amplified. 
Other sources of noise can also affect these sensors, namely: 
Digitisation noise The lowest precision bit can represent a significant error at the hig'her 
frequencies due to the range that must be covered. 
Wave harmonics In a local-wind sea, non-linearity causes much whitecapping. The har-
monics associated with these waves are due to their fundamental having a longer wave-
length than their free-wave equivalents. This leads to reinforcing of the recorded higher 
frequencies. 
Dynamic pressures This depends on the design of the housing for the pressure sensor. 
The dynamic pressure fluctuation due to local orbital velocities can adversely affect 
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the wave record. 
Doppler effects These are due to tidal and other ('urrent.s. The fn'CIllCllcy nwasurenwnts 
dlle to these effects are related to the classic dispersion relat.iollship. 
Corrections methods exist for all of these problems anel are discllssed ill Tucker [12]. 
A vailable parameters 
After correction to the recorded time series for instrumental prohlems, the most common 
method of analysis is to take the FFT of a time series to create the spectrum and spectral 
mOlllents. This process is given in Chapter 5. 
An early method of parameter extraction was introd1lced by Cartwright [42] and devcI-
oped by Tucker [19] and Draper [43]. For a wave record, the lllean level is drawn in hy hane! 
and the number of zero-crossing waves N z counted. The length of t.he record is then divided 
by Nz to give the zero crossing period Tz . 
The two highest peaks and two lowest troughs are identified and measured by hand and 
termed A,B,C and D. Let 
Cartwright went on to show that 
1 2(2moa)2(1 + 0.289(1-1 - 0.247(1-2) 
1 
= 2(2moa)"2(1 + -0.211(LI - 0.1030_2) 
(4.1) 
(4.2) 
where Cl = Nz and rno is the mean-square surface displacement (zero spectral moment). 
From these Hmo can be found as usual from 
lImO = 4vmo ( 4.3) 
An additional method for calculating spectral moments from t.he time series rather than 
spectra is given in Massel [22]. Suppose the time series consisted of N samples of a series 
((n!:::.t). The nth spectral moment. can be calculated from 
N 
7nn = ~ 2:)((k) - ~)TI (4.4 ) 
1.:=1 
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where ( is the mean of the record. From this definition the first ceutrallllolllcnt or the mcan 
value is given bv 
( 4.5) 
The second central moment or standard deviation which gives thc conccntratioll of cllPrgy 
about the llleal! frequency is 
(4.6) 
The third and fourth central moments can also be given by 
/-13 = (N -l)(N _ 2)rn:3 (4.7) 
N(N'2 - 2N + 3)m.4 - 3N(2N - 3)m~ 
Jl 4 = (N - l)(N - 2)(N - 3) (4.8) 
From these equations the general spectrum parameters given in Chapter 2 can be derived. 
An additional parameter not yet defined is the measure of bandwidth. Thc most commonly 
usecl clefinition is 
1 
(
mOTT. 12 ) '2 1/= ---1 
m2 I 
(4.9) 
which is the normalised radius of gyration of the spectrum about its mean frequency fl' III 
physical terms imagine forming the spectrum shape from a laminar sheet again. The mOlllent 
of inertia about the axis f = 0 is rn2. The moment of inertia about the mean frequency .!J, 
i.e., the centre of gravity, is rn2 - Jfrno. 
For very narrow bandwidths 1/ +-- 0; for the Pierson-Moskowitz spectrum 1/ = 0.425 and 
for the JONSWAP spectrum, with the parameters given in Section 3.2.2, lJ = 0.39. 
Another useful parameter is the wave steepness which is defined as the crest-to-trough 
height/wavelength and for a low amplitude sinusoid is given by 
( 4.10) 
For fully developed sea states, the formulation can be approximatecl to 
s _ 2n11",0 
,,- T2 9 z 
(4.11 ) 
The time series recorded by a device can aIso be fitted to oue of the general spectra 
through use of its derived spectral moments. Tucker [12] df'tails these methods. This is 
usually done to allow a hypothesis of spectrum devcI0PlllPllt to be verified. Or. in other 
cases, spectra can be fitted to a time series in order to detenninf' if multiple sea states nrc 
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present. If the spectrum for it local wind sea can be found and fitted it can he IIsed to filter 
this energy from a sea state to leave behind a possible swell SPH. 
In the case of wave prediction this met hod of sppctl'l11ll fitting for local spas may prove 
beneficial because it can be filtered out leaving the morc powerful swell data. 
4.2 Directional measurement 
Directionalllleasurement devices do not produce results which are immediately useful. They 
. . 
instead produce time-series of wave elevations, accelerations, surface tilts, etc. These out-
puts are filtered into frequency bands and then the wave energy in each of these bands is 
distrihuted according to its direction of travel. Recalling that the full directional spectrum 
is 
S(f, B) = S(f)G(f, B) (4.12) 
where S(f) is the omni-directional spectrum and G(j, B) expresses how the energy at fre-
quency f is distrihuted by direction of travel. 
There are generally two ways in which time series for constructing the directional ,vave 
spectra are mectsured. In the first case, a number of variables are measured at a point, 
e.g., the pitch, the roll and heave of a surface following buoy, or the pressure and the two 
horizontal components of the particle velocity. The second procedure is to use an array of 
devices to measure surface elevations. 
4.2.1 Triple point measurements 
The term 'point measurement' includes buoys which are free to move with the wave particle 
displacements, and closely-spaced arrays which effectively measure gradients of pressure 
or the rate of change of the wave slope. Apart from the clover-leaf buoy (Section 4.2.2), 
these devices all measure variables along 3 axes in space (x,;I), z), although these may not 
necessarily be the sallle variable: for example, it is COlIllllon practice to measure the elevation 
of the sea surface or pressure in the z-axis and the two components of the horizontal particle 
velocity. All these combinations use th(c' same basiC' method of analysis. Hence, they all give 
the point spectrum S(J) plus two of the components of the first two angular harmonics of 
C(J, B). 
The full theory on how the directional information is derived will be prespnted in Sec-
tion 4.3.2, but a quick explanation using a pitch-roll-heave buoy will be useful before de-
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scribing the devices themselves. Defining pitch as the north-s01lth tilt of the buoy and roll 
as its east-west tilt, if an omnidirectional wave is coming from the ,vest, the buoy will roll 
but not pitch. The roll angle will lag behind the heave displacement by a quarter of a cycle, 
or 7r /2 ill phase. If it is corning from the east, the roll will lead the heave by 7r /2. Thus, the 
buoy can distinguish between positive and negative directions of travel. 
An omnidirectional wave coming from slightly south of west will calise pitching and rolling 
in phase with one another. They will both lag the heave by 7r /2, but be 100 % colwl'<'nt with 
it in this simple case, i.e., they will have the same waveform but be displaced in phase. A 
wave coming from slightly north of west will cause pitching in antiphase with the roll. The 
pitch will now lead the heave by 7r /2. If all three wave trains are coming at the same time 
there will be pitching. but it will not have a coherent phase relationship with the foIl. The 
coherence between pitch and heave will also be zero, but that between roll and heave will 
still be high. 
It can be seen that in broad terms, directional information is cont ained ill the cohefcllccs 
and in the relative amplitudes and phases of the signals. These are measured by the auto 
and cross power spectra (defined in Chapter 5). In Section 4.3.2 it will be shown that the 
data recovered leads to an estimate of the amplitudes ane! phases of the first two angular 
harmonics of the spectrum, which in turn can be interpreted to give measures of mean 
direction and angular spread. 
The same type of directional information can be obtained by other combinations of 
sensors. Allender et al [41] used a surface wave staff with current meters at its base. These 
measured the two horizontal components of water particle velocity as part of the \tVADIC 
project. The surface staff gives 8(f), and the attenuation of the short waves with depth 
does not affect the directional information that can be recovered from the current meters 
since noise will mask these. Another possible combination, that could be used for a coastal 
application, is to replace the wave staff with a pressure gauge and retain the two-component 
horizontal current meter. 
Spatial arrays 
These devices are commonly used in shallow water or where a suitable structure is available. 
They can provide good approximations of directional spreading functions. The ba."iic princi-
ple is to place the sensors in a line parallel to the shore wit h the maximum distance between 
the sensor equivalent to half the minimum wavelength of interest. By delaying and Slllll-
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ming the records from the sensors the eft'ectiw dirpction from which the waves (of n specific 
frequency) are arriving can be derived. '1'h(' process is similar to that lls('d ill beam-forming 
radio astromony and a small section of Chapter 6 details some experiments. 
Another method, more in common with the methods to be discllssed latn', is to place 
three or more sensors comparatively close together in a triangular pnttern. For long waws, 
these can be thought of as giving the wave elevation and two components of wave slop!'. 
Hellce, the outputs are similar in nature to thos(' of the pitch-roll-heave buoys, and they aw 
analysed in terms of the angular harmonics of a directional spcctnllIl. 
In principle, oft'shore multi-element arrays could be used in a maImer similar to that. 
described above for shoreline applications. A significant drawback to this method would be 
in mooring all the sensors required since sea bed mountpd sensors would not be sufficiently 
accurate and the building of many structmes for mounting wave staffs would be prohibitively 
(~xppnsive. 
4.2.2 Surface following buoys 
In general there are two principal approaches in common use for surface following buoys, 
i.e., buoys that follow the surface slope (pitch-roll-heave, or PRH buoys), and buoys that 
follow the orbit of the water particles in the sea surface. The later category divides into two 
clftsses: buoys that contain a triaxial accelerometer, anel buoys that usc signals from CPS 
satellites to measure velocity or displacement in three dimensions. 
In the report on the WADIC project, Allender et a.! [41J found that particle-following 
buoys performed more satisfactorily in practice thall PRH buoys. There are a Illnnhf'r of 
. 
reasons for this: they are cheaper, the mooring problems are more straightforward, and the 
buoys are more robust, smaller and easier to handle. Because they me smaller, they have a 
better high-frequency response; and because of their spherical shape, they are not so easily 
overturned by steep waves. 
As discussed in Section 4.1.3, the main technical difficulty with all buoy measurelllent 
lies in providing a reference to the true vertical in a self-contained buoy with limited pOWE'r 
availability (ruling out conventional gyroscopes). Until recently thp rnetal-platform-in-ftuid 
arrangement has been the only satisfactory device availabk. Howpver, recmtly, angular-rate 
measuring devices have become cheap, accurate, robust and more compact with low power 
requirements, to the point where they have become a practical alternative. Also the advent 
of CPS technology has led to further developments in red1lcing the size and complexity of 
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on-board equipment. 
Pitch-Ron-Heave buoys 
This class of buoy follows the surface slope, with their pitch, roll angles ane! the heave 
accelcra tion h('ing measured. These were the first clir('ctional buoys to be developed [44]. In 
early deployments the buoys were attached to a ship by a cable and used a gyroscope for 
the vertical reference. It was a long time before a satisfactory sensor, which could be used 
in a self-contained buoy, was developed. This wa." the W(lWC sensor which was described 
in an earlier section as a pendulum suspended in a sphere of fluid. The problems wit h the 
sensor are f01lnd in it's transportation, and if subjected to sudden shocks by largo waves the 
pendulum will become resonant which \vill take some time to settle clown again (Allender et 
al [41]). 
PRH buoys must follow the water surface in heaVE' as accurately as possible in order to 
give an accurate measure of 5(1). The heave response is affected by the shape of the buoy 
and the force of the mooring. Corrections of the response of the buoy arc possible and can 
increase the accuracy of heave records for wavelengths which are similar to the diametn of 
the buoy (Steele pt al [45]). 
The tilt response of the buoy is not as critical a.<; the heave response. As long as this is 
the same in all directions, the data processing system can be arranged so that the directional 
spectral parameters are independent of it (Section 4.3.2). However, if a buoy has an asym-
metrical response it will degrade the directional spectrum. This can also occur due to the 
presence of drift forces caused by wind or currents. Various manufacturers have developed 
their own mooring designs to compensate for this. 
Triaxial accelerometer buoys 
This buoy takes the form a sphere 900 mm in diameter moored in the same way as an ordi-
nary omnidirectional device, allCi no attempt is made to keep its mean water level parallC'1 to 
the water surface. At frequency \vavelengths lower than its dianwtcr it follows the motion of 
thC' water it displaces. but the mooring stops it following slow drift. A Hippy sensor, a COlll-
mon name for the floating pendulum arrangement, contains an inertial-stabilised platform 
carrying a vprtical accelerometer. This accelerometer acts in tlw same way as an ordina.ry 
buoy and measures the true vertical acceleration. The pitch and roll of the buoy along two 
axes is also measured relative to the stable platform. A compass is fixed to the buoy hull and 
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is used to mathematically rotate the pitch and roll angles to give the maguC'tic components 
in the true horizontal, and hence the correct direction of magnetic north. 
A two-axis "horizontal" accelerometer is fixed to the buoy and again, using the pitch and 
roll Il.n/Sles and the measured vertical acceleration, the accelerations ill tlw true horizontal 
are calculated. These are then rotated ahout a vertical axis to give the N-S and E-'N 
cOlllPonents of acceleration. These three acceleration signab can thell be treated in the 
sallle way al-> described for the PRH buoys in Section 4.3.2. 
The Hippy sensor, as mentioned earlier, is sensitive to sueldcn shocks and is expensive. 
Steele et al [46] experimented with replacing the hippy sellor with angular velocity sensors 
arranged in three orthogonal axes. The signals from these three sensors can be integrated 
to give angular displacements which are used to rotate the 2-axis accelerometer axes into 
fixf'd axes. As before, the same process is followed with the compass outputs to calculate the 
north-south and east-west accelerations. This system has been developed by the Norwegian 
firm Seatex as their ":\'1otion Reference Unit" (~IRU-6), ancimore details of it arc given by 
Krogstad et al [47]. 
GPS buoys 
A relatively recent improvement has been the development of the satellite-based Global 
Positioning S)'stem (GPS) to a sufficient accuracy such that, when used differentially to 
rneaS1ll'e a 3-dimensional position, an accuracy of 10 cm or less can be achieved (Krogstad 
et al [47]). Very compact and low power consumption GPS location sets are now available. 
In practice, instead of trying to fix the absolute position, the Doppler shifts of the carrier 
signals are used to compute the buoy velocities and hence acceleration along t hrec axes. The 
standard breakdown analysis for the directional spectrum Can then be modified to use these 
signals. This nt'w technology has reduced the size of the buoy to 800 mrn and wei/Sht to 80 
kg allowin/S for deployment from small research vessf'ls. 
Clover-leaf buoys 
The "clover-leaf buoy" is a long-established and successful system for research illto recording 
and deriving directional information. It was developed by Cartwright and Smith [44]. In 
this device, three huoyant discs 1 III in diameter are mOllntecl to a triangular framework 
with their centres forming an equilateral triangle of sick 2 lll. The joints to the frame are 
fitted with sensors measuring the two components of tilt relative to HlP frame, so that the 
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differences in these give the three components of curvature. If (,,(A) and (!J(.~) are the tilts 
of buoy A relative to the frame (and so on with the other buoys), tlH'n tht, tlm'c curvatures 
(trc estimated (in radians/meter) using 
(xx = [2(x(A) - (1,(13) - C·(C)l/2v3 
(y = [(y( C) - (lJ(J3)l/2 
C y = [CAe) - C(B)l/2 
\vhere' (xx = d2(/(l;r2 and C·y = d2(/d.rdy etc. 
(4.13) 
At the centre of the buoy is a gyro-stabilised vertical (lC'cderolllcter and a pair of tilt 
sensors giving the roll and pitch angles of the buoy as a whole. A compass gives the buoy's 
heading and this is suspended in a frame above it using gimbals. The slopes and curvatures 
arc converted to north-south and east-west components llsing this compass as the first stage 
of processing. Due to the small size of the device the differences in slope are quite small and 
data can be easily lost. 
4.3 Directional information extraction 
The first attempts to derive directional information and spectm from data buoys were con-
ducteel by Cartwright et al. [39]. This classic met hod is described in this section along with 
the problems t hat can occur during its implementation. 
4.3.1 Angular harmonics 
The directional spreading function, introduced in Chapter 3. Can he described by t.he angular 
harmonics of a Fourier series 
1{1 00 } G( e, 1) = - - + L [An (1) cos TIe + Bn (1) sin ne] 
7f 2 n=l 
which has a period of 27f and the angular harmonics are given by 
1~ G(e, 1) cos nede 
1: G(e, 1) sin nede 
( 4.14) 
(4.15) 
( 4.16) 
(4.17) 
Cartwright et a1. [39] showed that by using the pitch, roll and heave parameters of a 
directional wave buoy the first five harmonics could be recovered. 
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4.3.2 Method 
Suppose tlw recordings of heave, (, and the two slopes of a wave buo.y, ~.,: and ~ , arc 
" /ill 
availa hIe as time series so t ha t 
( 
be 
(b-
be 
by 
1: 1: A(w, 0) exp [j 1.:(.1: cos 0 + y sin 0) - jwt] dwdO 
j 'X j7r -0(; -7r jk cos OJl(w, 0) ex]) [jk(.I.· cos 0 + ysill 0) - jwt.] dwdO 
1
0C 17r 
-ex, -7r jk sin OA(w. 0) exp [jk(:r cos 0 + y sin 0) - jwt] dwdO 
(4.18) 
(4.19) 
( 4.20) 
where A(w. e) is an amplitude spectrum. Now denoting these in sequence from 1 ---+ 3 the 
cross spectra of each combination can be made by following the procedure in Chaptf'r 5. 
Six of these spectra are of interest and their formulations are 
ell 1~ S(J, O)dO (4.21) 
C22 1: k2 cos2 OS(J, O)dB ( 4.22) 
C:l2 1: k2 sin2 BS(J, B)dB ( 4.23) 
C23 1: k2 cos B sin OS(J, B)dB ( 4.24) 
Q12 1: k cos ()S(J. ())d() ( 4.25) 
Q13 = 1: k sin ()S(J, ())dO ( 4.26) 
Cartwright et al. [39] then related these co-spectra equations to the Fourier representation 
of the directional spectruIll and gave the equations of the first five harmonics as: 
1 ( 4.27) ao -Cll 7r 
1 ( 4.28) ([I 
-CJ1'2 7rk 
1 ( 4.29) a2 -Q13 7rk 
bl ~ (C22 - Cl3) 7rk2 ( 4.30) 
b2 
') 
-~-C\'l 7rk2 ~. (4.31 ) 
They then went on to show that an approximation to the original directional spectrum 
Can be given in terms of these harmonics so that 
S(J, B) = ~ao + ~ (al cos () + bl sin 0) + ~ (a2 cos 20 + b2 sin 2(}) ( 4.32) 
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where the harmonic reconstruction has been weighted to relllove the possibility of SU.O) 
becoming negative. Tucker [12] also presents formulae for the extrnction of the mean wave 
direction (1,.1 and the spreading parameter s as functions of the harmollics. 
The DI\\'ASP [48J toolkit, as developed for the ~IATLAB envirollIlH'llt (discussed in 
the next section) was used to check the formulations and for PHse of illlplementation of the 
method presentee! above. The results were less than satisfactory and, in addition, direct 
im plemen tat ion of t hpse eq \la t ions has proved virtnally intractable. 
4.3.3 DIWASP toolkit 
The DIWASP [48J toolkit is a set of ~IATLAB functions developed by the Coastal Occ'anog-
raphy Group at the University of vVestern Australia for use by ocemlOgraphers. The toolkit 
calculates directional spectra from time series using one of five implemented routines. The 
input data can be from any derived wave parameter: surface elevation, slope, particle veloc-
ity, pressure, etc. The raw data, sample rate, sC'nsor position and depth are passed ill as a 
structure and the spectra are calculated. 
The ei'itimation methods were tested with the same spectra as used in the previous section. 
The results were as follows: 
Direct Fourier Transform Method This is the method described in the previous section. 
It is implemented very quickly but returns poor results. 
Extended Maximum Likelihood Method This has a much better directional resolution 
than the DFTl\1, and is accurate to within ±10o. 
Iterated Maximum Likelihood Method This is much slower than the previous methods 
and it returns negative power at some frequencies which are much removpd from those 
simulated. 
Extended Maximum Entropy Method This works to the same accuracy as the El'vILI\I 
but it is a little slower. 
Bayesian Direct Method This returns very accurate results but it IS very slow when 
attempting to run real time simulations 
The manual for the software [48J and Massel [22] give further references to these met hocl-
ologies. In later sections of this thesis, information about the directional spectra may be 
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required but only to the extent of obtaining a mean propagation dircction for onc to pos-
sibly three mixed ,vave fields. This information can be obtained quickly and to reasonable 
accuracy using t he Extended Maximum Likelihood I'.lethod. 
4.4 Measurement for prediction 
The problem of choosing which type of device to use for the short tcrm prediction of wave 
behaviour is governed by cost and accuracy. For a measm·ClIlcllt to record an entirely ac('urat(~ 
representation of the sea surface it should ideally be taken at a fixed location. A wave staff 
mounted on a fixed structure would give this record but the additional cost would likely 
out-weight the benefit of any prediction made. Similarly a LIDAR device mounted OIl a 
fixed structure or an airborne altimiter would give accurate readings from a fixed point but 
are also prohibitively expensive. 
A bottom-mounted sensor would also provide a good fixed reference point recording, 
but at the depths where wave farms are likely to be situated, the resolution of these device 
outputs would deteriorate and correcting the measurements in the post processing of the 
data will induce amplification of instrumentation noise. 
A practical solution is to use wave buoys which are relatively inexpensive to moor and 
have a re&'3onably high data return. However, they also have drawbacks as described in the 
next section. 
4.4.1 Wave buoy vs wave staff 
From the earlier discussion it should be obvious that measurements made by a fixed position 
wave staff and those made by a fioating wave buoy will be different. In terms of prediction, 
the information returned by a wave staff, plus a current. meter, would be ideal but since 
fixed structures are likely to be expensive a fioating wave buoy is the most economical 
option available. 
A concise discussion of the t,vo different techniques is given in James [49J and this section 
summarises that paper. 
So far the concept of a mixed sea state has been represented by a superposition of many 
simple first-order sinusoids. This representation is adequate when the \v[wes arc not steep. 
For a more complete description, a higher-order wave-lwhaviour equation must be used in 
constructing models. In higher-order models the stokes drift term is introduced which is a 
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y 
Wave motion 
----~------------------~~~ x 
Figure 4.1: Pendululll approximation to the path of a surface particle 
measure of t hI" mean movement of water particlet->o In a linear modd it it-> assumed that wat('r 
particles remain about a fixed pOt->ition and a buoy following the motioll of thet->e particles 
will also [{'main fixed. If a Stokrs drift is introciuc('d thm the buoy will tend to follow this. 
In omlli-ciirrctional wavet-> the buoy will reach the end of its mooring tet 1wr and tend to he 
pulled through waves. 
In a real mixed-state sea with waves arriving from many directions t11{' buoy will tend to 
be pulled hack to its mean position and not reach its exteuded point. 
James explains this principle by introducing the clock model for the orbital lllotion of 
surfacx' particles shown in Figure 4.1. COIlsid('r a waw buoy following th(' surface particles: 
.f = ct - ,\ sin e 
and 
y = ,\ (1 - cos ()) 
where (' is the phase speed. 
Now consiciPr t he wave st aff fixed at .r = 0 and 
et 
sin e = - + constant 
,\ 
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(4.33) 
(4.34 ) 
(4.:35 ) 
where for maximum amplitude waves 
I/,' 
C = 1.0923 (gA) ~ 
27r 
For the wave staff, choosing t = 0 for y = 0 then 
whereas for a free floating wave buoy 
( 4.3()) 
(4.37) 
( 4.38) 
The free floating buoy will also be drifting with a velocity of 0.28c according to the clock 
model. In the real case of a tethered wave buoy, as mentioned previously, it will reach the 
end of its tether and move only in the vertical plane in a similar manrll'r to the wave staff. 
James showed that if the FFT of the records from each instance are taken and compared 
then amplitude of the second harmonic is under recorded for the tethered wave buoy. The 
spectrum for the free floating buoy is shifted to the lower frequencies &s it will tend to be 
measuring the Lagrangian rather than Eulerian values. 
James goes on to state that in complex sea states the buoy will not remain at the end of 
its tether for long but will drift with the differing wave vectors, i.e., drifting freely for many 
periods while for other periods remaining taught. 
4.4.2 A possible solution 
This chapter has reviewed many of the advantages and disadvantages of wave measurement. 
It is still proposed that wave buoys are the most sensible solution. The recent introduction 
of CPS buoys gives the possibility of tracking the motion of the buoy very accurately. If the 
acceleration and position information are available there may exist techniques to resolve the 
surface elevation to a fixed Eulerian point rather than at the Lagrangian point (which the 
buoy is measuring). 
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Chapter 5 
Spectral Analysis 
The information that can be obtained about a wave spectrum via the output of a wave 
measurement device is depend.ant on the spectral analysis techniques used. In particular, 
the Fourier transform is exploited in the transformation of time domain wave histories to 
wave spectra in the frequency d.omain. This chapter aims to set out the background. of the 
spectral analysis tools that are used in this thesis. The analysis will start from first principles 
for completeness. 
5.1 Fourier series 
5.1.1 The trigonometric Fourier series 
Fourier series analysis theory states that a continuous periodic function f(t) or, in this 
particuli:lr Ci:lse, surface elevation ((t), can be represented over a finite interval of time (t to 
t + T), as an infinite sum of harmonically related sinusoids, where t is arbitrary and J( t.) is 
assumed to be periodic over the time period T. The basic Fourier series is written as 
00 
J(t) = L (an cos nWot + bn sin nwot) (5.1) 
n=O 
where Wo = 271" IT, n is the harmonic number, bo = 0, and aD is the mean of J(t). 
The time series of surface elevation ((t), in common with many instances where the 
Fourier series is used, is not strictly periodic. The series is generally used to extract in-
formation about the density of energy in certain parts of the spectrum. \Vhen taken over 
several records, this energy will tend to remain the same. This energy, as illustrated later in 
Chapter 6, can be used as the basis for modelling wave behaviour. 
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Figure 5.1: Fourier series representation of a square wave 
The coefficients of the series an and bTl are given by 
A square wave example 
1 jt+T 
- J(t) dt 
T t 
t+T ~ 1 f( t) cos nWot dt T t 
t+T 
,21 f(t) sin nWol dt 
r t 
2 
(5.2) 
(5.3) 
(5.4 ) 
As an example of this process, Fig. 5.1 illustrates how a square wave can be built up from 
many individual sinusoids. It should be possible to see the converse of this theory, i.e., a 
complex function such as a square wave can be broken down into lllany individual sinusoids. 
The representation of a function f(t) by IIlany individual tiinusoids relates back to Chap-
ter 2, where the principle of superposition was introduced. Hence the surface elevation ((t) 
can be thought of as the summation of many individual harmonic wave vectors. However, as 
discussed in other parts of this thesis, a harmonic representation of (( t) is very much a pseudo 
representation since a real sea state is not periodic, but can exhibit periodic characteristics. 
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Parseval's theorem 
In representing a complex function by a number of individual sinllsoic\s the cl'lC'stioll arises as 
to how many sinusoids (N) are needed to accurately recreate the complex function. N can 
be found by taking the mean square value of the time and frequency domain represelltations 
of the function where 
1 f t+T N 2 2 1 2 2 T t 1 (t)dt = ao + 2" I)an + b,J 
n=l 
(5.5) 
This is Parseval's theorem. The theorem states that the energy present in the time domain 
representation of a signal must equal the energy present ill the frequency domain reprc:')cn-
tation. 
In making calculations of this value it is usual to subtract the mean of 1(1), i.e., ao from 
both sides of the equation as it will possibly dominate the result. Calculating Eq. 5.5 with 
increasing values of N leads to a reduction in error between the time and frequency domain. 
Theoretical extraction of wave spectra 
As discussed in Chapter 2, one use for the Fourier theorem is in constructing an estimate of 
the wave spectrum S(J) from a time history ((t). The estimate S(J) of the power spectral 
density (Section 5.2) can be obtained by summing the energies of all the Fourier components 
within a chosen spectral resolution b..1 so that 
S(J)b..1 = 1/2 L(a;! + b;J (5.6) 
D.f 
It will be explained later that the summation of several frequencies is necessary to remoV(' 
randomness in the estimated spectrum. 
The concept of a wave spectrum is more fully expanded upon in later sections after 
the power spectral density function has been introduced. At present the above equation is 
included to illustrate the relevance of Fourier series to the wave prediction problem. 
5.1.2 The complex Fourier series 
The exponential form of the Fourier series, which is widely used, is obtained from the Euler 
identities 
cos nWot + j sin nWot 
cos nWot - j sin nWot (5.7) 
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Real axis an 
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Figure 5.2: Argand diagram for a :Fourier coefficient 
where j is a vector rotation through 90 degrees and, in the usual complex notation l = -1. 
By combining these identities with Eq. 5.1 the exponential form is reached so that 
'Xl 
J(t) = L F"ejnwot (5.8) 
n=-oo 
where 
an - jbn 
for n :2: 0 
2 
Fn = (5.9) 
an + jbn 
2 
for n < 0 
The Fourier coefficient terms Fn may also be obtained from the time series J (t) using 
(5.10) 
Eqs. 5.8 and 5.10 form a Fourier Transform pair. 
Representation of complex Fourier coefficient 
Figure 5.2 shows a representation of the complex Fourier coefficient Fn. The realllumber is 
the abscissa and the imaginary number is the ordinate. 
r;' - IF lo-jEn I'n - n <, (5.11 ) 
where 
IF"I = ~Ja;, + b~ (5.12) 
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Figure 5.3: Complex frequency spectra 
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(5.13) 
The set of numbers Fn for all n uniquely describes the function j(t). In many instances 
the magnitudes of each Fourier coefficient IFn I will be sufficient to describe the spectral 
characteristics of j (t) and in the case of signal processing this is generally the information 
that is preserved. However, in trying to accurately recreate a dispersive water wave, the 
phase information must also be preserved. Neglecting' the phase information can lead to 
large errors. For example, if the phase of each Fourier coefficient were assumed to be 0, 
then all of the component waves would reinforce one another to create a physically unstablp 
waveform. This situation can occur (the 100 year wave) but since there are infinitely lIlallY 
wave vectors to be considered the possibility of this occurring naturally is extremely low. 
Amplitude and power spectra 
The Fourier series is used to express a periodic function f(l) by its sum of harmonic com-
ponents spaced at multiples of wo, where 
n27r 
Wn = T = nwo (5.14) 
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A Fourier series may then be represented by a frequency spectrum of the periodic function 
f(t). The complex form in Eq. 5.8 is obtained by plotting the complex coefficients IFni 
against frequency and also the phase En against frequency. Fig. 5.3 shows an example of this 
for the square wave in Section 5.1.1. 
The coefficients returned by the complex form contain negative frequencies, which al-
t hough useful in mathematical manipulation have no physical meaning. In order for the 
spectrum to become real, i.e., one that can be simulated ill the real world, the energy as-
sociated with each negative-harmonic frequency must. be redistributed to the corresponding 
positive-harmonic frequency so that 
(5.15) 
This is a rearrangement of Euler's identity in Eq. 5.7. Complex exponential signals canIlot be 
readily simulated in the real world but a cosine signal can. The real amplitude components 
are therefore en = 21Fnl for n > 0 The phase component tn of each negat.ive harmonic must 
also be translated into the positive domain. The resultant. real spectrum is shown ill Fig. 5.4. 
This representation of the complex coefficients as a summation of real signals leads to the 
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Figure 5.5: Power spectrum for a square wave 
compact form of the trigonometric ami exponential Fourier series 
00 
J(t) = L en cos (nwot. + <Pn) 
n=O 
where 
-1 /) -1 Im{Fn } 
<Pn = tan (-bTl an = tan {} Re Fn 
4.5 5 
(5.l6) 
(5.17) 
(5.18) 
It should be readily verifiable that Eq. 5.16 bears a resemblance to Eq. 2.30 which is the 
basic directional wave modelling definition. The equation for the estimated wave spectrum 
can be restated in this form as 
Power spectra 
. 1" 2 S(J)6.J = 2" ~ en 
6.1 
(5.19) 
An additional spectrum that is of use is the power spectrum, which is formed from the 
complex coefficients where 
(5.20) 
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which again has negative clements. Using the real coefficients it becomes 
(''2 
P=~ 
n 2 (S.21) 
The real power spectrum for the square wave llsed in the prf'violls exampif' is shown 111 
Fig. S.S. Sectioll 5.2 looks more closely at power spectral density functiolls. 
5.1.3 The Fourier transform 
The Fourier transform is essentially a mathematical device to allow for the representation 
of an aperiodic function, such as surface elevation ((t), as a periodic on8. To achieve this Hlt' 
aperiodic function f(t) is forced to repeat itself every T seconds giving the periodic function 
h(t). As T --t oc the aperiodic function is isolated and it's Spcctl'llIll can be recovered. The 
definition given here is primarily for use with continuous time functions, but following this 
definition leads to a discrete time form that is widely used for sig'11al processing. 
Recalling Eqs. 5.8 and 5.10 the exponential Fourier series for a continuous periodic time 
function h(t) was defined as 
where 
and 
00 
h(t) = L 
n=-OO 
r;' Djnwot 
I'n c , 
1'/2 
L' - 1 1 f (t) -jnwu t it ['n - - 'j' , e (, , 
T -1'/2 
Wo = 27f/T. 
(S.22) 
(5.23) 
(5.24) 
Before taking T --t 00 a few changes must be made so that the Fn do not tend to ~cro as 
the period is increased, therefore, assume: 
Using these definitions Eqs. 5.22 and 5.23 become 
00 
fr(t) = L ~ F(wo)e jwnl , 
n=-oo 
T/2 
F(wn ) = ( h(t.)e-jw"'dl 
J-T/2 
The spacing between adjacent lines for the spectrulIl of h(t) is 
~w = 27f/1' 
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Figure 5.6: Waveform sampled at t" = O.ls 
Substituting this into Eq. 5.27 gives 
n=-oo 
(5.30) 
When T tends to infinity the spacing between frequency components, ~w becomes very small 
and the discrete spectrum will tend towards a continuous one. In addition, t he summation 
of Eq. 5.30 will become an integral, resulting in the Fourier transform pair where 
f(t) 
F(w) (5.31) 
5.1.4 Sampling 
Up to this point it has been assumed that the variable of interest f(t) is a continuous one. 
In the ideal case, working with a continuous time variable does IllRtch with the theorems 
already presented. Unfortunately, the data available will usually be sampled in a discrete 
time form where 
f(k(,) = f(O), J(ts), J(2t 8 ),··· ,f([N - l]t 8 ) (5.32) 
Sampling involves taking regular measurements of J(t) and storing these in the order in 
which they were taken. The theory of sampling a continuous waveform can take lllany pages 
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of convoluted explanation so it will be dealt with here in a simple manner using It few rules 
that must be followed. 
Fig. 5.6 shows the basic process involved. A measurement of J(t.) is taken at intervals of 
ts seconds (the sampling interval). The reciprocal of this is the sampling rate or fi'cqucncy 
Js = 1/ t·8· In order for all the frequency information of the continuous signal to exist III 
discrete time it must not contain any frequencies above half the sampling ratt' I,. 
This is achieved in practise by low pass filtering f(t) and sampling with f8 much greater 
than the above limit. For example we are rarely interested in frequencies greater than 0.5 
Hz so a theoretical sampling frequency may be 1 Hz but, to avoid aliasing problems the 
sampling rate would generally be twice this and 2 Hz should be used. 
Aliasing error 
If the rules in the previous section are not followed ann frequencies greater t han half the 
sampling frequency are present in f(t) then alia.."ling of the spectrum will occur. Generally 
speaking, if this occurs, then the energy contained in the frequencies above the half sampling 
rate frequency will be folded over into the lower half of the spectrum. Correcting for these 
errors is complicated and far from ideal, so the best method is to prevent the errors from 
occurring in the first place by using the correct sampling frequency for f(t). 
5.1.5 Discrete Fourier transform 
The implementation of the Fourier transform that is most widely used is the discrete Fourier 
transform (DFT). Much of the data available to engineers is in the form of sampled time 
series, for example surface elevation, pressure or acceleration. The Fourier transform pair 
introcluced in Section 5.1.3 still needs a little adjustment to make it suitable for lise 011 
sampled data and for implementation on it personal computer. 
Consider a time series, 1(kt8 ), of length N ts sampled at N equally spaced samples with 
a sampling interval of ts so that 
1(k(,) = 1(0), 1(t8 ), 1(2(,),··· ,1[(N - 1)t8]' (5.33) 
The DFT is defined as the sequence of N complex-valued samples in the frequency domain 
given by 
N-J 
FD(n0,) = L 1(kts)e-jWs7lk, 71 = 0,1",' ,N - 1, (5.34) 
k=O 
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where Sl = 27f/(N(~) and Slts = 27f/N. Note that Sl and t8 do not explicitly enter into the 
DFT and are used as scaling factors for the interpn~tati()ll of reS1llts. 
In using a numerical approximation to the Fourier transform, it is llccessary to restrict 
the observation interval to a finite length. Therefore the tnlllcatcd fUllction j( t) in terlllS of 
f (t) is 
- {f(t) 0 < t < N" f(l) = - - .' 
o f'lsewherc 
(5.35) 
The Fourier transform F(w) of this truncated function is 
(NtS 
F(w) = Jo f(t)e-jW!dt.. (5.3G) 
l\laking the variable changes w -t nSl, t -t kls and dt -t T, Eq. 5.36 can be approximated 
to 
N-J 
F(nSl) ~ L f(k(,)e-jnw,'t st.,. 
k=O 
Comparing the two previous forms shows that 
Additionally the DFT is analogous to the Fourier transform if: 
1. the signal f(t) is restricted to the interval (0, Nt s ) 
(5.37) 
(5.38) 
2. within this interval the signal f(t) is available as a sequence of N equally spaced values 
3. the interval is extended periodically yielding the discrete harmonic frequencies nO = 
In an analogy to the continuous case, the inverse discrete Fourier transform (IDFT) is 
N-l 
f(kTs) = }, L FD(nSl)eiWsA·" 
n=O 
(5.39) 
and forms an exact transform pair with the DFT. 
D FT to complex Fourier series 
The coefficients of the complex Fourier series may be computed using the DFT and then 
multiplying by l/N. The highest frequency component that can be determined corresponds 
to n = N/2 or (N/2)Sl = 1/(2t8 ) Hz. This agrees with the sampling theorem. 
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Standard form of complex variable transform 
The DFT is ofteIl given in more general terms as the trallsform of 011e set of complex numbers 
to another. The common forIll of this is 
lV-I 
C(k) = R L D(i) exp ±27rjik/N 
i=O 
where 
the - sign in the exponent is used for the forward transform 
the + sign in the exponent is used for the backward transform 
C(k) and DU) are both complex numbers 
(5.40) 
R is a scale factor The representations used in [12J takes the form of a forward and 
backward transform. The forward transform is 
1 lV-I '2 'k -] 7r1 ~ 
F (k) = N L (( n exp N 
,=0 
(5.41) 
where 0 < k < N - 1 is a frequency index, i is a temporal index and N is the number of 
samples in the record. The frequency of the ktll harmonic is k/ D, where D is the length of 
the record in seconds. 
The reverse transform is given by 
lV-I '2 ./ ] 7r'tti.: ((k) = L F(i) exp ~ (5.42) 
i=O 
where 0 < k < N - 1 is a temporal index, k is a frequency index and N is the number of 
samples in the record. 
MATLAB FFT 
\Vhen the DFT is implemented, the solving of the the equations, if followed as written, is 
too slow for real time applications. Therefore a computer algorithm called the Fast Fourier 
Transform (FFT) was developed during the 1960s. This considerably speeded up the process. 
The software environment used in this thesis is ~IATLAB, which contains its own imple-
mentation of the FFT. Unfortunately it is slightly different to the formula used in Tucker [12] 
and this led to a great deal of confusion in the earlier stages of this research. The MATLAB 
implementation of the forward transform in terms of Equation 5.40 is 
~ 27r(i - 1) A (k) = L..,. (( i) ~xp - j D (k - 1) ( 5.43) 
i=l 
where 1 < k < N 
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It can be seen the scaling factor R = 1/ N is missing and tlw indexing values i and A: are 
from 1 ~ N. This issue can be dealt with simply, by scaling the 01ltput A(A:) and by the 
careful usc of l\IATLAB's inclexing system. 
5.2 Spectral density function 
As already inclicated in earlier sections of this chapter, thf' representation of a time series in 
various forms of spectra is instructive in visualising what is happening ill a given waveform. 
The spectrum gives a measure of how energy and power an' distributed with frequency. This 
section sets out in more detail the theory behind the spectra and their calculation. 
5.2.1 Energy spectral density 
The conservation of energy between the time domain, f(t), and the frequency domain, F(w), 
was stated earlier as Parseval's theorem (Eq. 5.5) where 
roo 1 j'OO i-x; If(t)12 dt = 27r _= IF(w)12 dw (5.44) 
The integral on the left hand side is the energy in f(t) so that the quantity JF(w)1 2 is the 
energy per unit frequency. For this reason IF(w)1 2 is called the energy spectral density of the 
signal f ( t ) . 
IF(w W describes only the relative amount of energy at various frequencies. For contin-
uous IF(w)12, the energy at any given frequency is zero. It is thc area under JF(w)12 that 
contributes the energy. To find the energy present, a range of frequencies must be given over 
which to integrate. It should be readily verifiable that, ill the Cases studied here, when deal-
ing with real-valued time series, the energy spectral density function will also be real-valued, 
and the symmetry of the spectrum should hold true. 
By examining Eq. 5.44, it should be noted that the spectral density function neglects 
the phase information and this is lost. In signal processing the spectral density functions 
arc used in determining the transfer functions of linear systems, where the absence of phase 
information does not critically affect the solution. In the situation here, phase information 
is vitally important and spectral density fUllctions are of lllore use ill a checks and balances 
si tuation for confirming stochastic information. 
In summary, the energy spect.ral density function of a signal represents its energy per 
unit of frequency and displays the relative energy contributions of the various frequency 
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components. The area under the energy spectral density gives the energy within a given 
band of frequencies. 
5.2.2 Power spectral density 
The time averaged power of a signal is giveIl by 
1 1'/2 
P = )im -; 1 If(t)1 2 dl. 
T -400 1 -'1'/2 
(5.45) 
For a periodic signal, each period contains a replica of the fUIlction, and the limiting operation 
can be omitted as long as T is taken as the period. 
Following similar reasoning to the energy spectral density fUllction, it would be useful if 
a function could be defined that would represent the relative power contributions at various 
frequencies. This function is the power spectral density function S(w), which has the units 
of watts per radian and its integral yields the power in fU). vVritillg this mathematically 
P =- - S'(w)dw. 1 j'CXJ 
27r -XJ 
(5.46) 
Suppose we examine a section of a wave record of length T and then take the Fourier 
transform of it to give F1'(W). Parseval's theorem would then state that 
/f(t)/2 dt = - /Fr(w)/2 dw. j T/2 1 joo 
-T/2 27r -00 
(5.47) 
Hence, the average power is 
1 100 1 1 j'CXJ ') P = lim - If(tW dt = lim l' - IFr(wW dw. 
1'-4X T -00 1'-400 27r -ex., 
(5.48) 
Combining equations 5.46 and 5.47 gives 
- S(w)dw = lim -- IF(w)/2 dw. 1 100 1 1 100 
27r -00 1'-4OC T 27r -00 
(5.49) 
In addition, the cumulative power spectrum G(w) can be defined as 
1 jW 1 1 f'" ') G(w) = - S(u)du = lim -- 1F(u.W duo 
2 'J'-4XJ T 27r 7r -00 -00 
(5.50) 
This represents the cumulative amount of power in all frequency components below It given 
frequency W. 
Interchanging the limiting and integrating operations in Eq. 5.50 gives 
lw lw IPr(u)12 27rG(w) = S(u)du = )im T du T-4,XJ -')() -00 (5.51) 
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rn-2 TTL I rna 7111 7nZ nI:3 m~ 
1188.7 81.864 6.0799 0.5005 0.0478 0.0057 O.O()O9 
Hmo 1~ TJ 1[.; 'II 7:, // 
9.86 0.0078 12.147 13.464 195.51 51.447 n/H 
Table 5.1: Statistical spectral characteristics of the original spectra 
The awrage power contained in any frequency interval (WI, wz) is [G(W2) - G(wdl ane! 
in most cases G( w) is differentiable, leading to the definition for the power spectral density 
function of f (t) where 
2 
8(w) = lim IFdw)1 
T~oo T 
(5.52) 
As with the energy spectral density, only the magnitude information is retained and the 
phase is discarded. This leads to the possibility of 8(w) representing many different time 
series and will not uniquely describe the time series f (t). 
Eq. 5.52 presents the possibility of obtaining a power spectral density of a wave record 
taken over a period T. The Fourier Transform of the record is taken and IFnl 2 /T is formed. 
The limit T ---+ 00 in reality cannot be taken since the wave records are of finite length. 
This is because errors of the order of l/T will appear in the resulting spectral resolution. 
This can be corrected by taking several time series of length T and averaging the spectral 
densities, if the spectrum is known to be stable. 
5.3 Example of spectral techniques 
A wave record for a unidirectional sea state is generated, using the methods given in Chap-
ter 3 and subjected to the various spectral manipulations detailed so far in this chapter. 
These illustrate each section and show how the methods arc applied to a real world problem. 
5.3.1 The original wave record 
Using a linear model (Chapter 3) a unidirectional spectrum was generated for a Pierson-
Moskowitz formulation using a wind speed of 20 m/s. The highest frequency in the spectrum 
was chosen to be 0.5 Hz and there were 100 wave vectors generated aJ a frequC'llcy spacing 
D..f of 0.005 Hz. The statistical spectral characteristics nre given in Table 5.1. 
This spectrum is shown in Fig. 5.7 with the amplitudes of the simulated wave vectors 
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given in Fig, 5,8 and an extract of the time series is shown in Fig, 5.9. 
600 
The length of the time series to be used is given by Tucker [12] where T = 1200 sec, This 
length of time series is chosen to avoid the need to use windowing functions. With shorter 
time series of length 100-400 sec the FFT process will induce frequency leakage between 
harmonics which will distort the results. To cure this, the data should ideally be windowed 
using any of the available types: Hanning, Bartlett, raised cosine, etc. The windowing of a 
time series involves multiplying the time series by a function that is commonly tapered to 
zero at either end rising to a value of one in the centre. 
The problem with windowing the time series is the shifting of the phase values re-
turned. As mentioned previously, the prediction methods are depencient on phase infor-
mation. Tucker shows that, by using a longer record, the leakage between harmonics is 
reduced or the effects are passed up to higher frequencies which are not of interest. This 
eliminates the need for phase-shifting windowing to be used. 
In order to determine the correct number of samples N to be generated for this time series. 
the minimum and maximum frequency resolutions were calculated, This data is shown in 
Table 5.2. The length of the time series T effectively decides the lowest frequency/longest 
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N f/crwer f1Jppcr deepwater A range 
128 8.333 x 10-4 Hz 0.0533 H7. 2.25 x lOt) 549.58 m 
256 8.333 x 10-4 Hz 0.1066 Hz 2.25 x lO!i-137.39 III 
512 8.333 x 10-4 Hz 0.2133 Hz 2.25 x lO6 34.316 III 
1024 8.333 x 10-4 Hz 0.4266 Hz 2.25 x 1O(i 8.5792 1Il 
2048 8.333 x 10-4 Hz 0.8533 Hz 2.25 x lOti 2.1443 III 
4096 8.333 x 10-4 Hz 1.7066 Hz 2.25 x 106 0.536 III 
8192 8.333 x 10-4 Hz 3.4133 Hz 2.25 x lO6 0.134 III 
16384 8.333 x 10-4 Hz 6.8266 Hz 2.25 x 106 0.0355 m 
Ta ble 5.2: Realisable bandwidth of experimental time series 
wavelength that can be determined. The number of samples N taken during this time 
determines the upper frequency/shortest wavelength resolution. Since we know that the 
highest frequency being simulated is 0.5 Hz, taking N to be 4096 is the most economical 
choice ill terms of processing power whilst having an upper frequency limit of 1. 7066 Hz 
(\vhich is more than t\vice the highest frequency being simulated). 
5.3.2 Fourier representations 
The results of the first process implemented are shown in Fig. 5.10 where the FFT of the 
time series has been taken. The series of complex Fourier coefficients Fn have been shifted 
so that Fo is at the centre of the record. The magnitude IFni and the phase are plotted. 
It can be seen there are no components present above 0.5 Hz. It can be observed that the 
symmetry of the spectrum is close in shape to that of the original wave spectrum. 
5.3.3 Tucker's method 
This method exploits the symmetry to create the real discrete amplitude spectrum shown in 
Fig. 5.11. The equations given in Appendix 1 of Tucker [12] are mistaken in their formulation 
of the bn components which leads to some serious errors in prediction. The corrected formulae 
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are as follows 
a(O) Re{ F(O)} 
a(l -> (N/2 - 1)) 2 Re { F (1 --. (N /2 - 1))} 
a(N/2) Re{F(N/2)} 
b(O) 0 
b(l -> (N/2 - 1)) -2Irn{F(1 -> (N/2 - 1))} 
b(N /2) 0 
c(n) Va?z + b?z 
¢(n) atan2( -bn / an) 
(5.53) 
(5.54) 
The ,\IATLAB atan2 function is given explicitly here since the software used has t.wo imple-
mentations of the tan-1(B) function and the version given above must be used. Verification 
of the above formulations can be obtained by reconstructing the original record from either 
the full (Eq. 5.1) or compact (Eq. 5.16) form of the Fourier series using the coefficients as 
defined ahove. 
Eq. 5.19 can now be used to recover the original spectrum. Fig. 5.12 shows the' spectrum 
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Figure 5.13: Estimated 8(J) taken over 6 frequencies 
returned when ~f is taken to be the width of one Fourier component ~f = 8.333 x 10-4 . 
It can be seen the spectrum is very spiky but its shape is comparable to the original. 
To obt ain a smoother spectrum it must averaged over several frequency bins. The esti-
mates returned for the harmonic amplitudes are very erratic and will change rapidly from 
one record to another. For the example above, if the record had been taken a few seconds 
earlier or later the amplitudes of the Fourier coefficients would have changed. The energy 
is likely to remain around the frequency of interest but not with the precise harmonic of 
interest. Averaging the energy over several harmonics gives a more stable result as some of 
the random nature will be spread over a range of frequencies. 
It is useful to average over six frequency bins in this case since it will lead to ~f = 0.005 
Hz, which is the exact width of the original record. The new frequency axis can be centreel 
on frequencies 0.0025,0.0075,0.0125, ... , 0.0475 Hz. The scheme used is 
(5.55) 
where p is the index of the centre of the original spectrum and ~f is taken to be the new 
spectral width. Fig. 5.13 shows that this smoothed spectrum is a closer match to the original 
spectrum than in Fig. 5.12. 
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Figure 5.14: Complex magnitude IFni squared 
5.3.4 Power spectral density representations 
A second method for calculating the power spectral density of a time series was given earlier 
in Section 5.2.2 and here the experiments above were repeated in order to compare the 
spectra returned by this method (found in Stremler [50]) to that found in Tucker [12]. 
The first stage (as above) is to calculate the complex FFT. Following this the magnitude of 
each component is squared as shown in Fig. 5.14. To create the real spectrum the magnitudes 
of the positive frequency values are doubled then squared (Fig. 5.15). If the process of 
squaring is carried out before the magnitudes are doubled a discrepancy of 0.5 occurs between 
this method and that of Tucker. 
To complete the process the real discrete spectrum is divided throughout by l::!.J. The 
continuous spectrum is shown ill Fig. 5.16 with the original spectrum. The equation for this 
process is 
(5.50) 
where n > O. Again, the spectrum taken over one frequency bin is very spiked, and the 
averaging process must be performed. 
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5.4 Correlation function 
The correlation function is an important tool in H'cognising the similaritips between two or 
mol'(' time series. It is useful when determining the parameters for estimating directional 
spectra from v,:ave buoy records (see Chapter 4) and as an alternative method for extracting 
wave spectra from time series. 
5.4.1 Definition 
The correlation function of two time-varying quantities fi(t) and f)(I) can be defined as 
1 jt+T 
Cij(T) = T t f;(t)fj(t + T)dt (5.57) 
where T is a time delay. If i = j, then Cij is the autocorrelation function, while if i =I j then 
this quantity is the cross-correlation or cross-covariance function. 
If we now substitute the Fourier series representation of fj (l + T) into the equation for 
the correlation, we obtain 
t+T N/2 
Cij(T) ~, j fi(t) L Fj(n)e}TlWu(t+T)dt 
t n==-N/2 
1jt+T 
= _ fi (t)ejnWOldtFj (n)cjnwoT 
T t 
N/2 L Fj(n)F;"(n )ejnWoT 
n=-N/2 
N/2 L IFj (n) IIFJ 71) IcJ(O) _Ei),,)nWOT 
n=-N/2 
where Ft (n) is the complex conjugate of the Fourier coefficients of fi (t). 
For the autocorrelation: 
N/2 L IFI (nWcjnwOT 
n=-N/2 
N/2 L IFl(nWcosnwoT 
n=-N/2 
since Cll (T) is symmetric. For the case where the time lag T is zero: 
N/2 1jt+T 
Cll (O) = L !FI(nW = T Jf(t)dt 
n=-N/2 t 
(5.58) 
(5.59) 
(5.60) 
(5.61) 
(5.62) 
(5.63) 
(5.64) 
which recovers Parseval's theorem and shows that ClI (0) represents the energy contained 
within fl(t). 
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5.4.2 Power spectrum 
The Fourier transform of the correlation function is defined as the power spectrum (for i = j) 
or the cross spectrum (for i =I- j). The Fourier transform of the autocorrelation function can 
be shown to recover the power spectral density function defined in Section 5.2.2. Taking the 
Fourier transform of C11 (T): 
1+1' 
() 1 ! . ') <Plll1 = T t C))(T)e~JnwOTdT = IF)(n)l- (5.65) 
for - IV /2 < n ~ N /2, which is the two-sicled power spectral density. As with previous cases, 
this spectrum is real and even and the energy associated with the negative frequencies can 
be reassigned to the positive frequencies where 
<I>~l (n) 
for 0 ~ n ~ N/2 only. 
21Fl (nW, n > 0 
IF1(OW, n = 0 
(5.66) 
(5.67) 
A similar process is followed to obtain the cross spectrum <I>ij(n) (for i =I- j) by taking 
the Fourier transform of the cross correlation so that 
111+1' . <P;j(n) = - Cij ( T)e~)T1WOT dT = Ft'(n)Fj(n) T t (5.68) 
This is the product of the Fourier coefficients of the time series j and the complex conjugate of 
the coefficients for series i. The method of using direct Fourier transforms will be discussed 
in the next section. The cross spectrum <Pij, as opposed to the auto spectrum <Pi i , is ill 
general complex. The real part denotes the co-spectrum (Co), and the imaginary denotes 
the quadrature (Quad) spectrum, i.e., <I>ij(n) = Coij(n) + jQuadij(n). 
5.4.3 Direct Fourier approach 
Instead of using the correlation Fourier transform of two time series to obtain the cross 
spectrum, a direct method (based on the Fourier transform of the time series) can be used. 
An alternative definition of the co-spectrum is to consider it in terms of the time average of 
the multiple of two time series where 
Cxy(J)b.j = :r(t)y(t) (5.69) 
Expressing :r( t) and y(t) as their complex fourier series so that 
00 
x(t) = I: XneJwnt (5.70) 
7l=~00 
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and 
y(t) = L 
1n=-CX: 
then the product term can be expressed as 
= L L xny,nCj(WH+.vml) 
n m 
(5.71) 
( 5.72) 
(5.7:3) 
(5.74) 
The timr varying term has a zero mean when time averaged excf'pt when w" + Wrn = o. This 
occurs when TTl = -72 where it is equal to 1. Since Y- n = Y,; the time average can be shown 
to be 
(5.75 ) 
11 
And since Xn = ~(an - jbn ) and Yn = ~(cn - jdn), where the an, bn , Cn , dn are the real 
Fourier coefficients derived from the Fourier transform by Eqs. 5.53. The cross spectrum can 
be given by 
1 N/2 
x(t)y(t) = "2 2:)anCn + bndn) 
71=1 
(5.76) 
As with all the spectra in this chapter, the results will be approximate due to the random 
nature of the process and the resulting spectrum should be averaged over several harmonics 
where 
1 
cxy = 2tl.J L (anc l ! + bn dn ) 
6,./ 
(5.77) 
The previous section indicated that the power spectrum consists of the Co and the Quad 
spectra. By advancing the y( t) series by 900 and using the same theory as shown for the 
co-spectra, the resulting equation is 
(5.78) 
Recombining Eqs. 5.77 and 5.78 will give the full power spectra of the two time series as 
5.4.4 Correlation examples 
The two methods of constructing the power spectrum from cross-correlated time series will 
now be implemented to check their usability. The same time series that was created for the 
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Figure 5.19: Co and Quad spectra calculated from direct fourier transforms 
pr:evious Fourier tests is used again here. This is a Pierson Moskowitz spectrum using linear 
frequency spacing and simulated for 1200 sec, sampled at 3.14 Hz to create an N = 4096 
record. 
Starting with the autocorrelation method the time series is processed as follows using 
MATLAB command xcorr: 
1 
--xcorr(tSeries(l:N),tSeries(l:N»; 
N 
(5.79) 
The autocorrelation is shown in Fig. 5.17. This shows a strong correlation of the time series 
intervals to a period of approximately 220 sec. The equation above shows the scaling of the 
autocorrelation required to obtain the correct results. 
The next step is to take the Fourier Transform of the autocorrelation which is now of 
length N = 8192. The positive values of the spectrum are then doubled reducing the length 
to N = 4096 and the spectrum averaged over 12 harmonics to give the resultant spectrum 
shown in Fig 5.18. 
The results of the second method, using the direct Fourier transform of the two time 
series, is presented in Fig 5.19. Using Eqs. 5.77 and 5.78 the Co and Quad spectra arc 
calculated from the real Fourier coefficients given by Eq. 5.53. The results are then averaged 
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over six harmonics at a resolution of 0.005 Hz using Eq. 5.55. As expected, the co-spectrum 
is a good match to the Pierson-l\Ioskowitz spectrum used in the generation of the time series 
and since this was the autocorrelation, the quadrature spectrum remains flat indicating exact 
agreement between the input signals. 
Discussion 
The two methods of obtaining the complex power spectra presented ahove havf' rdurnecl 
good approximations. The second method of direct Fourier calculation will he used ill the 
remainder of this thesis because it is quicker and it does not result in the doubling of the 
number of data points to be stored and manipulated. 
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Chapter 6 
Experiments 
The experiments in this chapter are laid out in approximately chronological order of imple-
mentation. This is dOIle to show how the concept of wave prediction has developed through 
the course of this project. The first few sets of simulation experiments are simple in their 
implementation and in the thought behind them; the concepts described in the previous 
chapters were still in an early stage of development when these simulations were carried Ollt. 
However, they give an insight into how the analysis techniques were implemented in the 
software environment. 
The general flow of the chapter steps through the introductory modelling attempts: an 
implementation of spatial FFTs on a circular grid; correlation of time series and a brief 
discllssion on beam steering. The chapter is concluded with an in-depth analysis of a simple 
one dimensional prediction over time and distance. Experimental verification, which was 
conducted in a small-scale wave tank, is also put forward at the end of the chapter. 
6.1 Basic models and the spatial FFT 
Mathworks' MATLAB is the main software environment used in the development of the 
experimental models. The first few groups of MATLAD files written dealt primarily with 
the setting up and use of simple models of surface elevation (Eq. 2.7). The first model 
simulated a two-dimensional (distance and time) travelling wave where: 
((x, t) = a sin (l.::r - wt) (6.1 ) 
Fig. 6.1 shows results from this simulation at a fixed point in time. This is tIll' basic travelling 
wave equation in one spatial direction. 
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Figure 6.1: Simple test of a 2D travelling wave 
Extending this test, the 2D output was extruded across the y dimension to give a 3D 
display as shown in Fig. 6.2. The method by which this was achieved is very crude but gave 
an indication that MATLAB is capable of a 3D representation of surface elevation. 
An extension to the code was added at this time to allow waves to travel in four directions: 
North, South, East and West. This was achieved by calculating a separate grid of values for 
each of the four directions (using the circshift 0 function to propagate the values) and 
summing the four grids to create the final output as shown in Fig. 6.3. This was a direct 
implementation of the superposition principle introduced in Chapter 2. 
While this is not an ideal model, and it lacks in the ability to adequately define the input 
wave train directions of travel, it was sufficient to begin implementing the FFT over several 
spatial samples. 
6.1.1 The Spatial FFT 
Taking Eq. 2.7 at z = 0 and keeping t constant (i.e., at a point in time), it becomes dependent 
only on distance x with the wt - ¢ element becoming a static phase shift. Neglecting the 
direction of travel () the resulting equation is 
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Figure 6.3: Simpl te t of a 3D set of travelling waves 
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Figure 6.4: Showing the similarities between temporal and spatial sine functions 
00 
((x) = Lan cos(kn:c - cPn) (6.2) 
n=1 
'When using the FFT it is desirable to produce a function Y(Sf), which is a transform 
of ((:z;) , from a record taken over a distance D. In order to adapt the FFT for use with this 
equation the similarity relationships between variables in time and space lllUSt be stated. 
Time period T 
1 
Frequency f = T = 
wavelength A 
. 1 
spatml frequency Sf = :x 
Radian frequency w = 27f f - wave number k = 27f Sf 
Fig. 6.4 shows a general comparison between sinwl and liin b:. The proof that the k number 
is equivalent to wallows the FFT to be used with an adjustment in the scaling of the output 
so that k can be plotted against power. FrOlll Eq. 5.41 the forward !:lpatial FFT then becomes 
1 N-J (2 . ) 
Y(k) = N L ((i) exp - j ~l k 
z=O 
(6.3) 
where N is the length of the FFT and 0 < k < N - 1. 
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Figure 6.5: An example of a spatial FFT of 3 wave trains with'\' = 100 m, 45 m and 23 III 
The spatial frequency of the kth harmonic is k/ D. Fig. 6.5 shows a test output for the 
superposition of three wave trains with), = 100 m, 45 ill and 23 m. The FFT of this was 
taken and the lower plot shows three peaks situated at the relevant k numbers, thus proving 
that the FFT can be used with spatial data. 
6.1. 2 Experiments 
The initial experiments extracted samples along the x and y axis of the generated grid then 
took the spatial FFT of these series. These simple results showed the same number of distinct 
spectral peaks as the number of wave trains used in generating the grid. It was felt that this 
method could be advanced upon. 
Further development of the sea elevation modelling code took placp in order to allow the 
user to specify a wave-field as a list of wave vectors allowing for easier manipulation of the 
test patterns (this is detailed in Chapter 3). Further development also took place in the 
modularisation of the code using the code profiler, taking advantage of MATLAB's matrix 
handling ability to allow for the simulation of increasingly complex wave-fields. In particular, 
the use of meshgridO considerably reduced the processor load, releasing capacity for more 
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Figure 6.6: Showing extraction angle Cl' with regards to the x and y axes 
accurate FFT 11se. 
In early instances, extraction took place perpendicular to the .1; and y axes along extrac-
tion angles 0: of 0° and 90°. This has an orthogonal relationship if the wave train is moving 
at an angle of 0°, then there will be a strong spectral p<'ak at (t = 0° but no power present at 
Cl' = 90° (a similar argument was used in Chapter 4 when describing the correlation between 
pitch and roll with a buoy). This result showed promise in the detection of the direction of 
wave travel. 
The next step was to allow the user to extract spatial information along any angle they 
may wish to choose as illustrated in Fig. 6.6. This gives the user the ability to compare the 
spectral frequency power density at many frequencies and angles. A suitable method for 
displaying this information was required. 
Manufacturers of microphones display their sensitivity characteristics as plots of response 
against direction of the source of sound. An adaptioll of this approach is given in Fig. 6.7. 
This shows that at 90° intervals the spectral frequency alternately peaks or drops to zero. 
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Figure 6.7: Raw circle FFT fil with blurring 
Th angle of extraction where the spatial frequency peaks, indicates that a wave vector may 
be pre ent heading in that particular direction. 
The image produced by plotting the output of the spatial FFT contains both the main 
peak and several pectrallobes. When many wave vectors are present this leads to a blurring 
of the image. In addition, while it is relatively easy for the human eye to pick out the 
parabolic arc in Fig. 6.7, a computer cannot do this. By thr sholding the image and using 
monochromatic colouring Fig. 6. is produced. From this image, a routine can be written to 
detect the parabolic curves by comparing them to stored images created for individual wave 
vector. 
Discussion 
Overall thi m thod works r asonably well in detecting the dir ction of propagation of wave 
trains and in determining their wavelength. But, it comes at a cost. In order to produce a 
sharp imag many data point are required. For a realisti application the number of data 
point available will be limited. Th cost of deploying a 50 by 50 grid of data buoy or 
pressure n or would be prohibitively uneconomic. In utilising the spatial FFT in software 
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160 180 
a grid of 1024 by 1024 \va.<; required before acceptable results could be obtained. A possible 
way of using this method in the field would be through satellite altimeter scans of the wave 
farm. For rral-time results this would require a stationary satellite over the farm returning 
data in real time. But, again, the cost of this is prohibitive. 
6.2 Correlation and linear arrays 
Spatial FFT tests are reliant on too many data points therefore it was decided to focus on a 
method that uses as few data points (i.e., wave buoys) as possible. Early discussions \vith Dr 
Wood in Christchurch led to the suggestion that the correlation between two buoy records 
may prove fruitful in determining the mean direction of propagation for a wave-field. The 
correlation between t\"O data point records is commonly used in astronomy for fixing the 
position of stars and galaxies. 
6.2.1 Correlation experiments 
The basic correlation equation [51] is: 
(6.4) 
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Figure 6.9 : 1ATLAB extract for correlation process 
where r = -m, . .. -1 , 0, 1, .. . , m, x is the surface elevation time series taken from one 
buoy and y i the eries taken from the other. In addition, N is the number of samples in 
each data et and Tithe number of samples by which y is delayed; m is generally taken to 
be 20 % of . The basic concept in this method is to delay y by T samples, multiply this 
with x for each sample and then sum the resultant series to give RxYT' If the two signals 
are identical then. at r = 0, Rxyr will have a peak value. For r i= 0 the resultant value will 
be Ie s than at the peak indicating that the two series are not fully correlated for the delay 
value r. 
Fig 6.9 shows a MATLAB dialog used in testing the correlation principle. In this example 
a wave train of A = 100 m. amplitude of 1 ill and direction of travel e = 90° was used. In 
th upper right corner the simulation of the wave-field is shown with two wave buoy. The 
po ition of th wave buoy can be given in a text file, as can the wave-field information. 
The wave record that are traced by the two wave buoys are shown in the top two windows 
on the upper left . Below the e two windows the temporal FFT data is displayed showing 
that a frequency of 0.125 Hz i present in both of the wave records, which correspond to 
). = 100 m in deep water ( ee Table 2.1). The lower right window shows the result of the 
correlation of the two wave r ords and is sinusoidal in nature, repeating with a period of 
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6.402 e. Thi i twice the tim it tak for a wave front to travel from buoy 1 to buoy 
2. The value of T the delay between the two ignal, i taken at the value of r where R xyr 
peak ', in this case -3.201 sec. 
Interpr t ing T, the delay between signals 
Fig. 6.10 illu trate how th delay between the two wave record can be used to determine 
the direction of wave propagation (the location of the wave ource) . The values of T , the 
d lay between the two wave records, and .6. buoy , the di tance between the two wav buoy , 
are known. From the FFT performed prior to thi operation, we know the frequen 'y of the 
wave w, the wavel ngth .A and h nee the celerity (speed) of the wave ClOO . The celerity of 
the wave and the di ,tallcc between the two buoy call be u ed to calculate the length of the 
hypotenu 'e of the triangle hown in Fig. 6.10. From this: 
co ('P) - _CI_OO_T_ 
.6. buoys (6.5) 
he re nIt from thi equation allows the dir ction of wave propagation 'P to be determined . 
A seri of model run' were p rEormed with the dir ction of r.p varied from 0 to 360°. The 
results are hown in Fig. 6.11 with 'P plotted again t r. 
The lirection of propagatioll of a wave can be inferred from the value of T. As T ap-
proache' th timC' taken for the wave to propagate over the di tance .6.buoys the angle r.p 
tends to 90° and therefore the wave arc arriving at 90° to th wave buoys. Thi i shown 
in Fig. 6.12 with th angle 'P approaching 0°. 
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Figure 6.13: Error in expected value of T for various temporal sampling rates 
At present, with two wave buoys, the field of view is from 0 to lS0°, i.e., the buoys cannot 
tell if a wave is coming from in front or from behind. 
The effect of the spatial sampling rate (distance between the wave buoys) and the tem-
poral sampling rate were also tested using an input wave train with a wavelength of 100 m 
and a direction of propagation of 90 0 • Figs. 6.13 and 6.14 show these results. 
Initial observations suggested that the distance between the buoys does not affect the 
result until it becomes greater than one half wavelength and then ali(lsing will occur. The 
large percentage error observed for small spatial sampling distances was due to the temporal 
sampling rate being relatively high at 0.2 sec. 
Ideally the temporal sampling rate would be kept a .. '> small as possible in order to in-
crease the accuracy of the correlation algorithm and therefore the resultant T and 'P values. 
However, the minimum FFT sampling rate dictates the maximum frequency of the wave-
train that can be detected, and as the FFT sampling rate approaches the wave frequency, 
the FFT becomes less accurate. The best solution may be to sample every 0.01 sec, but 
only use every tenth sample in calculating the FFT, giving abollt lOO samples for a 10 S('C 
fundamental wave perioo. 
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6.2.2 Linear array experiments 
The correlation routines proved to be reasonably useful in determining the direction of the 
wave travel. A logical extension to this is to look at the correlation between more than 
two buoys. This approach leads to the more sophisticated uniform linear array method of 
processing which is commonly used in communications theory. 
Uniform linear array theory 
The experimental and theoretical work on t his principle is not extensive, therefore the fol-
lowing section closely follows that presented ill N aiclu [52] in orcitCr to give an introduction 
to the methodology. 
Consider a plane wavefront, having a temporal waveform f(t) incident to a uniforllliinear 
array (ULA) of sensors (see Fig. 6.15) at an angle 8. In signal processing literature, the augle 
of incidence is also known as the direction of arrival (DOA). Note that the DOA is always 
measured with respect to the normal of the array aperture. It is assumed that a source, ill 
our case the origin of a storm, emits a stationary stochastic signal J(l). Let j~n(t), where TTl 
= 0, 1, 2, ... ,JU-l, be the outputs of the sensors. The signal ftrrives at successive sensors 
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Figure 6.15: A Uniform Linear Array 
with an incremental delay (similar to the correlation principle above). The output of the 
first sensor is foU) = f(t), the output of the second sellsor is h(t) = f(t - tlt) and so on. 
Thus, the output of the mth sensor is fm(t) = f(t, - mtlt). 
The output of the mth sensor can equally be represented by its Fourier transform where 
fm(t) = ~1°O F(w)e.iw(t-l1~dsilllJ)dw 
27f -'XC 
( 6.6) 
The simplest form of array signal processing is to sum all of the sensor outputs without 
any delay so that 
g( t) 
1 AI-I 
Id L fm(t) 
m=O 
OG lH-1 
1 1 F( ) jwt 1 "'" -jw",tisinB I 
- we - ~ e c (W 
27f -ex; 111 m=O 
- F(W)J-J(wT)eJwtdw 1 100 . 
27f -(XJ 
(6.7) 
W hert' 1/ (WT) is the array response function and T = ~ sin e with wave velocity (' and sellsor 
spacing d. The array response function for a ULA is given by 
M-I . (At ) 
1. "'" . md ,. D SIn -2 WT . M"l r H(WT) = - ~ eJWc~lIlV = eJ-2-w 
AI m=O .~I sin (~r) (6.8) 
A few samples of tht' frequency response functioll (magnitude only) are shown in Figs. 6.16, 
6.17 and 6.18 for different values of array size liT. Thl' response function is periodic with a 
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Figure 6.16: ULA response with 8 sensors 
period of 27T. The maximum occurs at WT = 2n7T. The peak at n = 0 is known as the main 
lobe and other peaks at n = ±1 ± 2, ... are known as grating lobes. If the range of e is 
reduced it is possible to increase the sensor spacing, for example, for -f ~ 8 + f the sensor 
spacing needs to satisfy the constraint 1 ::; h' The phase of the frequency response is a lin-
ear function of WT. This useful property of a ULA is lost when the sensors are non-uniformly 
spaced. 
The array response is a function of the product of frequency wand delay T or, more ex-
plicitly, w~ sin e. The implication of this dependence is that two wavefronts whose waveform 
is a simple sinusoid but with different frequencies (WI, W2) arriving at different angles ((}j, (}2) 
will produce an identical array response if WI sin 81 = W2 sin (}2' The response function has a 
main-lobe which is surrounded by many side-lobes of decreasing magnitude just as we find 
in spectral windows. The first zero is at 
(6.9) 
which, for large AI, becomes inversely proportional to the array length expressed in terms 
of wavelength. 
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Figure 6.18: ULA response with 128 sensors 
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Figure 6.19: ULA response for a DOA of 300 
Array Steering 
In the previous section it was seen that the array response is a maximum when the direction 
of arrival (DOA) is perpendicular on (() = 0). The maximum, however, can he changed to 
any direction by introducing a time delay to each sensor output before summation. This is 
known as array steering. Let an incremental delay of T per channel be introduced. The S11lll 
output of the array is now given by 
g( t) 
1 M-l 
J\! L fm(t + m7) 
m=O 
100 M-l ~ F(w)ejwt~ '" ej(T-~sillO())wmdw 271' -00 J\! 6 m=O 
~ roo F(w)H ((7 - ~Sin()o) w) ejwtdw 
271' J -00 c 
(6.10) 
where it is assumed that the DOA is ()o. Let 7 = ~ sin (). The array response is maximum 
whenever () = ()o. The array is steered in the direction ()o, i.E'., in the direction of arrival of the 
incident wavefront. The array response is now a function of the DOA. This is demonstrated 
ill Figs. 6.19, 6.20 and 6.21. It is interesting to note that the width of the main-lobe increases 
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Figure 6.21: ULA response for a DOA of 72° 
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with increasing DOA. 
Discussion 
On initial investigation it would appear the ULA technique would prove to be very useful 
in determining wave direction information; but, it suffers from several drawbacks. The 
most important is that it will (like the spatial FFT) depend on a large number of data 
points ill order to give accurate results. A large mllnlwr of data points means using lIlallY 
data buoys. A second problem is that the response of the array is dependent on the distance 
between each sensor. The array is most accurate at wavelengths which are twice the distance 
between the sensors and it loses accuracy outside this range. A fix is providecl by using a 
sparse array arrangement and selectively choosing which sensors to accept information from. 
Unfortunately this would again require many sensors close together. If data sensors, such 
as the \Vaverider, are mounted too close together then there is a real risk of their moorings 
becoming entangled in storm sea conditions (see Chapter 4). There is also the problem that 
the vVaverider buoys will tend to wander from their mean position distorting the final results. 
However putting these issues aside, there is scope to use selective spatial filtering to 
narrow down the range of e over which the array is applied. There is much literature on the 
subject of ULAs and how to improve their output, Barber [53] and Borgman [54] documented 
these improvements. The subject of ULAs will be discussed further in Chapter 7 since 
they can provide a means of analysis when used in conjunction with device displacement 
compensation in a full scale farm situation. 
6.3 Fourier extension of time series 
Previous simulations in this chapter have usually assumed rmlltiple measurement devices. 
Taking into consideration the results of Chapter 4, a time-series recorded from a single device 
is what will be realistically available. This device will most likely be a Wavericler buoy as it 
is the most widely available and cost effective. Although it will not accurately make a fixed 
point recording of the surface elevation, signal processing methods combined with positional 
information could foreseeably be used to recreate a fixed point measurement. In order to 
progress this assumption is made. 
The question now arises as to how far ahead can a prediction be made, from a single 
directional wave buoy, in time and over distance. 
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Figure 6.22: Layout of theoretical surface displacpnwllt measurelllents 
6.3.1 Basic setup 
In order to ascertain if a prediction is correct, and the extent to which it will hold true a 
. . , 
referencp point must be selected. This is were the initial data gathering occurs. Theil H 
series of comparison points are chosen to assess the validity of the prediction. To supply this 
data the ""ave model in Chapter 3 was implemented to create seven surface elevation time 
series. Fig. 6.22 shows the orientation of these records. These records assume deep water 
and a distance sufficiently removed from land as to preclude reflection of wave energy. 
To begin simply. an oIllnidirectional non-harmonic input file was generated for a wincl-
driven fully-developed sea state, typical of that off of the west COR.'>t of Scotland. This 
corresponds to gale force 5 - 6 or in the region of 12 IllS-I. To improve the calculation speed, 
256 wave vectors were generated at randomly spaced frequencies with an upper limit of 1 
Hz; a higher frequency limit is used here because at lower wind speeds a significant portion 
of energy is still contained within the upper frequency range. The simulated records had a 
sampling period of 3600 sec sampled at a rate of 3.4133 Hz, this gave 12288 samples per 
record. For the purposes of spectral analysis the recommendation of Chapter 5 was to use 
records of 1200 sec and 4096 samples. Hence the records generated were three times this 
length to allow the spectral evolution of the simulations to be studied. 
Figs. 6.23 and 6.24 show the spectral density of the omnidirectional wavefield and the 
simulated amplitude spectrum. Fig. 6.25 shows an extract from the beginning of the reference 
time series. Fig. 6.26 shows the output of the first three sensors (i.e., the reference, 50 III 
and 100 III sensors). It should be noted that the 50 m and 100 m records are not simply 
copies of the reference time series delayed by the distance to the next sensor but evolutions 
of the series over distance and time. 
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6.3.2 Initial time analysis 
The first step in analysing a time series is to take the FFT, Therefore it would seem reasonable 
to resolve a section of wave record into its real fourier components. If a time series of length 
T is taken and decomposed into its real Fourier components of an and bn it should be possible 
to recreate the time series by using a superposition of sinusoids. Extending this series in time 
would seem to be as elementary as using the same Fourier coefficients but calculating the 
reconstructed time series for f(6:.t -+ T +6:.t). To illustrate this Fig. 6.27 presents the results 
of the following test. Take the time series for the omnidirectional case from l = 0 -+ 1200 
sec and N = 4096, where N is the number of samples. Take the Fourier transforlll of this 
llsing the method given ill Chapter 5. From these Fourier coefficients llse the equation 
2048 
((:r, t) = L an COS (kn.T - wrJ) - bn sin (kn:l; - wnt.) (6.11 ) 
n=l 
with t = 1200 -+ 2400 sec to create a time-series prediction. Alternate configmations of 
Eq. 6.11 can be used but this is the most suitable since kn ;[ is positive. Considering this 
equation at t he reference sensor reduces the wave number term kn:r to zero for all sinusoids. 
It can be seen in the upper figure that there is a poor match between the predicted and 
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actual (expected) time series. Instead the predicted time series exactly matdH'S the original 
time series for t = 0 ---+ 1200 sec (i.e., the low('r figure). 
Discussion 
The errors that appeal' in the time prediction are not due to the FFT, but rath(~r tllPY an' 
due to t he application method. The FFT assumes that whatever time series is used it will , 
be periodic. For example 
J( -T ---+ 0) = J(O ---+ T) = J(T ---+ 2T) (6.12) 
So in recreating the spectra at t = 1200 ---+ 2400 sec the original time series for t = 0 ---+ 1200 
sec is being recreated. This inherent periodicity of th(' FFT does not fit well with the 
aperiodic nature of real sea ,vaves. This was a test with a stable, ullchanging, spectrum. In 
a real sea t here will be a cant inuous blurring of frequencies that will be affected by energy 
transfer from one frequency to another as well as attenuation by wind, current, pressure 
and shallow water effects. To this end the Fourier methods are a good means of creating 
spectra and deriving statistical properties but can be limited when predicting, in time, a 
continuously varying aperiodic quantity such as a sea wave surface elevation. 
6.3.3 Prediction over distance 
Fourier components which extended the time series in the timc dimension were not found to 
be very successful. However, an attempt to use the components to extend a prediction over 
distance was investigated to test the validity of the FFT method in the spatial domain. 
The same time series data as used in the last section is again used here with records 
made at points 50, 100, 200, 300, 500 and 1000 m from the reference sensor. Eq. 6.11 is 
used, but in this instance the x parameter is varied to reflect. the point at which the record 
was projected to. The time period over which the predictions are made, match that of the 
reference series. The results of these predictions are shown in Figs. 6.28 - 6.33. For clarity, 
only the first 150 sec are shown. 
The most obvious result of these simulations is that up to 300 m the predictioIls over 
distance show good correlation. This agrees with other studies ([4], [5], and [6]). The initial 
period of these simulations show some transient behaviour, with the predictions taking some 
time to settle down. This transient behaviour deterioratcs \vith distance and it has in the 
past been attributed to t he time series end points not tending to 2ero. 
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End fitting the record 
The most common method of eliminating transient behaviour at the beginning of a series is 
to use a data window. Unfortunately the use of a data winelow will tend to corrupt the phase 
information associated with the time series. Belmont [3] suggests a method of ('!ld fitting 
the data to eliminate the sharp transients at the ends of records similar to the windowing 
method. Essentially, this means searching from the heginning of the time series to find a 
zero crossing point. The gradient of the line at this point is calculated. The time series is 
then searched from the end of the record to find a zero crossing point. with a similar gradient 
match. The data to either side of these points is discarded and the FFT zero packed to 
make it up to a power of 2 in length, this process is shown in Fig. 6.34 where the shading 
indicates the discarded portion of the record. On reconstructing the predicted series it must 
be advanced in time by the number of samples cropped from the beginning of the original 
series. The results of the process were inconclusive with the new end fitted predict.ion being 
neither better or worse than the original method. The transient behaviour is more likely to 
he concerned \vi th the shift from one spatial pOf;ition to anot her anel will be explored further 
in Chapter 7. 
Error calculation 
A qualitative IIleasure of the accuracy of the prediction is needed to show lllunerically how 
well the FFT reconstruction works. Sinusoidal time series are not immediately amenable 
to straight forward comparisons so a method of calculating the percentage errors hetween 
the two series was formulated. The percentage error between the prediction and target is 
calculated for each sample and averaged over the length of the series. The results from this 
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Distance o/c. error 
50m 1.34 
100m 2.26 
200m 4.49 
300m 6.75 
500m 11.11 
1000m 16.32 
Table 6.1: Percentage errors in predicting over ciistancp 
procedure are presented in Table 6.1 for a 12 ms- 1 wind speed. Using these percentage 
values and addressing the results in Figs. 6.28- 6.33 it may be concluded that a percentage 
error greater than 10 % would be too great for the prediction to be of use. The llwnuer ill 
which the results are averaged over the length of a record will tend to mask large individual 
errors, such as a peak instead of trough. 
The results of taking the percentage error between the prediction and the target series 
were also carried out for wind speeds from 10 ms- 1 to 30 ms-t, covering a wide operating 
range, using the standard parameter values of N = 4096 and T = 1200 sec. Fig. 6.35 shows 
these results plotted with a 9th order polynomial fitted to each data set for ease of reading. 
Interestingly the prediction deteriorates with increasing wincl speed. It was thought that the 
accuracy would increase a.<; the spectrum being simulated became more narrow. This point 
will be discussed in Chapter 7. 
The rea.<;ons for the breakdown of the predictions with increasing distance are discussed 
in full in Chapter 7. However, it can be highlighted that it is clue to the manner in which 
continuous energy is represented as discrete wave vectors and the way in which the dispersion 
equations translate energy from one point to another. 
Further tests were carried out with the omni-directional prediction to ascertaiu the effects 
of the Nand T parameters on the accuracy of the prediction. As in previolls tests, a wind 
speed of 12 ms- 1 was chosen and an upper frequency limit for the input wavcfield of 0.5 Hz. 
The time series for the seven prediction points were generated at a fixed length of T = 1200 
sec and the value of N increased from 23 = 8 to 216 = 65536. Fig. 6.36 shows these results 
with 9th order polynomials fitted, the x-axis here is on a log scale. As expected, the accuracy 
of the prediction increases as more terms are utilized before stabilising at around N = 2048, 
no further accuracy is gained by including more terms. Referring back to Table 5.2 in 
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Chapter 5, the upper and lower frequency limits are givcn for a variety of N and a fixed 
T = 1200 seC'. Up to and including N = 1024, the upper frequency is below that simulated 
(0.5 Hz). At N = 2048 the upper frequency is passed, and extending the value of N beyond 
this point is only adding to the ability of the algorithm to represent higher frequencies which 
are not represented and not required. Therefore extending N past 2048 willllot increase the 
accuracy of the prediction. 
vVhat may increase the accuracy of the predictions is to increase the frequency resolution 
by taking a longer time series. Referring back to Chapter 5 the frequency resolution is tlw 
inverse of the length of the time series T. By taking a longer interval for T, the resolution 
will become more focused. Again a 12 ms- 1 wind speed was used for gencrating an omni-
directional spectrum, the value of N was fixed at 4096 allowing the upper frequency simulated 
at 0.5 Hz to be reached at the longest T in use. The value of T was increased from 30 sec 
to 3600 sec covering a record length of half a minute to one hour. These results are again 
presented &<; a scatter plot with a 9th order polynomial fitted for clarity in Fig. 6.37. Agaill 
an increase in accuracy is seen with an increase in frequency resolution. The errors fall much 
faster at shorter prediction distances stabilising to the general error levels seen in other 
experiments using this spectrum. 
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6.3.4 Time and distance 
It was found that prediction over distance is possihle for short distances. Therefore it was 
decided to combine the prediction over distance with that over time, The same omni-
directional wave-field used in previous sections was utilized to calculate data for a reference 
sensor at 50 Ill. Eq. 6.11 \vas used but this time setting 1; = 50 III and extending the time 
series by 128 samples. The results are shown in Fig. 6.38 focused at the point where the 
prediction begins at 1200 sec. As expected, from the time plwliction section, the prediction 
matches the target record up to 1200 sec but is incorrect after this point. 
6.3.5 Omni-directional prediction for a directional field 
Real sea states do not consist of omni-directional wave-fields so testing the prediction-ovcr-
distance method with a directional wave-field is the next step to take. The same ba .. -;ic 
spectrum as used in the omni-directional cases was used with a Mitsuyasu directional dis-
tribution (see Chapter 3) fitted. The number of frequencies was reduced to 128 to speed up 
the simulation of the wave record since 60 degrees of freedom in the directional spectrum 
was utilised. The records were again simulated at 3.1433 Hz. 
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U ing the DIWASP toolkit and the Extended Maximum Likelihood Method (Chapter 4) 
the wave records were examined in order to determine the mean wave direction. The output 
spectrum from the DIY APi shown in Fig. 6.39. 
With the directional information, Eq. 6.11 is used to obtain predictions at the desired 
output points. Figs. 6.40 and 6.41 show the results of fitting an omnidirectional pr diction 
to dir ctional information; as can be expected the results are not particularly accurate but 
there i some correlation with the target series. The percentage error at ach prediction 
point i given in Table 6.2. 
At a low wind speed of, say, 12 ms- 1 the spectrum is still relatively widely pread in 
many direction . Increasing the wind speed should improve the spectral spread and hopefully 
decreas the prediction error. To test thi theory, directional data files were generat d for 
wind peed of 10 to 30 ms-1 and omni-dire tional predictions were fitted to these r sult . 
The perc ntag error r turn d in each case for each data point are plotted in Fig. 6.42, 
again with 9th order polynomials fitted. The errors in fitting the omni-dire tional prediction 
here aTe gr ater than when using simpler wavefields. The theory of an increasing wind speed 
leading 0 reduc d error is again proved incorrect and will be discuss d in Chapter 7. 
Howev r it an be concluded that the predictions for 50 m and 100 m may be usable but 
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Distance % error 
50m 13.54 
100m 14.08 
200m 21.16 
300m 23.82 
500m 26.34 
lOOOm 28.91 
Table 6.2: Percentage errors in predicting omni-fittcct spectra over distallce 
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at distances greater than this the effect of wavp-trains present in other dircctiolls ()WrCOlltc 
the omni-directional approximation. 
6.4 Wave tank experiments 
After setting out a methodology for the short term prediction of wave Iwhaviour by FomiC'r 
mcallS in the previous sections of this chapter, a real-world experiment was dcellled Ilppro-
priated to demonstrate the theoreIIl. A simple experiment was illlplelllcnt('ci in a Jllodified 
wave flume. 
6.4.1 Experimental equipment 
Wave maker 
The wave tank used in the following experiment was a modified flume. Figure 6.43 shows the 
dimensions of the tank. The wave maker used a rectangular paddle hinged at its lower edge. 
A crank driven by an overhead motor/gearbox was connected to the paddle via an adjustable 
connecting rod \vhich moved the paddle to and fro inducing wave oscillations. Lengthening 
or shortening the crank connection rod varied the wave-height of the generated waves while 
the motor speed (and hence wave frequency) could be varied via the motor inverter. 
Shape 
The shape of the flume affects the shape of the waves generated. The slight incline kicks up 
the amplitude of the wave as it enters the shallower main channel. Additionally the narrowing 
of the tank into the main channel focuses the wave. The wave maker had previously been 
sited at this narrow section but, not being the full width of the tank various diffraction and 
reflection effects caused a complex wave pattern. By moving the wave maker to the rear of 
the tank, the shape focusses a slightly messy wavefront iuto a clean straight onc. 
Beach and flow 
To avoid reflections from the end of the tank an artificial beach was installed and is made 
from shaped polystyrene foam and rough plastic matting which absorbed wave energy to 
prevent reflections. The tank is filled by means of the pump below the main structure. As 
the tank is situated 1 III above ground level the pump mllst nUl continuously to prevent the 
water level in the tank from dropping. If tllf~ mean water lewl is kept below the upper lip 
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Figure 6.43: Wave tank and sensor placement 
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of the beach very little current flows in the tank. As the water level rises and begins to spill 
over the lip and into the sink a current will flow. Using a lUean water depth of 0.2~~ III a 
current of 0.0166 mjs was found to be flowing. In normal operation tlw beach is overtopped 
by the waves. 
Sensors 
The wave sensors used in this experiment were of the capacitance type. Lengths of wire 
measure the capacitance in the water and in the air above the mean sl11'face level. From 
these measurements a reading of the water depth is created. ~ sensors were made as part of 
a MSc project, seven of these were operational on the clay of the experiments. The sensors 
were mounted on wooden support beams and are placed across the flume with the sensor 
hung midway. The first sensor was placed 2 m from the beginning of the main channel to ' 
allow the generated wave to settle down. Further sensors were placed at 0.5 rn intervals. 
The sensors were calibrated by setting an extreme minimum level, 130 nllll, in the tank and 
then an extreme maximum, 330 mm. A final level is then set for the tank, 288 mm, and the 
motor for the wave maker was then set in motion. 
Software 
The software used to collate the wave data was developed in the Labview environment. The 
outputs from the sensors were fed through an AjD converter card and displayed on the 
PC monitor. The on-screen data was then exported as an Excel sprpadsheet.. After the 
experiments had been concluded it found to be missing a timc index to the t.ime serics. 
This is corrected in the next section as unfortunately the flume then became unavailable for 
further testing. 
6.4.2 Data preparation 
Error removal 
The data presented in the Excel files was 6000 samples in lengt.h, t.hese were first of all 
truncated to 4096 samples to speed the FFT process. The data discarded should not affect 
the final results as they showed signs of corruption when being saved in the Excel file format. 
The act of saving the data produced data spikes as the OS subroutines were implemented. 
The data from all 8 sensors were saved in each Excel file so the dat.a from sensor 7, which 
was not operational, was also removed. The mean Wll."l subtracted from each record and 
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the data converted from centimetres to metres. The remainiug data was thcu transff'rred to 
plain-text tab-delimited files for ease of use in MATLAB. 
Time index 
As noted previously. a time index was not stored with the time series aud the sampling rate 
indicated by the Labview software was deemed too high to ('orrectly rdatf' to the returned 
data. However, information on the wave-train of interest was recorded and this can he used 
to fit a time index. The motor driving the paddle was known to be rUBning at 25 Hz. The 
step dowu ratio was 1/25 giving a nominal wave frequency of 1 Hz. The slip of the paddl(' 
motor when driving large volumes of water is likely to be in the region of :3 %, this is the 
maximum error in wave frequency. 
With the frequency of the underlying wave-train and thus its time period known, the data 
sets were searched to find a record showing a peak as near as possible to the first sampling 
instance. From here the number of peaks in the record were calculated and multiplied by 
the time period to give an overall length for the series. A sHlflJI fraction of a wave was 
found beyond the last peak which was also included in the estimate. With the length of the 
time series now know, T = 18.2 sec, and the number of samples N = 4096 the sampling 
period and sampling rate could be calculated and a time index fitt.ed. The returned values 
were checked by taking the FFT of each time series and observing with which frequency the 
majority of energy lay. 
Sensor motion 
As the wave in the tank propagated, each sensor responded to it by oscillating back auel 
forth in a pendulum like motion with a period roughly one sixth that of the incident wave. 
This motion is caused by the forces exerted by the wave particles on the wire. Fig. 6.44 
shows a typical response for the majority of sensors. The period of oscillation in each case is 
similar, with the amplitude dependant on the flexibility of the wire used for each sensor. The 
response of sensor 6, Fig. 6.45, was not found to be consistent. in the sets of data and so was 
discarded. This motion would be something akin to that experienced in measurements taken 
in the real ocean, where the response of the wave buoy must be taken into consideration and 
suitable processing of the data implemented to restore the original signal. 
The motion of the sensor has two effects OIl the time series. The first IS amplitude 
modulation. The second is a phase shift in the recording of the data points. 
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Dealing first with the amplitude problem. As the sensor passes through tlw vmtical, helH'(~ 
being perpendicular to the wave surface, the least length of wire will be exposed to the air 
and an accurate reading of the wave height will 1)(' recorded. At either end of its motion 
more of the wire will be exposed as it is at an angle to the wave surface, Fig. 6.46 shows 
this reasoning graphically. The points where the sensor is near vertical call he identified 
by the maximum amplitude in each record and the peaks raised to this value. Reviewing 
Fig. 6.44, the record is seen to be non-linear in that the peaks are of greater magnituck th<ll1 
the troughs. Alternate wave propagation models (as referred to ill Chapter 1) can take this 
into account, but the linear model is being tested here and allY errors will be taken into 
account in the final results. 
The effect the sensor oscillation has on the location of measurement is more complicated 
to address. vVhen the sensor oscillates back and forth about its mean position it will be 
. recording the ,vave height at different spatial positions each timC'. By considering this effect, 
the position of the sensor at the time of recording can be calculated and the offset of the 
wave peak can be moved back to where it should have been recorded in time. 
Sensor model fitting 
In an ideal situation with an inflexible sensor the clata recorded at each point would conform 
to the general equation for a propagating wave 
((x,t) = acos(k.r -wi - ¢) (6.13) 
Notice that there are no subscripts as a monochromatic wave is being generated. Dealing 
first with the modification to the x term the equation will become 
(6.14) 
where a .. , Ws and ¢s are properties of the sensor model. The x term is effectively being 
modulated. Estimates for the as and Ws terms can be visually judged. The sensors horizontal 
movement was not greater than 0.1 m and the frequency of the motion &<; seen in Fig. 6.44 
has already been estimated to be one sixth that of the propagating wave train. 
Using this data, a fitting process can be implemented to ascertain the correct values for 
the sensor model. The three terms were swept about the estimated values and the resultant 
waveform, from Eq. 6.14, was compared to the actual recorded data. The results were 
examined and the best fit chosen. This fitted model is shown in Fig. 6.47. The fit to the 
periods is reasonably accurate but the peaks are still slightly displaced to the right of the 
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amplitude trough. This is due to the acceleration effect on the sensor (due to the wave 
motion). 'When swinging back into the wave-train the sensor will be affected differently than 
when it is accelerating with the wave-train. 
Now, addressing the amplitude modulation, the terms calculated for the horizontal dis-
placement can be reused where 
((:r, t) = (a - ~s (1 + cos(wst + ¢s))) cos (k (x + as cos(wst + ¢,.)) - wI + ¢) (6.15) 
This simulates the amplitude modulation due to the effective sensor length shortening. The 
results of this process for sensor 1 are shown in Fig. 6.48. The result shows good agreement 
for the peaks of the waveform but are not so well fitted to the troughs. This again may be 
a higher order effect of the wave propagation and the sensor motion. 
A similar process was implemented for the other 5 operational sensors ill order to derive 
bespoke sensor models. 
6.4.3 Thial prediction 
Recognising that the prediction is based on a monochromatic, progressive wave, parameters 
can be derived from examining the time series of the first sensor. After having fitted and 
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checked the time ,eries of the FFT (Fig. 6.49), it was found that a siIlgle freqllency at 1 H, 
dominated the record. The subsidiary peak below this corresponds to the sensor motion. 
The 0 t her kIl OW II data about the wave can be u,ed to cmeu lated the wave-t.r mIl prupert ies. 
The FFT data for the 1 Hz bin will give a phase for the wave. The amplitude can be obtmned 
by taking averages of the maximum wave height experienced in each rccord. This is donc 
becau,e small calibration errors for each probe can indicate slightly higher or luwer vailles 
for individual records. 
The frequency can be used to derive the angular frequency, bul as the depth of water 
(h = 0.288 m) in the tank is relatively ,hallow for the wavelength the flill [lispersinll eqllation 
(Eq. 7.1) mll,t be used in cieri ving wave number , wavelength llnd phasc spc",l 
With this informatiou thc ideali,ecl wave record for the prediction point.s can be ",,!ciliated 
and the sensor model fitted. Thc resultant predictions are given ill Figs. 6.50 to 6.54. The 
results from taking the average percent.age deviation ,howed each prediction to be within a 
few percent of the true values. 
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6.4.4 Discussion 
Making a prediction with a monochromatic wave over clistallcf' has been provl'd ill this awl 
in previous sections to be straightforward. The challenge in making n'al-world pl'('(lidjolls 
is dealing wit h the instrulllent ation and the Ilon-lillearities that CHllJlot Iw easily controlled. 
Eliminating and lllodelling the response of the sensors to the pa!'lsing \,raves is all illtf'r-
esting problem and one that needs to be addressed in measurements made ill 1'('<11 cOllclitiolls. 
With wave buoys, the response will be more complex with tl\l'{~e degrcf's of lllOVl'lIl<'lIt. A 
more complex system of tracking the buoys motion will need to be dewloped. From CHch 
buoy position the surface elevation call be calculated and from previous sampling instances 
a three dimensional representation of the ocean surface call be created. The position of tlw 
buoy superposed on to this surface may show that it has slid down the side of a peak anci is 
under-recording the wave height, similar to the manner in which the sensor oscillated away 
from its centre point and under recorded. 
Non-linearities are present in the tank results. These are primarily caused by compromises 
made in setting up the equipment. The most noticeable effect being the !loll-symmetrical 
profile wit h the peaks exceeding the troughs. In a small-scale facility, such as that llsed here, 
the range of wavelengths available are constrained by the dimensions of the tank. Outside 11 
specific range the shape of the tank will cause unwanted reflections. 
In constraining the available wavelengths the ratio of the mnplitude of t.he wave t.o the 
depth of the \vater becomes a factor. In order to be working with "deep water" waves either 
the wave cunplitucie must be decreased (reducing accuracy in the sensors) or the water depth 
must be raised. Increasing the water depth leads to a greatf'r current flowing, which lllay 
be counteracted \vith a higher beach but at a cost in the reduction of the arnplitlJCk range. 
As mentioned above, reducing the wave amplitude affects the accuracy of the sensors so 
in the above experiment the values chosen allowed for the best compromisc bctween these 
conflicting factors. 
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Chapter 7 
Discussion 
The previolls chapter detailing the experiments conducted throughout this study contained 
several possihle methods for the prediction of wave bdwviollr. The discussion here will 
examine the results of those experiments and try to bring together reasons as to why the 
predictions may be suitable in certain instances. The first two sectiolls will examine the 
primary experimental results from the latter half of the last chapter, whilst the final section 
will discuss the earlier experiments and the other chapters of this thesis in the context of a 
wave device farm. 
7.1 Transients 
The transient at the beginning of each predicted record in Section 6.3 of Chapter 6 proves 
rather troublesome as it raises the value of the average percentage deviation, leading to a 
somewhat skewed result. Looking beyond this transient behaviour, the prediction shows a 
reasonably accurate match to the desired time series. Removing the transiellt ill the record 
should lead to a more accurate measure of the error in the prediction. 
Transient errors 
The errors between the targets and predictions for the case of a wind speed of 12 ms- 1 arc 
plotted at each prediction point in Figs. 7.1 to 7.6. Examining the figures the first point 
to be noted is that the errors increase wi th distance, a hypotheses all this will be discussed 
later ill this chapter. Looking at the beginning of each record the transient can he seen both 
in the amplitude and in having a different structure to the rest of the error snies. By visnal 
examination the transient lengths appear to grow from approximately 30 sec in the 50 III 
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1200 
Distance time 
50 III 3') , ~ s 
100 III 64 s 
200 III 128 s 
300 m 192 s 
500 III 320 s 
1000 III 641 s 
Table 7,1: Time taken for 0,5 Hz energy to propagate 
case to approximately 500 sec in the 1000 mease, 
Thi:::; transient may be caused by making predictions at a point removed from the reference 
sensor based on waves which have not yet reached that point. Essentially a prediction is 
being made for which no information is yet available. As the predictions arc all made \vith 
the same time frame, i.e, 0 to 1200 sec, the wave that is present at the beginning of the 
record taken at 0 Ill, the reference point, will not reach the record plwlicted to be at 500 
III for some time, Therefore the prediction made at the 500 III point can be considered 
inaccurate until this wave has propagated to that point. 
Transient velocity 
Every frequency component in the spectrum will be travelling at a different velocity, with 
the lower frequency waves tmvelling faster than the higher frequency waves, The highest 
frequency simulated in these tests is at 0.5 Hz which will have a phase velocity of 3.12 ms- l . 
In the context of this problem, where a number of waves are considered to haY(' a grollp 
velocity, i.e., the velocity at which the energy associated with a wave travels, the group 
velocity is a more appropriated measure, For a 0.5 Hz wave this will he 1.56 ms- l and the 
energy will take 32 s to travel 50 Ill. Table 7.1 indicates the time taken for the energy to 
travel to the six prediction points. Looking back at Figs. 7.1 to 7.6, these times corresponcl 
to the length of the transients. In the case of the predictions at greater distam'cs, other 
errors may mask the extent of the transient. 
The transient 1m::,; an exponentially clecrea::,;ing form. This can be explained by the waY<' 
energy reaching the prediction point progressively. The lower frpquency energy arriving 
before the higher frequency, and as each band of energy catches up to the prediction point 
the errors reduce to the point where the missing energy is small enough not to affec:t the 
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7.1.1 True errors 
In order to compare like for like predictions without the presence of the transient the time 
from which a stable prediction can be expected must be found. By examining the FFT of the 
original record, the highest frequency at which 1 % of the maximum power of the spectrum 
still remains can be found. Using this frequency its group velocity can be calculated, and at 
each prediction distance, the length of the transient to be eliminated can be found. 
Also, in order to give a more accurate representation of the elTor at each wind speed, 
the average error for the remaining length of record is taken a;.; a percentage of the uwan 
significant wave height HmO for the specific wind speed. In this way the error value returIwd 
is scalee! to its relevant wind speed. Using the combined method of removing the transient 
and comparing the average error to Hmo the revised errors for wind speeds 6 - 30 ms- 1 wen' 
calculated and the new results for an omni-directional spectrum are shown in Fig. 7.7. Again 
the record was of length T = 1200 sec with N = 4096 samples; the recorcls are this time 
extended to lower wind speeds to cover a wider range, where wave dpvices are more likely 
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to operate for much of the time. At wind speeds lower than 6 ms- 1 the highest frequency 
present in the FFT, at 1 % of the maximum power, is too high for its energy to cover the 
1000 III to the final prediction point so this is discounted in the figures. 
Fig. 6.36 of Chapter 6 can be recalculated using the new error measurement, this is 
plotted in Fig. 7.8. Again extending the N term to ever increasing values has no efi'ect aJter 
the highest frequency in the record has been passed. Only those results for a time series 
greater than 600 sec can be accepted as being valid for all prediction distances, As discussed 
earlier, making a prediction at a distance requires, as a reference, a time series long enough 
to allow the highest frequency present to travel to the prediction point. For shorter lengthH of 
time series there is a restriction on the distance to which a prediction can be made. Fig 7.10 
shows this limit taking an upper frequency of 0.5 Hz and plotting the possible prediction 
distance against the length of the time series. In [3] a time series of length 64 sec is quoted 
which would restrict the prediction limit to 180 - 190 m. At Sllch a short. distance between 
wave devices mooring problems would occur ai') discussed for correlation arrays in Chaptnr 6. 
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7.2 Other possible errors 
Returning to Fig 7.7, errors increase with the distance from the reference sensor alld with 
wind speed. There are hvo possible reasons for this: the increa,'iing nonliucarity of t.he spa 
states, or the focusing of the energy of the spl"X~tr\lm into the lower fn''llletlcy rallge where 
the spectral resolution of the FFT becomes weaker. 
7.2.1 Non-linearity 
The nonlinearity of the wave field \vould be a factor if the models used were accurate for rcal 
wave behaviour. As the wind speed and wave height increC1A'iC iu real situations non-liu('Hl' 
effects become more important and the simple linear model breaks dowll. Th<' profile of the 
waves becomes Illore trochoidal with narrow sharp lwaks aud wider troughs. 'I'll(' orbit of 
the water particles opens up and they start to be transported with the wavc ratiwr than 
remaining static. As particles reach the peak of the wave they will be travelling fast.er than 
the wave itself and will become detached and whitecapping will occur. As mentioned in 
Chapter 3, this is a major factor in limiting the wave height in high wind speeds. Other 
models have gone on to deal with the situation with more advanced techniques, which are 
reported in [7], [4J and [55J. In these papers, the authors have specifically modelled non-
linear wave fields by using Gertsner or higher order Airy waves. These stuciief) do not lllodel 
whitecapping effects which have, in general, been considered ill spectralmodcls such as [28]. 
They have then gone on to use higher-order prediction theories; in some cases using real 
waves in flumes or test basins. The results of these papers were introduced in Chapter 1. 
These non-linear errors can be discarded from the discussion of the errors here as linearity 
was specifically specified in designing the model structure. This would leave the shift of 
energy to the lower frequencies as a focus for finding the cause of the errors. 
7.2.2 Dispersion errors 
Using the evidence from the previous sections it has been shown that the errors in predicting 
over distance increase with wind speed and distance (Fig. 7.7). An increase in wind speed 
leads to a shift in the peak frequency to lower frequencies and an increase in wave amplitude. 
A concept that relates the frequency of the wave to it.s wavelength, and hence distance, if) 
the dispersion relationship. This may be the key t.o why prediction errors increa.'ic. 
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Energy representation 
The basic theory behind making a prediction, and one fundamental to the FFT, is that. a 
continuous function has to be broken down into a set of sinusoidal functions spaced at har-
monic intervals. These sinusoids are then propagated according to a dispersion relationship 
and reconstructed into a final waveform. It may be that this discrctisation of a continu-
ous spectrum, in conjunction with the dispersion relationship, is the caus(~ of the pwdiction 
errors. 
Suppose a wave field derived from a continuous omni-direct.ional Piersou-Moskowit.z spec-
t.rum for a 16 ms- 1 wind speed is created. This is a cont.inuous spectrum which is to be 
modelled as a set of idealised wave vectors located at discrete frequencies. 
For the purposes of this discussion the simulat.ed wave field can be considered as contin-
uous, or nearly so, and the process of sampling this contiuuous function and t.aking the FFT 
aE, being the discret.isation. 
The amplitudes of these wave vectors are t.hen proportional to the energy represented by 
the area helow t.he curve bounded by S(J) and 6j. Fig. 7.11 shows this with a Dirac delt.a 
function at 1 = 0.125 Hz. The amplitude a of this fUllction is derived from a = JS(J)26f. 
With 61 = 0.005 Hz, this function represents the continuous energy over t.ht, range 0.1225 
Hz to 0.1275 Hz. In the predictions used so far, with N = 4096 and T = 1200 sec, the value 
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of 6.1 = 0.000833 Hz. The value of 6.1 = 0.005 Hz is Ilsed in tlw following discllssioll to 
make the reading more straightforward. 
As illustrated previously, an idealised wave vector can be pasily propag·ated llsing Eq. G.1 ] 
if and only if all the energy in the original spectrum can be exactly rnpwsellt.(~d as a single 
wave vector. For real waves this will never be the ca.'ic. The energy is spread continllollsly 
over t he spectrum and not concentrated at specific frequencies. Consi(h~rillg the lllodelling 
assumption made in the previous paragraph, the ddta functioIl at 0.125 Hz nvresl~nts the 
range from 0.1225 Hz to 0.1275 Hz. Restating this in terms of wavelength, a 99.8 III wave 
represents the range from 95.9 m to 103.9 Ill. The difference hew is 8 III, which, when 
accurately trying to predict wave behaviour, can meall the differeuce betW('CIl a trough and 
a peak. 
A further problem arises with water waves in the form of the ditlpersioIl relationship 
where 
2 W = gk tallh(kh) (7.1 ) 
This equation in simple terms states that a wave of longer wavelength will travel faster thall 
a wave with a shorter wavelength. Considering the range of 6.1 here, t.he energy at tlw lower 
end of this range will tend to travel faster and overtake the energy at the higher elld. In a 
different context this has already been shown to affect the point in time at which a stable 
prediction can begin to be made. 
An experiment to show this effect is required. To model the situation, the energy in the 
band 6.1 can be subdivided and modelled by an infinite number of idealised waw vectors. 
This is valid if the sum of the energy of t.hese wave vectors is equal to the energy in the band 
6.1. To show this consider the energy in 6.1 as being split into two and ench of the Bew 
energy bands modelled by an idealised wave vector located itt either 0.12375 Hz or 0.12625 
Hz. The amplitudes of these vectors are proportional to the new energy bands. Squaring 
and summing these amplitudes gives the same energy as ill t.he original 6..f. This process 
can be continued ad. infinum. In this example, 128 subdivisions were carried out. Table 7.2 
shows the energy assigned to each subdivision and the summation of these valucs. 
SimUlating each of these representations for 1200 sec and taking the FFT of each result 
gives the same general spectral shape and magnitude but, if the time series an' ('ompan'(i, thl' 
differences between each become appitrent. Fig. 7.12 shows the tillle series whell the singlc 
frequency representation is shown with the 2, 4 and 8 frequency instances. The differences 
between the representations can be easily observed. This example is given for ollly Olle 
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I:::.J [Hz] f [Hz] lambda [Ill] amp [m] Energy = 2:.: amp:! [m:!] 
0.005 0.125 99.9238 0.3528 0.1246 
0.0025 0.12375 101.9526 0.1118 
0.12625 97.9549 0.0821 0.1246 
0.00125 0.123125 102.9903 0.0629 
0.124375 100.9306 0.0497 
0.125625 98.9320 0.0402 
0.126875 96.9922 0.0333 0.1246 
0.000625 0.122812 103.5151 0.0629 
0.123437 102.4695 0.0497 
0.124062 101.4397 0.0402 
0.124687 100.4253 0.0333 
0.125312 99.4260 0.0629 
0.125937 98.4416 0.0497 
0.126562 97.4718 0.0402 
0.127187 96.5162 0.0333 0.1246 
Table 7.2: The summation of energies when assigllC'd to llllllt.iple frequcllcies 
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frequency interval ~J. Over the entire spectrum, frequencies relatively far removed from 
those of interest would be affected. 
Application to FFT prediction 
The above theory for the transfer of energy can be applied to the prediction of wavc~ be-
haviour by IIleans of the Fast Fourier Transform (FFT). By using the FFT to deconstruct 
the simulated wave-field, idealised harmonically-spaced wave vectors can be fitted to a nOlIl-
inally continuous spectrum. Now suppose that the length of the time series was taken to be 
T sec. The frequency spacing between the wave vectors would therefore be ~f = 1/'1' Hz. 
The idealised energy associated with each harmonic can be propagated with its own singular 
group velocity. hence the energy at either extreme of this range would have travelled either 
too far or not far enough. 
For greater-distance predictions, this effect will grow as the energy becomes further out 
of synchronism from where it should be. With an increase in wind speed, thf' ('Iwrgy of the 
spectrum grows and moves to a lower frequency range. Initially the energy would have been 
spread over many harmonics but will now be concentrated into fewer since the range ~f 
will not have changed. Concentrating more energy into an unchanged frequency range will 
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result in an amplification of errors as seen in Fig;. 7.7. 
As a corollary to this theory, Fig. 6.37 shows how all incn'(tse in tillw series lengt.h 'j', alld 
hence a decreasc in bof, results in a decrea.'le in errOL It can be illlplipd that t he id{~alised 
wave vector represents a smaller range of frequencies, and hcnce ~Illallpr propagation {'!TOl". 
An obvious solution to this problem would be to infinitely increase the Imgth of the tilllP 
series, however the stationarity of the spectrum will not be guaranteed to hold for eve!' 
increasing; time-series lengths. 
7.3 Applications to wave device farms 
So far this discussion has narrowly focused on the prediction of surface elevation from one 
point to another, which has been shown to be valid to a certain clegree of accuracy depending 
on the wave conditions and distance. If the scope of this discussion is broadened to look at 
a farm-size model with approximately 50 devices then the early experiments in Chapter 6 
can find an application. 
7.3.1 Device farm layout and instrumentation 
vVhen farms of devices are deployed their layout will probably be in a grid pattern, alig-ued 
to the mean wave direction of the site. For Scottish sites, the highest concentration of waves 
are located on the north and west coasts. In these areas, the mean wave direction tends from 
the South-vVest to the North-East. The farm arrangement of the directional wave devices: 
Pelamis, \Vavedragon, etc., which can move to face the mean wave direction, are predicted 
to be in a format with 3 to 4 layers and 10 to 15 devices in each layer. For point absorber 
devices, a square grid is thought to be the favoured design. 
vVhist the experiments to date have concentrated on the omni-directional prediction, 
with good results to 500 m in operational wave conditions; the fitting of an ornni-directional 
spectrum to a directional sea-state was understandably less accurate. Howewlr, the results 
in [55J show good promise so that extending the analysis to include directional information, 
and fitting multi-directional wave vectors, would result ill accurate predictions, if Hot to the 
500 m point then at least to several hundreds of metres. This work will he further discussed 
in Chapter 8. 
Assuming that these predictions are possible, wave rider buoys could be situated around 
the device farm to provide predictions of wave behaviour to the devices. In multiple layered 
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fanns, a prediction of wave behaviour should be possible from OIl(' layer to another. For 
example, the first layer of devices would be able to record vertical displac('lllcllt \vhich call 
then be propagated to the next layer and extended in timC' hy nWHIIS of Hemal tl<'twork 
prediction (Chapter 8) to give the surface elevation at thp next device layer illh'rfac(~. 
TIl(' separation of the wave riders from the devices and indeed from each othe!', is dqwn-
dent on the opE'rating range of the farm and the extent to which it prediction at that level 
would remain accuratp. In low wind conditions, wlwr(' the prediction is more accurate, and 
devices outputs are also low, a prediction will help to increase power outP11t. Wh<'l'<'HS at 
higher wind speeds, wlwre the prediction is less accurate, the wave amplitudes and power 
outputs al'<' greater and a performance-improving prediction is not necessary. III this state 
the wave rider buoys can be used to provide warning of extreme wave events rather than the 
precise timE' series prediction. 
Earlier prediction methods 
Recapping the earlier methods in Chapter 6, if very large scale device farms, such as those 
proposed by the SEADOG device team [56], became a reality large st.atic-mounted devices 
in a grid structure will begin to appear and the circular FFT may find an application for 
enhancing the directional resolution of time-series predictions. The circular FFT can be 
considered as an additional check to the existing directional resolving met.hods implemented 
in software such as DI\VASP (Chapter 4). The method for displaying the data itself (taking 
its shading from the magnitude of the power present at each frequency/direction) may help 
in identifying bands of swell. 
The correlation method, also introduced at the beginning of Chapter 6, is more difficult 
to place as a method until the resolution of the buoy motion problem is solved and a static 
wave record from a fixed point can be produced. But, for direct.ional devices like the Pelamis, 
where three or four long rows of devices are moored as a farm, a met.hod is availahle of 
increasing the correlation resolution without requiring the buoys or devices to be less than 
one wavelength apart. 
Referring to Fig. 7.13, if the time series from each buoy/device is predicted forward to a 
line behind the device farm, but not parallel to the devices themselves, then a base litH' of 
time series data points can be produced. This base line time series can then be t.reated as a 
linear array where the data points are placed closer to one another compared to a farm with 
a single row of the devices. Again this would be useful as a verification of wave directionality. 
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Although these two methods in themselves do not specifically assist in the tiuw series 
prediction, they do provide an additional analysis for wave directionality, which, whcn a 
device farm is in place, will he available for little additional cost. 
SWAN model 
As an alternative method of prediction (using existing theory and models) the SWAN 
model [28J may be employed to cover the device farm area. The SWAN model tracks the 
transformation of wave energy from point to point over an area of ocean ill the near shore 
environment. Essentially the wind speed is input to the model. This is obtained from a 
glohal weather model, often supplied by the l'vIET office in the UK. This wind speed is used 
in combination with the equations in Chapter 3 to create a wave spectrum and UH'rcfore 
stocha..stic wave parameters over a grid of data points. Thc model is adapted to adjust the 
wave spectrum as it passes over shallow water (including shoaling, diffractioll and focllssing 
effects). It can also be interfaced to a tidal model to simulatc the currents that will flow. 
The model can be adapted so that at each point (where a device is situated) a filter 
can he placed to model to the power extraction from each device. Using the data from 
wave riders and information from the devices themselves, this model can be used to estimate 
power production from the device farm on a stochastic basis. While this is not the second 
by secoud prediction this work was aimed at, the SWAN model lllay be of ruon~ benefit to 
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power production managers for informing the grid op(~rators of pxp('cl<~d p()w(~r OIlt.PIlt.S. 
7.4 Conclusion 
This discussion has analyzed and put into context the results of Chapt,pr U. Firstly, by 
examining the errors prcscntl'd ill the prediction results (all< I lH'llC(, providing ('xpln natioll 
for their occurrence and therefore a hetter understanding of the limitations of the Fast F()\lri(~r 
Transform): allCl secondly, the early experiments of this study have been incorporat(~d ill a 
device farm scenario, as supplementary methods for directional wave lllCaS\ll"Plllent. 
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Chapter 8 
Further Work 
The limits of the Fourier transform have been explored in the main body of this thesis which 
has exposed several areas where continued research would be valuable. This brief chapter 
introduces a few ideas for future work. The first area of research is in the applica.tion 
and derivation of the limits for alternative signal processing algorithms. The second is the 
implementation of the full methods as given in the six papers referenced in the iutroduction. 
The final suggestion is the exploration of the neural network a.,', a technique for time series 
prediction. 
8.1 Alternate time series transforms 
The research in this thesis has highlighted an interesting paradox with regards to t.he Fa,c;t 
Fourier Transform. \Vhile, in itself, the FFT can be usee! to made predictions over distance, 
it becomes less accurate as sea states become more energetic and this energy becomes con-
centrated in the lower frequency range. The frequency resolution of the transform is fixed 
by the maximum length of the record over which it can be considered as stcttionary. If t.he 
frequency resolution could be increased, whilst not extending thE' lengt.h of the time 8erins, 
an improved predict.ion may be possible. 
8.1.1 Wavelet transform 
The FFT is ultimately based upon the summation of the source time series lllultiplied by a 
set of orthogonal basis functions. For the FFT, this is a set of sillusoids placed at nlllltiples of 
a fundamental frequency 6.1 = l/T, where T is the length of the time seri0s. This ()ff('ctivdy 
set.s a bank of harmonically spaced band pass filters of fixed widt.h 6.f. The energy of the 
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signal is separated out into each of these frequency bins. 
The wavelet transform allows for a different set of basis functions, OIlC which is e41\ival(~llt 
to a bank of constant Q bandpass filters [57]. Consider this ill other t<~nlls, for II 12~ samplc 
time series. using an FFT. the lowest frequency wave that can lw aIlHlyspd is 01\(' which is 
exactly 128 samples in length. The next frequency to exactly match is one half of this h'up;th 
or twice the frequency, i.e .. 64 samples. This pattern continues in the series 32, lG, 8, 4, 2 
and 1. AllY energy that does not fit into this pattern is spread amongst the other harmouics. 
In using a \vavelet transform the pattern is different. The lowest frequeucy will rpmain 
tied to 128 samples but the next available frequency term can be 127 samples ratlwr than 
64. The sequence continues for the interval series 126, 125, 124, ... ,1. This gives a gwntPl' 
frequency resolution in the lower frequency range, where the energy propagation is most 
affected for dispersive waves. 
This illcrea.sed resolution is at a cost in that the basis function now bcconws more com-
plicatect and must be scaled and stretched to fit the appropriate analysis conditions. Addi-
tionally, the 'Wavelet transform is still based on linear superposition. 
8.1.2 Hilbert Huang transform 
Throughout this thesis the concept of linearity and superposition has been put forward as 
a basic property of the prediction problem. The real-world situation is inherently different. 
Non-linearity and non-stationarity are the defacto properties for natural wave progression 
and development. Sea states do not generally add together as a simple superposition. The 
energy in the wave can usually remain in a fixect banct, but with SOIllC' being transported 
to other areas of the spectrum; Hasslemann's third-order interactions is a good example of 
this [27]. 
An interesting and informative example is the ca..'ie of a short wave riding on a longer 
wave. The linearity principle would simply add the two waves together and a spectral plot 
would show the two wave frequencies as well separated delta functions. Tlw reality is that 
the two waves will modulate each other, the higher frequency to 11 greater extent than the 
lower. An FFT \vill attempt to resolve this in terms of harmonically related sinusoicls and 
the energy will be spread over many frequencies at times far removed from the two original 
frequencies. 
The Hilbert-Huang transform aims to actdress the problelll of non-linearity by looking for 
this modulating behaviour during the transform process. Instead of using a fixed orthogonal 
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basis function as in tIlt' case ofthe FFT and the wavelet transform, the Hillwrt.-Huang lIldhod 
applies a time-varying function as a basis, i.e., with frequency and amplitude varying ill tillW. 
The method has been developed relatively recently [58J and has not be('ll applipd to wave 
studies to any great depth. although Soares has investigated its applicatioll to (h,rivillg wave 
spectra [59J. The basic premise of decomposing a time sprics into timE' varying flluctiolls 
may prove to be difficlIlt. but it would be wort hwhile investigating this. 
8.2 Second order theories 
The introduction of this thesis included a description of six existing studi(~s into wave predic-
tion. The further implemelltation of these methods and the calculation of error tolerances 
with distance aud with increasing wind speed, would be an interf'sting aVC'llue to l'xplorc. 
Each of these lllet hods, as has been mentioned, is based to some extent on the FFT of a 
wave record. The lllet hods proposed may reduce the errors 11.'-1 found by using the FFT on its 
own. However, the concept of stationarity and higher-order effects, which the Hilbert-Huang 
transform aims to address, may still be superior to the prediction methods. 
8.3 Time series prediction 
The latter half of Chapter 6 attempts to use the FFT for prediction in time, this failed 
through the inhercnt periodic nature of the transform. Predicting ahead in distance would 
still be a desirable achievement ill terms of control, and other possible solutions are possible 
as discussed below. 
8.3.1 Recursive neural networks 
Over the past four decades the theory of neural networks has progressed from an abstract 
mathematical theory to the point where there are many specialist research groups ill this 
area. However, the underlying concept is a very simple process [60J. For brevity, ill this 
chapter, only the network used in this preliminary test will be described in detail. 
The predict ion method is based on the training of the weights shown in Fig. 8.1. In this 
network a delay line of ten samples is multiplied by a set of weights and summed with a bias 
value to give a predicted value of the next sample in the time series. To train tIw network 
weights an example of the process to be predicted is required. In this ease the time seri('s 
for which a prediction is desired. 
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Figure 8.1: Layout of neural network 
~ ((t+ 1) 
Initially the weights are set to random values between 0 and 1. At the start of the timp 
series the first 10 samples are placed into the delay line, they are then multiplied by the 
initial weights ami summed to give a predicted answer. This prediction is compared to the 
target answer (sample 11) and the error calculated. This process continues for the length 
of the time series until a completed error function has been generated. This error function 
is then used to correct the weights by a process called backpropagation. There arc many 
different training methods and error functions that can be used [60J. 
This training process is iterated until 1:1 desired error level is reached. In order to predict 
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Figure 8.2: Contents of delay line for recursive prediction 
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ahead in time a scheme such as that shown in Fig. 8.2 needs to be followed. Starting from 
the left the last 10 samples of a 4096 sample series are placed in the delay line and the 
prediction pI made. This predicted sample is then placed back into the delay line and the 
last nine samples of the time series used to fill the remaining space. Again a prediction is 
made and p2 is now placed into the delay line and t.he process cont.inued. 
The use of this recursive process very rapidly leads to a build up of errors as they arc 
amplified in a similar manner to the feedback effect in a sound system. Nevertheless over a 
short. time scale t he method can pick up on the general gradient of the time series, this is 
illustrated in Fig. 8.3. \Vhile this is not an exact match to the target serins, the gradient, 
minimum turning point and zero crossing point. are correct. 
Further work is required on this promising method. This is a simple met.hod and there 
are already many different neural net\vork techniques that have been developed that rdine 
t.he learning process and reduce the error. Those implemented by financial organizations are 
of most interest since they deal almost exclusively in the prediction of time series. Also of 
interest is the competition run by the Santa Fe Inst.itute [61J. 
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8.3.2 Faster methodologies 
While t he neural network methodology docs show great promise ill providing a t illl(' pn ~di('­
tion it is very computationally demanding. The training of the network takes of til(' order 
of 1 to 2 minutes (although it is written in fvlATLAB code and rewritillg it ill a cOIllPiled 
languagt' environment would significantly improve tIl(' spc('d). The lldwork ll!'eds to \)(' 
retrained every 10 predictions. If two processors were available tlH'n OIl(' could be used to 
make the predictions whilst the other is preparing and training the next llf'twork. 
In situations where only the next sample ahead is required a simpler method of averaging 
the past 5 samples or curve fitting could be used and implcmented using a progrnmlliahle 
micro-controller. 
8.4 Conclusion 
This brief chapter has introduced some of the possibilities for futurc work bal-ied on this 
thesis. The exploration of the Hilbert-Huang transform and the extension of time serics 
through neural network principles offers the widest and most promising scope for future 
research. 
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Chapter 9 
Conclusion 
This study has been undertaken to fully explore the usage of the Fast Fourier Transform 
(FFT) for the prediction of surface wave elevation. TIlE' carlicr chapters set out the problelll 
from the principle equations and theories in order to provide a foundation to the subject. To 
address this issue, the basic wave equations (Chapter 2) and the theory of wave gmwration 
and propagation (Chapter 3) were given in detail in order to highlight and disc1lsS the 
simplifications that are made in the analysis of a process which is inherently complex. 
A full description of Fourier Theory (Chapter 5) was also given because, although the 
concept of the theory is generally used and understood by many, the details are often lost in 
its use as a frequency analysis tool. This casual familiarity with the process of decomposing 
a complex series into component harmonics (using the same guidelines and simplifications 
as used in spectral analysis) has led to the assumption by some that these components can 
be used for prediction in time by extension. 
Having provided this background, the thesis then goes further to focus on the experimen-
tal work which was conducted in order to validate the FFT representation of real sea waves 
and to explore the limits of the validity (Chapters 4 & 6). While targetilllS It specific problem 
from the outset would have heen the ideal path, this is a developing subject area, so that a 
certain degree of experimental and abstract thinkinlS is required in order to eliminate early 
concepts, explore the correct route for the analysis to take and then to allow time for the 
core subject knowledge to develop. This is very much the rational iwhinci the ckveiopmellt 
of this work and the order of this thesis 
With the key conceptual problem formulated (i.e, the constraints under which the' FFT 
can be use to predict wave behaviour), a simple experiment was developed. This exp('rilll(,llt 
took the form of a prediction of a complex sea state from one point to another in tillle and 
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over distance (Section 6.3). 
The results from the experimental work showed that the prediction ill tinw is constraiued 
by the inherent periodicity assumed by the FFT, i.e. a further cOlltill}JallCe of the tiuw scrips 
f(6t ---+ T), as given by the FFT, will produce another series which is a rcpd.itioll of this, 
so tlmt the method of harmonically decomposing the tinw s(~ries ensures that the s(~ri('s is 
periodic with a period length T. Attempting to predict ill time results in <l. repd.itioll of the 
initial time series (Section 6.3.2). 
The prediction over distance proved to be more promising, because within certaiu bOllnds, 
the prediction appeared valid. Before the prediction can he examined, the transient has to 
be removed and a valid section after a time period found for each distanc(~ pn~dict.ion point 
(Section 7.1). The time taken to transport energy was shown to be the calise of this transiellt 
error. Once this transient is removed, predictions to 200 m could be considered valid to tIll' 
end of the time series length. Obviously at greater distances the valid period decreases 
because the transient period is longer. Increased wind speed will also decrease the valid 
period. 
The problem of increasing error levels with greater distance and wind speed was found 
to be due to the resolution of the FFT and the discretisation process (Section 7.2.2). In 
representing a continuous process as discrete wave vectors, a single harmonic effectively 
takes t he place of a band of energy. 'Whilst the single harmonic can be adequately translated 
in time and distance by the FFT, the dispersive nature of gravity waves leads to the band 
effectively evolving and changing shape and structure. The extent to which this evolution 
takes place is governed by the width of the energy banel, which is in turn determined by 
the frequency resolution of the FFT. The resolution is set hy the length of the time series 
T. The length of the time series is limited by the extent to which the wa.ve smface can be 
considered st ationary. 
It was suggested t hat the increase in errors with wind speed is clue to the movement of 
energy to the lower regions of the spectrum, where the FFT ha .. <; limited resolution l)('callse 
of the length of time series that can be utilised. Possible further work (Chapter 8) was 
suggested in areas that can increase the resolution of the transform processes. It is proposed 
that a wavelet or Hilbert-Huang transform can be used for this. 
The most interesting path of further research to build on this th0sis would appear to lit' 
with the neural network prediction briefly introduced in Section 8.3. 
In conclusioll, this thesis has brought together the various different background principles 
required to examine the use of the FFT in the prediction of wa.ve behaviour. This background 
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information has included a review of possible mea.surement t.cdmiqll{,s alld t.lwir inh('l'!'llt 
advantages and disadvantages. After presenting this backgrouud informatioll the FFT was 
tested and the rrsults of these experiments analysed. A theory to (~xplaill the' ('nors rctlll'llC'ci 
from the experiments was then given and defended wit It snpportillg ('Xperilll(,llts. Th(' t1H'si,'i 
is concluded by a discussion of the possible futurr work in t.his Hn'a. 
In summary this thesis has disproved the use of FFTs in sea waw predictioll and a wtUl'll 
to the use of probabilistic met hods seems to be more appropriate to the waw energy ind1lstry 
and its needs. 
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Appendix A 
A Brief History of the Wave Industry 
This appendix is intended as a primer to set out elementary waV(' terminology and l'l'C'Ollllt 
the progress of wave energy in the modern era. i\Iuch of the information is coV('rt'd in gre>atpr 
detail in the rest of this thesis. The main driving force in the area of wav(~ device dl'vploPlIlc'lIt 
during the late 70s and 80s was the public sector. After this time, with the> major worldwide 
economic reforms. development was taken up by private companies, albeit funded with public 
grants. The later device designs are covered in greater detail in Appendix B. Tlw main 
information source for this appendix is Ross' "Power from the vVavcs" [G2] awl tIl<' sOI1l'C('S 
referenced within this work. Additional citations are made to other S0111'C('S in order to 
corroborate Ross' views. 
A.I Introduction 
Modern wave energy technology began in the UK in 1973 .vhen Salter b(~gall to look fell' a 
reliable way to extract energy from ocean waves. Thirty years on and wave energy is Oil thp 
brink of breaking into the main stream of electrical energy generation, with scv('ral t('st and 
demonstration installations either built or in the advanced stagcs of cksigll. The Ojl<'llillg 
of the EMEC test centre in Orkney (for the testing of commercial wave ('w'rgy cOIlVPl'siOll 
devices) has been seen as a major milestone in the realisation of a rnHl'ilH~ (~ll('rgy industry. 
The resurrection of wave energy during the 1990s shows a return to the (~xtra('ti()n of (~lI('rgy 
directly from water. This, in reality, is an old concept. Energy has lw(m obtaillcd fiH' mallY 
centuries in the form of water wheels. 
A.2 Basic wave properties 
Waves are, in actuality, a very concentrated form of solar energy. Heat froIll the Sllll warms 
the earth at different rates causing air to How from area t.o area depending 011 t<~ltlJ)('!'atlll'(' 
differentials. The winds interact with the uppermost. layers of the oceans. As t.IH' wiud blows 
tangentially to the oceans surface it causes the particles to rotat(~ in a circlIlar lllotioll (S('(' 
Chapter 3). Over a large area this rotation penetrates cleep8r into the 11](' s1ll'fa('(' creatillg 
larger waves. The process can be seen on a windy day if yon look along II str!'teh of Wllt.('!' 
with the wind blowing towards you, the waves farthest away from YOIl will haw it slllall 
amplitude whereas the waves nearer to you will have a greater alllplitude. 
In a technical description, it is possible to say that the wind is an intc'gral of solar ('lwrgy, 
and in turn, ,,,'ave energy is an integral of the wind. 
A.2.1 Terminology 
The following sections give the basic qualitative parameters used in describing device.") alld 
their behaviour. l\lore information on these properties are given in Chapter 2. 
Height and power 
The most basic information about a wave is the wave height, this being the vertical distance 
from the trough to the crest. The distance between successive crests is the wavelength and 
the time it takes between the crests is the wave period (this is rol\f!,'hly 8 seconds for the 
Scottish west coast). The term Significant Wave Height is used to describe the one-third 
highest waves; this is usually the measure sailors give when describing the height of waws. 
The fetch is used to describe the uninterrupted distance over which the wind, that is creating 
the waves, has blown. For most cases the longer the fetch the larger the waves will lw. 'I'll(' 
power in a wave is roughly proportional to the square of the height, tll<'rdcne larger waves 
give more power. The power is defined in terms of Watts per meter of wave frollt. 
Pressure 
Some devices work on the principle of pressure changes as a waw pnss(~s ovm t.helll. If 
a device is resting on the sea bed and the sea is calm then a const.allt. pressure will be 
experienced related to the depth of water in which the device is sitting. As It wave passes 
over the device, during the trough of the wave the pressure will decrease, and as the cn'st 
passes over the pressure will increase. 
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Primary motion 
There are four motions that an object will make when moving freely in t1w ()C(~all: 
Pitching describes a rocking back and forth movement. 
Rolling is the saIlle rocking motion as pitching but from side to side 
Heaving is the up and down bobbing motion that an object willlIlake. 
Surging is used to describe the lateral movement parallel to t.}H' ocean s1ll'face. 
A.2.2 Potential resources 
The resources available around the globe, and in particular to the UK, are impn'ssiw in 
scale. Falnes [63J made an estimate of worldwide resources of 1 TvV of onshore elH~rgy 
and 10 TvV of offshore potential. Many possible sites exist in the world with tllP main 
criterion being that they have a shoreline facing a prevailing wine! that has been blowing 
over a considerable stretch of ocean. Much of the western coast of Europe, South Africa, 
Australia, New Zealand, the USA and Chile all have high potential resources in excess of 40 
kW 1m [64J. However Illany other countries without resources of this magnitude have also 
been developing wave programs; the Norwegians, Japanese ane! Indians, in particular, an~ 
at the forefront of research. Interest is also high in Pacific Island communities where diesel 
fuel generators are the main energy source; in some areas, imports of fuel oil are running at 
500 % of the islands total exports [65J [66J. 
European resource 
Recent studies claim [67J to show that the Atlantic resources are ill the region of 2UO GW. 
This is the area from the Iberian peninsula to the northernmost reaches of Norway. The 
power in these areas range from 25 k\i\T 1m in the Canary Islands to a maximum of 75 kW 1m 
off the Irish and Scottish coasts before decreasing to 30 kW 1m when reaching the Arctic 
circle in Norwegian waters. Also included in this figure are the resources available in the 
North Sea which range from 21 kW jm in t.he best sites t.o 11.5 kW jm iUlllore sheltcre'd areas. 
Although a smaller resource, the Mediterranean sea could add auother 30 GW of potcnt.ial 
to this figure taking total European resources to 320 GW. This potential for generation will 
prove useful in the' future since Europe's electrical needs are predicted to roach 1:3,000 TWh 
by 2020 [68J. 
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UK resource 
This resource is potentially vast but it is spread over the entire cOH,stlilH'. l\JallY areHS \vill 
be unreachable and so realistic resources are smaller. The UK share of tlw EU l'<'So\ll,(:(~ 
is roughly 50 TWh per annum [69] but, after considerations of efficiency and trallSlllissioll 
loses have been taken into consideration, Scotland's potential lauda.ble reso1il'C(' ('ould be 
14 GW [64]. This would be sufficient to supply Scot.land at present c/<'IW1.11d, h1lt lllOl'(' 
importantly there would an excess to supply some of the SO GW Hs<'d ill tlH' UK as a whole. 
Cost of recovery 
In a recent estimate, the \vorldwide potential for recoverable energy was some 2000 TWh 
per annum, this would be equivalent to the current world installed capacity for hydro gCIWl'-
ation [70J and would represent 10% of world consumption at this tillle. The cost of building 
this infrastructure would be around £500 billion. The technology at this pn's(,llt lllOllWllt is 
capable of delivering this energy at a cost of 5 p/kWh which is twice the European Ilvcragp, 
but, as has been discussed in many papers and reports, this figure is based on a developing 
technology and is estimated to be falling with every new generation of device. 
Energy density 
In comparison with other alternative renewable energy resources wave energy has many 
factors in its favour. In terms of density, the energy of the ocean is roughly contained in 
the upper 10-20 m, whereas for wind it is dispersed over lllany kilometres, with the best 
resources located higher above the ground than a structure could physically survive. The 
average density for wind energy is rated as 1 kW 1m2; for the area off the west.ern coast 
of the Hebrides the average wave power averages bet.ween 40 kW 1m and 60 kW 1m. Solar 
energy does not have a high energy density in northerly latitudes with an average value of 
0.1 kW/m2. 
A.3 The case for wave energy 
Questions have been asked as to why we should undert.ake the t.echnical challenge of rccowr-
ing electricity from t.he oceans and indeed why this resource should form pmt of Scotland's 
future energy mix. As suggested by Ross [62J it is a case of using the most appropriatp 
technology for a given situat.ion. 
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A.3.1 Alternate technologies 
Large-scale use of solar and geothE'rmal energy is not f()r('s('('ahlr~ ill t h(~ {) ni t I'd Kingdoll!. 
Geothermal energy was investigated as a possibility dming tlw 1 ~)80s hilt Wi\.''; discolltillll('d 
by 1992. The United Kingdom is not in a particularly actiY(' goological wgiOll. \Illlik(' I('(,land 
or New Zealand. Solar energy can be utilized in the UK but it is mainly l"Cs('rwd for \J('IlJing 
purposes. An additional issue with solar, is that the power density is rnth!'r low alld tilt' 
footprint of a viable solar station (say 2 GW) is, at the prescnt tim(\ of th(' ()nl(~r of .I){) 
square miles. Solar is an option in more southerly latitudes and l\1edit('rrmH'Hn c()untrips 
make use of it for heating or cooling of their homes. 
Wind energy has, for the past ten years, been scen as the rellcwahh, Pllergy S011rel' to 
meet the UK Renewable Obligation. The perennial problem with It wind farm is tlw visual 
intrusion and consequent legal difficulties in securing planning permissions. The UK has It 
population of approximately 56 million and finding agre('able locations for wiud farms on 
land is becoming more contentious. Planners and authorities argue that if l('ss than a certain 
number of people can see the farms then they should be built. Wind turbines haV!' rec('ntly 
gone offshore; the resource is higher and technology has allowed it to he expl()it(~d. Howev('r, 
sites are again limited and tourist organisations and environmental carnpaig"ll<Ts will find 
reasons to block their progress. In addition, maintenance issues related t.o turbine accpss 
also exist. 
A.3.2 Environmental impact 
On the surface, wave energy will cause the least environmental impact. Devices will be 
rarely seen from the shore, although the effects of energy extraction on coastal {'l"osiOIl alld 
site selection on sea ecology cannot be ruled out. A brief examination of thc environlllental 
impacts was made in [69J, it concluded that the environmeutal impacts were of lesser COIlC(~l"ll 
than with other renewable sources. The Scottish Executive is prescntly IIn<i!'rtakillg a larg<'-
scale Strategic Environmental Assessment of Seattish waters. 
A.3.3 Additional benefits 
Some benefits of wave power schemes may be possible for the fishing industry, where the calm 
waters behind devices can be used for fish farming. Some of the largest ckvices resean:hcd ill 
the past (which utilise an overtopping reservoir) have highlighted that the fish farl1ls ('()uld 
be located within the device reservoirs themselves, where there is a COUf-ltant flow of fluid 
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aerating the water. Other benefits may include a rdatively cheap somce of pow!'r for til<' 
production of hydrogen, an early description on the dE'ployuwnt of Sa!tc'r's Dt;cks spok(' of 
them being pushed back from their original mooring by the waves and storing this ('ll<'rgy CIS 
hydrogen. The Ducks would then use this stored power to sail back to their st artillg poiut. 
depositing the unused hydrogen on the shore. 
A.4 Basic device design 
The wind energy industry has settled on a basic design of three-bladed hori,mlltal-axis tttr-
bines. The wave industry however is still exploring the best possible df'sign aud at a n'("('II1. 
count there were over 1000 patented ideas for wave energy cOllversion worldwi<ip. Th(' I)('r[('('j, 
wave device design may not exist and several technologies will evolve to fill rol('s according 
to differing wave climates and situations. The existing device dt'signs can be brokeu dowll 
into five basic technology groups (Thorpe [71]): 
• Oscillating Water Column (OWC) 
• Overtopping Device 
• Point Absorbers (floating or mounted on the sea bed) 
• Surging Devices 
• Mechanical Extraction 
A.4.1 The oscillating water column 
One of the most studied devices is the Oscillating Water Column (OWC). This wa.s described 
by Thorpe [69], as: 
" ... a partially submerged, hollow structure, which is opeu to the sen Ildow the 
water line. This structure encloses a column of air 011 top of a column of waU'!". 
As waves impinge upon the device they cause the water colulllu to ris(' awl fall, 
which alternately compresses and depressurises the air columBo If this trapped 
air is allowed to flow to and from the atmosphere via a turbine, cll!'rgy ('an 
be extracted from the system and used to genera.te electricity. I3ecalls(' of 1.lw 
oscillation in air flow, OWCs normally use Wells turbines to pow(~r the dectricity 
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generators. These turbines have the property of turning in tlw saUl(' direct ion 
regardless of which way the air is flowing." 
There are a great many of these devices around the world: Scotland, Portugal, .lapan, 
India and Australia. They are relatively simple to construct on land and as sllch WII('llCV(~r II 
government wants to begin wave power deVf~lopment their first stq> is uSl1ally to ('oll1l1li.,",siol1 
the construction of an O\Ve type device. 
A.4.2 The overtopping device 
The first plant to develop electricity on a grid connection was a devic(' of this type lInd 
it owes much of it's design to the hydro electric industry. In oreier to en'ate electricity It 
reservoir is situated a certain height above the turbine. This height is called the hend. The 
higher the head the more potential energy the water will have and will be ahle to tum tllp 
turbine faster. The concept of a raised reservoir is used in several device clt'signs: Tapchan, 
Wave Dragon and the Floating Wave Power Vessel. Essentially the water in the wnws itW 
forced into this reservoir by a variety of techniques where it will then dra.in through a small 
outlet to turn a Kaplan turbine. 
A.4.3 The point absorber 
The classical example of point absorber is a buoy. The definition is made a.s a d('vic(' being 
smaller in dimension than the wavelength of the waves it wishes to capture. The majority 
of these devices are based on systems involving a buoy or a float that moves in a heaV<' 
motion. This motion is used in reference to a fixed point, commonly the mooring point, 011 
the seabed or to an inertial mass of water. This motion can be used to pUlllP sea water or 
oil to drive a turbine or to directly engage with the power take-off. 
A.4.4 S urging devices 
These are wave energy conversion devices that utilise the horizontal for('('s of tIl<' \VlIV<'S. 
Generally the surging motion of a device is twice that of the heaving motion. There an' Hot 
many devices that attempt to capture this motion but sonw, in particular those of Fn'llcli, 
make use of this higher power level. 
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A.4.5 Mechanical devices 
This is a category that Thorpe did not list, but it is included ill this Appendix as a ('Ht('h-nll 
situation for the various mechanical devices that cannot be comfortably pla('('c\ into (1)(' of 
the above categories, In particular Salter's Duck Cockerell's Raft anel the PcJalllis arc tim'(' 
of the members of this category 
A.5 Problem areas 
Wave Energy has many issues and problems. The following are a selection of tlw ge111'ri(' 
issues that are in need of attention. 
A.5.l Cabling 
A major problem is the cabling required to transport the energy to shore and in turn how to 
transmit this energy to the customers, The cables have to be long and able to withstand the 
forces at their termination points at the device farms, Ordinarily, in laying sub sea cabling, 
a location is chosen \vere extreme forces on the cable will be at. a minimum. For t.he wave 
energy industry it is exactly these extreme locations where the cables are needed, 
A.5.2 Scaling 
An issue faced by designers is scaling up models from tank testing at i, 11, }5 scale models 
to full size. In many cases a doubling of scale can mean a squaring of forces and with 
them new problems to solve. A further issue is that in wave energy you do not. design to 
reach maximum energy conversion, A device that reaches 100 % conversion at a defiuite 
wave period and height will invariable have bad capture conversion at other levels, What 
is requirecl is a design that will cover the largest catchment area, where the most power 
is available for the most time in the year, Hence allowing the device to generate for the 
majority of its life time, 
A.5.3 Grid strength 
In deploying wave energy devices, the locations where the best resources are available are in 
some of the remotest locations, In these areas the grid infrastructure is very weak; principally 
consisting of distribution rather than transmission lines, Significant. reillforCelll<'llt would be 
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required if a large wave farm were to be constructed. Previolls plans for a farlll off til!' 
coa."t of South Uist [72J showed collection points along thr length of th(' islands t.lJ('ll a 
major undersea cable to nm from Benbecula to Skye. The ca.bh, wew tll<'ll to rUl! dowl! 
to Craigroyston or Blairgowrie. The recent annOllncement of the Scottish awl SOllth('l'II 
Energy's planned upgrade to the A9 transmission lines have met with Illll<'h oppositioll. As 
has a proposed wind farm on Lewis that would require an upgrading of its cOIlJ\('diou to 
the main national grid. If these two projects were to proceed the grid iufm.'itrll('tlll'<' to the 
Western Isles would be opened up and the likelihood of a large scale wave farlll ill the I)(~st 
location may be possible. 
A.5.4 Operations and maintenance 
As with all power stations, the issue of availability has been raised. This is the tinw that 
the devices are available to generate electricity. If a device reqnires maintenance then it 
is unavailable to generate and hence costs mouey. Quite a few device teams in the pal-ll 
tried to design with modularity in mind, so that if one device module breaks down the 1'est 
of the device farm will be able to keep operating. When this issue wa.'> raised, distributed 
generation, such as that used in wind farms with multiple generator spts, wa.') not the norm, 
so investors were fearful of breakages. At this time, with the generation onto distribution 
networks more widely accepted, this issue may not be so important. The maintl'llance 
associated wit h offshore structures will also be complex since teams will ha.ve to be bm.;ec/ 
onshore and be ready to fly or sail out whenever a wca.ther winelow occurs. This heiug 
said device developers are making their devices more suitable for ROY (Remot.ely Operated 
Vehicle) maintenance, which requires less stringent weather windows for operatioll. 
A.5.5 Design for survivability 
Perhaps the single greatest problem faced by the desig;ners of Wave EIwrgy COllverters 
(WEe) is how to balance capture efficiency, cost of construction and the survivability of 
the design. Many designs that look promising on paper and have high capture efficiency 
would, if constructed, be destroyed by the largest of the storm waves. Although the west 
coast has an average of 60-80 kW 1m of wave front, under servere storm conditiolls this can 
rise to upwards of 10,000 kW 1m. The parameter used by designers of offshore stl'llctlln~s iu 
the oil industry is to use what is termed as the 100 year design wave i.e. the largest expected 
wave in a 100 year period. For the west coast of Scotland this is thought to 1)(' a wave of' the 
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order of 30-40 III (the size of a 5 storey building). 
A.5.6 Environmental concerns 
In addition to these potential problems certain environmental cOllcerns wOll1d haY<' to })(' 
addressed before any large-scale development could take place. In t.h(' ('ra of th!' Im).!;<, 
schemes (during the seventies and eighties) it was proposed that lIlassiv(~ fanus stretchillg 
many hundreds of kilometres would be built. With many of thes(' devic(~s sitting paralld to 
the wavefronts they would have extracted a damaging amount of energy. Dalllaging from 
the point of view that the power arriving at the shore would be reduced. The dl'eds of 
this reduction would not be good. Reduced erosion would decrease the minerals and silt 
in the water and change the local ecosystem killing off some species. The problem is l('ss 
relevant today because devices are becoming more oriented towarcb point ahsorbers or long 
thin devices such as the Pelamis. In these cases the devices will be separated in arrays awl 
there will be no brick-wall-type effects. 
Fishing and navigation are also issues of concern. Areas of most active waves ar(' also th!' 
best fishing grounds as nutrients are brought to the surface by the wave actioll. Fislwrnwn 
would be affected if required to refrain from fishing these areas. Navigation will also prow 
a problem, with exclusion areas needing to be set up around device fanns. 
A.6 Early designs/patents 
The following section is largely historical charting the progress of the early device desiglls 
up to the UK's wave energy programme of the 1970s. Further device designs are given ill 
Appendix B, including those of the post 1974 period. 
A.6.1 Pre 1945 designs 
The first recorded description of a wave powered device elates from a pat.ent. filed by 11 father 
and son team named Girard in Paris on the 12th of July 1799. The device consisted of 1\ 
lever attached at one end to a boat, floating in the sea, and at the other pud to it plllllP 
sitting on the shore. The motion of the ship would canse the lever to work th(' plllllp. This 
was one of t he first mechanical devices of the Illany to follow. 
Some 340-350 patents had been filed by 1975 in the United Kingdolll [73]. l'vlallY designs 
were wild and wonderful but all are based on the reality that the waves arc c('aseless in their 
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activity. The bulk of these patents were filed prior to the First World War, tl1<' first British 
patent being filled in 1855. 
One of the most successful of these early designfl wa.s an Oscillating Water COIUlllll d(~vi("1' 
built by ~Ir. Bochaux-Praceique in 1910. The device was built iuto a clift· face at ROYilll, II('ar 
to Bordeaux, and supplied his house with 1 kW of energy. A floating hlloy (iPvic(' f<>llmv('d ill 
1911 built on Young's ";\:lillion Dollar" pier in Atlantic City, N('w .]l'rs(y TIH' ('()IllPilIlY, the 
United States \Vave Pmver Company, that constructed the device claimed n IH)Wt'r olltPllt 
of 110 k\V. The mechanism, built of levers and ratchet wheels, extracted )l0W('i" frolll tIl(' 
sideways, "slantways" and vertical motion of the sea. 
The 1930s produced two interesting devices that were constructed. The first heing' tIl(' 
Savonius Rotor. Originally designee! to operate as a wind turbiIlt, the rotor looked like 11 
hollow cylinder sliced vertically then either end attached to a strut. It was ahle' to tllnt iu 
the same direction irrespective of the air fiow. Trials in the Baltic sea found that the rotor 
worked well as a wave turbine down to depths four or five times the wave height. Doculllents 
have been found that show a Savonius rotor was installed at the Muse Occanographiquc in 
Monaco to drive a pumping system to fill its aquariums. A floating device also found a hOll\(' 
at the same museum which lasted for ten years until it was clestn)y('cl by a storm. 
A.6.2 Masuda 
The next step forward carne through the efforts of Commander Yoshio Masuda, 11 fonner 
Japanese naval commander, who designed the first wave power navigation buoy for use in th(' 
sea of Japan during the years preceding the end of the Second World War. The ingeniolls step 
in his design was to change a shifting, slow moving, force into something lIlore controllable. 
This was achieved by transferring the energy of the waves into a colullln of air. The principle 
is best illustrating by thinking of an upturned can floating ill the sea. As th{' waves move 
around the can the water level inside the can moves at the same t.illle. If you put fl hol(' ill 
the top of the can the air inside will be alternately forced out then sucked back in. By the 11S(, 
of valves this stream can be rectified so that it is continuously moving in OIl(' direction and 
usecl to turn a turbine. This was in 1947 and was the first llloclern example of all Oscillating 
Water Column. 
These early buoys generated 30 W in the relatively calm s{w; around Japan Hud Wt'n~ 
sufficient to power a navigational lamp. The OWC concept also l){'cHmc tIl!' power sllPply 
for a lighthouse in Tokyo Bay. Masuda was additionally responsible for s(,vt~ral other designs 
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which were tested but unfortunately did not survive. One of these devices ('ollsist('(1 of t.hn·(· 
rafts tied together and resembled early versions of a Cockcrrd Raft or McCal)(~ WaY(' Plllllp. 
A.6.3 Mauritius 1953-1966 
A.N. Bott arrived in rvlauritius in 1953 in order to set up the electricity board aIHI as part of 
his work he came across the idea of utilising the wave enC'rgy arriving on the islalld's shores. 
The island of ~Iauritius is fringed by a broken ring of very tough coral. Bott propos('d to 
use the coral as a base and build a basin into which waves would over-top, keeping it filled 
up. The water would thou run out of the basin through low head turbines and gCllerate 
electricity. The problem was, to what height should the wall be built. Too high, and tlww 
would be times when the waves were not big enough to keep the basin filled; too small, nnd 
there would not be ('nough of a head to run the turbines. The solution was to use a low 
wall to keep the basin constantly topped up and to use the energy of the incoming waves 
to pump the water from the lower reservoir up to a higher one. A higher reservoir gave 11 
greater head and reduced the turbine costs. Unfortunately the scheme was never built as 
oil prices fell during the sixties and funding was withdrawn in 1966. The experience was 
however delivered in a paper to the Royal Society of Arts in March 1975 [74]. 
A.6.4 American buoy 1960s 
A few devices were put forward and tested during the sixties. One of these came from 
an American company, A vco Corporation [75], and predated some of the devices to follow 
during the la.te seventies. The device worked by exploiting the pressure difference which 
occurs when a wave passes over a certain fixed point. As the wave passed the submerged 
device the depth of water over it caused a pressure difference between the outside water 
and air stored in the device. This pressure was used to run a hydraulic motor. Initial tests 
conducted in Buzzard's Bay, !vIassachusetts, resulted in 0.25 W being produced. A level just 
about powerful to run a navigational buoy. The company wa.s hopeful for further offsh()n~ 
testing but it was unlikely to have been carried any further forwa.rd as the initial test huoy 
was badly weathered in a storm. 
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A.7 UK government involvement 
UK Government interest in wave energy began in 1974, with a letter to Pmf. St('pll('ll Salter 
of the University of Edinburgh concerning his device, known universally as the Ducic 
A.7.1 1970s oil crisis 
The war in 1973 between the Arabs and the Israelis had led to Bluch tension hetwe(,ll OPEC , 
the group of oil producing countries, and western governmcnt.s. This t('nsioll 1('<1 to th(' oil 
supply being reduced to countries that had supplied Israel with weapons. This tight(!nillg 
of oil exports kd to a great leap in oil prices during the 1970s. In 1970 olle harrd of crll< 1(' 
oil cost $l.80, by June of 1973 it had reached $2.90, Dec 1973 $11.65 and l'eadwd as high as 
$45 by 1979. This conflict is reflected in the current high oil price (2006) due to the ollgoing 
confict in Iraq, and consequently interest in wave energy is again at a peak. 
In 1973 Korth Sea oil was only beginning to come on-line and the reserves of the Alaskan 
oil fields were, as yet, untapped. As with any industrialised country the UK ran 011 oil, 
burning many thousands of barrels a day. The energy usage can be broken down into 25 (Yc, 
for transport, 25 % for industrial use, 20 % for residential and commercial heating anel 20 % 
for conversion into electrical energy [76]. With the search to supply an ever growiug GNP, 
the looming energy gap was a problem for governments worldwide. Since oil supplies were 
limited then coal was the only viable substitute, but in taking this approach, coalllliners W('l'e 
handed much pollical strength. In 1974 they brought down the Heath gowrlllllent. l-kllC(' 
alternative energy sources were sought and the UK put much funding into the devdopmcnt 
of nuclear power. Renewables were considered as a secondary option alld the limited funding 
given to this area reflected that opinion. 
A.7.2 Initial investment 
In 1976, with the announcement of £1 million [62J to fund research into wnw (~ll('rgy, lllad(, 
by the Chief Scientist Dr Walter Marshall, government interest in the dcwloplllcnt of waw 
energy was officially confirmed. Setting an ambitious goal of a 2 GW power station, to lw 
situated off of the Hebrides, design teams across the country were set to work. 
The search for a wave power design began by falling back on research carried out illto 
investigating the wave regime of the UK waters; a task compiled after thp second world 
war by Draper. An important technique that grew from this era, courtesy of Darhyshire, 
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was that of hindcasting; the ability to predict the wave regime hased Oil kllow]('<ig<' of willd 
speeds and the distance over which they have blowll. Init.ial investigations of wav<~ pow('r 
involved sitting a vVaverider buoy at Benbecula in tlw Hebrides t.o record dat a. 
Several device groups working at that time were ready to test lllod<'ls 1111! tlw fUlldillg 
available was not sufficient for viable experiments. Nuclear statiolls w<~n' hping b1lilt. alld 
North Sea gas and oil were flowing from the ocean floor into hOl1H's. 
Funding increased in the second year of the programme to £2. [) millioll, but t 11<, fol\owi lIg 
year saw only a small increase to £2.9 million for 1978. The minister for energy at that t illl<', 
Tony Benn, observed that 
" ... the limit.ation to making progress is not the level of funding but the stat(' of 
t.he technologies involved." 
A.7.3 The first devices 
The first gathering of wave power professionals involved in the "Big Project.s" phcu,;c was in 
November 1978 at Heathrow, London. At this conference t.he existing cl(~siglls: tht' DlIck, (h(' 
Raft, the ovve and the HRS Rectifier, were discussed, progress was updated and sOllie of 
scale testing was reviewed. The second generation of devices were int.roduced, these l)('ing: 
the Airbag, the Belfast Buoy, Vickers' owe and the Bristol Cylinder. 
A.7.4 Economic realisation 
The event that would eventually halt the UK wave energy progrmrmw and cOllstraiu dewlop-
ment for the next decade was also announced at the Heathrow conference. The f!;OV<'rIllIl(,llt 
had set the consultancy firm of Rendel, Palmer and Tritton (RPT) the task of ('valuating tlw 
present state of the wave energy development programme and we're to pr('s(,111 t1i<dr n'sults 
at the conference. The bulk of their report contained information tha.t. was well n'ceiwd and 
acknowledged as problems that were in need of attent.ion: feasibility of proj<'cts, dficimlCY 
of components, transmission of the output. The sticking point was the price of ch·tricity 
generated by the devices under review. The electricity from the devices ranged froJlJ 2 to :3() 
times the cost of domestic electricity at the time of the report (1978). 
This issue was enough to dampen investors interest. RPT had diligelltly compkt('d 
their report and evaluated the devices using the methods rec:omnlPnded by the treasury 
for public financed schemes. Unfortunately the methods were not. sympathetic to capital-
intensive projects, where all the funding is required before a rdurn on capital is achieved. 
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The wave power projects would have been similar to the hydro SciWIIlCS of til!' 1!)20s illld 
1950s which had large capital expenditure to begin with bllt arc now n~dll('('d to o(H'riltiolls 
and maintenance' costs. 
A.7.5 Winding down the programme 
Despite promising designs and enthusinstic developers thp pcollolllic realisatioll of till' HPT 
report Was key in the closure of the wave energy programme. The progralllllH' was wOl1lld 11(> 
in a series of government reports siting the uneconomical costs of capital intensive projects. 
Up to that point in 1982 some £15 million had been invested ill the prognlllllIlc, s(H'lIdillg 
on the nuclear industry ran to orders of magnitude much greatf'r than this. 
The UK Wave Development Programme was closed in 1982 after it lll('Pting of ACOHD 
(the Advisory Council on Research and Development). The issues encountered with th(~ 
UK programme led the International Energy Authority and the Euro]wan Community to 
hold back on wave energy as it was following the UK lead. The results of t he UK Waw 
Programme were published in 1985, and were to be the end of wave devdopmcnt in the 
UK [72J. 
A.7.6 A lost decade 
The following ten years were relatively quiet after the big push that t he UK programIlle' had 
given to research and device development. Investigation into the RPT report found sOllle 
problems in the figures used in costing various devices schemes. 
Some funding was made available in 1987 for the initial owe project 011 I.-day. This Calli!' 
after the ~orwegians had built and operated two working plants in Novemiwr 19t1.5. Tlw 
cost of the Norwegian plants were less than the consulta.ncy work carried 01Jt by RPT [77] 
(approximately £1.1 million for two plants). The House of Lords published all ill«lliry in 
July 1988 [78J indicating that it was concerned over the ending of til(' wave progralllllw. The 
government response was to conduct a study of wave energy that lasted over thr('(' Yl'ars. 
The report published in 1992 [79J was supposed to end speculation over wave PO\Wl'. 
As the European Commission announced funding for wave energy pr()j(~ds dmillg Dl'-
cember 1993 the UK government was in a compromised position. Thl' OSPREY project 
was not receiving support from the then energy minister or from ETSU. In cOlltrast to this 
position, ETSU's parent body (the AEA - Atomic Energy Authority) was providing data to 
the OSPREY team on the siting of the device. Additionally the Highlands and Islands En-
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terprise, a government body, were providing assistance. A f1ll'ther coufllsing 1l.1ll101lllCCIIH'IIt 
was made 011 the 31 sf l\larch 1994 when the funding for t.he Islay owe project WIIS ('lld('<I. 
A. 7. 7 Growing support 
By the mid-90s the feeling inside Westminster towards renewable C!l(~rr;y WH."; iH'r;illllillg 
to change. The views of the world population were eventually being t'<i1\('atc'd as to the 
consequences of t he use of fossil fuel resources and political pressure Oil world gOY<'l'llIll('llt s 
was moving them into reconsidering renewable fuels. After several H'Port.S, ill particular 
Thorpe's 1999 review [80], and commissions had convcned, whokh('artc'dly l'<'COllllltellCling 
the recommencement of funding for wave energy, the government annollnced that. the waY<' 
program was to be reinvigorated as part of a £43 million packaged for rCIl(~wable developmellt 
over three years. These commissions consisted of the UK Marilw Technology Foresight. Pauel, 
a Scottish commission to promote wave energy and a Royal coIIlmissioll on EuvirOllllwntll.l 
Pollution. 
In the Scottish Renewables order of that year (1999) three successfully bidcliug projects 
were chosen for development: the FWPV from Sea Power International, the Limpet 500 
from Wavegen and the Pelamis from Ocean Power Delivery (OPD). All of th('se devices 
were to be developed by private companies with the DTI allocating funding depC'Ilding 011 
success in generating market funding and technical progression. In addition to funding for 
the Wavegen and OPD devices, the DTI were to finance the development of a slopfyl IPS 
Buoy from The University of Edinburgh, a study of linear generators and hydraulic sYSt.PIllS 
from The University of Durham and commission a report Oil the industry from Ow Antp. 
A.7.8 Post 2000 development 
The ave Arup report of 2000 set out the issues that could help drive the lllarine industry 
forward and these have been the focus of recent government funding. A major isslle is ill 
the co-ordination of research so that effort is not duplicated and major projc~d cn<iillg prob-
lems are found quickly and tackled. Reports produced since 2000 haY<' also highlighted thnt 
offshore oil and gas technology could be transferred to marine E'IH'rgy. 'Withill a('ademia 
the £2.6 million Supergen programme was established in October 20m by tlw Eugill('ering 
and Physical Sciences Research Council to co-ordinate uniV(~rsity level n'sc~ar('h IIIHI provide' 
funding for device testing. A further body, the UK Energy Research Omtl'<' Marin(' En-
ergy Research Network, is also being established to coordinate industry requirelllCllts and 
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academic research [81J. 
DTI 
The DTI through the later years of 1990s had, on a small scale, 1)(,l'Il fUlldillg SOllle 1Il1lrill(' 
projects. This funding has increased over the past five ypars to the point wlH'r<' s!'wrnl fll11-
scale wave devices have been built and tested. Funds WPl"(' lllad(~ available for tit!' ("()llstnJct iOIl 
of a full-scale testing facility in Orkney where near productiou ready devices Cilll 1)(' h's(ec\ 
in open water conditions. The New aud Renewable Energy Cmtre (NaREC') has also 1)(,(~11 
fitted with a 10th scale dry dock and plans are underway for a test site for small device farms 
in Cornwall at til{' \VAVEHUB project. They have also annollllcPcl a fuud of £5() million fill' 
technology developers. 
The Carbon Trust 
The Carbon Trust Marine Energy Challenge (MEC) was ruu through tIl<' p<'riod 2002 2()()5 
to identify and assist in the development of promising wave and tidal energy d('vic(~s. The 
work of the MEC was to identify areas of device design, where cost reductiolls could be 
made through collaborative investment with consultancy firms. The (j('vicC' devdopers ill 
question are all small to medium enterprises and as such do not hav(' tlw Iwcessnry resources 
to tackle development issues on a rapid scale. An additional facet to the l\1EC's n~IIlit was 
to identify the potential cost of future marine energy [82J. The MEC has also r('slIlt<,d ill 
several publications of use to developers and investors in guiding their (iPcisions. 
A.8 European Union involvement 
The European commission has been monitoring wave energy development. since 1985 wlH'1l it 
commissioned a report to be prepared by Lewis of University Colh'g<' Cork [62]. Five ycars 
later members of the parliament raised the issue of wave energy and the L(~wis n'port WilS 
unfortunately misrepresented. Upon acknowledging this error the EU r('kas('d «1.2 millioll 
for demonstration projects and announced a seminar to be held ill I3rllssels 011 25-20 April 
1991. The seminar was held but no agreement was reached as to which d('signs to take 
forward. The EU member countries were most enthusiastic about plalls for IIIl O\VC dl'vice 
since they had had the most development time behind them. 
Several further conferences were unable to reach agreemellt over the way forward for 
the device development. A further «2 million from the Joule 2 programlIle was added t () 
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the budget in 1992. At the first European Wave Energy Conference (EWEC'), IlI'ld at. tIll' 
National Engineering Laboratory in East Kilbride dming October lUD:3, t/H' EO f1lllding 
plans were given: a near-shore station (the OSPREY) ratcd at 2l\1W W<I.'i to he tllo()J'(,d oIl' 
Dounreay, a HE'W gully ovve was to be built on Islay, and a proposed 500kW devicl' was to 1)(' 
built on the island of Pica. These planned devices were to be part of the FOlld It F'rallwwork 
programnw. 
The series of EU sponsored conferences has continued with mcctings t akillg plaC(' ill: 
Lisbon in 1995: Patras (Greece) in 1998; Aalborg (Denmark) in 2000, Cork (lrdallel) ill :200:3 
and Glasgow in 2005. Between 1995 and 1998 a computerised Emopeall vVaY<' EUl'rgy Atlas 
was developed but this now seems to be the commercial property of Norwavt'. 
The EU, as part of the Joule 5 progrmnme in 1999, set up It WAVENET th<'lltntic 
network. The network was a collation of information on wave energy and "vas rcspollsible 
for a concise and detailed report published during 2003 [1]. The report covcl'(~d s(,Vl'ral areas 
deemed to be relevant to wave energy developers: cooperatioll with tIl(' pow('r indllstry; 
social, planning and environmental impact; financing and economic iss1les; H&D on waV<' 
energy devices; generic technologies and promotion of wave energy. The Thematic network 
has also been responsible for various publications and the establishment of tlw IIlltlll1li All 
Energy conferences held in Aberdeen. 
Funding for European wave energy projects has continued to be provided for h.Y the sixt.h 
framework programme due for review in 2006. Further details 011 specific funding can be 
found in Appendix B, where the device designs are described. 
Individual countries have also provided funding for device development. Thl> Sc:alldinH-
vian countries in particular have invested large sums of money and time. Projf'cts of !loll' are 
the Norwegian program in the 1980s, where two full scale devices wen~ ('o!lstnldl'd, a!lel the 
Danish wave energy programme of the late 1990s, where Illany different scale device d{~signs 
were tested. 
A.9 Rest of the World 
The potential to extract energy from the ocean has been acknowledged ill other C01llltricS 
around the world. Some have developed extensive wave energy program Illes (~.g., J apall) 
while others have relied more on privately funded companies (c.g., the USA). TIll' following 
is a brief review all progress. 
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A.9.1 Oceania 
In Australia and New Zealand progress on wave energy has llot, so far, becll giwll 1ll1ll'h 
importance as they have both enjoyed good oil and gas supplies. As t.hese have ran out hoth 
countries are starting to put investment into marine rellcwables. New Zealand has IH'glln 
a small research programme at IRL in Christchurch, working' ill collaboratioll with NIWA 
in Wellington. The Australians have two possible devices in the water at PWSf'ut Hud CIt'(' 
looking to capitalise on the extensive resources of their Southel'll coast. 
The islands of the Pacific are also taking an interest in their own WHW t'{'SOIlr('('S as 
electricity supply is a major expense for their populations. Variolls proj('cts hnve 1)('1'11 
reported over the past 10 years but few have progressed. 
A.9.2 Asia 
Research in Asia began with Masuda's navigational buoys in the years proc('('dillg t]w S('COlld 
world war and has continued ever since. There are few comlllercial devices or dev('loj)<'rs, 
with research limited to academic projects. The OWC technology is favoured by allllost 
all countries with test devices (i.e., Japan, China, Sri Lanka anel India). Thoqw [71] also 
reported a device being developed in Korea but no further information could be founel. 
A.9.3 North America 
Canada 
Canada has shown some interest in wave energy, but possessing extensive hydro ami oil 
resources, funding for development has not been forthcoming. Studies in thp lllid l!)~()s 
showed that the British Columbia coast of Canada has good wave potential awl variolls 
developers discussed the possibilities of supplying device farms. Interest in tIH's(~ SclWllH'S 
appears to have dwindled but the Canadian National Laboratories continues device tt'stillP; 
for private companies. 
USA 
The USA has not to date had heavy involvement, in marine energy investment. relying more 
on private investors and companies. In 2004 this approach changed when the ErnI all-
nounced a $4 rnillon project to investigate the feasibility of wave and tidal cIlcrp;y projects [83J. 
Nineteen developers were asked to provide device information for consultation. From this 
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process, several proposals for wave energy test sites ill six states W('rt' Pllt. forward: MnilH', 
Massachusetts, California, Washington, Oregon and Hawaii. Each stat.('/si!.(' has \)('('11 IWltcll('d 
to a specific device that will be best suited to the site conditiolls. 
Several of these sitel device matches have been in development. for s('wral y('"rs. 'I'll(' 
biggest obstacle being faced in the USA is t.he lllullber of gowrtllllC'llt al ag('J)("i('s having ilIl 
interest in the seabed. From the multiple layers of state and fc'deral ag('nci('s t 11(' ("Ost t (J il 
planned farm in \Vashington is some 25 % of total budget. 
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Appendix B 
Device Designs 
Over the past thirty years many different. device designs have been put forward. Whilst ollly 
a few have reached the i:>tage of full scale implementation, their genesis has relied on tlw 
ideas of past designs. This appendix is intended as a reference for designs, tlwir history and 
present state of development. The information in this appendix and the web Hi teH linked to 
are correct as of the summer of 2006. There do exist many more designs than aw dO('1l11H'llU'd 
here. The majority of devices financed under the Danish Wave Energy ProgramUlc have 1)('('11 
neglected to allow for those t.hat. have survived. 
B.l A 
B.1.l Archimedes Wave Swing (1993-present) 
The Archimedes Wave Swing was developed to the prototype stage by a cOllsorti1lJll of l'{'-
search t.eams under Teamwork Technology BV, Netherlands and is now being C'Ollllllcrcialisc'd 
by a Scottish-based company, AWS Ocean Energy Ltd. The device has changed frOlH the 
original but it has essentially remained a sub-surface point absorber [84]. The current desigll 
consists of an air filled chamber (the "floater") which can move vertically with l'esp('ct to till' 
cylindrical "basement", which is anchored to the sea bed. The "floater" is neutrally buoyant 
so will remain at rest unless a wave passes over the device. The wave causes a challge ill 
pressure and the floater to move. The relative movement is used to power a linC'ar g(~I)('l'­
ator take-off system. In extreme wave conditions, a water braking system is Ilsed to damp 
the motion of t he device and prevent structural damage. All the service and r!lai!lt(~llHll(~(' 
operations can be carried out by an ROV [85J. 
While early development of the device proceeded without major difficulty, the s~lhIlH'l'_ 
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gence of a 2 l\I\V prototype, funded partly by the EU, took lllallY y<'ars. 'I'll<' first. att!'lllpts 
were made in 2001 before the parent company eut('l'(~cl fiuancial difficulties. TIl!' d('plu.\'-
ment was stalled until ~Iay 2004 but the delays proved costly awl IIlHlly of tlte cOlltrol (llld 
measurement electronics had been damaged, as had the water braking s,Yst.<'lIl [~(j]. SOil H' 
measurement equipment was retro-fitted and the test results j)ublislwd [87]. 'I'll<' <i<'vic(' was 
grid connected for 15 minutes. 
The rights to the device were transferred in 2004 and work OIl a cOllllll<'rcial prototyP(' 
is now underway. A full scale test model is due to be built ill 2007 for test </{'piOYIlH'llt ill 
early 2008. 
B.1.2 AquaBuOY (Late 90s-present) 
This device grew from the amalgamation of the original IPS buoy and the Sw('dish Hos(' 
Pump design [8SJ. It consists of a slack-moored buoy, an acceleration tube ami a hydraulic 
power take-off housed within the buoy. The motion of the buoy mows the pistoll in til<' 
acceleration tube which in turn expands or contracts a hose pump causing prcssurispd sea 
water to turn a Pelton wheel inside the buoy. AquaEncrgy Group Ltd, the owncr of the 
technology, is currently ill the process of site measurement and completion of lWl'lllits ill 
order to install a 1 M\V pilot farm at Makah Bay, Wa.."hillgton state, USA, [89] by the (,!ld 
of 2006. 
Funding for this device is predominately now coming from private investors (Finllwrll 
in particular). Additional funding for research has come frolll the Carholl Trl1st and the 
Danish government through academic research. 
B.2 B 
B.2.1 Backward Bent Duct Buoy (late 80s-present) 
The basic design for this device is a modification to a fioating owe [90]. The air duct 
in which the turbine is situated is bent away from the incoming waY(' field incJ'('asing' t 11<' 
output capacity. The new design was tested at University College, Cork. Deplo,Y!lH'llt took 
place in Japan and China during the 90s. Some development would appear to be fO('l1S('d 
in India at the National Institute of Technology and with additional research occlIl'ring in 
Ireland, J apRn, the USA and the UK. The funding for this device has becn mixed cowing, 
from various governmental and private organisations. 
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An Ocean Energy Buoy based on this design has rec('ntly Iw(m I>1lilt in In'land as tiltlrth 
scale model by Ocean Energy Ltd. The company appears to he a.illling for II scale 1J1<)(ld 
test at the Galway test centre. 
B.2.2 Belfast Buoy (late 70s-1982) 
Developed at Queen's Universit.y Belfast by Long this was one of tll<' first owe tYIW d('vic('s 
to make use the vVells Turbine. It. was originally a floatiBiS d('siiSli hut this was lat!'1' ('lIallg('d 
in favour of a sea-bed-mounted device. It was t.o be sitnated in a near-sh()n' ('llviroIlIlH'llt 
and had dimensions of 51 m in height and roughly 30 III in diallwter [72J. Funding cwl<'d ill 
1982. 
B.2.3 The Bristol Cylinder (late 70s-1982) 
This device was based on a theoretical research paper prodnced in 1963 hy Ogilvie [91J. 
He had conducted experiments by suspending a cylillder shaped object below II wav(' aud 
observing it's movements. As the wave passed over the device it. 's lllotion replicat('d the 
circular motion that t.he wave part.icles themselves made. Evans of The UniV<'rsity of Bristol 
used this research to create his design. 
The Bristol Cylinder design consisted of a 100 m by 1() m cylinder fioating 011 its side :3 
m below the surface and held to the sea bed by moorings. At the bast' of tlt(' llIooriniSs \v(~n' 
hydraulic pumps. As the cylinder moved it pulled on the moorings (1ctivatillg t lH' pumps. 
These pumps were then used to drive sea water to a Pelton wheel turbo-generator lIIollllt('d 
on a platform above sea level. The cost of a 2000 MW station as P('l' the UI";: gOV<'l'Illlwllt 
programme would have been £5100 million [72], but the rnailltellanC(' of undersea ('<IuiplIH'nt 
would have been prohibitively expensive. Some research cOlltinllCS at 'I'll<' UniV<'l'sity of 
Bristol and the device receives attent.ion in some ma.<;ters theses when llsed as a bn'akwatc'l'. 
B.3 C 
B.3.1 CETO, Seapower Pacific (2003-present) 
Owned by Renewable Energy Holdings pic, the CETO is essentially H larg(l pllll\p that lIS('S 
the force of t.he waves to pump seawater to shore. It is sitnatnl 011 the s('a hed, aIHI as 
a wave passes over a large disc it. alternately compress('s awl moV<'s the arm to which t h(' 
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disc is attached. This in turn drives two pumps tl'ansport.iu)!; pn'ssnris('d S('H wat ('r to shon', 
The detailed development of the design began ill 200:3 with cOllst.nwtioll I)('gillllillg ill tIl(' 
December of that year. Following it 12 month const.ructioll and :3 mOllt II dry tr'stillg IH'ri()d 
the device was launched on 22nd :Vlarch 2005. At tIl(' pn'Sl'llt hIll(' tIl(' oil-silo\'(' (,I('('jric:t1 
equipment is being installed and the provision of reversp oSll\osis is heillg illV('stigat('d U)2]. 
B.3.2 Chinese owe 
In the South China Sea a small device was constructed ill 1mJl UJ:3] with allotlwr (kvic(' 
situated in the Guangdong Province rated at. 100 kW. 
B.3.3 Cockerell's Raft (late 70s-1982) 
Cockerell was the inventor of the hovercraft. The problems that. he PW'ollllt('ln\ with Wi\WS 
while trying to design the hovercraft led him to design a wa.ve ellergy collwrt.pr. The problelll 
with the hovercraft and the waves was that as the craft. was lllovill)!; OWl' t IH'1ll t 11(' foret' was 
trying to break the craft. If the craft was allowed to brea.k and the two halves kft to rest 
on the surface of the water then a pump of some sort fixed bdw{,(,ll tlip two could he IIsed 
to drive a hydraulic motor. Tests were carried out as too how lllallY pontoolls \v()\Ild he 
required. The optimum number was found to be three. Tlw forward pont.oon absorbing 
most of the energy, the second a little bit more and the final being hclcllllorc stahle by beillg 
larger than the other two. 
The pontoons essentially rode on top of the waves and achiewd lH'st ('fticiPllCY ill seas 
where the wave length matched the length of the device, approximately lOO lll. A t.ellth scal!' 
model was built and tested on the Solent ill April 1978, by Wawpowpl', awl produced all 
average of 1 kW. At full size the Raft was expected to produc(, 2 :t\rw, Th(' s('ni<' lllocl('lllsed 
oil as a hydraulic fluid but, a full size model would have utilised wat.er as l'(,dllced (~Hid('ll(,Y 
would be beneficial in larger seas. The Raft was essmtially disCHnkd h!'fo]'(' tlw ACORD 
(Advisory Council on Research and Development) meeting of .J lII1e 1980 with the ('ost of t hI' 
device being sited as the reason for funding being withdrawn [G2]. 
B.3.4 Coventry Clams (1978 to early 90s) 
The team at The University of Coventry, after demonstratillg th('ir ('Ol}('l'pt of the Dllck, 
investigated another device - The Lanca..'lter Bag. III partnership wit h S('H EIl('rgy Ass()('illt('s 
Ltd, they recognised the weakness in the air bags and decided t hat if they were P1'Ot('('t('<\ 
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by a steel flap then it would be less liable to damage. The Clalll is it l:tI'gl' hox st 1'1 I<'t lin' 
with one side having the flap attached to it, hinged at it's hase. As the hag ('Xpall< Is tIl<' flap 
is pushed outwards and as it contracts the flap is pulled ill. 'I'll<' air t.Jmt was ill thp hilg is 
then passed through a Wells turbine. 
The next step in the design process was to arrang(~ tIl<' bags aroulld a (j() III di1lllll't<'1' 
steel ring. As a wave passed the device some of the bags would he illfiatnl illld SOlII<' w()ldd 
be deflated; the air in the system passing between them and through tmhilles t() g<'II<'l'lIt(' 
power. The design was to have been tested at a two thirds scale ill Loch N ('SS ill 19~2, aft<'!' 
a l/lOth scale test had been successful, but the funding for the proj('ct fell through. A lift II 
scale tcst occurred on Loch Ness and theoretical work continucd to apIH'ill' ulltil tlH' <'ady 
90s [94J. 
B.3.5 ConWEC (1994-present) 
This is a device that is a development of Falnes' research into latching as a c()ntrol \lip/hod 
for oscillating point absorbers. Reports would indicate that it is a float type d('vic<' which 
drives a pump. Since 1994 work has been carried out between Brodrelw Langset AS alld tlw 
Department of Physics of the University of Science and Technology ill '1'ro1ldh('il\l. III 199~ 
a company ConWEC AS was formed [95]. The device was funded in the Jat(' !)O's by the 
Norwegian government and some research is still continuing [90J. 
B.4 D 
B.4.1 Danish Wave Power Float Pump (1989-1996) 
This device is a combination of a point absorber and all owe type devin'. '1'11<, 1)(1)I('S U'st('d 
a 45 kW model of this device in 1989. It consisted of a floating buoy Oil th!' S1lJ'titc(' 1I11d a 
hollow concrete structure on the sea bed. Inside the sea hed structun' was a pisto1l Oil a hig 
spring that was in turn attached to the buoy on the surface. As the buoy ros(' the pistoll was 
pulled out of the concrete base and water rushed in pa.'it 11 geIlerat.or. As th!' huoy tdl tIl<' 
water was pushed out of the base. A second test rig was laullclwd in th!' S\IIUIIWr of Hl94 hilt 
unfortunately suffered some technical difficulties. A final test wal-i p!'rfol'lll<'d ill I\Iay 1 !)!)5 
and run successfully until January 1996 [97][98J. 
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B.4.2 DelBuoy (1982-late 80s) 
vVork began on this device in 1982. It was was developed by Hicks alld Ph'Hss at. 'I'll!' 
University of Delaware. This buoy system was designed to prod\Jct, fn'sh wllt.('r f()r Ilf"('as 
around the Caribbean Sea and the arid coasts of Africa. [99). A 2.1 III blloy was tdlu'red to 
the sea bed by way of a hydraulic cylinder with a bore of 40 111111. This ilITH1IgPIll!'Ilt. was 
u.sed to drive an osmosis system to deliver fresh water. 'flIP systelll was df'lllollstrnted ofr 
the coast of Pucrto Rico where a single buoy produced 950 lites of watpr ill fl day [IOO]. The 
test device was lost when hurricane Hugo struck the island of St. Croix wlH'n' tl\(' tests W('J"(' 
taking place. 
B.5 E 
B.5.1 Ecovision Lilypad (late 70s-1990) 
This British device was designed in the late seventies by Collier and l\1ichadis. It \vas 
essentially a variation of the Swedish Hose Pump design. It consisted of two matt n'ss-like 
objects. One floating on the surface and the other submerged and anchored hf'low it. The 
second mattress was deep enough for the internal motion of passing waves llot to affect it 
and was held relatively stationary. The two mattresses were COllllected b~T pumps silllilar to 
the hose pump. A 200 m by 60 m device was expected to be rated at 3.1 ~JW [79). It was 
last tested in 1990. 
B.5.2 Energetech owe (late 90s-present) 
The Energeteeh OWC has been developed by Energetcch in Australia [1(1). It illcorporates 
a novel Dennis-Auld variable pitch turbine and a parabolic reflector wall to fO(,lIs t 11(' height 
of the incoming waves. The device was originally designed to be built illto hari>o1ll" walls, 
but h3.-; recently taken on a floating form as it's use as a dpsalillatioll plallt hilS I)('("olll(' tl1<' 
priority. A full-scale demonstrator was deployed ill October 200[) nt Port I(Pll}/)('la, SO kill 
south of Sydney. Connection to the grid is expected in 2006. 
Increased funding has been made available to Energetech by tlm~(' New Ellglnlld stat<~s 
for the development of a 500 kW demonstration device at Point Judith Hmhotll", Hho<ie 
Island. 
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B.5.3 European owe Pico Plant (early 90s-present) 
The European Pilot Plant is sited on the island of Pico ill til(' Awn's II I Port 0 Cn<"ilorro 
and is a 400 kW OWC-type plant designed by the lllsitllto S\I]H'l'ior 'lh'hlli('() of Li,..,holl, 
Portugal [102J. The wave regime on the island is arollnd 20-40 kW/11l at the ('ltll'iIIl<'(' 10 Ill<' 
gully in which the device is situated. The plant was designed as 11 tcstillg alld d!'wlo(>IlH'llt 
facility but is also used to provide a large part of the islands clwrgy Il('pds. Ulliwl'sily C'oll('g(' 
Cork, Queen's University Belfast and The University of Edinburgh hav(~ nil h(,('11 iuv()lwd 
in it's development. The device sits in 7 1Il of water and ha.s a colllllln an~a of 150 Ill:!. The 
plant experienced some initial problems when it was first set up that haY<' tak(,11 sPV<'l'a\ ,V('aI'S 
to remedy. A high speed stop valve and a variable pitch turhine have bCl'1l built to t.('st. at 
the facility. 
B.6 F 
B.6.1 Falnes Point Absorbers (early-late 70s) 
Falnes and BudaI created this device during the seventies. It was II poiul absorl)('1' that 
utilised the heaving motion of the waves. In essence it was a large 5 III diallld('1' huoy wit h 
a vertical rod through the centre of it. The rod was anchored to the sea bed and IIH' huoy 
travelled up and down the rod in synchronisation with the waves. The clevie(' implelllenteel 
Falnes and BudaI's control mechanism (known as latching). The buoy was dalllped to the 
rod at certain times then released depending on the wave climate, this WH.'" fouud to iWT('H . ..,(' 
power absorption by a factor of 5. The device was rated at GOO k Wand was dpsigned to 
be deployed as a grid like wave farm. It is assumed that this research has evolved illt() t it(' 
CONWec device design. 
B.6.2 Floating Wave Power Vessel (early 80s-present) 
The Floating Wave Power Vessel is an overtopping device for offshol'<' op('rntiOlI (kV<'\oIWd by 
Sea Power International, Sweden. It consists of a floating basin into whi('h wal ('1' is citalllH'lled 
before being run out through a low-head Kaplan tmbine. It \vas origillally d(!siglll'<l t.o <lw<lgP 
for uranium and rare metals. A pilot plant was tested near Stockltolm ill thl' 1 ~t\()s Clnd iI 1.G 
MW vessel was planned for operation off the coast of Shetland by tite (,lid of 2004 at a (i<>pt It 
of 50-80 m and 500 III offshore, as part of the Scottish Rencwables Or<i('l'. Till' ('OI11{HIlIY 
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has announced further schemes in the Maldives, India, the' Azor<'s (Ill( I TOllgil [I m]. FlI1't lu'l' 
information on these schemes and the Shet land devices cOllld llot h(' fOlllJd. 
B.6.3 F03, Fred Olsen (2001-present) 
Developed quietly and without much media attention Fred Ols(~ll 's <i('vic(' llils })('('II d('(Jl()ll-
strated as a one third scale model in 2005. A full scale c\eploYlllPllt. is dill' ill 200? illld llil.'i 
been selected to hecome part of the Wavehub project ill Cornwall. The d('vi('e is ('ss('lItially 
a small oil-rig type of structure built from fibre-glass technology rather thall st('('l. Below 
the platform are a set of floats which drive It power take-off mechanislll. T('chlli('al <i('tails 
are very limited. The acronyms SEEWEC and F0 3 are now in 11se with this (kvic(' and a 
«2.3 million funded consortium has been set11p [104]. 
B.7 G 
B.7.l Greek Pump System (2000-present) 
This straightforward system returns to Girard's first patent. A float is held ill the sea at the 
end of a long lever connected to a generator. The system has been test.pd at n large!' scale 
in an open water situation [105]. 
B.8 H 
B.8.1 HRS Rectifier (late 70s) 
This was a huge device when compared to modern wave energy converters. It was the size of 
a large oil tanker and was to be built 5-10 km from shore in 15-20 III of water. TIH' g('l)(,1'(l1 
concept was to build storage reservoirs in the sea. The device was box shaped with a hing<'d 
flap, that would only open inwards. As a wave came in t.he force of tlw water would caus(' 
the flap to swing open allowing the reservoir to fill. As the wave ret rented t.he n~s('rv()ir was 
left sitting higher than the outside sea level. The reservoir was open to Hw sea by llH'iIllS 
of a pipe and turbine. As the wave pulled away t.he com billed wpight of tll!' water ill the 
reservoir and the suction of the wave caused the wat.er to be drmvn through till' t1ll'hille awl 
out into the sea. It was later discontinued due to cost limit.ations [72]. 
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B.9 I 
B.9.1 Indian Oscillating Water Column Device (1982-prcscnt) 
India began experimenting with owe devices in 1982 at the Indiall Illstitut(' of T('('illlolog)' 
in Madras, The device they have built is a 150kW test device situated 4G III offshoJ"(' ilt 
Vizhinjam, near TrivandrunL It consists of a caisson 17 III hy 23 III sittiug on tl](' S('it hed 
with an opening in the front wall just under mean sea level. The first attempt to site tl}(' 
caisson failed but a second attempt in 1990 was successful and it began olH'rating ill th(' 
following year. The turbine for the device is situated in the roof, something that has sill(,(' 
been discovered to be unwise during storm waves as they break over the caissol1. In ot hl'r 
devices the turbine is mounted in the rear wall and is protected by the body of tlw d(·vic(·. 
The device produces an average of 75 kW from April to November and 25 kW from D('(,(,llllwr 
to March, showing the seasonal variability of the waves. Research is contiuuiug 011 this device 
with an impulse turbine having been tested during 1997 [106]. 
B.9.2 IPS buoy (1974-mid 90s) 
The IPS (Interproject Service AB) project was begun by Fredrikson in 1974. 'I'll<' device 
was a point absorber of the slack moored buoy type for deployment ill 50 100 III water 
depth [107]. Below the buoy was a 20 m tube open at both enels to the ocean. Within thl' 
tube was piston. As the buoy heaved with. the wave motion the water colulllll aIHI pistoll 
would move relative to the buoy. The motion of the piston was Ilscd to drive n hydraulic 
setup withill the buoy hull. 
The device was developed through the 19708 and 80s eventually reaching a full scale 
deployment off the coast of Sweden [108]. The device was ratecl at 150250 kW for Scottish 
sea waters. 
An adapted version of this device with the piston tube sloped at an angle to the ocean 
surface has been studied by The University of Edinburgh [109]. 
B.9.3 The Islay OWC Projects (1983-present) 
The Islay device was developed by Whittaker of Quecn's University Belfast (QUI3). Whit-
taker had been a student of Wells and his PhD thesis reported 011 a study of Oscillatillg 
Water Columns. With the closure of large-scale offshore projects the 1"<'s('a1"('11 path availHhJ<, 
was onshore demonstratioll projects. In 1983 Cranston asked if waw ('!I<Tgy WClS still beillg 
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studied and suggested a site on Islay since the natural shor~lill(, gllllies wOlllc! provid(' id(.;t1 
locations for an OWC device. QUB financed an initial studying t.hat was followed IIp bv 
a £62,000 feasibility study sponsored by the Department of Energy and til(' Celll('lIt alld 
Concrete Association, of which Cranstoun was a member. 
The wave regime of Islay was found to be very good with OIH'll sea all tlie way to N(·w-
foundland giving 70 k\V 1m offshore reducing to 8 kW 1m onshore. The propmwd glllly, IH'ar 
Portnahaven increased this to 20-30 k\V 1m as 11 result of the bathometry focllssing dr(~ct. 
The device was to become an amalgamation of the OWC concept from Masllda of ,Japan and 
the TAPCHAN device developed in Norway. Construction began in April 1m)? and last('d 
two years. Many problems were encountered in particular the weather all( I tile trallsporta-
tion of the structure. Further funding was provided in the Spring of 19B!) to eqllip tll(, device 
with a turbine set and work was complete in December 1991. 
Initial results were less than expected for the site characteristics; the average olltPIlt. was 
around 17 k\V with peaks of 50 kW. The problems were found to stem from the height of tlw 
tides which reduced the energy of the waves. The solution was to build the devices flirt \1('1' 
out to sea. The second problem was that the walls of the natural g'ully W('1'(' too rollgh 
and absorbed too much of the incoming energy. A designer st.eel or concrete gully wOllld 
have solved the problem. Unfortunately funding for the project was ended ou thl' 31st of 
March 1994. Less than six months later the Royal Society awarded Whittaker with an award 
for contribution to energy conservation and led to the Inverness based cOlllpany, Wavp~(,Il, 
showing an interest in the device. This was enough to satis(y the EU of it's potput.inl and 
invest in it's future. 
The original Islay plant. was decommissioned in 1999 and a newer larger plaut. was built in 
its place. A different method of construction was utilised that allowed for quicker and saf('r 
assembly and in 2000 it was connected to the grid. The new device is rated at it 1ll1lXil1l1l1ll of 
500 kW. Plans are being made at present by Wavegen for a LIMPET c\cvic(' 1.0 1)(, inst.all('d 
in the Faroe Islands [110j. Also a new breakwater scheme on the Island of L(~wis lIlay illclude 
OWC units. 
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B.IO K 
B.IO.I "Kaimei" (1977-early 80s) 
Launched in 1977 Kaimei was an 80 m, 800 tonne (barge based) floating owe, dewlop('d 
mainly by Japan but with some input from the UK, Canada, Ireland and the USA. '1'h1"('(' 
holes were cut into the hull of the barge below the water line to (Teat(~ air COilllllllS and 
generator sets \vere placed over these holes. As this was an experilll('ntal setup a diff('n~llt 
turbine was used for each chamber. The ship sat bow-au to the incoming waws. Tlw reslllts 
from the ship testing were not that favourable but the project progressed on to til(' l\Iighty 
Whale. 
B.II L 
B.Il.I Lancaster Flexible Bag (late 708-1982) 
This device \vas devised by French of The University of Lancaster. He had previously 
designed a system of flexible bags to be placed at the ent.rances of harbours that would 
absorb the energy of the waves and create a calm area of water. French had first looked at 
wave energy during the sixties but thought it uneconomical, a view which he mailltained liS 
he developed his own device. The design consisted of a concrete beam, 190 III long, lying 
offshore. It was to be submerged 13 m below the surface and float.eel by the use of air bags 
lined along the length of it. As t.he wave passed the bags would be squeezed hy the pressure 
differential. The air in the bags would move through a series of chambers t.o t.urn a turbiue 
before re-entering the air bag cells [72J. 
Although the air within the cells was self contained doubt.s over t.he devie(' lay ill the 
availability of a strong enough material to make the bags. In other respects it was ahead of 
the competition at the time. It was cheaper to construct anel ga.ve all C'<}llivalt'llt illllOllllt of 
power for a. smaller devicp footprint. The device was tested at. l~O til scale' alld Frcllch was 
awarded £175,000 in 1979 to improve all his design. Unfortunately it was (,Ilded ill U)~2 
with French himself claiming that it would inevitably be uneconomical [62J. 
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B.12 M 
B.12.1 Manchester Bobber (2004-present) 
Concp-ived during a 12 month Carbon Trust funded scheme the IVlanchc'ster Boh])(')' (,()lIsisls 
of a grid of buoys hung beneath a sea bed mounted oil rig platform. Tlw buoys an' sl1ing (JlI 
a cable with a counterweight on the other end. The cable passes ovpr a disc linked by it 1 :20 
gearbox to a flywheel which in turn drives an induction motor. Twellt.y-fiV<' such boh])!'r 
units would be fitted to a platform giving a rating of 5 ~IW per rig. 
Currently a 100th scale model has been tested in wave tanks and a 10th scall' model hilS 
been in. operation at the I\'aREC test facility. Further development is taking plac(' 011 tht, 
optimisation of the 100th model. The device is backed by The University of l'VIHllCli('st(,l', 
Royal Haskoning and ~Iowlem PIc [111J. 
B.12.2 McCabe Wave Pump (1980-present) 
The McCabe "Vave Pump was conceived by McCabe in 1980, after which it was studied 
both theoretically and experimentally. The 400 kW prototype device consist.s of three steel 
pontoons, which are hinged together across their bearn. The ccntral pontoon is h<'ld st abl(' 
by means of a plate attachment several metres below the surface, while the two end pontoons 
are free to move. The energy is extracted by hydraulic means, which can be tlllled to allow 
the device to work more efficiently in a wider range of sea states. It is slack moored to 
allow it to turn into the dominant wave direction. The power output can eith('r ])(~ fcd back 
to shore or used to provide potable water by supplying pressurised sea water to H \'('V<'rs(' 
osmosis plant. A 40 m prototype was tested in 1996 of the cost of Kilballa, County Clan', 
Ireland [112]. Some academic studies continue [113J and the device was refioated in 20()4 for 
continued testing. 
B.12.3 "The Mighty Whale" (1987-present) 
The Mighty Whale is an OWC based device developed by JAMSTEC as a next step Oil frolll 
Kaimei. The design is similar to Kaimei but has three OWCs, utilising 1 III \Vdls tmbincs. 
Behind the OWCs is a buoyancy tank and a fin to restrict heave and pitch motion. 'flIP sliapf' 
of the device serves to create a flat area of sea behind the device leading to its (kwlopt'rs 
recommending its use in front of fish farms and recreational sports arCH.'). Following tank 
tests a 120 k\N prototype, of size 50 m in length, 30 rn in breadth and 8 III in draft, hal-! beclI 
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operating since 1998 at a site 1.5 kIll off Nansei Town at 40 III depth. TI\(' ('ffici('I\(·y of th(' 
device can reach 70 % in optimum conditions of 6 sec wave periods. The Illoorillg syst('tli 
has been designed to withstand 50 year storms [114J. Further research [115J is cOlltill11itlg 
on the optimisation of the owe turbines and forms a significant part. of Japllll('s(' n'S('illTh 
into wave energy. 
B.12.4 Multi-Resonant Oscillating Water Column (early 80s-1988) 
This O~TC was develop('d using research carried out by NEL in the (h~vdoPll1<'llt of t h(' 
OWC and by Quecll·s University Belfast in the development of the W(·lIs tmhillc. Th(' 
CEGB (Central Electricity Generating Board) provided expertise on the hydrociYIlHlIlics 
and offered data and the use of Cockerell's wave tank near S011thalllpton. 
The O\Ve was built into a cliff face on the island of Toftestallen, 35 miles frolll I3(~rg(~Il. 
The device consisted of a 19.6 m steel tower standing in 7 m of water with an opcning 1 III 
below the mean sea level. Above this tower sat the turbine, similar to the vVells turhine hilt 
with guide vanes and a modified profile. As the wave peak hit the tower the air ('011111111 ros(' 
and drove the turbine. As the trough approached the column fell and the air was slld::<'<1 
back into the clevice. It began generating on the 31st of October 1985 producing fWIIl 100 
to 500 k\V of output. about 1 % of the local grid capacity. The device survived thwc Willt<TS 
but during Christmas of 1988 it was torn from the cliff as two storms passed by. The storms 
of that particular winter were powerful enough to halt production ill the North Sea. 
B.13 N 
B.13.1 NEL Oscillating Water Column Devices (1975-early 80s) 
In 1975 NEL (The National Engineering Laboratory) published a review of waw pow('r 
development [73J. They found that the device pioneered by ]\/lasuda shollid hc th(' Oll(' to h{· 
taken forward in design. The first thing they amended in the design was til(' shape of tlt{' 
buoy; prior designs had used a simple upturned can shape, they changed it to heing \w:-)l'd Ol\ 
a claw-like shape with a foot plate to improve the stability of the buoy raising it's dtici('llCY 
from 30 to 70 %. At this point in time the device was still utilising a valve based systelll to 
rectify the air flow. 
NEL werE' to provide two further designs based Oil the owe prillciph>. The first design 
was an evolution of the Japanese "Kaimei" project. A ship wa,") to have holes cut ill its ltlll! 
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and moored broadside on to the incoming waves, the ship would have rows of O\VC's ahoY(' 
the holes to generate electricity. 
The second design almost reached fruition in 1982, before rUllning into f1lllding pr()hl(~1I1S 
and being discarded. The design was for a bottoIll Illounted breakwatcr tYI)(' <lcvi(·(~. By 
situating it all the bottom problems of mooring could be avoided. It WII."i to IIH'i\Slln' (j!) 
m by 32 ill and to stand in 20 m of water at a distance of one kilollwtr(' oft' Thc Island of 
Lewis. Talks continued for a while during the early eighties ('cmccrning 11 fioating wrsion of 
the device but were to be unfruitful [72J. 
B.14 0 
B.14.1 Ocean Motion International (1995-2004) 
This wa.s a fioating oil rig like structure with buoys hung beneath the dcvic('. It is not dl'llr 
if it proceeded beyond the drawing board stage and the website [lHiJ has not becn I1p<l1l1<'<1 
since April 2004. References to the company do not include any future plans so it is slIl'lllis('d 
that the device is no longer in active development. 
B.14.2 Ocean Wave Energy Company (1978-present) 
Based on an architectural design for underwater living this device design is uIlusual [117]. The' 
main components appear to have been developed during a US Coai'itguard funded project 
in 1982. The design is wrapped in patent applications and legal paranoia, littll' f1ll't 1)('1' 
information is available. The company is still active. 
B.14.3 Ocean Wave Master (2002-2004) 
The is a large box like structure that uses the pressure field of a wave' to forc!' wat('r into 
and out of chambers and through a turbine [118J. It received funding from the Carbon Trust 
and a proof of concept model was tested at the NaREC facilities in Northll111h('rlawi durillf,'; 
2004. No further development information is available and the company is no lonp;('l' thollp;ht 
to exist. 
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B.14.4 Offshore Wave Energy Limited (1999-present) 
The developers were the recipients of a DTI SMART award. Tlw OWEL has 1)('('11 tallk 
tested and verified by QinetiQ [119]. The device is a really a large box with a taperiIlg 
funnel inside to force t he air in a trapped wave trough into a prcssme rcs(~rvoir all< I through 
a turbine [120]. A Carbon trust grant W(lS awarded for further testing in 2004. 
B.14.5 OPT WEC (1994-present) 
Developed by Ocean Pmver Technology [121] in the USA, the OPT WEe consists of a 2.5 
m diameter hll()~' type cylinder closed at the top and open to the seas at the bottolll. A 
hydraulic ram is positioned bet\'v'een the top of the shell and a highly buoyant sted float 
contained wit hin t he shell. The relative motion of the shell to the float activates a hydraulic 
system to pump oil at high pressure to a generator. The system makes cxtensiw llSC of 
existing technology in the design of the float and anchoring but also power electronics to 
extract the maximulll usable electricity. 
Testing ha::; taken place ill the Eastern Atlantic. A small 6-device farm has been deployed 
by the US navy in Hawaii [122] during 2004-2005 and a single 40 kW device has been 
operating off the cost of l"ew Jersey since October 2005. The company are in discussions 
with Iberdrola for a 1.25 !\lW demonstration project on the North coast of Spain. A further 
deployment at the Wavehub facillity is expected in 2007-2008 for a 30 MW farm consisting 
of 150 kW and 250 kW devices. 
B.14.6 ORECon - MRCIOOO (2002-present) 
This devicE' is thE' cOlllmercialisation of the SPERBUOY concept initially developed by the 
University of Plymouth. In essence it is a floating point absorber with multiple owe 
chambers [123]. Each chamber is fed by a pipe of varying length which hangs beneath tIll' 
'buoy. The varying pipe lengths give a range of resonant frequencies to ('Hch OWe. Tlw 
SPERBUOY device was tested in the open sea in 2002 at 10th scale but twice broke it's 
moorings resulting ill damage to the buoy. Tank testing has continued funded by the Carboll 
Trust. 
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B.14.7 Oregon State University Buoy (2003-present) 
Developed at the Oregon State University in America this is a dnvicp that uses a IIIng'lldic 
direct drive pmver take-off [124J. The buoy consists of two elements. The HOHtillg cHllisf<>r 
which contains an electric coil and a ma.gnetic shaft which paSSl'S t.hrollgh t he' coil IIlld is 
anchored to t he sea bed. As the wave passes, the shaft is held still and til!' waY<' enllS('S 
the canister to oscillatp. As part of the US government's push on wave C'llergy a Ilat.iollal 
research CE'lltrp lIlay be setup as pa.rt of this device's development. The <ll'vicl' n t jll'<'S('lJt is 
being tested as a scalE' model. 
B.14.8 OSPREY (1990-present) 
The main prototype device for nearshore deployment (less than 20 III in dept h) ill the early 
1990s wal; the OSPREY (Ocean Swell-Powered Renewable Energy). This was it:2 MW el('vice 
developed by Wavegen [110]. It's basic design was an owe that sat 011 tIl(' sealwd and Ilct('d 
at times like a point absorber being able to extract energy from all directions; t.his fcntun' 
led it to having a capture cOllversion rate, with respect to it's width, of 115 %. Th(' ILwragl' 
energy extraction was expected to be 3.3 GWh per annum. In appearance it looked like two 
towers sitting on top of a sphere, with two splayed feet which held its ballast. The splll'J'{' 
section which contained the air column was 20 m in diameter and the full hl'ight was 28 til, 
which would be higher if an optional 1.5 MW wind turbine was installed. 
The device was first developed in 1990 through private financp from a design hy Wdls. 
Testing and evaluation had taken place. The Joule funding scheme HnlloUllccd ill 1993 gave 
the project the finance needed to advance. The design was fabricated from stt'd 011 the Clyde 
and launched on the 2nd August 1995. The device was floated to it'H llloorillg sit£) 300 III 
off of Dounreay. It was able to float as the steel ballast tanks had bcell partly fill(~d. U pOll 
reaching the site the tanks were to be filled and the device sunk to the sea bed. Ullfortllllatl'ly 
a heavy sea hurst t he steel ballast tanks and the device sank [621. 
The turbines and electrical equipment were salvaged and lessons were learn te)l' the el('-
sign of a further device the OSPREY 2000 which has been redesigned to allow for easi('r 
installation ami to probably be made in concrete rather than steel. In 2001 It IOHn of €2.7 
million was received by \Vavegen from the Scottish Executive to build a 2 MW d('vicl' off 
the coa,st of Orkney, the loan would have covered 60 % of the cost of the device [125 J. 'I'll<' 
device is not known to have been constructed. 
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B.I4.9 Oyster - OWSC (2001-present) 
This device is all effective reworking of the Japanese pellcllllor systmn and f()('lIs<'s Oil hillg(,d 
flaps [126J. For shoreline application the flap would be mounted in a gully awl hing<'d al)()V<' 
the device. For near shore application the device would be hinged at the s<'ahl,d. Tit I' 
project is largely academic based at present with funding from the EPSRC and t hc S('ottish 
Enterprise. 
B.15 P 
B.I5.I Pelamis (1998-present) 
The Edinburgh based company [127J behind this design, OPD (Ocean Powpr DdiV<'l"Y), was 
created in the wave energy group at The University of Edinburgh where staB" lll('llll)('rs wcre 
working on Post Doctoral research [641. Founded in 1998 it aimed to create a devicc that 
took the lessons of all past devices and used them to design the bcst possible devi('e t ha t 
could be realisable. The two major criteria were to make it survivable and PCOIlOlllical. 
The first criterion WAS accomplished by designing a shape of devic(' that would be able 
to weather any of the storm seas which exist off of the CO&<;ts of Scotland. The device 
is constructed of four long cylinders linked by hinged joints with three power conversioll 
modules bctween the segments. A 750 kW unit has an overall length of 120 III and a 
diameter of 3.5 m. The device orientates itself in the waves so that it sits end Oil to the 
incoming waves. As the wave front passes the device the sections move with respect to (~a('1t 
other. Hydraulic ralIlS connect the sections and AS they move, they pump hydralllic flllid 
into storage tanks where it is continuously discharged to run a hydraulic motor coupled to 
a hydraulic generator [128J. As storm waves grow larger their peaks grow furt her apart. hilt 
they become steeper. At a certain point the Pelamis will dc-reference itself and surf Oil top 
of the waves surface. However. as the wave fronts become ever steeper the movenl<'llt ill thl' 
hinged joint will grmv too slllall and the device will duck under the steepest. WIIVC'S. 
The second criterion of economical afford ability is accomplished by drawing Oil th(~ W('lIlth 
of technology already implemented in the offshore industry. A major criticism dllring tlil' 
projects of the 1980s \vas the cost of wave power. By making the devices more' affor<iabk it 
brings dm\!n the initial capital costs and in turn the cost of the electricity prodllced. 
At this moment ill time the Pelamis design ha.s passed through scale model testing to til<' 
installation of a full-scale device at the European Marine Energy Centre ill Orkney, wlwn' 
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it has been on trial since August 2004. A three device farm is in the process of illstallaiioll 
in Portugal with a letter of intent signed for a further 28 machines. The Pelalllis has also 
been se1ectrd as part of a 5 .\I\V installation at the wavehub Hitc in Cornwall. 
B.15.2 Pendulor (1981-present) 
The Pendulor is a device that has been constructed ill Japan by the Muroran Institui<' of 
Technology. It is essrntially an box open to the sea at one end and with a hangillg Hap at the 
rear. The flap move's backwards and forwards as the waves come in creating a standing wave 
as they reHect frolll the rear wall of the box. The flap motion is used to power a hydraulic 
pump and then a gcnerator. Two installations have been made at Muroran and l\Iashike 
harbour ill Japan [65). A recent proposal has been put forward for It 150250 kW proj('ct ill 
Sri Lanka [129J. 
B.15.3 PS FROG (mid 80s-present) 
An acronym for Pitching Surging French's Reactionless Oceanic Generator, this wal-) a cksigll 
taken up b)' Frmch after he had dismissed his airbag device [130]. The PS FROG is shaped 
like a large paddle about 23 III wide and 15m high. The premise of the device is to {'xl ract 
energy from the surge of the waves since this is approximately twice that of the heave lllot,iOll. 
At the base of the paddle is a Illass that slides from side to side as the device moves. The 
mass is used to pump oil and drive a generator. Research is continuing at this time, this 
is focusiug on small-scale Illodel testing in The University of Lancaster's "\lave Tallk and 
computer-ba.o.;ecl simulations [131J. 
B.16 S 
B.16.1 Salters Ducks (Winter 1973-present) 
One of the first of the modern designs to evolve in the 1970s was the Duck desi~lj('d by 
Salter of The Uniwrsity of Edinburgh [132J. He began experimenting in a tank of water 
with pieces of paper in order to discover a shape that would absorb waves withollt ill tllm 
creating them. The shape arrived at was pointed at the front and rouuded at the rear. 
In his s(>minal paper [1331. the initial plans for a wave farm were set dowll. The paper 
also stated some of tIll' fundamental design principles required in the design of wave capture 
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devices. The first being that offshore devices could not be rigidly fixed to the ocean floor alld 
should be able to float and move \vith the waves. Secondly that. all moveahle COIllPOIl(,Ilt.S 
should be hidden froIll cout act \vit h the sea; in the C&-ie of the ducks the splill{, pa~sl.d 
through the vane so that the vane protected the contacts. The third provisioll was to t.ry 
and built t he device from existing technology. 
Prior to tht' seventit's lllany of the previous patents had tried to utilise the hohbing motion 
of the waves which neglected the true motion of the wave. Movement occurs at the SlI1'fil('(' , 
this decI'mses exponentially. A straight vertical flap, hinged horizontally, would ollly (\ hSOI'h 
about 40 <;{ of the waw cIH'rgy. By having a rounded device wit.h a point, llIore (,llergy can 
be absorbed. 
The lengt h of t he device was t'xplained in that it needed something to read Hgaillst. If 
a device is fixl'd to the s('a bed then it has something solid to pull or push against .. A free 
floating device has no such fixing. By making the ducks long then the forces of t.1l<' WllWS 
against different sections would allow the device to remain relatively stable. 
To assist in the design of the Duck, plans were made available to Coventry University to 
analyse the dcvice using their analogue hybrid computer. A few months later, in All tllIllll 
1977, Coventry put It modified version of the Duck into the waters of Loch Ness to test at 
1/15th scale lllodrl. Although confirming wave energy, the response at Edinburgh was Ilot 
very positive. Thl'y wanted the design to work well before going to further testing. TIIP 
Coventry scale model did indeed fail and sink. 
The Duck was far from being a simple wave conversion device. The next stage of evolution 
added to its complexity. The problem was in the power take-off. In the 1974 design. tIl(' 
motion of t hl' Ducks \vas referenced to that of the spine, and as such the spine had to wmaill 
relatively stiff leading to problems in construction. The solution arrived at in 1978 [(j2J was 
to use gyroscopes to provide this reference allowing the spine to flex more freely. 
The gyroscopes would be housed inside the vanes, as they moved the gyroscopes would 
spin, this motion then being transferred to hydraulic systems. The other added bellefit in 
utilising gyroscopes was that they provided a means of flywheel storage. The storage ill the 
flywheel motion of the gyroscopes would allow for 45 minutes of electricity to lw st()l'l~d as 1\ 
backup to grid demands. 
Further major modifications to the design came in 1992 after it had been shown to haw 
certain weaknesses [79J. The gyroscope concept was set to one side and a ring-cam plllllp 
was to be us cd in its place. With the advent of digital technology it was possibk to 1'1111 
complex systems of pumps and electronic poppet valves in order to have complex patterns of 
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sinks and sources of oil. This system \vould allow the Duck to run a generator at a COllstallt 
1500 rpm. The advent of this technology also led to the Duck absorbing the Scandinaviall 
theory of "latchillg··. 
Plans were also made in the early nineties for a solo Duck. A single vane sl1pport('d 011 
tension lE'g moorings. similar to those used in North Sea oil platforms. Tlw solo Duck would 
act in a similar way to a buoy system with different duster sizes providing varying ]Pvcls of 
power to the consuming country. Theoretical \'lark on the duck continues. 
B.16.2 SARA WEe (1992-present) 
This is a buo.\' system dewloped by a US company SARA [134J. The buoys are placed I1car 
shore and lise t 1)(' he1l\'(' mot ion of the buoy reacting against a damper plate to causl' It piston 
to move hydraulic fluid. The fluid is used in a magnetohydrodynamic process to g('lll'rate 
electricity. A proof of concept device was funded by the US Office of Naval Research. 
B.16.3 SEADOG Pump (2002-present) 
The SE.t\DOG is a In'cnt development from a Minnesota-based company [56J. It consists 
of a sIllall offshore rig supporting a float. The heave motion of the float is w..;ed to PlllIlp 
sea water to a storagE' facility on shore where it will return to the sea through low-head 
turbines [135J. Trials have been completed in Texas and a further offshore demonstration 
rig is plal1lwd for :\ ort hem California. 
B.16.4 Searev (2001-present) 
This is an unusually shaped device that has been optimised by genetic algorithm techlliqllPs 
for a moderate wavE' CIlvirolllllent. The research is based at the Ecole Centrale de Nantes and 
has been funded by European and French grants. Inside an enclosed shell a. IlW.'iS oscillates 
back and forth. similar to a penduluIIl, and drives a synchronous generator. The lIlo<il'llinp; 
of the device. at this stage, is at the scale tank level [136J. 
B.16.5 SEAWAVE SSG (2003-present) 
This device is funded through the EU and the Norwegian government. The Se1twave SlotcOlw 
Generator (SSG) is a variation of the generic overtopping device. Instead of hav(~ a single 
reservoir into which t he water is stored the SSG has three stacked one on top of each other. 
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If built as a breakwater the de\'ice will be wedge shaped with the sloping side to the WIlV!' 
field. As a wan' runs up t he slope channels will allow the water to fall into the n'sel'voir 
chambers at different heights. As the wave recedes the water stored in the n~sel'v()il's nllls 
out through a speciallY designed turbine [137J. 
The design is CllI'I'Cllt l~' at a scale model st age. Plans are being made for both ollshol'(' 
and offshore designs. A demonstration shoreline plant is in discussion for a site at the island 
of Kwitsoy. );'()n\'a~' [l:3CiJ. 
B.16.6 SPERBOY (Late 90s-present) 
This device is based Oll a patcnt taken out by Embley Energy Ltd. and devclop('d by 
Plymouth Vlliwl'sity. It is essentially a floating oscillating water column device but with 
multiple water COIIllUIlS e(l('h tUlled to different resonances. It is hoped that havillg tlws(' 
multiple tubes will allo\\' the device to take advantage of a wide range of wave climates. A 
test devic(' was d('plo~'('d off of Plymouth in early 2002. The author strongly suspccts that 
ORECoIl's \IRClOOO devic(' and Sperbuoy are identical devices [123J. 
B.16.7 Sri Lanka OWC (2000) 
This is a slllall ISO k\\' !c>st station being funded by the Sri Lankan Ministry of Seicne(' aIle! 
Technolog), f()llowing- 011 from a prototype tested in February 2000. The station is mainly 
an R&D delllonstration project. 
B.16.8 Swan DK3 
An advan('e of t lIP Backward BPIlt Duct Buoy this device was part of th(l Danish Wave 
Energy DE'wlopllH'llt Programllle. 
B.17 T 
B.17.1 TAPCHAN (early 80s-1996) 
At thp same t ilJW a~ the );' orwegian 0\ VC was being constructed another device was also 
built. This was the TAPCHX,\ (Tapered Chaunel). It was a developmellt of Bott's carly 
design for :\Iauritins hilt with a Ill'W adaption. A channel was built measuring :3 m wide 
at the sea alld taperillg on'r n distance of 90 III to 0.2 IIl. This channel lifted th(' waves :3 
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m up to a holding reservoir. As the waves were forced IIp the dl1l1111('1 hy lilt, pn'SSllH' (II 
those behind them they overtopped the walls along it's length alld (')'eal<-<I a spollI III (1)(' 
terminating end. The water ran out of the reservoir through a low !j('lId J\lIplall 11Il'1Iill('. 
The dimensions of the design were governed by opt.imising the cost of till' civil ('llgill('('rillg 
over the conversion rate of the turbine. The installed capacity of the devin' W1lS :~!){) k \\' IIlld 
could produce 2 GWh per year. Recent discussions have takcll pla('p for til(' illsl ;dlill iOIl of a 
1.1 MW scheme at Baron in Java [69] and on King Island, located j1lst north of 'l'ilslIlilllia, 
Australia [65]. Several other south pacific countries expressed an illt('wst rimillg I IH' !)()s hilI 
the last available reference was in 1996. 
B.I7.2 Technocean Hosepump (19BO-mid 90s) 
The Technocean Hosepump was sea tested between 1983 and 1986. The <i('vice ('ollsisl('d of 
a large buoy 5 m wide, 16 III long and weighing 50 tonnes [139]. TIH' buoy was att;\('IH'd to 
a horizontal plate hanging below the buoy. The plate in turn was attadH,d to t Iw s('(\ ht'd. 
The advantage of the plate was that the buoy was unaffected by the tides b('('IIIlS(' tlH' platt' 
was always the same distance below the buoy. The buoy was attached to til(' platt' by 11 
flexible hollow tube that contained water and a piston. As the buoy ros(' alld [dl tilt' t lIh(· 
contracted and expanded sucking in water and pressurising it. The water was ('oll('ct ('d a lid 
used to power a turbine that averaged 3-5 kW [65]. The device was tested ill Lak(' LyglH'l'1l 
and in the sea at Vigna. ·Work on this device was discontinued and ilJcorpornh'd illt () tilt' 
AquaBuOY project. 
B.I8 V 
B.IB.I Vickers' owe Device (late 70s-early BOs) 
This possible device design was devised by the Cumbrian finn Vickers. They w(')'(' lIlilllll-
facturers of submarines and their device utilised that technology. All Clldos('d o\\'e s.\'st ('1Il 
was to sit on the sea bed within a 196 m long shell. The pressme diH'('r(')Jtial of tIlt' waYt's 
passing overhead were to produce oscillating changes within the shell causillg the Oil h()ard 
turbine to turn. Each device was rated at 3 MW [72]. 
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B.19 W 
B.19.1 Waveberg (1979-present) 
This American device was designed by John Berg to mimic the motioll of k('lp [I ,I()j, 'I'll(' 
device consists of a central pontoon and three radiating arms which ext('wl frollt t IH' pi 1111 (I( III 
and rest on floats. As a wave passes the device the arms are moV('d ill \"('lnt iOIl I() I Ill' ('('Ill rill 
pontoon and a pump is extended and contracted. The action of the Jllllllp pn'ssllris('s Sl'iI 
water and this is fed back to shore to run a Pelton wheel generator. 
The device has existed for many years but it is heavily pa.tented and rl'fi'n'll('('s ill I h(, 
scientific literature are very limited. The device has been tested at 30 fool scalI' ill Sail 
Francisco bay, smaller scale models have been tested in the waV(' tauk 11t I h(' ;\ill iOIl:d 
Research Council Canada Institute for Ocean Technology and ill real s('a.'" ofl" t I}(' consl of 
Nova Scotia. Several scale deployments have also been mad(' in Florida. 
B.19.2 WaveBob (late 90s-present) 
This device has been developed in Ireland and invented by Dick. It is of t hI' h( 'nvillg poill I 
absorber type. The manufacturers claim that it can be adapted to allY dilllnll' [l,ll], Two 
scale prototypes have been tested at HRMC Cork and FZK Hanover hilt ddnils of I h(' <i('vil '(' 
structure and power take-off are not publicly available. Two of the devices maill hil('kl'rs ml' 
Fred Olsen and the l\.Iarine Institute, Dublin. 
B.19.3 Waveblanket (2005-present) 
This is an initial concept idea. It exploits the properties of fnture lIlaterinl sl n'IIg1 h 1 () 
blanket a region of ocean with a flexible sheet, Built into the lllHkrinl will 1)(' jln's,"'IIrI' 
chambers through which air will be exchanged as the material is 1ll0V('d h~' I II(' W(I\'('S [I,I~]. 
However the device would be appear to work in a similar lllHIllH'r to an oil sli('k 1'11'<'('1 i\'('I,\' 
damping the waves and restricting the ultimate size of the bla.IIkl'!. 
B.19.4 Wave Dragon (1986-present) 
The Wave Dragon is an offshore wave energy converter of the oVt'rtoppillg t~'I)(" d(,\'(,loIH'd 
by a group of companies led by Loewenmark Consulting Engineers, A ps., [)('IIIJ1nrk [I ,I:l], 
It utilises a wave reflector designed to focus waves towards a ralllp that fills a n's('I'\'()ir illld 
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flows down to a low-head Kaplan turbine [144]. A 1:4.5 20 kW scale mod!'1 WIIS dt'pl().\'t,d ill 
Nissum Bredning from !\Iarch 2003 until mid 2006. 
The Wave Dragon project has been funded by the Danish Energy Agt'lwy IIl1d (1)(' Ell. 
In March 2006 £5m funding was set aside by the Welsh A.ssembly for a 7 l'vlW <it'vi(,t, 10 1)(' 
sited near !\Iilforcl Haven. There are also possible plans for a 50 MW Pl'Oj('ct ill PorI ugnl 
due for commissioning in 2008-2009. 
B.19.5 Wavemill (1993-present) 
The Wavernill Energy company is located on the east coa.."lt of Canada ill t h(' p)'()"ill('t, ()f 
Nova Scotia [145]. Their device appears to exist primarily as a desalination plallt. Dt'sigllt'd 
as a breakwater, the caisson consists of a surge ramp to force the wav(~s IIpwards wltt'I't' il 
will act against a float. It is surmised that this float will drive it pUlIlP prt'sslII'isillg I II(' 
desalination equipment. 
A scale model of the device has been built and tested in conjunction with tilt' ~ali()lIill 
Research Council of Canada. Tests in real sea conditions were performcd at Capt' BJ'(,t Oil 
Island, Nova Scotia. No further information on the device is available and th(' last IIt'\\'S 
article posted on the developers website is dated 2002. 
B.19.6 Waveplane (1994-present) 
This Scandinavian device uses an innovative technique to transform tit(' slowly rotat illg (Wt'HIl 
wave into a high speed motion [146]. Shaped like a triangular wedge, two sides of Ill(' clt'vi(·t, 
are taken up by the planes. These are vanes angled into the water. As tll(, \\lav(' rlillS IIp t 1)(' 
wedge the water is forced into several stacked chambers. The water exits th('s(~ I'haIJlIH'),s illl() 
a circular void. The water in the uppermost chamber enters first followed by tIll' I)!'('('('dillg 
chamber. As each chamber empties the fluid in the void is imparted wit II a cir(,lIli11' Ii lI'('(' 
causing the fluid to rotate at upwards of 800 rpm. 
Much research has gone into developing a turbine to capture this ('lll'rgy. Addit iOllill 
work has taken place on the anchoring and stabilisation of the wedge plat fOl'IIl. This is 
accomplished by a large damper plate situated 20--25 m below the device. 
The developers of the Waveplane have positioned it in sevC'ral diffprellt ways I'IIlpitasisillg 
its possible use in desalination and oxygen production as wdl as for g('IH'rnt illg (,1(,('/ ri('-
ity [147]. Caley Systems, a Scottish based firm, were involved ill cOllllll(~rciatisal i(J1l of til(' 
device in 2003 and the Carbon Trust made a £268,000 contribution to t hI' dl'v('I()j>II\t'llt. 
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B.19.7 Wave Rider (1997-present) 
Sea Volt Technologies [148J, an offshoot of University of California Berki<~'y, is d('wlopillg this 
offshore point absorber. Details on the device itself are limited. The buoy s(,(·tioll 1)1' til(' 
device floats on the surface and follows the heave motion of the ocean. It wOllld "pp('al' t (J 
be taught moored to th(' sea bed and that a hydraulic power take-off is Iltilis('d. It is tllwl('HI' 
as to whether the power generation takes place onboard the buoy, on the s!'niJC'r\ or ()llslioJ'('. 
It was recently part of the Carbon Trust's Marine Energy Challenge. 
B.19.8 WaveRoller (1999-present) 
This Finnish design is a bottom-mounted flap for deployment in the near shol'!' ('lIVirolllll('llt 
at depths of 7~15 nl. The principle is to extract power from the wave ellergy that I)('Il('trat(·s 
to the sea bed. \Vith longer swell waves the water particles on the sea bed lllOW imckwl\l'ds 
and forwards parallel to the ocean floor. The flap anchored to the sea bed is Illowd hy this 
particle motion and ill turn drives a hydraulic pump system. 
The device has been tested in Ecuador and at the EMEC centre in OrkIH'Y Ht OIl!' third 
scale. Results from the Ecuador tests are unavailable but it is known that the E:\1E(' d('vi('(' 
was washed ashore by a storm in 2005. The developers also appear not. to Ita\'(' (,()llsid('J'{'d 
biofouIing when deploying their device [149J. 
B.19.9 Wave Rotor (200l-present) 
The Wave Rotor is a hybrid design that aims to extract energy from both tli(' ht'lI\'(' IIlld stlrg(' 
of the wave. This is accomplished by using a composite vertical and horizontall'Ot at illg hlad(·. 
Looked at from above the rotor has three arms lying horizontally these 111'<' ti\t"d upwards 
towards their ends. This design allows the rotor to generate lift as the waw pass('s HlH I ill 
turn rotation. 
The design was tested at the N aREC facillity in 2004 as part of t h(' ('ariJ()ll Trllst 's 
Marine Energy Challenge [150J. 
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REVIEW OF WAVE ENERGY RESOURCE AND WAVE GENERA TOR 
DEVELOPMENTS IN THE UK AND THE REST OF THE WORLD 
l.R. Halliday and D.G. Dorrell 
University of Glasgow, Gla gow, G 12 8LT, UK 
ABSTRACT 
Wave energy as a means of generating electricity has been 
the focus of study in the UK for over thirty years, albeit in a low-
key manner and with little public support. Interest is now 
grOWing. This paper reviews the developments during this time 
P~riod to put the work into context and brielly describes the 
dIfferent types of device that have been studied. It also discusse 
wave energy generation in a world-wide context. 
kEYWORDS 
Renewable energy, wave generation, 0 cillating water 
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1. Introduction 
With the drive to use more renewable energy sources for 
electric power generation more type of renewable energy 
SOUrces are being investigated. Wind power is already reaching 
maturity for on-shore generating plants either as stand-alone 
turbine or wind farms with many turbines on exposed locations 
SUch as hill ridges. There are plans to move wind turbines to off-
shore locations were they have less environmental impact and 
can take advantage of stronger and more teady off-shore winds, 
thus improving their duty cycle. ScotJand has the highe t wind 
~esource in Europe. In conjunction with this Scotland also 
enefits from high sea waves since it is located on the Western 
edge of the north Atlantic. Fig I shows a world map of wave 
reSOurce in terms of kW/m of wave front. Few other developed 
COuntries have this level of wave energy on its shores (South 
America and Australasia being two other locations). Briefly, the 
iOtential for wave generation in the UK is illustrated in Table I. 
f the target wave/electrical energy conversion efficiency for a 
Well-designed wave generator is 25 % then about 1000 km of 
wave generators could supply up to half of the current UK 
electricity requirement. The challenge now is to be able to 
~Oduce such wave energy converters and harness the potential . 
e energy potential of the resource is discussed later. 
Wave energy generation has, in fact, been the subject of 
~~search and study in the UK for over thirty years. The modern 
I Inh of interest in wave energy technology began in the UK in 
973 When Prof. S. Salter began a journey to find a reliable way 
to extract energy from the waves. 30 years on and wave energy 
IS on the brink of breaking into the main stream. There are 
SeVeral test and demonstration installations either built or in the 
adVanced stages of de ign. However, over this time the work has 
Often been low key and with lillie public upport in terms of ~nding. This paper will review the progres of l~is work in. the 
1<, and in other parts of the world, and aI 0 brIefly descnbes 
the .different types of wave generator that have been the subject 
Of Initial investigation and development. Since it is relatively 
new technology, and not reached the level of maturity that on-
Shore Wind power has, mo t of the electro-mechanical wave 
energy converters are still lillie more than first generation 
prototypes; with no system emergi ng as the dominant method for 
energy conversion. The opening of the EMEC test centre in 
Orkney for the testing of commercial wave energy conversion 
devices is seen as the latest step that will greatly aid the 
commercialisation of wave energy production . 
TADLE 1 W 
-
ave power va ucs 
Mean wave energy around the British Isles 30-90kW/m 
Annual average in North Atlantic 50kW/m 
Annual average around Japan" 15kW/m 
("for comparison with a country that has done some 
notable testinq of wave qenerators) 
1-
0] 0] 
Fig 1 World wave energy map (units are kW/m or wave rront) 
2. Basic Facts about waves 
Waves are in fact a very concemrated form of solar energy. 
The heat from the sun warms the earth at different rates cau ing 
air to flow from area to area depending on temperature 
differentials. The winds intera.c! with the uppermost layers of the 
oceans; a the wind blows tangentially to the oceans surface it 
causes water particles to rotate in a circular motion . Ovcr a large 
enough area this rotation penetrate deeper imo the surface 
creating larger wave . The proce s can be seen on windy day if 
you look along the length of a loch with thc wind blowing 
towards you. It wi ll be ob ervable that the wave rolling in 
towards you . 
Terminology 
The mo t ba ic information about a wave i its height 
(trough to crest). The distance between successive crests is the 
wavelength and the time it takes between the cre tithe wave 
period, which is typically 8 sccond in the North Atlantic. The 
term Significant Wa ve Height is u cd at time to descri be the 
one-third highest waves. The Felch is used to describe the 
uninterrupted di tance over which the wind that is creating the 
wave has blown. In most ca es the further the fetch the bigger 
the waves will be. The power in a wave is roughly proportional 
to the square of the height: therefore higher waves give more 
Power. The power is defined in terms of Watts per meter of wave 
front. 
Some devices work on the principles of pressure changes as 
a wave passes over them. If a device is resting on the sea-bed 
and the sea is calm then a constant pressure will be experienced 
relative to the depth of water in which the device is sitting. If a 
Wave of height 10m passes over the device then during the 
trough of the wave the pressure will decrease. as the crest passes 
the pressure will increase as more water is pushing down on the 
device. 
There are four motions that an object will make whilst left 
to move freely in the ocean. Pitching describes a rocking back 
and forth movement; Rolling is the same rocking motion but 
from side to side: Heave is the up and down bobbing motion that 
an object will make: and Surge is used to describe the movement 
made by obj ects parallel to the oceans surface. 
Possible Resources 
The resources available around the globe and in particular 
to the UK are impressive in size. Dr Johannes Falnes [4] made 
an estimate of worldwide resources of ITW of onshore energy 
and 10TW of offshore potential. Many possible sites exist in the 
world with the main criterion being that they have a shoreline 
facing onto a prevailing wind that has been blowing over a 
cOnsiderable stretch of ocean. Much of the western coasts of 
Europe. South Africa. Australia. New Zealand. America and 
Chile all have high potential resources in excess of 40 kW/m. 
Many other countries without these resources have also been 
developing wave programs; Norway. Japan and India in 
particular are all at the forefront of research. Interest is also high 
In Pacific Island communities where diesel fuel generators are 
the staple energy provider; in some areas. imports of fuel oil are 
rUnning at 500% of the islands total exports [5][7]. 
Recent studies [14] claim to show that the Atlantic 
~esources are in the region of 290 GW. This is the area from the 
benan Peninsula to the Northern-most reaches of Norway. The 
Power in these areas range from 25kW/m in the Canary Islands 
~o a maximum of 75kW/m off the Irish and Scottish coasts; 
erore decreasing to 30kW/m around the Arctic circle in 
Norwegian waters. Also included in this figure are the resources 
aVailable in the North Sea. which range from 2JkW/m in the best 
Sites to 11.5kW/m in more sheltered areas. Although a smaller 
resource. the Mediterranean sea can add another 30GW of 
P30tential to this figure taking the total European resources to 
.20GW. 
This resource is potentially vast but it is spread over the 
entire coastline. Many areas will be unreachable and so realistic 
resources are smaller. Our share of this total is roughly 50TWh 
Per annum [28] after considerations of efficiency and 
transmission loses have been taken into consideration. Scotland's 
POtential landable resource could be 14GW [I]. more than 
~nOugh to supply ourselves. but more importantly enough excess 
o SUpply some of the 80GW used in the UK as a whole. 
In a recent estimate. the worldwide potential for recoverable 
energy was some 2000TW/h per annum. this would be 
eqUivalent to the current world installed capacity for hydro 
generation [27] and would represent 10% of world consumption 
at tho IS time. Remember that only a small amount of the raw ~cean wave energy could be practicably extracted. The cost of 
7 Uliding this infrastructure would be around £500 billion (Eura 
d 00 billion). The technology at this present moment is capable of 
""el~vering this energy at a cost of 5 p/kWh (7 Euro cent/kWh) 
hlch is twice the European average. but. as has been discussed 
in length in various papers and reports. this figure is based on 
developing technology and is estimated to be falling with every 
new generation of device. The high upfront (Ilsts would 
ultimately payoff' in the long run as the fuel is essentially free. 
In comparison with other alternative renewable energy 
resources wave energy has many factors in its favour. In terms of 
density. the energy of the ocean is roughly contained in the 
upper layer. I 0-20m depth. whereas for wind it is dispersed over 
many kilometres. with the best resources located higher above 
the ground than a structure wuld physically survive. The 
average density for wind energy is rated as IkW/m2; lilr the area 
off the western coast of the Hebrides islands in Scotland the 
average wave power. per metre of wave front averages between 
40kW/m and 60kW/m. Solar energy also 1~lirs badly in the 
northerly reaches of Europe with an average value 01'0.1 kW/m'. 
The Case jor Wave Energy 
Why should wave energy be favoured over other potential 
resources? As suggested by David Ross [21 it is a case of using 
the most appropriate technology for a given situation. Large-
scale use of solar and geothermal energy is not a foreseeable 
possibility in the United Kingdom. Oeotheflnal was investigated 
during the eighties but was abandoned hy J 992. The United 
Kingdom not being in a particularly active geological region. 
unlike Iceland or New Zealand. Solar can be used in the UK and 
is mainly reserved for heating purposes in houses but. as stated 
previously. the power density of solar is rather low and the 
footprint of a viable solar station. 20W. is on the order of 50 
square miles. Solar is of course an option as you head further 
south and Mediterranean countries make good lise of it in the 
heating or cooling of their homes and with some international 
assistance it would seem to be the ideal solution lor Africa. 
Wind has for the past ten years been seen as the renewable 
energy source. It is indeed hard to miss a wind farm. the average 
size of a turbine being in excess of J OOm. The perennial problem 
with a wind farm is the visual intrusion and consequent legal 
difficulties in securing planning permissions. The UK is a 
crowded island and with a population of 56 million. finding 
agreeable locations for wind farms on land is hecoming more 
contentious. This problem is mirrored in several other European 
counties. Early wind turbines were also quite noisy and people 
have complained about the noise pollution. The planners of 
farms arguing that if less than a certain number of people can sec 
the farms then they should be built. Wind has recently gone 
offshore; the resources are higher and technology has allowed 
them to exploit it. But sites are again limited; and some maintain 
that there will be an affect on shipping. marine life and tourism 
in areas of natural beauty. 
Wave energy would seem an appropriate renewable for the 
UK. The resources. about 14 OW. would make a sizeable dent in 
the 800W our country needs at present. Ihough this figure based 
on past trends will reach nearer 130GW by 2014. On a practical 
level. wave energy will make the least environmental impact: 
devices will be rarely seen from the shore. although the effects 
of energy extraction on coastal erosion and site selection on the 
behaviour of sea creatures cannot be ruled out and arc difficult to 
assess until the plant is installed. A brief sojourn into the 
environmental impacts has been made in [ J 5.181 conclUding that 
the environmental impacts were of lesser concern than with other 
renewable sources. 
Benefits of wave power schemes can be found in the fishing 
industry where the calm waters behind devices can be used lilr 
Ilsh farming or the pursuit of recreational sports. Some of the 
largest devices of the past have ascertained that these farms 
could he implemented within the device reservoirs themselves. 
the constant flow of tluid aerating the water. Other benetits may 
Include a relatively cheep source of power for the production of 
hYdrogen. an carly deployment of Salter's Ducks talked of them 
being pushed back from their original mooring by the waves and 
storing this energy as hydrogen. The Ducks would then use this 
stored power to sail back to their starting point depositing the 
unused hydrogen on the shore. 
3. Basic Device Designs 
The wind energy industry. after many years of prototyping 
with different blade numbers and vertical-axis machines. has 
now settled on the basic design of a three-bladed horizontal-axis 
turbine with the generator in the cupola. The wave industry is 
still debating about the best design and in a recent count there 
were over 1000 patented ideas for wave energy conversion. They 
can be broken down into five basic technology groups after 
Thorpe [ 13]. 
Oscillating Water Column (OWC) 
Overtopping device 
Point Absorbers (floating or mounted on the sea bed) 
Surging devices 
Mechanical Extraction 
The best design will depend upon the situation in which it is to 
be utilised. 
Oscillating water column 
One of the most studied devices is the Oscillating Water 
COlumn (OWe). As described in Thorpe [28], an OWC consists 
of a chamber for the oscillating water column. turbine 
(unidirectional of bidirectional) and generator. The basic 
tOPOlogy is shown in Fig 2. There are a great many of these 
deVices around the world. They are relatively simple to construct 
on land and as such whenever a government wants to get started 
On wave power development their first step is usually to 
cornrnission the construction of an OWC type device. 
OSCillating 
Water 
Level 
Wave Capture Chamber 
Wells 
Fig 2 Operation of Wells Turbine Showing Wave Capture 
Chamber and Bi-Directional Air I'low Through Turbine 
The Overtopping Device 
The first plant to develop electricity on a grid connection 
was a device of this type and it owes much of its design to th.e 
hYdro-electric industry. In order to create electricity a reservOIr 
needs to be situated a certain height above a turbine. This height 
IS called the head. The higher the head the more potential energy 
the Water will have and be able to tum the turbine faster. The 
Concept of a raised reservoir is used in several device designs. 
ESsentially the waves are forced into this reservoir by a variety 
Of techniques where it will then fall through a small outlet to tum 
a Kaplan turbine. 
The Poillf Absorber 
The classical example of point abs(lrb~r is a buoy. The 
definition is made as a device being smaller in dimension than 
the wavelength of the waves it wishes to capture. The majority 
of these devices are based on systems involving u buoy or a flout 
that moves in a heave. or bobbing. motion. This motion is used 
in reference to a fixed point. commonly the mooring point. on 
the seabed. This motion is then used to pump sea water or oil to 
drive a turbine or to directly engage with the power take-off. 
Surge Devices 
These are Wave Energy Conversion devices that utilise the 
horizontal t()rces of the waves. Generally the surging motion of a 
device is twice that of the heaving motion. There arc not many 
devices that go out of their way to cupture this motion but some. 
in particular those of Sir Michael French. make lise of this higher 
power level. 
Mechanical Devices 
This is a category that Thorpe did not have but is included 
as a catch-all situation for the various mechanical devices that 
can't be comfortably placed in one of the above categories. In 
particular Salter's Ducks and Cockerell's Raft are two of the 
members of this category and more recently the Pelamis (Ocean 
Power Delivery Ltd. UK) [I [. 
Design for Survivability 
The greatest problem being faced by the designers of Wave 
Energy Converters (WEC) is how to balance capture efficiency. 
cost of construction and the survivability of the design. Many 
designs that look favourable on paper and have high capture 
efficiency would. if constructed. be destroyed by the largest 
storm waves. Although the west coast of Scotland has an average 
of 60-80 kWlm of wave front. under serve storm conditions this 
can rise to upwards of 10.000 kW/m. The parameter used by the 
designer of offshore structures in the oil industry is the 50-year 
design wave. i.e .• the largest expected wave in a 50-year period: 
for the west coast of Scotland this is thought to be on the order 
of 30-40m (the size of a 5 storey building!). 
Problem Areas 
Wave Energy is far from being without problems. Those 
that occur regularly concern the cabling required to transport the 
energy to shore and in turn how to transmit this energy to the 
customers. The cables have to be long and able to withstand the 
forces at their termination points at the device farms. A big 
problem faced by designers is scaling up models from tank 
testing at 1/4. 1110. 1125 scale models to full size. In many cases 
a doubling of scale can mean squaring of forces and with them 
new problems to solve. A further difficulty is that with wave 
energy you do not design to reach maximum conversion. A 
device that reaches 100% conversion at a definite wave period 
and height. will invariable have bad capture efficiency at other 
levels. What is required is a design that will cover the largest 
catchment area. where the most power is available for the most 
time during the year. thus allowing the device to generate for 
most of its lifetime. 
4. Pre-1974 Designs/Patents [18] 
d The first recorded description of a wave powered device 
dates from a patent filed by the Girards in Paris in 1799. The 
hevlce consisted of a lever attached at one end to a boat and at 
!h~ other end to a pump sitting on the shore. The motion of the 
Ip would cause the lever to work the pump. Some 340-350 
~atents have been filed to date in the United Kingdom. Many 
heslgns were wild and wonderful but all are based on the reality 
t at the waves are ceaseless In their activity. The bulk of these 
~~:ents were mostly !'i1ed prior to the Fir~t World War, the first 
the IIsh patent beIng tIlled In 1855. One 01 the most successful of 
B se was an OSCIllatIng Water Column device built by 
f oChaux-Praceique in 1910 [8]. The device was built into a cliff t
k
ce at Royan. near to Bordeaux. and supplied his house with 
W of energy. 
Masuda 
c The next step forward came through the efforts of 
ommander Yoshio Masuda. a former Japanese naval 
~Ommander, who designed the first wave power navigation buoy 
t~r USe in the Sea of Japan during the years preceding the end of 
he Second World War. The ingenious step in his design was to 
C ange a violent slow moving force into something more 
Controllable. This was down by transferring the energy of the 
~aves into a column of air. The principle is best illustrating by 
InkIng of an upturned can tloating in the sea. As the waves 
mOve around the can the water level inside the can moves at the 
sa.me time. [I' you put a hole in the top of the can the air inside 
WIll be alternately forced out then sucked back in. By the use of 
~~Iues this stream can be recti lied so that it is moving in one 
t~re?tion and used to tum a turbine. This was in 1947 and was 
e fIrst modem example of an Oscillating Water Column. These 
;arly buoys generated 30W in the relatively calm seas around 
apan. 
Mauritius 1953-1966 
b A.N. Bott arrived in Mauritius in 1953, the island is fringed 
y a broken ring of very tough coral and Bott proposed to use the 
~oral. as a base to build a basin into which waves would over-top, 
t;replng it tilled up. The water would then ~n out of the basin 
W OUgh low head turbInes and generate electrIcity. The problem 
was to what height should the wall be built. Too high. and there 
baO~ld ?e times when the waves were not big enough to keep the 
t SIn fIlled; too small, and there would not be enough of a head 
t~ run the turbines. The solution was to use a low wall to keep 
i e basin constantly topped up and to use the energy of the 
tnCOming waves to pump the water from the lower reservoir up 
rO a higher one. A higher reservoir gave a greater head and 
be~Uced the turbine costs. Unfortunately the scheme was never 
\Ii~11t as oil prices fell during the 1960s and funding was 
p Ithdrawn in 1966. The experience was however delivered in a 
aperto the Royal Society of Arts in 1975 [17]. 
A.l1!erican Buo\' 19605 
s' . A few d~vices were put forward and tested during the 
~ lXlIes. One of these came from the Avco Corporation [II], and 
soreshadowed some of the devices to follow during the late 
t~Venties. The device worked to exploit the pressure difference 
\Ii at Occurs when a wave passes through a certain point. As the 
C aVe passes the submerged device the depth of water overhead 
s:Used a pressure difference between the outside water and air 
Tn Ore in the device. This pressure was used to run a hydraulic 
Otor. Initial tests conducted in Buzzard's Bay, Massachusetts, 
resulted in 0.25 of a wall heing produced: a level just about 
powerful enough to run a navigational buoy. 
5. Wave Energy in the UK 
UK Government interest in wave energy began in 1974, 
with a leller to Prof. Stephen Salter of the University of 
Edinburgh concerning his device. known uni versally as the 
Duck. The oil crisis of the time provoked interest in alternative 
larms of energy. In 1976 there was an announcement of 
£ I million [2] to fund research into wave energy. setting an 
ambitious goal of a 2GW power station to be situated off of the 
Hebrides. 
The search for a wave power design began by falling back 
on research carried out on the wave regime of the UK waters. 
Initial investigations of wave power involved siting a Waverider 
Buoy at Benbecula in the Hehrides to record data. Funding 
increased in the second year to ,£2.5 million. hut the small 
increase to £2.9 million for 1978 signalled the slackening or 
government interest in wave energy due to the perception that 
the technology was limiting progress. 
Another sticking point was the price of electricity generated 
by the devices. It was estimated that the electricity from the 
devices ranged from 2 to 30 times the cost of domestic electricity 
at the time of reporting (1978). Wave Energy was killed ofT at 
this time in the UK in a series of government reports claiming 
uneconomical costs. Up to the point of the killing off of wave 
power in 1982 some £ 15 million had been invested in the 
programme, spending on the nuclear industry ran to orders of 
magnitude much greater than this. 
The UK Wave Development Programme was ahandoned in 
1982 This disparaging of the UK scheme led the International 
Energy Authority and the European Community to hold haek on 
wave energy as it was following the UK lead. The results of the 
UK Wave Programme were puhlished in 1985, and were 
supposed to be the end of wave development in the UK [24J. 
The debate argued on for much of the eighties. Government 
support tar the Islay project in 1987 came out of emlnlrrassment 
that Norway had two working plants by 1985 which were built 
for less than the cost of the consultancy work carried out by RPT 
[23]. roughly £1.1 million for two plants. The House of Lords 
published an inquiry in July 1988 [221 declaring that it was 
concerned in the scrapping of the wave programme. The 
government response was to conduct a study of wave energy that 
lasted over three years and was essentially conducted by one 
man. The report puhlished in 1992 [201 was supposed to end 
speculation over wave power but in fact did the opposite and is 
one of the cornerstone publications for wave developers. 
By the mid-90's the government's view was beginning to 
change. After several reports, in particular Thorpe's review [29], 
the recommendation was for the recommencement of funding for 
wave energy, the government announced that the wave program 
was to be resuscitated as part of a £43 million packaged for 
renewable development over three years. The commissions 
involved were the UK Marine Technology Foresight Pando A 
Scottish commission to promote wave energy and a Royal 
commission on Environmental Pollution. 
In 1999, three successfully hidding projects wert.! choscn for 
development: a 400kW FWPY Irom Sea Power International, a 
Limpet 500 from Wavegen and two 375kW Pclamis from Ocean 
Power Delivery (OPD). All of these devices are heing devcloped 
by private companies with the DTI (Department of Trade and 
Industry) allocating funding depending on which of those device 
were attracting the most industrial backing. 
A pressing concern for potential private developers may be 
the institutional barriers that will need to be crossed in deploying 
devices. One of the most contentious is the planning stage, 
during which time many statutory bodies must be consulted and 
permissions granted. A second and very important consideration 
IS for grid connection of the devices: the best sites in Scotland 
are at the ends of a very weak grid and any development will 
require it to be reinforced. 
A very recent development has been the opening of the 
testing facility located near Stromness on Orkney, where near-
production-ready devices can be tested in open water conditions. 
6, European Projects 
Norway 
The researchers of Scandinavian institutes, in particular 
those from Trondheim, have provided some of the most 
Insightful research into wave energy converters, with the first 
WOrk appearing during 1968. In 1973 Kjell Budai and Johannes 
Falnes began their research and contributed theories which have 
become generally adopted by the wave energy community, these 
are termed "point absorber"[9] and "phase control"[ 10]. 
Phase Control refers to the artificial manipulation of an 
object's movement in order to effect maximum energy 
extraction. All devices have a natural frequency of oscillation. At 
~ave frequencies near this natural resonance capture efficiency 
Is highest but at frequencies elsewhere the device can have 
reduced efficiency. Different devices use different methods: 
sOme offshore devices can change their hydraulic systems 
reSistance, OWCs can utilise valves to hold the water column in 
a high position. In essence the devices delay the movement of 
their mediums until sufficient pressure has built up. 
A further three innovations were also contributed; the first 
being the building of harbour walls to collect more wave energy 
than would otherwise reach a device. By building angled harbour 
Walls in front of the device they could capture twice as much 
Power. Evan Mehlum, pioneered the technique of 'wave 
focUSSing'. It was found that the irregular formation of the sea 
flOor causes certain areas to focus the incoming waves increasing 
~heir power and creating 'hot spots'. These places can be readily 
Identified. as it is where the fisherman can find the largest 
Concentration of tish. In order to capitalise on this discovery the 
Norwegians had planned to moor shaped plates on the seabed in 
Order to copy this effect. It was not done in practice but was 
tested in tanks. 
The government of Norway were also keen to support wave 
development and released government surveys in 1979 and 1980 
[25] giving the resource available to Norway of 600TWh but due 
to it's gnarled coastline an estimated O.5MWh could be h~rvested. The Norwegian government, working in partnership 
~Ith its private companies, created two of the earliest successes 
In Wave Energy history. The 500kW Multi-Resonant Oscillating 
Water Column (Kvaener Brug AlS) and the 350kW TAPCHAN 
(Norwave AIR). 
SWeden 
Sweden fares relatively badly in the share of potential wave 
energy receiving only 5-10 TWh, but has been at the forefront of 
the implementation designs. Their involvement began in 1976 
and in 1979 a Wave Energy research Group had been assembled 
bringing together Chalmers University and a private company, 
!echnocean. By 1980 the tirst full scale point absorber buoy, 
Elsking" was being tested by Interproject Service AB (IPS) 
[161.During the early eighties the Swedish government ran a 
National Wave Development Programme. 
Denmark 
Denmark did not become involved in wave power 
development until 1996 when the government announced .'U 
million euros over a four year period fllr Ihe investigation of 
wave power. Bringing together it's most experic[](;ed 
development teams into an advisory body it was hoping to build 
on it's success in wind energy and be able to tap some of it's 
30TWh of potential. 
Portugal 
The Portuguese have been active since 1978 and have 
largely been involved in the development of Oscillating Water 
Column technology, in particular designing and building the test 
facility on the island of Pico in the Azores. 
Ireland 
With perhaps the best resources in the world (187.5TWh) 
Ireland have been active in pushing forwards wave development 
with most of their Universities being involved in wave energy 
research. The government has put through legislation to 
encourage the implementation and development of wave energy; 
A Foreshore Act for /JceIlCI'.r and Leo.\·e.\· jilr O/J.rhore 
Development was passed in July 2000. Disappointment did occur 
in 1997 when a planned Power Purchase Agreement fell through 
alier funds from the European Union were withdrawn. 
Greece 
Greece is currently developing wave energy experience 
with the Daedlius, has hosted one of the European Wave Energy 
Conferences and was part of the European Thematic Network. 
Other European Countries 
Much of the rest of Europe has limited coastlines and as 
such interest from these countries has not been as strong. A 
Dutch company, Teamwork Technology BY, has built a device 
known as the Archimedes Wave Swing that is awaiting further 
funding. Other countries such as France, Germany and Italy arc 
providing assistance with other EU projects, mainly the OWC 
installation in the Azores. 
European Commission Involvement 
The European commission has been monitoring wave 
energy development since 1985 when it commissioned a 
document to be prepared by Dr Tony Lewis of University 
College Cork [6]. In it he had produced a study of the European 
wave power potential and had made recommendations. The 
parliament had allocated 1.2 million ECU's to projects and 
announced a seminar to be held in Brussels in 1991. The EC 
were most enthusiastic about owe plans. In 1993 the EC 
funding plans were given: A ncar-shore station. the OSPREY, 
rated at 2MW, was to be moored off ])ounreay, Scotland and a 
new gully was to be built on Islay, Scotland. Also, a proposed 
500kW device was to be built on the island of Pico. These 
planned devices were part of the FOUI1h Framework programme. 
The series of EC sponsored conferences has continued with 
their taking place in: Lisbon, POI1ugal in 1995; Patras, Greece in 
1998; Aalborg, Denmark in 2000 and Cork, Ifl~land in 20m. A, 
well as providing linancial support to demonstration projects the 
EU has also assisted in setting up a developers' network where 
information can be collated and made available to those 
involved. The network was set up in 1999 and consisted of 14 
wave energy representatives from various countries. The 
network is there as a collation of information on wave energy 
and has been responsible for a concise and detailed repoI1 
published during 2003 [30]. The report covers several areas 
deemed to be relevant to wave energy developers: cooperation 
~ith the power industry: social. planning and environmental 
Impact: financing and economic issues: R&D on wave energy 
devices; generic technologies; and promotion of wave energy. 
The Thematic Network has also been responsible for various 
PUblications and the establishment of the All Energy conferences 
held in 2001 and 2003. 
7, Rest of World 
With the potential for electricity production from the power 
of the waves other countries around the world have been 
Conducting research programs. Australia with a potential of 
120GW has awarded contracts to Energetech Australia Pty Ltd 
and to Ocean Power Technologies for commercial developments 
at Port Kembela and Bass Strait. Canada has no real plans for 
development but some research is being carried out at the 
University of British Columbia and at Powertech Labs Inc. 
China and Indian are currently involved with the development of 
OWc'S and the 8ackward Bent Duck Buoy (8BD8) converters, 
both have I OOkW demonstration devices in operation. 
Japan has been experimenting with wave energy for many 
Years. Many different projects have been tested, the largest being 
the Mighty Whale, a floating OWC moored offshore, and 
I<aimei, a ship with owes built into it's hull. The OWC has 
also been deployed in Sri Lanka where a 150kW test facility has 
been built. 
. The Korean firm Baek Jae Engineering were developing a 
WInd-wave energy scheme during the latter nineties. It is based 
on a lattice of small devices created from plastic. The company 
was aiming to develop a low cost device that will reduce the 
non-productive wave loading on its structure. 
The USA is also involved with wave power but more at an 
entrepreneurial level with several companies exploiting the 
Potential of mass-produced buoy systems. 
9, European Wave Energy Thematic Network 
A recent report from the European Wave Energy Thematic 
Network, published in March 2003 [30]. examined in detail the 
Progress being made in wave and tidal devices. It researched 
Various areas of concern to developers and drew conclusions on 
areas where knowledge or technology was lacking. These gaps 
are described below. 
OnShore Fixed Devices 
• The forecasting of nearshore wave climate is critical to fixed 
shoreline devices. The effects of the seabed topography 
create hotspots of concentrated energy but also areas where 
all the energy is dissipated a method of forecasting this 
Would prove beneficial. 
At the early stages of device design they are modelled with 
computer software: unfortunately this software can only 
model linear wave theory and cannot cope with the non-
linear effects present in real waves. An R&D task would be 
to develop correction formulae to account for these non-
linear effects. 
• Although many papers have been written on the best type of 
turbine to use in fixed devices there is still more work to be 
done. [n the case of the Wells turbine attention is needed as 
to the design of the blade protile: whether or not guide vanes 
are appropriate: and the design of variablr pitch tllfbines 
should also be considered. For Impulse turhines, the other 
contender. the shape of the bladL's and the choice bctwecn 
fixed and variahlc pitched guide vanes is required. In both 
designs a systematic method for choosing the design 
parameters would b() appreciated and also the nois() created 
by the turbines and how it can be reduced has been 
requested. 
Nearshore i-7oatill/:i Devices 
• The forecasting of the short term to medium (erm wave 
climate is also a prohlem tClr floating devices, current 
methods of forecasting apply to larger areas than required 
and are based on probabilistic methods. Some reseurch has 
been done in the motion of ships for the landing of 
helicopters. 
• The design of compliant mooring and cabling structures is 
required. The cables and moorings must be strong enough to 
ensure survival but tlexible enough to ensure that they do not 
affect their devices purpose. Again technology exists in the 
offshore industries that could be transfer with little R&D 
effort. 
Offshore Floating Devices 
The areas identified arc generally analogous to those of the 
first two categories, but placing more emphasis on large-scale, 
shared test facilities. These test facilities would include a wind 
tunnel for testing air turbines, a 360-degree wave tank and a 
testing rig for durability of components in the open sea. Other 
items deal with the mechanical problems faced, some having 
been solved by the present offshore industry but needing a bit 
more work for them to survive in the wave industry. 
Overall it would appear from the reports that the areas of 
wave prediction and further advancement of software mode II ing 
would be two areas that should be addressed 
10, Conclusions 
The paper has reviewed previous work and discussed the 
ongoing work in the UK and Europe on wave energy generation. 
It has highlighted the ditT()rent types of device currently being 
developed and the appendix lists the relevant device types. The 
European Wave Energy Thematic Network has recently drawn 
conclusions for the relevant areas for technological 
improvement. 
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12. Appendix - Device Index 
Salter's Ducks 
Developed hy Prof Salter of Edinhurgh University. In his seminal 
paper [12J, heralding the first truly mlllkrn wave energy mnVL'rt,'r 
design, the initial plans for a wave farm arc Sl't down. This cons"ls of a 
nodding float where the pivotal action is used to generate electrical 
energy. This is one of the h\.·st-known wave generators. 
Japan Kaimei 
Launched in 1977 Kainwi was a ship hased Iloating OWe. Three 
holes were drilled in the hull of a ship heiow the water line to create thl' 
air columns and generator sets were placed OWl' the holes. The ship sat 
bow on to the incoming waves. 
The Bristol Cylinder 
This device was hased on a theoretical research paper pmducl'd in 
1963 by Professor T./'. Ogilvie [2 t]. It consisled of a t OOm hy 16m 
cylinder floating on its side 3m below the surface and hl'id to the ,eahl'd 
by moorings. At the base of the moorings arc hydraulic pumps. As the 
cylinder moves it pulls on Ihe moorings activaling the pumps. The Cllst 
of a 2000MW station as per the UK 1978 government programme would 
have cost £5100 million. but the maintenance of underst:a cljuipml'llI 
would be prohibitively expensive. 
The HRS Rectifier 
The size of a large oil tanker it was to be built 5-1 Okm from shore 
in IS-20m of water. The concept was to hui Id storage reservoirs in the 
sea. The device was box shaped with a hinged nap Ihal would only open 
inwards. As a wave came in the force of the water would cause the Ilap 
to swing open allowing the reservoir to lill. As the wave retrt:ated the 
reservoir level was left sitting higher than the outsid~ sea level. The 
reservoir was open to the sea by means of a pipe and turhine. As the 
wave pulled away the comhined weight of the waler in Ihe reservoir and 
the suction of the wave was to cause the water to he drawn through the 
turbine and out into the sea. 
Cockerell's Raft 
Sir Christopher Cockerell was the inventor of Ihe Hovercraft and 
the problems that he encountered with waves while trying to design il led 
to him designing a wa ve energy con verter. The device consisted of three 
hinged pontoons and the motion of them caused a hydraulic system to 
move a turbine. A tenth scale model was built and tested on the Solent in 
April 1978, by Wavepower, and produced an average of I kW. 
The Lancaster Flexible Bag 
This device was devised by Professor Michael French of Lancaster 
University. He had previously designed a system of Ilcxible bags to be 
placed at the entrances of harbours that wou Id absorh the energy of the 
waves and create a calm area of water. The design consisted of a 
concrete beam, 190m long, lying offshore. It was to be submerged 13m 
below the surface and Iloated by the usc of air hags, cdls. lined along the 
length of it. As the wave passed the bags would be squeezed hy the 
pressure differential. The air in the hags would move through a .,eries of 
chambers to turn a turbine before re-enlering the air bag cells. The 
device was tested at 11100'" scale. Unfortunately it was ended in 19M2 
with Professor French claiming that it would inevilahlc be uneconomical. 
The Coventry Clams 
The Clam is a large box slructure with one side having the Ilap 
attached to it and hinged at the base. As the hag expands the Ilap is 
pushed outwards and as it contracts the Ilap is pulled in. The air that was 
in the bag is passed through a Wells turhine. A 11I(),h scale test had heen 
successfully tested 
Falnes Point Absorbers 
This is a point ahsorher, a device that utilises the heaving motion 
(up and down) of the waves. In essence it is a large. 5m diallleter huoy 
with a stick through the middle of it. The stick is anchored to the seahed 
and the buoy travels up and down the stick in sympathy with the waves. 
The device was rated at 500 kW and was to he deployed as a grid-like 
wave farm. 
Pendulor 
The Pcndulor is a Japanese device. It is basically an open hox open 
to the sea at one end and with a hanging flap. The flap moves hack wards 
and forwards as the waves cOl11e in creating a si<mding wave as Ihey 
relle~t from the rear wall of the hox, the motion is used to power a 
hydraulic pump and then a generator. 
IPS Hosepump 
The IPS Hosepump was sea tested between 1983 and 1986. The 
device consists of a large buoy 5m wide, 16m long and weighing 50 
tonnes. The device was tested in Lake Lygnern and in the sea at Vigna. 
Multi-Resonant Oscillating Water Column 
This OWC was built into a cliff face on the island of Toftestallen, 
35 miles from Bergen. It was not the best site but was close to an airport 
for visiting officials and potential customers to visit. The device 
consisted of a 19.6m steel tower standing in 7m of water with an opening 
1m above and below thl;! mean sea level. Above this tower sat the 
turbine, similar to a Wells turbine but with guide vanes and a modified 
blade profile. It began generating on the 31" of October 1985 producing 
from 100kW to 500kW of output. about I '7c of the local grid capacity. 
The device survived three winters but during Christmas of 1988 it was 
torn from the cliff as two storms passed by. The storms being powerful 
enOugh to halt oil production in the North Sea and tear a tanker from it's 
mOoring. The biggest lesson karned was to construct the chimney of 
concrete and to site the electrics and turbine on land. 
TAPCHAN 
Near to the Multi Resonant OWC at Bergen, Norway, a device 
called the T APCHAN (A contraction of the words Tapered Channel) was 
bUIlt. It was an evolution of Bott's design for Mauritius. The installed 
capacity of the device was 350kW and could produce 2GWh per year. 
Recent discussions have taken place for the installation of a 1.1 MW 
SCheme at Baron in Java [28]. 
The Islay 75kW Demonstration Project 
The wave regime of Is lay was found to be very good with open sea 
all the way to Newfoundland giving 70 kW/m offshore reducing to 
~kW/m onshore. The pro.pos~d gully, ne~ Portnahaven increased this to 
0-30kW 1m as a result ot Its tOCUSSIng effect. The deVIce was to become 
~n amalgamation of the OWC concept from Masuda of Japan and the 
APCHAN device developed in Norway. Construction began in April 
1987 and lasted two years. 
Indian Oscillating Water Column Device 
The device the Indians have built is a 150kW test device situated 
451U offshore at Vizhinjam, near Trivandrum. The device produces an 
~erage of 75kW from April to November and 25kW from December to 
" arch, showing the seasonal variability of the waves. 
The Mighty Whale" 
J The Mighty Whak is an OWC based device developed by 
AMSTEC it is essentially a tloating breakwater type device that has 
\hree OWC's, utilising I m Wells turbines [26]. Following tank tests a 
h 20kW prototype, of size SOm in length, 30m in breadth and 8m m draft, 
as been operatiog since 1998 at a site l.5km off Nansei Town at 40m 
depth. 
BackWard Bent Duck Buoy 
At a suggested from Masuda to point the air opening of an OWC 
aWay from the incoming waves its air output was greatly increased. The 
new design was tested at University College Cork and is backed by a 
~hinese consortium. 
enmark Spring Box 
D A combination of a point absorber and an OWC type device, the 
" anes have tested a 4SkW model. 
rSFROG 
An acronym for Pitching Surging French's Reactionless Oceanic 
~enerator. the PS FROG is shaped like a large paddle about 23m high. 
hc premise of the devict: is to extract energy from the surge of the 
;aves, as this is roughly twice that of the heave motion. 
he LIMPIT OWC, Islay 
This is a 500kW device situated on the Scottish island of Islay. The 
Original installation of the 75kW device was decommissioning in 1999; 
the lessons learned from it testing life were used in making a larger 
Version F: . 
uropean OWC Pico Plant 
p The European Pilot Plant on the island of Pi co in the Azores at 
O~to Cachorro and is a 400 kW OWC-type plant deSIgned by the 
InsttUto Superior Technico of Lisbon, Portugal. The wave regime on the 
tsland is around 20-40kW 1m at the entrance to the gully in which the 
deVice is situated. 
Sri Lanka OWC 
This is a smaller 150 kW test station being funded by the Ministry 
Of Science and Technology following on from a prototype tested in 
Peb . . 
ruary 2000. The station is mainly an R&D demonstratIOn proJect. 
OSPREY 
The main prototype devke for nearshore deployment «20m in 
depth) is the OSPREY (Ocean Swell-Powered Renewable Energy). 
which is a 2MW device developed hy Wavegell. It is hasically all owe 
that sits on the seabed and a,ts at times like a point absorber being ahle 
to extract energy trom all directions; this kature leads it to having a 
capture efficiency of ll.'i%. The device was first developed in 1990. 
Testing and evaluation having taken place the design was fahricated 
from steel on the Clyde and launched on the 2'''1 August 1995. The device 
was tloated to its mooring site 300111 of f)ounreay. It was ahle to float as 
the steel ballast tanks had been partly filled. Upon reaching the site the 
tanks were to be filled and the device sunk to the seabed. Unt(lrtllnatcly a 
heavy sea burst the steel ballast tanks and the device sank. 
Archimedes Wave Swing 
The Archimedes Wave Swing is developed by Teamwork 
Technology BV, Netherlands. The device consists of an air f1lkd 
chamber, the 'Floater', which can move vertically with respect to the 
cylindrical 'Basement', which is anchored to the seahed. The 'floater' is 
neutrally buoyant so will remain at rest until a waw passes over the 
device. The wave causes a change in pressure and the iloater to move. 
The relative movement is useu to power sOllle kind of take off system. A 
2MW Prototype has been built but not yet commissioned. 
Floating Wave Power Vessel 
The Floating Wave Power Vessel is an owrtopping device for 
offshore operation developed by Sea Power International, Sweden. It 
consists of a floating basin into which water is directed before being fed 
out through a low-head Kaplan turbine. 
McCabe Wave Pump 
The 400kW device consists of three steel pontoons, which arc 
hinged together across their beam. The central pOlltoon is held stable by 
means of a plate attachment s~veralmetres below the surface, while the 
two end pontoons are free to lI1ove. The energy is ~xtractcd by hydraulic 
means, which can be tuned to allow the device to work !lIore efficiently 
in a wider range of sea states. It is slacked moored to allow it to turn into 
the wave. A 40m prototype was tested is 1996 of the cost of Kilbaha. 
County Clare, Ireland. 
OPTWEC 
Developed by Ocean Power Technology in the USA, the OPT 
WEC consists of a 2.501 diameter huoy type cylinder closed at the top 
and open to the seas at the bottom. A hydraulic ram is positioned 
between the top of the shell and a highly buoyant steel tloat contained 
within the shell. The relative motion of the shell to the tloat activates a 
hydraulic system to pump oil at high pressure to a generator. The 
individual devices are rated at 20 to SO kW and are to he deployed in 
arrays. 
Wave Dragon 
The Wave Dragon is an offshore wave energy converter of the 
overtopping type, developed by a group of companies led by 
Uiewenmark Consulting Engineers, Aps., Denmark. It utilises a wave 
retlector designed to focus waves towards a ramp that fills a reservoir 
then falls down through to a low-head turbine. It has already passed 
through various 1II0dei stages of design and is at present undergoing sea 
trials. 
SPERBOY 
A point absorber type buoy proposed by Starweld Ltd., UK. It 
received funding from the EU in 1997. Tank tests were slIccessful but an 
open sea trial ended after the device broke its moorings. 
The Pelamis (Sea Snake) Device ( II 
The device is constructed of four long cylinders linked hy hinged 
joints. A 375kW unit would have an overall length of 150m and a 
diameter of 3.5m. The device orientates itself perpendicular to the 
wavefront so that it's narrow cnd points into the oncoming waves. As the 
wave front passes the device the sections !lIove with respc'Ct to each 
other. Hydraulic ram's connect the sections and as they IIIOve, they pump 
hydraulic tluid into storage tanks where it is continuously discharged to 
run a hydraulic 1II0tor coupled to a hydraulic generator. 
Energetech OWC 
This device was developed by Energetech in Australia. It 
incorporates a novel variable pitch turbine and a parabolic retlcctor wall 
used to focus the height of the incoming waves. It is subject to a power 
purchase scheme for a SOOkW installation at Port Kelllbla, 80km south of 
Sydney. 
REVIEW OF WAVE ENERGY RESOURCE AND OSCILLATING WATER COLUMN 
MODELLING 
D. G Dorrcll, J. R. HalIiday, P. Miller and M. Findlatcr 
University of Glasgow, Glasgow, GI2 8LT, UK 
ABSTRACT 
Wave energy as a means of generating electricity has been the focus of study in the UK for over thirty years. albeit in a low 
key manner and with little public support. Interest is now growing. This paper is divided into two sections: it hriefly reviews 
the developments during this time period to put the work into context and then describes a small oscillation watcr column 
system constructed within The University of Glasgow to aid understanding and in initiate a research program. 
Keywords: Renewable energy. wave generation. oscillating 
water column 
INTRODUCTION 
With the drive to use more renewable energy sources for 
electric power generation more types of renewable energy 
sources are being investigated. Wind power is already 
reaching maturity for on-shore generating plants. Scotland 
also benefits from high sea waves since it is located on the 
Western boarder of the north Atlantic. Few developed 
countries have this level of wave energy on its shores 
(South America and Australia being two locations). The 
potential for wave generation is illustrated in Table I. If the 
target wave/electrical energy conversion efficiency for a 
Well-designed wave generator is 25 % then about 1000 km 
of wave generators could supply up to half of the current 
UK electricity requirement. The challenge now is to be able 
to produce such wave energy converters and harness the 
potential. 
Wave energy generation has been the subject of research 
and study in the UK for over thirty years when Prot: S. 
Salter of The University of Edinburgh began a quest to find 
a reliable way to extract energy from the waves. Thirty 
years on and wave energy is on the brink of breaking into 
the main stream; with several test and demonstration 
installations either built or in the advanced stages of design. 
However, over this time the work has often been low key 
and with little public support in terms of funding. This 
paper will briefly review some the progress of this work in 
the UK and Europe. Since it is relatively new technology, 
and not reached the level of maturity that on-shore wind 
power has. most of the electro-mechanical wave energy 
converters are still little more than first generation 
prototypes; with no system emerging as the obvious method 
for energy conversion. The opening of the EMEC test centre 
in Orkney for the testing of commercial wave energy 
conversion devices is seen as the latest step that will greatly 
aid the commercialisation of wave energy production. 
T BLE 1 W A ave J!ower va ues 
Mean wave energy around the British Isles 30-90kW/m 
Annual averaQe in North Atlantic 50kW/m 
Annual average around JaQan 15kW/m 
ENERGY SOURCE IN WAVES 
Waves arc in fact a very concentrated form of solar encrgy. 
The heat from the sun warms the earth at different rates 
causing air to flow from area to area depending on 
temperature differentials. The winds interact with the 
uppermost layers of the oceans; as the wind blows 
tangentially to the oceans surfac~ it causes the particles to 
rotate in a circular motion. Ov~r a large enough area this 
rotation penetrates deeper into the surface creating larger 
waves. The rotating motion of thc water particles is stored 
kinetic energy and the gradual phasc shi n in time and space 
over a length perpendicular to thc wave front sets up the 
moving wave pattern. which are essentially progressing 
waves of potential energy. In some ways this is comparable 
to real and reactive power in an electrical power system 
with the reactive power being analogous to the stored 
kinetic energy (necessary to set up the wave motion) and the 
real power being the movement of the wave crests. which is 
the flow of potential energy. However it is not a totally 
analogous system, for instance, an electrical power system 
rarely spans even one wavelength, wh~reas a sca wave will 
travel thousands of wavelengths from source to termination. 
The most basic information about a wave is its height 
(trough to crest). The distance between successive crests is 
the wavelength and the time it takes between the crests is 
the wave period and is typically 8 seconds in the North 
Atlantic. The term Significant Wave Height is used at times 
to describe the one-third highest waves. The Fetch is used 
to describe the uninterrupted distance over which the wind 
that is creating th~ waves has blown. In most cases the 
further the fetch the bigger the waves will be. The power in 
a wave is roughly proportional to the square of the height. 
The power is defined in terms of Watts per meter of wave 
front. 
Some devices work on the principles of pressure changes as 
a wave passes over them. If a device is resting on the sea 
bed and the sea is calm then a constant pressure will he 
experienced relative to the depth of water in which the 
device is sitting. If a wave of height 10m passes over the 
device then during the trough of the wave the pressure will 
decrease, as the crest passes the pressure will increase as 
more water is pushing down on the device. 
There are four motions that an object will make whilst lell 
to move freely in the ocean. Pitching describes a rocking 
back and forth movement; Rolling is the same rocking 
motion but from side to side; Heave is the up and down 
bobbing motion that an object will make: and SlIrge is used 
to describe the movement made by objects parallel to the 
oceans surface. 
POSSIBLE RESOURCES 
The resources available around the globe and in particular 
to the UK are impressive in size. Falnes [1) made an 
estimate of worldwide resources of I TW of onshore energy 
and 10TW of offshore potential. Many possible sites exist in 
the world with the main criterion being that they have a 
shoreline facing onto a prevailing wind that has been 
blowing over a considerable stretch of ocean. Much of the 
Western coasts of Europe, South Africa, Australia, New 
Zealand, America and Chile all have high potential 
resources that are in excess of 40 kW 1m. Interest is also 
high in Paci fie Island communities, where imports of fuel 
oil is running at 500% of the islands total exports. 
Recent studies [2) claim to show that the Atlantic resources 
are in the region of 290 GW. This is the area from the 
Iberian Peninsula to the ~orthem-most reaches of Norway. 
The power in these areas range from 25kW/m in the Canary 
Islands to a maximum of 75kWim off the Irish and Scottish 
coasts; belore decreasing to 30kWIm around the Arctic 
circle in Norwegian waters. Also included in this figure are 
the resources available in the North Sea, which range from 
21kW/m in the best sites to 11.5kW/m in more sheltered 
areas. Although a smaller resource, the Mediterranean sea 
can add another 30GW of potential to this figure taking the 
total European resources to 320GW. 
This resource is potentially vast but it is spread over the 
entire coastline. Many areas will be unreachable and so 
realistic resources are smaller. The UK share of this total is 
roughly 50TWh per annum [3) atter considerations of 
efficiency and transmission loses have been taken into 
Consideration. Scotland's potential landable resource could 
be 14GW [4), enough excess to supply some of the 80GW 
used in the UK as a whole. 
In a recent estimate, the worldwide potential for recoverable 
energy was some 2000TWlh per annum, this would be 
equivalent to the current world installed capacity for hydro 
generation [5] and would represent 10% of world 
consumption at this time. Remember that only a small 
amount of the raw ocean wave energy can be practicably 
extracted. The cost of building this infrastructure would be 
around £500 billion (Euro 700 billion). The technology at 
this present moment is capable of delivering this energy at a 
Cost of 5 p/kWh (7 Euro cent/kWh) which is twice the 
European average, but, as has been discussed in length in 
various papers and reports, this figure is based on 
developing technology and is estimated to be falling with 
every new generation of device. 
BASIC DESIGN TYPES 
The wave industry is still debating about the best design for 
sea wave energy extraction and in a recent count there were 
over 1000 patented ideas for wave energy conversion. They 
were broken down into five basic technology groups by 
Thorpe [6]. 
• Oscillating Water Column (OWe) 
• Overtopping device 
• Point Absorbers (!loating or mounted on the sea bed) 
• Surging devices 
• Mechanical Extraction 
The best design will depend upon the situation in which it is 
to be utilised. A more detailed description of the diflcrent 
types can be found in [8]. 
Oscillating water column 
One of the most studied devices is the Oscillating Water 
Column (OWC). As described in Thorpe [7), an owe 
consists of a chamber for the oscillating water column, 
turbine (unidirectional of bidirectional) and generator. The 
basic topology is shown in Fig I. There are several of these 
devices around the world - the first commercial wuve 
generator in the UK is of this type and located on the Isle of 
Islay. They are relatively simple to construct on land. 
Air chamber 
Incoming Waves 
• OSCillating 
Water 
Level 
Wave Capture Chamber 
Wells 
Figure I Operation of Wells Turbine Showing Wave Capture 
Chamber and Bi-Directional Air Flow Through Turbine 
The Overtopping Device 
The first plant to develop electricity on a grid connection 
was a device of this type and it owes much of its design to 
the hydro-electric industry. In order to create electricity a 
reservoir needs to be situated a certain height above a 
turbine. This height is called the head. The higher the head 
the more potential energy the water will have and be able to 
tum the turbine faster. The concept of a raised reservoir is 
used in several device designs. Essentially the waves arc 
forced into this reservoir by a variety of techniques where it 
will then fall through a small outlet to turn a Kaplan turbine. 
The Point Absorber 
The classical example of point absorber is a buoy. This is a 
device that is smaller in dimension than the wavelength of 
the waves it wishes to capture. The majority of thesc 
devices are based on systems involving a buoy or a float 
that moves in a heave, or bobbing, motion. This motion is 
used in reference to a fixed point, commonly the mooring 
point, on the seabed. This motion is then used to pump sea 
water or oil to drive a turbinc or to directly engage with the 
power take-off. 
Surge Devices 
These utilise the horizontal force of the waves. Generally 
the surging motion of a device is twice that of the heaving 
motion. 
Mechanical Devices 
This is a category that Thorpe did not have but is included 
as a catch-all situation for the various mechanical devices 
that can't be comfortably placed in one of the above 
categories. In particular Salter' Ducks and Cockerell's Raft 
are two of the member of this category and more recently 
the Pelamis (Ocean Power Delivery Ltd, UK) [4]. The 
Pelamis (or "ea nake") i a tubular device of everal 
sections (with similar dimen ion to railway carriages) that 
is place perpendicular to the wave fronts. Hydraulic pumps 
at the hinge re i t the movement between uccessive 
sections and so produce energy. An array of these (placed 
ofT-shore in a imilar manner to a line of breakwaters on a 
breach) can be u ed are wave energy plant. This device 
looks very promising and ha now entered sea trial . 
DESIG FOR URVIVABILlTY 
The greate t problem being faced by the de igners of wave 
energy converter (WEC) is how to balance capture 
efficiency, co t of construction and the urvivability of the 
design. Many design that look favourable on paper and 
have high capture efficiency would, if constructed, be 
destroyed by the largest storm waves. Although the west 
coast of Scotland ha an average of 60-80 kW/m of wave 
front, under erve storm conditions this can rise to upwards 
of 10,000 kW/m. The parameter u ed by the designer of 
offshore structure in the oil indu try i the 50-year design 
wave, i.e., the large t expected wa e in a 50-year period; for 
the west coast of Scotland thi i thought to be on the order 
of30-40 m. 
Many problems concern the cabling required to transport 
the energy to shore and in turn how to transmit this energy 
to the customers. The cables have to be long and able to 
withstand the forces at their termination points at the device 
farms. A big problem faced 'by de igners is caling up 
models from tank testing at Y. , I I I 0, 1125 scale models to 
full size. In many ca e a doubling of scale can mean 
quaring of Forces and with them new problems to solve. A 
further difficulty is that with wave energy you do not design 
to reach maximum conver ion. A device that reache 100% 
conversion at a definite wave period and height, will 
invariable have bad capture efficiency at other level . What 
is required is a design that will cover the largest catchment 
area, where the mo t power is available for thc mo t time 
during the year, thus allowing the device to generate for 
most of it lifetime. 
o CTLLA TING WATER COLUM OPERA nON 
The oscillation water column type of wave energy is 
currently in commercial operation in the J Ie of Islay [9] and 
this repre ents still the ole commercial wave energy plant. 
It is rated at 250 kW and is a horeline device. This device 
can al 0 be located on floating platforms as was the case 
with the "Might whale" [10]. As water oscillates inside the 
chamber then ther is a pre sure diFference due to the 
difference in the external water level. This will cause air to 
blown and sucked through the turbine. 
The turbine can be a tandard type with valves to ensure 
that the airflow through the turbine is unidirectional, or it 
can be a more straightforward arrangement with a through-
pipe and a bidirectional turbine (i .e. a turbine that produccs 
torque in the same direction with airflow in either 
direction). Examples of the bidirectional turbines are the 
Wells turbine [II) and impulse turbine (12) Both the Islay 
plant and the Mighty Whale use Well ' turbines. These 
turbines require a high Reynolds number for correct 
operation which means a diameter over 600 mm for 
reasonable. In the study reported in this section the diameter 
of the turbines is only 132 mm 0 that their performance is 
very poor. This is illustrated using computational fluid 
dynamics in [13]. However it repre ents an interesting study 
in scaled-down devices. In this paper we will report on 
orne experimental results of the oscillation water column 
performance and a simple STMULINK model that 
approximated the performance. 
Experimental Equipment 
The dimen ions of the water column are shown in fig 2 and 
the water column could operate with either all three sections 
or with simply the centre section. Becau e the torque 
produced by the turbine was very low, a dc motor was fitted 
and connected to a supply - this is shown in Fig 3. A wave 
tank that cou ld produre waves up to 250 mm and down to a 
fTequency of 0.45 Hz use used in the test (this Facility was 
available with the University) and Fig 4 illu trates work 
during the testing stage. 
The turbine was run up to peed and the input power 
measured. Waves were then produced and the power 
measured again so that the power difference represented the 
power generated. Care was taken to ensure that temperature 
variation of the motor did not affect the results. However, 
because the power difference were small, there was still 
considerable experimental error. The conversion factor for 
the turbine was of the order of less than I % in some 
instances. 
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Figure 2 Oscillating water cotumn dimensions 
Variation of Turbine peed 
To find the most suitable speed to operate the turbine, the 
wave frequency was fixed at 0.56 Hz and the speed varied. 
The results are shown in Fig 5 and the e were obtained 
using only the centre ection of the water column chamber 
and a wave height of 200 mrn. They are compared to the 
calculated generated output power difference for a econd 
turbine rotor that ha been manufactured but 0 far only 
simulated u ing CFD [13]. The two rotor profile can be 
compared in Figs 6 and 7. It can be een that 1200 to 1500 
rpm is the peak speed for the first turbine rotor whereas 
1000 to 1250 rpm i calculated a lhe mo t uitable for the 
second turbine rotor. The power difference repre ents the 
difference at the turbine haft in power if the turbine i 
rotating at that particular peed when there are wave and 
When there are no waves. 
[t wa found that the output power for the fir t turbine wa 
consistently higher than that calculated - it i assumed that 
the output power for the turbine imulation is 0 low that 
there is variation due to numerical error. However, 
consistent overe timation may be due to mall variation in 
shape of the blade between the imulated and manufactured, 
which would affect the power ignificantly at the e low 
power value . The actual 0 cillating water column and 
turbine arrangement will al 0 produce more turbulence than 
Simply modelling the turbine alone with con tant inlet 
airflow velocity which could al 0 produ e higher output 
power. 
Variation of Wave Fr quene 
With the turbine peed fixed at I 00 rpm and a wa e height 
of 200 mm, the wa e frequency wa ' varied and the results 
shown in Fig . The e result \! ere obtained with all three 
section of the water column and at a different column 
height in the water from Fig 8. Thi illustrate that the most 
suitable frequency for the first turbine i 0.56 Hz. The wave 
tank could produce waves at 200 mm wave height down to 
0.45 Hz (and higher wave height at higher frequenci es). 
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Figure 5 Variation of output power difference for first turbine rotor 
(measured) and econd turbine rotor (simulated using FD) 
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Modelling of Water Column 
The complete system is a complex non-linear device. 
However, as an attempt to model the system in simple terms 
the SIMULINK system in Fig 9 was developed. The first 
turbine simulation look-up tables can be used for the 
transfer functions for the inlet pressure to airflow and also 
the pressure to output power. While the flow to pressure can 
be represented as a simple transfer function: 
Inlet Pressure = 1. 747 x tlow ' + 39.71 x flow ( I ) 
Inversion of this leads to a function with many terms -
hence the use of look-up tables. The equations of the system 
are given below. The waves are assumed to be sinusoidal so 
that the driving function is: 
II h, (I) = --fcos (27rt:) (2) 
If we assume that the air density in the water column 
chamber is constant (which is probably one of the main 
sources of error in this model - at sea level. a change in 
pressure of ± 3 kPa produces a change of ± 2.4 % in air 
density - which will introduce a larger change in water 
height for a given change in column pressure and will 
change as air flows out through the turbine. introducing a 
phase lag) and. if heft) is the height of the water in the 
Column and p .. is the density of water (998 kgm· 1 for fresh 
Water, 1025 kgm') for sea water). the inlet pressure is 
Inlet Pressure = P .. (h, (I) - h, (t)) (3) 
If AT is the cross section of the turbine inlet and A" is the 
cross section of the water surface in the column then the 
rate of change of height of the water column (again using 
the assumption of incompressible air in the column) is 
dh A _'=_IX~W ~ 
dl A. 
An adjustment factor was also included since the system is 
very approximate. However. maintaining the adjustment 
factor to unity then the column height at a wave height of 
201 mm was measured at 92.5 mm and simulated to be 68 
mm when the centre section only was used (A~A" = 0.044). 
When the full column was used (AP'A" = 0.0147) with a 
wave height of 221 mm then the wave height was measured 
at 77.6 mm and simulated to be 23.6 mm. Increasing the 
adjustment factor to 2 produces the correct oscillation for 
the centre section simulation however the full column still 
produces an underestimate (33.6 mm water height). The 
output power was underestimated however it has already 
been mentioned that the simulated power was low compared 
to that measured. Further work will be undertaken on the 
modelling of the water column. 
CONCLUSIONS 
The paper has reviewed some of the different types of sea 
wave energy converters that have been studied. The 
different types are listed and consist of devices that can be 
shoreline or off-shore. Many of these devices are still in the 
process of development. The oscillating water column type 
is still the only type that has gone into commercial operation 
in the UK and this is more extensively described. 
A small-scale model of an oscillating water column system 
that has been built and tested in the University of Cilasgow 
and some of the work on this is put forward here in terms of 
the water column operation. 
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Figure 9 Control strategy for oscillating water column 
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~bstract. The field of wav~ ~n~rgy extraction from the oceans 
d'S ~oving from the r~alm of drawing board dreams to the reality of eV'ce fa . h Sia rms m t e open. ocean. Several devic.es. are now at the 
ge of full scale testmg and methods of Increasing their 
~onomic potential are required. Maximum energy capture from a 
~Iven sea state is one such way of increasing production and for 
el:~c~s t~ achiev~ .this an. accurate ~rediction of the sea surface 
atlon m the vlcmlty 01 thcs~ de\'lces is required. The method 
propos~ is based on th~ work of Belmont [II and Zhang [21. 
~Xte~dmg from unidirectional modelling to directional. 
p:ehmmary simulations for a unidirectional buoy excited by a 
f lers.on-~oskowitz sp~ctrum are given and the proposed method 
Or d,rectlonal modelling is then set forth. 
I<ey words 
Wave Energy, Wave Prediction. Wave Modelling. 
1. Introduction 
~rili ~ -e past ,,0 years the field 01 wave energy has been 
;entIy progressing in the somewhat disjointed grouping of 
ene~able energy research. The field was put into the 
~Othght during the oil crisis of the mid 1970's when 
.urope grew edgy over its dependence on Middle Eastern 
01\ and looked for other means of generating electricity. 
Before . d "'d . h WIn energy was given senous consl eratlOn t e 
oceans, in particular the North Atlantic and to a lesser 
;Xtent the Mediterranean Sea. were seen as a valuable 
esource. The energy off the West Coast of Scotland has 
sOme 50kW/m of wave front [3], with similar levels off the 
~oa~ts of Ireland, France, Spain and Portugal. Many ideas 
d rOhferated during this time, but few went on to be 
. eVe loped and even fewer reached full scale 
Implementation. 
~ne of the greatest problems faced by the device teams was 
o~ rnaking the devices strong enough to survive harsh 
e [shore conditions while still being able to extract enough 
i nergy to make them economical. Of the devices developed 
~ this era were Salter's Ducks, The Bristol Cylinder, The 
ockerell Raft and many others which are described in [4]. 
gai~ed from giving incentives to renewables, began funding 
varIOUS programs. 
Incentives, such as the Kyoto agreement, have led to the 
setting of sweeping targets of renewahle generation that 
some governments are committed to meet. For the UK the 
target varies between 15 and 40%, depending on which 
group the politician delivering their speech is addressing. 
The setting of the targets to be met has led an abundance of 
wind energy plants being erected. Wind energy is seen by 
the public as being green and the costs to the electricity 
companies are lower than for other devices. Whilst 
providing a suitably green image, the encroachment of 
windmills is beginning to be questioned by many concerned 
with the effects they will have on the countryside and 
particularly the tourism economy on which many rural areas 
depend. The dependence of large parts of the national grid 
on wind energy can also lead to shortfalls in supply with 
energy needing to be drawn from other countries. 
Some of the money and incentives for renewable generation 
has trickled through to the field of wave energy and has 
been put to good use by the device teams hased in Europe. 
Wavegen has developed the LIMPIT device and has plans 
for a redeployment of the OSPREY in the ncar future. The 
WaveDragon is undergoing sea trials, as is the Archimedes 
Wave Swing. The device on which the remainder of this 
paper will focus is the Pelamis (descrihed in Section 2C). 
Section 2 will give an overview of the short term wave 
prediction problem. Section 3 will give a basic description 
of the field of wave modelling. The proposed prediction 
method will be stated in Section 4 with a worked example 
and results in Section 5. The paper will finish with the 
conclusions of this initial research. 
2. Short term wave prediction 
A. The European Wave Energy Network (EWEN) 
In 20m a report was published by the European Wave 
Energy Network [6] described the work conducted on wave 
energy in the European Union. It covered areas such as farm 
siting, economic support for devices and future 
developments that would be required for wave energy to 
become profitable. 
:.he enthusiasm of the 1970's quickly waned as the price of 
a II felI and North Sea oil and gas came online. With a cheap 
v n~ apparently plentiful supply of energy the plans of 
I anous governments for wave devices were dropped [5]. 
pOter.est has been renewed in the last decade with the rise of 
E.lJbhc interest in environmental concerns. Governments in 
lIrope, recognising the political capital that could be 
One of the areas which were recognised as requiring work 
was in the short term prediction of wave behaviour. 
Medium to Long term prediction is from I hr to I week 
~head and is already a well developed field. The hort term 
IS from lOs to I min ahead gi ing an accurate prediction of 
the surface elevation at a point on the ea urface. 
The Pel ami device has been devel ped by Ocean P wer 
Delivery Ltd., a company ba ed in Edinburgh and aro c 
from the PhD the e of everal student in the Wave Energy 
group at the Univer ity of Edinburgh . The device i shown 
in Fig. I and con i t of four cylindrical ections joined at 
their ends by hydraulic ram . It dimensions are 150m in 
length and 3.5m in diameter. The device was de igned with 
survivability as its main goal and achieve thi by being 
oriented lengthways into the prevailing wave direction and 
ha the ability to de-reference itself in extreme wave 
conditions by its ability to duck underneath the highest of 
wave in a manner similar to a surfer gelli ng out beyond the 
breakers on a beach. The resonance of the device can be 
varied by changing the resistance of the rams joining the 
Many of the device which are being developed contain 
features which allow them to selecti ely change the 
frequency range over which they operate. A device uch a 
an 0 dilating water column, on which much has been 
PU?1i hed, is e sentially a large concrete box that operate at 
a fixed re onant frequency. Device that float on the urface 
of the sea will al 0 have a re onant frequency related to the 
specific dimen ions of the de ice. For an 0 cillating water 
column this frequency can be changed by varying the 
pressure in the cai on by way of valves. For floating 
structure thi i accompli hed by varying fluid pre ures in 
the mechanical connection of the device. In order to 
properly tune thi re onance accurate information on the 
next expected wave i required. It i thi information that i 
at present unavailable. 
8. Prior Work 
~ork on hort term prediction ha taken place in the pa t 
wllh ignificant contribution from Zhang [2] and Belmont 
[I). Zhang' 1997 paper demon trated that a complex wave 
n~ld can be decompo ed into a pecific et of wave trains 
U Ing a maximum Ie t likelihood approach. The re ultant 
Set of wave train could then b u ed in making predictions 
of Wave height in the vicinity of the mea urements. The 
StUdy showed that it was vitally important to retrieve the 
Poase information for each wave train a well as the 
amplitude and frequency in order to make an accurate 
prediction of the surface elevation. 
~elmont [I] wenl further with thi method and has applied 
I[ to the prediction of wa ele ation for u e in the 
COntrolled landing of helicopter on hip . The main result 
of the paper is that a prediction can be made up to 30 
~econds ahead from the point of data ampling. The method 
Involved was based on the Di crete Fourier Transform and 
an adaptive windowing method of end fitting the raw 
sampled data. 
C. The Pelamis 
ections. The resistance can be changed on a wave to wave 
basis and so that short term forecast will be of benefit. 
Te ting for the device has taken place of several small- cale 
models and at present a full- ize test is ongoing at the 
EMEC test centre on the Orkney I lands. A po sible farm 
de ign is planned for the Azore and it is at thi stage of 
development that thi research will focu on. Each device 
requires 150 m by 200 m of space in which to operate, 0 a 
4-6 device farm would require 600-900 m by 200 m. The 
device has an optimum operating range for wave with a 
time period of 5 to 13 second, with a maximum output of 
750 kW in sea of 5 m amplitude. It is envisaged that the 
device will be moored at the 50 m contour. 
TABLE I V J"d d" d' 30 a I ~re IctlOn Istances at s 
Wavelength Time Period Wave Valid 
Velocity Distance 
39m 4.99s 7.81 m/s 234m 
100m 8.00s 12.5m/s 375m 
150m 9.8s 15.3mls 459m 
200m 11.3s 17.69m1s 530m 
250m 12.65s 19.76m/s 592m 
From Belmont [1] a valid prediction window of 30 ec 
ahead can be assumed for waves in the range in which the 
Pelamis is designed to operate. U ing deep water wave 
equations and a range of 39-250 m, a valid prediction 
distance of 230 m from the point of sampling can be 
assumed for the shortest wavelength of interest to the 
device, given in Table 1. This should be a great enough 
distance to cover a device farm of 4-6 device. 
D. Measurement 
Though the two methods u ed by Zhang and Belm nt how 
that short term prediction i possible, the way in which the 
data wa recorded in each of the paper i not economically 
viable for a wave farm. 
Fig. 1. A view of the Pelami de ice 
In Zhang's experiments the data wa recovered from an 
array of pressure ensors ited on an off hore platform. For 
a wave farm the cost of building an additional tructure for 
the mounting of en or i prohibitive. Pre sure en ors are 
a possible alternative, but at a depth of 50 m will lose their 
accuracy at higher frequencie . The use of an array of wave 
rider buoys, recording the surface elevation i also an option 
but again the cost of sighting many buoys is expensive and 
they would also pose a possible hazard if they were to break 
free. In deep water (depth h> Al4) the watt:r partidt:s lravl'l in 
circular orbits with the particles moving forwards in the 
crests and backwards in the troughs. If the x and ~ 
displacements of a particle arc X and (from its rcst 
position X at a depth z. below the surface 
Belmont's research uses a forward scanning LIDAR device. 
The LIDAR would be mounted onboard the ship on which a 
helicopter is to land and be orientated to face the direction 0: ~revailing swell. At present the LIDAR device is able to 
dlShnguish a unidirectional wave train from a mixed sea and 
llIake a prediction. Unfortunately for an offshore wave farm 
there is no structure on which to mount a LIDAR and as 
with Zhang's method would prove uneconomical. This 
being said a LIDAR mounted on a shore-based device 
would be most useful. 
In order to prove useful to the wave energy community this 
r~Scarch focuses on existing measurement techniques using 
~ned and tested equipment that is widely available. The goal 
I~ to make a prediction based on the readings of a 
directional wave buoy, which can be relatively cheaply 
llIoored and serviced. 
3, Wave modelling 
A. The basics 
In~erest in the modelling and prediction of the waves has 
eXisted since early civilisation but scientific study did not 
truly begin until after the Second World War when the 
landing of troops on the Normandy beaches was affected by 
the sea conditions. In the UK research took place at the 
National Institute of Oceanography, which was to become 
Part of Southampton Institute of Oceanography. 
A.. key realisation made by the scientists was that a complex 
sea can be approximated as the linear superposition of a 
large number of long crested periodic wave trains of low 
alllplitude with different frequencies and directions of 
Propagation all travelling independently of each other, A 
lllathematical representation is given in Eqn. I. 
(x, y,t) = fa" sin(k"xcos ~I + k" y sin B" - OJ) - ¢J,,) (I) 
11=1 
Where the subscript n refers to the nIh component, (is the 
Surface elevation about mean sea level, (i.j, is the angular 
frequency k is the wave number, Bn is the direction in W . ' n ~.Ich the wave is travelling to and ¢In is the p.hase angle. 
X = aek' cos(kx - 0Jt - ¢J) (2) 
( = aek: sin(kx - 0Jt - ¢J) (:I) 
Where, oJ = gk is the dispersion relationship. g is Ihe 
acceleration due to gravity, k is the wave numher k = 2rrJ A.. 
A. is the wavelength and ¢J is a randolll phase angle = 1t < t/J 
< 1t. 
Equation ~ can be restated to include the effect of the 
direction of travel B 
((x, y, z) = aek' sin(lx + my - OJI- ¢J) (4) 
where I = k cos ¢J and m = k sin ¢J . An example showing a 
single wave train with A. = 100m and B = 0° is shown in the 
Fig. 2. 
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Fig. 2. A example of a wave lrain 
C Airy Equatiolls 
100 
In the case of the Pelamis device, which is to he situated in 
SOm depth the deep water equations will no longer strictly 
apply to the longer wavelengths and the Airy Equations 
must be used in predictions. IS equation forms the basis for the analysIs of wave 
reCords which are recorded by a variety of devices, such as 
wave buoys. The outputs of these devices can generally be t~ansformed into a record of wave height and plotted against 
. II D~e. The records are then analysed, typically by means ~f a 
iScrete Fourier Transform, to give a spectral representation 
Of a fixed time period, usually 1200 seconds. From these 
reCords various time period parameters are extracted to be Us d . 
These equations were derived in I R45 by Sir G.B. Airy 171. 
The equations for a small-amplitude sinusoidal wave in 
water of depth h (II is taken as positive, z as negative: that is 
the point when z + h = 0 is the sea bed) arc 
e In further analysis. 
8. D . F' eep water equatIOns . 
Or small disturbances of the sea surface the hydrodynamIC 
eqUations are linear and can be solved to give freely 
propagating, long-crested, sinusoidal wave trains. 
coshk(z+h) (kx r.># Ao) X = a cos ' - lUI - 'I' 
sinh kh 
(5) 
r sinhk(z+h). (k. ,," Ao) ~ =a SII1 {-Wl-'I' 
sinh kh 
(6) 
These basic equations are all in terms of the local wave 
number k, in practise the data avai lahle is usually the period 
T or the frequency! as the phase velocity cp = IJT = oik 
then ' the percentage deviations from the deep-water values increa~e for time periods greater than 7 sec. The most 
significant result from above is the change in phase velocity 
as the wave enters the shallower water. This is important in 
the prediction of waves as otherwise it would he ,l.ssumed 
that the waves or a longer time period travel further thai 
they actually would. 
{j)2 == gk tanh kh (7) 
Figs. 3 and 4 show the difference in k number between the 
deep water equations and the Airy formulation. 
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It 
a can be seen that in deep water, where tanh(kh) ~ I the 
lProximation oJ = gk is valid. As the water depth 
b eereases the longer wavelengths will begin to feel the 
o~ttom. The effect of this is to slow down the phase velocity 
i the wave and to some extent cause the wave amplitude to 
s~cr~ase. The effect of this is easily seen on any shallow 
h OPIng beach where the waves can be seen increasing in 
b eight as they approach the shore before eventually 
reaking. 
POr h . 
e t. e Pelamis device we need to use the full Airy 
i GUabons as for the longer wavelengths of interest the water ~ which the devices are situated is too shallow for the deep-
<tter approximation to strictly hold true. As shown above 
15 
D. The omni-directiollal spectral dCfI.I'ity.lill1ctiofl, S(j) 
Sf!) is called "the omnidirectional spectral density function" 
and has units of m2lHz. It is this function that is measured 
by a uni-directional wave huoy, such as Datawell's 
Waverider. This function forms the basis of wave 
measurement and prediction. The following gives the 
derivation of this function . 
If the elevation of the sea surface is measured above a fixed 
point, (0,0), then Eqn. 4 loses its dependence on x,y and 
reduees to 
squaring this 
n In 
C(t) = II ±a"am x 
II m 
{
cosl( w" - w,,, )t + (¢" - ¢m )] } 
-cos[(w" +w,,, )t+(¢" +¢,")] 
(9) 
( 10) 
Taking the long term average, components with II :1; III 
become zero. Allowing n = m and taking the long term 
average 
-(' L I , E= -(t)= -a-2 11 
" 
(II ) 
That is, the variance of the sea-surfacc elevation eq uats the 
sum of the variances of its component wave trains. As the 
variance is proportional to the average energy per unit area 
of the sea surface, the total energy of the wave system is 
just the sum of the energies associated with individual wave 
trains. 
If the output of a wave recording device is filtered to select 
only those frequencies in the range f - !ljl2 to .f + !ljl2. 
giving a variance !lE, then a function S(fJ can he defined hy 
S(f) = !:J.E / N ( 12) 
S(j) will remain finite as 4f ~ I and from this it can he seen 
that 
~ 
E = fS(f)df ( 13) 
In practise it is not possihle to continuously sample the sea 
surface elevation and an estimate has to he made for a finite 
period of time/space, this is distinguished as SCf). An 
example of an omni-directional Pierson-Moskowitz 
Spectrum [II] for a fully developed sea is given in Fig. 5. 
700 A 
and () - tJ.fJ2 as well as in frequency, thcn hy analogy to 
Eqn. 12, a directional spectral density funl'lion S(/: fi) can he 
defined as 
S(f 0) _ tJ.E d 2 E 
, - tJ.f tJ.(} ~ dfd(} ( 16) 
It is usual to define S(j: (}) as the product of thL' 
600 omnidirectional spectrum S({. (}) and a normalised 
directional distribution G( (}), that is 
500 
300 
~ 1 ~ 
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Fig. 5. Example of an omni-directional spectrum 
Such spectra are derived from the Fourier transform of a 
reCorded time series. 
The estimate S(j) of the spectral density is obtained by 
SUmming the variances ("energies") of all the Fourier 
components within the chosen spectral resolution tJ.f 
(14) 
~or example, if a record 1000 sec long were available, the 
arrnonics would be spaced at 0.00 I Hz intervals. If a 
~pectral resolution of 0.0 I Hz were required, then the 
armonics would be summed in groups of 10 to give the 
SPectral estimates. 
~. Spectral Momellfs 
orne definitions and statistical results, as used by the 
Oceanographic community, are expressed in terms of the 
S~ectral moments of the spectral density function Sf!). The 
Il Spectral moment is given by 
~ 
tn" ::: f 1" S (j )df (15) 
'the spectral moment can be thought of as a frequency 
SCaled version of the spectral density function, with the 
error associated with its calculation increasing with higher 
orders. The ot" spectral moment is equivalent to the variance 
of the spectrum and is commonly used to calculate the 
eXPected significant wave height, HmO = 4';;;:. 
p. 'fhe Directional Spectrum, S(j,(}) 
Bqn. II can also be derived from Eqn. \, incorporating 
~ave . direction, (). If you were no~ able to filter in the 
recltonal wave trains, those travellIng between () + tJ.fJ2 
S(j,(}) = S(j)G«(}) ( 17) 
So that 
fG«(})d(} = I (I H) 
o 
In fact, G( (}) varies with frequency and will therefore he 
represented hy G( O,f). Estahlished methods of measurement 
do not give estimates of G( B,f) directly. In order to interpret 
such measurements usefully, it is usually necessary to make 
assumptions about the shape of the directional spread. The 
form that is most commonly used is 
G«(},f) = FCs)cos 2\ +«(}-~) ( 19) 
where (}J is the predominant direction, and s is known as the 
shape function. s is a function of frequency according to 
Pierson-Moskowitz [II] and (}J in this paper is not 
frequency dependent. An example of this function is shown 
in Fig. 6. 
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Fig. 6. Example of the directional spreading function with .I' = 10 
These equations were first used by D.E. Cartwright IH I . .I' 
and (}J are estimated from measurements. Usually two 
independent estimates can he obtained of each parameter at 
each frequency, which in principle allows a check as to 
whether the assumed form is correct or not. 
4. Proposed method of prediction 
~he method of prediction is to record the wave elevation 
lime history at a fixed point. (0.0). This time history is then 
Transformed to the frequency domain; an omni-directional 
spectrum created and the spectral moments stored. 
The amplitudes and phases of this transform are then used 
to create a number of wave trains. These wave trains are 
t~en propagated to the prediction point (0,250) and the time 
history at that point recorded. Again the time history is 
t~ansformed to the frequency domain and the omni-
directional spectrum and spectral moments stored. 
At the prediction point the time history and thus the 
spectrum and spectral moments should be available for 
comparison with the predicted results. Whilst having this 
Information for two closely situated buoys would be 
desirable, none is available. Therefore. the data at the origin 
and prediction point will be derived from the same 
spectrum. 
S. An omni-directional prediction example 
It is proposed that a wave spectrum based on the Pierson ~oskowitz [Ill formulation for a fully developed sea at a 
Wind speed of 30 mls will be created. This spectrum will be 
brOken down into a number of unidirectional wave trains. 
The wave trains will then be used to simulate the elevation 
of the sea a two points, one above the origin and 
representing the output of the wave rider buoy and the 
seCond taken at a distance of 250 m from the origin and will 
represent the target point of prediction. 
The spectra used to generate the input wave trains is the 
Pierson-Moskowitz formulation. given in Eqn. 30 
where 
apM = O.OOK I is empirically derived 
f3 = 0.74 is empirically derived 
I = frequency 
(30) 
III = g 1(2JrU1'l5) where lJ1'J5 is the wind speed 
recorded at 19.5 m. 
The spectrum for UW5 = 30 mls is shown in Pig. 6 ror 1000 
wave vectors and !:"f = 0.0005 Hz and approximates to a 
continuous omni-directional spectrum .1'(/). 
In order to run the simulation the number or wave vectors 
must be reduced to 50 and !:"f increased to 0.0 I Hz giving 
SU). The equation to produce a list of amplitudes for each 
wave vector is: 
(~I ) 
This is shown graphically in Fig. 7. 
'The simulated wave record taken at the origin will be 
eXamined and spectral parameters recorded. This simulated 
spectrum will in turn be broken down into a number of 
wave trains and propagated to the prediction point. A new 
wave record will be recorded at the prediction point. The 
wave record will then be compared to the expected wave 
reCord. 
From this list of amplitudes and frequencies the full Airy 
equations, Section 3.C, must be used in calculating the 
wavelengths, wave numbers and phase velocities of each 
component. 
In addition to the spectra, the amplitudes, frequencies. 
spectral moments and derived time period parameters arc 
also calculated for stored for later comparison. The discrete 
version of Equation 14 is 
(32) 
A. The input wave traills 
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Fig. 7. Showing the amplitudes of the simulated wave trains 
B. Data Generation 
Wave records taken in the field arc oftcn standardised to be 
1200s in length and sampled at ~.4 LB Hz to give 4096 
samples. This is the pattern that will he used here. 
The wave vector file generated in the prcvious section is 
opened and the parameters loaded in the MATLAB work 
space. A file containing the position of the sensors is also 
opened. For the sensor at (0,0), the recording point, and 
(250,0), the prediction point, the wave records arc 
calculated using Eqn. I. 
The phase component <A, is taken as being random and to 
some extent will simulate the random nature varying nature 
of the ocean, at a later time the effect of sea bed bathymetry 
and wave-wave interactions will also need to be modelled. 
The record for buoy I is generated from - 1200 to 0 seconds. 
in order for it to have been a past record. The record at the 
prediction point is taken from 0 to 1200 seconds and will 
become the target wave record which we will he attempting 
to reproduce. 
C. Analysis and Prediction 
The first stage in processing a wave record is to filter out 
any low frequency components relating to tidal patterns. 
FIltering is also required to remove any high-frequency 
components of the wave record. In Scottish waters 0.5 Hz is 
a generally accepted cut-off frequency. 
The time series is analysed using an FIT into 4096 
frequency components at 0.0008:B3 Hz intervals. The 
negative frequencies are folded into the positive half of the 
S~ectrum reducing the number of frequency bins to 2048 
WIth an upper frequency limit of 1.7 Hz. 
The complex amplitude and phase data for the record taken 
at the origin is shown in Fig. 8. 
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Fig. 8 The complex amplitude and phase information for the origin 
wave record 
!n the next stage of prediction the amplitude and phase 
Information taken at the origin is used with the Airy wave 
equations, Section 3C, to create a sequence of wave trains. ~ese wave trains are then used to calculate the time history 
Or the prediction point. The spectra and spectral moments 
~~e then calculated with the resultant spectra shown in Fig. 
Omnidirectional Spectral Density m'/Hz 
Fig. 9. Resultant omni-direclional spectra lilr prediclion [loinl 
D. Results 
Tables 2 and 3 show the results for the comparisllll of 
various spectral parameters taken from the larget spectrulIJ 
and the one predicted using the previous method. 
TABLE 2 S .• pectra moment comparisons 
MO MI M2 M3 
Target 11.51 0.68 0.047 0.()()41 
Prediction 4.179 0.425 0.075 0.021 
Error % 63.69 37.5 -59.57 -412.2 
TABLE 1 T . d .. lOll' perlo com pan SOilS 
HmO Tz TI TE Tc 
Target 13.573 15.652 0.059 18.78 11.214 
Prediction 8.177 7.443 0.102 15.09 3.603 
Error % 39.75 52.45 -72.88 19.65 67.87 
As can be seen the results are not gn.:at. In 191 the errors 
associated with the diseretizing of spectral moments were 
found to be great when compared to continuous spectra and 
this is possibly not the best of methods for comparing 
prediction results. 
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Fig. 10. Comparison of the ti me records for the targel and 
prediction 
Fig. 10 shows a comparison of the target wave record and 
the prediction made for the first 80 seconds. There would 
appear to be some identical features to the two records, in 
particular the average time period of the waves. but overall 
it is a poor match. 
5. Further work 
The problem with the prediction method as it stands may lie 
in the assumption that ¢ can take a random value. Zhang 12] 
takes a different approach using a maximum likelihood 
method to calculate the prediction parameters. Use of this 
method may lead to a beller prediction. 
04 06 08 t 12 14 1.6 1.8 
Frequency. Hz 
[ 
The methods given in Tucker [9] also go further in 
eliminating spectral defects in the Fourier method which 
have as yet not been implemented. 
Belmont [I) uses an adaptive windowing method to ensure 
that the wave record being processed by the FFf has no 
abrupt changes between the beginning and end of the 
reCord. This methodology would reduce some of the error in 
generating the phase information required for an accurate 
prediction. 
When the omni-dirc.:tional prcdi.:tion has been made morc 
aCCurate the problem of dircctional prediction will be 
tackled. The simulation of a directional wave buoy is 
already implemcnted with thc analysis of the returned data 
Y~t to be completed but, it is expected that an omni-
directional spectrum, S(j), and a set of directional 
SPectrums, G( 8.1), will be generated. From this data a 
S~quence of wave trains can be produced and propagated to 
give a prediction at a point ncar to the origin. 
A further avenue of exploration is in the use of data from 
the wave devices thcmselves. Thc devices will be able to 
reCord their oricntation, rclative motion between segments 
and various elcctro-mechanical data. From this Information 
it is hoped that wave elevation and surface displacement in 
the Vicinity of the dcvicc would be able to be calculated. 
The prediction generated from a wave buoy situated near 
~he wave devices could then be checked against the 
Information from the devices, adjustcd and then passed to 
Other devices in the farm. 
6, Conclusion 
Initial research into the short term deterministic prediction 
of wave bchaviour has bcen given and future paths have 
been laid out. While initial predictions are not great, with 
sOme more experimentation thc mcthodology would appear 
to be useful and to be extendable to directional predictions, 
A fUrther course that may be followed if this methodology 
ShOUld fail would be to look closcly at one of the third 
generation wave models [10] to see if they can be reduced 
to a scale small enough for a single wave farm. The output 
Of a model of the North Western Atlantic at a large scale 
Could then be used to drive this smaller model reinforced 
With data collected from a directional wave buoy moored in 
close proximity to the wave device farm. While not giving 
an accurate prediction of surfa.:e elevation, the spedral 
outputs of these models could bc used to feed the devices 
general estimates of wavelength and wave height, which 
would then be uscd to self tunc the devices to a prevailing 
sea state. 
The usefulness of thesc predictions to Wave energy devices 
would enable them to increase efficicncy and therehy lower 
the cost of the elcctricity produced, hopefully to a level 
where it will be competitive with .:urrent thermal and 
renewable sources. 
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Abstract. Th,s paper de cribe the preliminary work carried out 
within the Civil and Electronic and Electrical Engineering 
Department of The niver ity of Gla gow. Two experimental 
pieces of equipment are described; the first i a pi ton-type of 
device uitable for Ie ting mall turbine in an 0 cillating water 
column y tern . The econd is the conver ion of a water flume into 
a wave tank for u e in te ts of small wave generator models and 
wave prediction y tern . 
Key words 
Wave energy, 0 cillating water column, wells turbine, 
flume, wave tank. 
1. Introduction 
Recently there ha been new re earch project instigated in 
the Electronic and Electrical Engineering Department of 
the University ofGla gow [1-4]. These have been aimed at 
investigating mall wave generator model . The first et of 
re ults [I) were obtained from a mall 0 cillating water 
column with a Well turbine which wa tested in a wave 
tank available in the Marine Engineering Department at 
Glasgow Univer ity (Fig I). Thi has the problem that, even 
though the water column i mall, the facility i large (tying 
up facilitie ) and teady- tate operation i difficult ince, 
even with a good beach. there are reflection , so that the 
maximum number of wave in anyone run i about thirty. 
Fig I Initial oscillation water column te ling in wave tank 
It was decided to decouple the turbine from the water 
column and build a piston to test the turbines separately. 
AI 0 it wa decided to develop a flume, normally used in 
river flow and tidal tudies, into a te t bed Ii r small wave 
generator models and for tudies into hort-term wave 
prediction method. The advantages with the flume 
arrangement are that it wa available locally in the adjoining 
Department of Civi l Engineering and al 0 the cost of 
developing the wave tank is relatively low and during 
te ting there i no requirement to have technician a istance 
available - either for technical help or to sati ·fy health and 
afety requirements. These facilities , and initial 
experimental results, are de eribed here. 
2. Turbine test bed 
This was designed to allow the te ting of turbine f a 
diameter of up to about 200 mm. Fig 2 hows the ba ie 
dimension of the te t bed developed to tc t the turbine!.. 
500mm 
_----.. :200 mm 
Servo drive With 
altemating velocity 
437 mm 
Piston Screw 
Ihread 
780mm 
Fig 2 Dimensions of turbine pi Ion test bed 
The large piston ha a diameter of 437 mm and a troke of 
about 250 mm. The rna imum frequency i de igned to be 
about 0.5 Hz which require Ihe drive to be low inertia and 
high torque. Two photograph of the y tern during Ihe 
manufacturing and initial te ting are hown in Fig ' 3 and 4. 
Fig 3 how the turbine located on the len-hand side. The 
perfomlanee a e In nl of the initial Well turbine designs 
(both using FD and by mea urement) arc given elsewhere 
[2][4]. It was found that the Wells turbine h d a Reynolds 
number that was far too low for this size. The perfomlance 
could be improved using wiv lIing blade and there is also 
a program to investigate an impulse turbine. 
The energy in the wave front in deep water i ' obtained from 
the equation 
p "" age H' "" 981.2H' 
32,,/ f W/m (I) 
T "".J d(vm Nm 
m dt 
whe~e H is the wave height. f is the frequency, a is the 
density of sea water (1025 kgm J) and g is gravity. It can be 
~een that the power increase with wave height squared but is 
mversely proportional to the frequency. The Wells turbine 
under test operated well at a frequency of about 0.55 Hz. If 
oscillations inside the cylinder are about 250 mm then the 
external waves would have a minimum of about III W/m 
(though they are likely to be higher than this since the 
mternal water levc1 in a chamber may not oscillate at the 
same amplitude as the external water height in an actual 
column. Using the diameter of the cylinder as the width of 
water front then this would be a resource of 48.5 W. If we 
aim for a 50 % conversion factor then we wish to obtain 
about 24 W maximum out of the turbine. This is still to be 
achieved in the initial wave-tank tests since the turbine 
design is still being developed. 
It can be seen in Fig 4 that the servo drive is connected by a 
belt; this was the initial design that utilised a servo drive 
al~eady available in the laboratory. However this system is 
shll under investigation since the load requirement for this 
system set-up is quite demanding. This is illustrated below. 
The thread of the piston screw is 2.5 mm so that for a 250 
mm oscillation 100 turns are required which is 200n 
radians. Therefore, for a sinusoidally-oscillating system 
(2) 
where B,h is the shaft angular position and fir is the wave 
frequency. The piston shan rotational velocity is 
d O,h (t) " ( .) dI ) W,h "" --- = 200Jr j" cos 2Jr /" t ra sec (3 dl . 
which. in terms of rpm. is 
N,'h = 18850(., cos(2Jrj;,/) rpm (4) 
At a frequency of 0.6 Hz (say to give some margin) then the 
peak speed is 11310 rpm. The maximum speed of the drive 
motor is 4000 rpm. hence gearing is required. The correct 
gearing should be at least 2.83. However the inertia of the 
sYstem has to be considered. If we consider the solely the 
motor then the acceleration is 
dw dw 
__ m = ____ ,_\h = (5) 
dt Kg,,", dl 
Which gives a peak acceleration of 1578 rad/s2• Ignoring 
friction, windage and other load losses. the equation for the 
torque is approximately 
The motor inertia is quoted as 0.249" 10' Kg/I11" so that the 
required torque is 0.39 Nm. However. the inertia or the sll'l'I 
shaft and the gearing has to be included. The shan is 1.2 111 
long with a diameter of' 20 mm. The mass is thcn 1.2 ,-
nD2/~ x p = 2.95 Kg (whe~e pis 7X33 K~/111 '). t!lcr~li)re the 
mertla = 0.5 x 2.95 x 0.0 I C~ 0.14X x 10 Kg/nl". II the helt 
wheel of the motor is 22 mm wide and 200 111111 in diameter 
then the mass is 5.41 Kg if made from steel giving an inertia 
of 0.5 x 5.41 x 0.12 = 27 xlO' Kg/n/. The belt wheel or 
the shaft will then be 71.4 n1l11 to give the co.-red ratio so 
that the weight is 0.69 Kg giving an inertia or 0.44 x 10 ' 
Kg/m2• 
The inertia is multiplied by the square of' Ag"". i.e .. the 
torque equation is modified to: 
2 ( ) d(v Tm=.Jm+.J~I+K~"w' .1,,,+.1,, dIm Nm 
Tm = {0.249+ 27+ 2.82 (0.14X+ 0.44)} X 10' x 157X 
= {0.249+27 + 4.61 x 10-1 X 1578 -'" 50.2 Nm 
(7) 
This clearly shows the problem with the system as being the 
diameter of the motor drive wheel. Its inertia clearly puts 
the torque beyond the 3.39 Nm rating of the motor. I I' the 
diameter is halved then the weight will decrease by 4 and 
the inertia by 4x4 = 16. However the diameter of the shaH 
wheel will then only be 35.7 mm and slippage of the belt is 
a potential problem. Using steel with reduced dimneter 
wheels then the torque is still in excess of the rated torque: 
Tm = {0.249+ \.69 + 2.8' (0.148 + 0.0275 J} x I () I x 157X 
= {0.249 + \.69 + 1.381 X 10' x 1578 -'- 5.24 Nm 
If we use light-weight wheels so that the inertia can be 
neglected then: 
Tm = {0.249 + 2.82 (0.14X)[ x 10\ x 157X 
"" {0.249 + 1.161 x 10' x 157X "- 2.22 Nm 
Therefore the rating of this motor is marginal. A chain drive 
would add too much inertia so that a belt drive with light-
weight pulley wheels. or a lightweight gearing systcm. is 
required. In addition. there are friction and windage losses 
as well as the load of the piston due to the compression and 
vacuuming of the chamber. The piston itself is quite light. 
An alternative is to use a crank arrangement although this 
would cause problems if none-sinusoidal movement is 
required in order to put wave harnlOnics into th~' systcl11, 
The correct drive is currently bcing investigated. 
Fig 3 Turbine te t bed in manufacture 
Fig 4 Turbine te t bed with tirst drive titted 
The advantages of this y tern arc that te ting of the turbine 
can be conducted under controlled condition and the pi ton 
fully calibrated and in trumented to mea ure chamber 
pres ure and even flow rate '. The re ource required to use 
this equipment are al 0 minimal. 
3. Flume Wave Generator 
A. Practical arrangement 
A flume in the Department of Civil Engineering of the 
University of Gla gow ha been modified to deliver wave 
under continuou condition. The flume i usually used for 
experimental work into nver and tidal flow. However, if a 
beach i located at the down-stream end and a paddle at the 
up- tream end then the flume can be ued to produce wave 
with the beach bemg overtopped 0 that there i little wave 
reflection; a diagram I hown in Fig 5 for thi arrangement. 
Fig 6 show photograph of the paddle arrangement. Thi i 
now totally endo ed due to water pIa 'hing and further 
rnodification i expected a dewbed below. Fig shows 
the flume when producmg wave . Fig 9 sh w a typical 
project with a tudent developmg a wave mea 'urement 
system u ing an array of wave probe. 
Circulating 
pump 
Wal(.rlsl1k 
( S IVolr 
Fig 5 Flume arrangement with paddle 
Fig 6 Paddle arrangement of flumc 
B. Dill/en ions o/flume and paddle arrangement 
The flume i about 10m in length with a width of 890 mm 
and a depth of about 300 mm to 400 mm depending on the 
hcight of the beach. A Ii t of dimen ions i given in Table I 
with a key in Fig 7. 
Table I 
Flume length for paddle to beach Lt 7.2 m 
Back tank length Bt 3.2 m 
Back tank width (not shown) 1.4 m 
Fume height Ht 460 mm 
Beach height Bh Adjustable (set to 
275 mm in tests 
below) 
Beach length BI 350 mm 
Paddle height Ph 450mm 
Paddle width (not shown) 830 mm(30 mm 
gaps either side) 
Flume width (not shown) 890 mm 
Paddle drive arm Pa 600mm 
(adjustable) 
Drive wheel axis height Wh 710 mm 
Horizontal distance between drive CI 510 mm 
wheel axis and paddle hinge 
Drive wheel torque arm length Ta Adjustable 
Ht 
I 
I 
Water 
pumped in 
Ta ,/ Paddle dnve wheel 
Water 
overtopping 
beach 
One of the fir t projects run wa to develop an array of 
wave probe to monitor the waves. This can be seen in I' ig 
9. The first approach u cd the variation of cap'lcltallcc 
between copper probe . This had limilcd succes ' due to 
interference in the ignal by the inverter drive ' of the pump 
and paddle. The eeond attempt to develop a wave probe 
mea uring ystem ha been more uccessful. This used Ih' 
same probe but reas e sed the electronics to alleviate the 
prob.lem with RF interference and al 0 allow beller 
calibration. At the moment two probes arc in usc and they 
are interfaced with a P which utilises LABV/bW to allow 
signal conditioning and data logging. The initial re liltS 
from the calibration of the tank are put forward here. This is 
nece ary to assess the operation of the wave Wnk and to 
find a good operating range of the system. Iso some 
intere ting problems were di covered. 
/ , 
Wh 
Fig 7 dimen ion key for Table I 
Initially it wa envi aged that the circulating pump could be 
pulsed to produce wave ; however under te t thi was found 
to be impractical, therefore the paddle method of wave 
production was developed. The paddle drive v heel i driven 
by a 2-pole inverter-drive 0.75 kW induction motor with a 
step-down gearbo wllh a rallo of _5 . t full load the speed 
drop of the motor is about 200 rpm however this would only 
be at a high drive wheel torque arm radiu in reality thi i 
not normally u ed and at low torque ann length the motor 
will run clo e to the yncnronou peed. Therefore the wa e 
frequency will be appro imately the inverter frequency 
divided by 25. 
This experimental rig i co t efTective and the types of 
project that are being applied to include: 
• Development of wave probe array sy tern for u e of 
short-term wa e determim tic algorithm 
• Small- cale wave generator model 
This system i mailer in cale lhat a wa e tank u ed in 
lIlarine engineering department for Ie ting hip hull etc 
and require much Ie re ourcing. The flume i hown 
Working in Fig . 
Fig 8 Wave 10 Flume 
Fig 9 Student developing wave probe arrays 
4. Flume Calibration 
A. initial selling 
The beach height was et to about 2 0 mm. With the flume 
pump running then the fla t-calm water height was ab ul 00 
mm; Ihe pump is adju ted during wave operation in order to 
keep the beach top at the level of the wave tr ugh when the 
wave are overtopping, i.e., the lop occasionally breaks the 
water surface. Two wave probe were u ed, Ihese b th 
being set one third the way aero the OUnle at 30 mm 
from the tank ide, One wa k pt at a constant p iti n from 
the beach while the other wa moved in order 10 tind the 
wavelength and also to asses the attenuati n of the wave 
over one wavelength. The reference probe wa located 1600 
mm from the front hinge of the beach. It was de ided to 
inve tigate wave at different drive wheellorquc arm oetting 
of 150 mOl, 100mm and 50 mm, It was cnvi age I that thc 
higher torque arlll length would be 'ultable for the low 
frequency wave while short lorque arm Icngth would be 
suitable for the higher frequency wave. rhis was not found 
to be neces arily Ihe ea e, 
B. Data acquisition 
The signal from the probe were conditioncd and fed into a 
PC with the re ults illu 'trated u ing LABVIEW. The ignals 
were digitized with a constant 'ampling rate. This als 
allowed the ignals to bc uploaded in the form of data tiles 
uitable for u e with Micro oft Excel and other package. 
The screen display during a capture period i hown in Fig 
10. This wa the initial creen and it wa further modified to 
gave a di play of the difference between the two ignal . 
This was to allow the positioning of the second probe one 
wavelength ahead of the reference econd probe. Thi was 
taken at 12 Hz on the paddle inverter which i a wave 
frequency of 0.48 Hz. The waveforms were poor due to 
overtopping of the paddle because of turbulence behind it. 
This will be discu ed later. The x-axi range could be 
altered to put more waves on the creen and the waveform 
on the two creen tored as a et of point in a data file. 
1IIo"~""""_,,, . . 
__ I 
.. • 
Fig 10 LABVIEW creen 
C. Investigation into wavelength and water depth 
The flume it elf is not very deep and the range of 
wavelength available may well fall into the category of 
" hallow" water, i.e., when the depth i Ie s than a quarter 
of the wavelength . In deep water the wavelength i given by 
L=-g-= 1.56 
2"f f 
and the velocity i 
m 
v=~= 1.56 m/sec 
2"1 1 
(8) 
(9) 
As the wave get clo er to hore the depth become 
Shallower and the motion of the wave become more 
elliptical and poorer in quality. [n hallow water, if the 
depth D is less than a quarter of the wavelength L then the 
velocity is 
v=Jiij = 3.13Ji5 1111 ec 
So that the wavelength in hallow water becomes 
L= fii5 = 3.I3JD m 
f f 
(10) 
(/I ) 
'fhe be t result were obtained when the torque arm length 
was 50 mm, orne results were al 0 obtained at 100 mm 
(larger wave) but it wa found that at 150 mill the wuve 
quality was low and there was overtopping of the paddle so 
that only one point wa obtained. fig II shows the 
wavelengths de cribed by equations 8 alld I I for deep and 
hallow water and the wavelengths r waves measured l'or a 
torque ann length of 50 mm . It can be seen that the 
wavelength initially fo llows the hallow wavelength but as 
the frequency increase , and the wavelength shortens. the 
flume begins to act as a deep water channel. Discrepancies 
could be due to 'everal reasons, firstly measuring the 
wavelengths by placement of wave probes one wavelength 
apart is not easy, e pecially when the waveforms arc not 
pure ine wave. In addition, the wave frequency i ' obtained 
by assuming the paddle drive i operating at th' 
synchronous peed. Obviously further work is needed here 
to mea ure the padd le frequency directly . 
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Fig II Comparison of mea ured wavelcngths with deep and 
shallow wavelength predictIOns 
Different wave heights can be obtained by altering the 
torque arm length. This docs make a light dilTercnce as 
hown in Fig 12 where the 0 mm and 100 111m 
mea urement are hown for compari on; h we er thee arc 
small, witb the wave tending to shorten in wavelength a 
the wave height increases. 
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Fig 12 omparison of wavelengths wllh di fTcrcnl paddlc torquc 
arm lengths 
The \00 mm torque arm length only goes up to 1.12 Hz 
because the wave quality was poor above this point and 
overtopping of the paddle occurred. 
An interesting characteristic was when the paddle was 
operating with an inverter frequency of 12 Hz or multiples 
of this (24 and 36 Hz). It was found that there was 
considerable turbulence behind the paddle with overtopping 
and poor wave quality. This corresponds to 0.48 Hz which, 
if Fig II and Table I are inspected shows that the back wall 
of the flume back tank is approximately one wavelength 
away from the paddle. Therefore a state of resonance 
occurs. Therefore a beach needs to be fitted to the back wall 
to reduce reflection of backwards-travelling waves. Initially 
this was not thought necessary. 
Further experiments will include tilting the Ilume so that it 
either deepens or becomes progressively shallow and 
improvements in the beach to lengthen, make shallower and 
to cover in energy-absorbing material. 
D. Wave height variation 
There is much variation of the wave height with frequency. 
Fig 13 shows the variation of measured wave height over a 
period of time. This is for a torque arm length of 50 mm. It 
would be expected that the waves would possibly stay 
constant or decrease from probe I (the front probe) to probe 
2 (reference probe). However this is only true for some of 
the results - further work has to be done to produce more 
uniform waves. This includes putting a beach at the back of 
the paddle back tank and improvements in the beach. 
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probably due to the fact the frequency was not increased to 
the same degree due to overtopping or the paddle. IloweVl'r 
the power stored in the waves is higher whieh is more 
suitable for use with wave energy generator models, 
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The quality of the waves varied considerably. The waves at 
resonant frequencies such as 0.48 and 0.% Hz were 
particularly poor, This is illustrated in Fig, 16 wh.ich 
compares the waves at 0.48 and 0.64 HI for the IIrst 
(leading) probe, 
Wave frequency (Hz) 
Fig 13 Variation of wave height with 50 mm torque arm length 
If the wave heights are averaged and the power per metre of 
Wave front calculated then the results are shown in Fig 14. 
Again the variation is large and also there are only a few 
Watts per metre. At the lower frequencies the wave quality 
is quite good except at wave frequencies of 0.48 and 0.96 
Hz. However above about 1.2 Hz the waves magnitudes 
begin to pulsate within an envelope - this is shown in the 
next section. 
When the paddle torque aml length was set to 100 mm then 
the wave height and power per metre of wavele~gth ~re 
seen in Fig 15; again this shows some inconSIstencIes 
although the there was not the pulsating envelope -
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Fig 16 Comparison between O.4X and O.M /I; wavcfllrl1l~ 
At higher frequency and 50 mm torque ann length then the 
waves begin to exhibit an envelope. This is illustrated in Fig 
17. The wavefonns. from top to bottom are for the front 
probe at frequencies of 1.0·.t, 1.12. 1.28. 1.44 and 1.6 Hz 
showing the development of a pulsating envelope. The first 
two wavefonns show a pretty constant magnitude but then a 
pUlsation develops. Obviously this is the initial testing of 
the wave flume so that it is envisaged there will be further 
work required to smooth out some ';-pcrational aspects of the 
system. For instance. the shape of the paddle and the 
inClination of it when paddling may make a dilTerence. This 
could be adjusted using the connecting rod. positioning of 
the paddle hinges or movement of the torque wheel. Also 
the beach may be reflecting waves and the flume may need 
tilting and a back tank beach mav make the water flow into 
the flume smoother. -
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Fig 17 Development of wave em elope with increasing frequency. 
Wave frequency from top to hottom: 1.04. 1.12, 1.28, 1.44 and 
1.6 Hz 
5. Conclusions 
This paper reports on some cost elTective solutions to the 
development of simplc systems aimed at investigating 
energy from sea waves. These can be used lllr studies 
ranging from undergraduate projects up to research pn~ieds. 
Further work is to use these systcms to develop new models 
for different aspects of wave generators 
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ABSTRACT. 
This paper examines the appropriateness of the Fast Fourier Transform 
to the decomposition and representation of wave records taken at a 
lixcd location. The prediction of wave behavior at any point on the sea 
sUrface should. theoretically. be realizable from this one record. The 
reality of this statement will be tested along with the usc of 
harmonically generated wave records and the possible advantages of 
USlllg non-harmonically generated records. 
KEY WORDS: Fourier. wave prediction. dispersion relationship. 
non-harmonic modeling. 
INTRODUCTION 
The goal of a short term deterministic prediction of wave behavior has 
been acknowledged for the past few years (EWEN, 200); Salter. 
Personal communication). To the offshore industries it would give 
Information useful for the stabilization of ships and drilling plat!llrms. 
For the wave energy industry a short term prediction would allow 
adVanced control strategies for the maximum economical extraction of 
energy to be implemented. These control techniques (see Appendix B) 
are required in order to bring down the costs of electricity production 
and put offshore wave energy into the same costing bracket as other 
Renewables. 
A few attempts have been made (Belmont et ai, 1998; Zhang et a!. 
19(9) to further this goal but they have leli some doubts as to the range 
of their results. Belmont showed that a prediction on the order of )0 
seconds ahead would be possible but, in producing his prediction 
results it appears that only 5 wave vectors were used to represent an 
°fllni-directional spectrum. Zhang went further in his prediction method 
by using real directional data and developing a directional hybrid wave 
fIlodel (DHWM) to produce an accurate prediction from a refen:nce 
sensor to a point a few tens of meters distant. But. in his papcr. he 
Inakes no mention as to whether thi, prediction was made in the time 
dOfllain. Follow up work to this paper concerning prediction in time has 
not, to date. been found. 
Additional papers and conversations with other researchers in this field 
Paper No. 2006-JSC-)44 Halliday 
have turned up example, of making the prediclion over di,tancc work. 
The Pealmis (piler et ai, 2()O'i) and Danish (Skourup and Sterndorl. 
20(2) expcrimcnls wcre (ondue'led with a view 10 comparing lincar and 
non-linear reconstruction and reported good pn:dil'lion malches of 70m 
and 15m ahead using omni-directional wave spectra in both small. 
linear wave lie Ids and larger non-linear fields. Expen Illent, recently 
undertaken at Cork (Voronovich el al. 200'i) aho showed good 
prediction over distances 10 12m with a speclrum of 'i 10 (, frcqucnL"ie,. 
but at spectral densities grcater than thi, the prediction hegan to 
wander. 
In cxamining and recording limc scries data the hl,t Fourier Traw,lilflll 
(FFT) is used routinely and a prediclion madc using this technique 
would sccm to offer the hcst and simpit:st avenuc of attack; indeed all 
prcvious attempts appear to haw heen hased, at ,ollie stage, on the 
FFf. This paper will show the difficulty of u,ing ,uch a method III hoth 
the time and spatial domains and will expltln: thc relationship hetwecn 
discrete representation and the dispersal relationship of gravity wave,. 
During the course of this we will hope to explain why previous efiilrh 
have begun to show hreakdown in the prediction. 
WA VE DEVICES AND MEASUREMENT 
In order Illr prediction tee·hnique., 10 he' rcali/able a method of 
measurement must be in placc in order 10 aeeurately record the surface 
elevation or other derivahle property at a fixed locatioll in Ihc OCe·an. 
The most cost cftectiw method is to utili/e a directional wave rider 
buoy moored at a great enough distance from a wave enng} deVice to 
avoid retlcctions. Other mcasurement technique, llIay !1c conSidered. 
For example, satellite or airborne measurelllellt would provide a fI.\l'd 
measurcment of the sea sur!i\l'e. !1ut would !1e prohibitivl'iy e\pe·n,iVl'. 
A LlDAR device. such as Ihat proposed hy the liniver,ity of beler 
(Belmont. personal communication). would ai'll provide a Ihed 
measurement but it would require to he' mounted al a sulfide'nl 
elevation above the maximulll wave heighl in onil-I" to aVOid wave 
shadowing effects. Wavc deviee, which wish to 'urvive North Atlantie' 
sea conditions will on the whole tend to have a ,tre'allllincd profik and 
be missing the elevated strUl'turL' on Whll'il to morrnt Ihi' type of dcvlce. 
The directional wave rider wrll not provide an ao,oitlldy fixed 
reference p(lint due to its motion with passing waves and reaction 
against its mooring. These errors in buoy measurement are given in 
(Tucker, 20(0). The correction for these errors should theoretically be 
possible through signal processing to produce a best guess as to a 
record taken at a fixed point. The relatively new introduction of GPS 
ba~ed measurement buoys (Krogstad et ai, 1999) would allow for 
accurate tracking of the point at which a record is being taken and assist 
in theoretical reconstruction of a fixed point record. For the moment it 
will be assumed that a record of surface elevation for a tixed point on 
the sea surface is realizable and available. 
In the course of this study real wave records were unfortunately 
unavailable for use; however, the data collected during the W ADIC' 
experiment (Allender et aI, 1(89). where many records were taken in 
close proximity. would be ideal for this type of research. However. 
Simulated records were created using a well known method as 
described by Tucker (2001) and Dean and Dalrymple (1991). The 
methodology fllr this is given in Appendix A. The method was 
modified to removed any harmonic trends in the resulting records. 
PREDICTION IN TIME 
As one of the first steps in analyzing a time series of length T seconds 
IS to take its Fourier transfllrm it would seem reasonable to explore this 
method as a means of making a prediction of wave behavior. The Fast 
FOurier Transform (FFf) resolves a time series f(!!..1 ~ n into a 
SUmmation of harmonically rclated sinusoids with unique amplitUdes, 
f;, . and phases. IP" . This series of sinusoids could be used with the 
basic omni-directional linear wave equation for dispersive gravity 
waves. To recalculate the summation of sinusoids at an arbitrary time 
greater than T seconds we can usc 
N 
( X.I) = L f:, cos(k"x - (J)"t - I/J,,) 
"·1 
Where: 
f;, is the amplitude of the sinusoid 
k" is the wave number 
rP" is the phase of the sinusoid 
W' '" gk tanh(kh); the dispersal relationship 
EXperiment 
(I) 
The following experinll::ntal method was followed. A wave record of 
length 2400 sec was simulatcd for a 18.6 mlsec Pierson-Moskowitz 
Spectra from 0-0.5 Hz using the non-harmonic method as described in 
Appendix A. An 18.6 mlsec wind speed (gale force 7-8) was chosen to 
allow for ease of identifying characteristics of the produced time series. 
This value of wind speed would be at the uppermost reaches of 
Operation for winter sea conditions off of the west coast of Scotland. It 
is in this area where the devices will be working at their maximum, 
both in terms of their construction and the available market demand for 
their output. At wind speeds in excess of this the wave conditions will 
become too excessive and the devices will cease production and revert 
to a survival state (Yemm. 1(99). 
lhe model was run with a sampling frequency of .14133 Hz to produce 
8192 samples. An FFf was applied to the first 4096 samples of this 
reCord and the real and imaginary components were retained. From this 
data. a wave vector ti Ie was generated using real and imaginary 
cOnlponents to give amplitude and phase values for each wave vector. 
lhe frequency of these wave vectors were harmonically related to each 
Other. This vector tile was then used with Eq. I to produce a predicted 
wave record for the time period 1200 sec to 2400 sec. This was 
compared with the 2"d set of 4096 samples lakcn from Ihe original 
record covering the same period. 
Results and discussion 
Fig. I shows the results of this experiment. The upper graph shows the 
prediction compared to the original timc scries for the period 
1= 1200 ~ ISOO sec. The time period and significant wave height 
would appear to be in good agrecment but the phasing docs not match. 
The lower graph shows the lirst :100 sec of the original rccord and the 
first 300 sec of the predicted series. They match almost perfectly. The 
explanation for this lies with the FfoT itself. 
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The FFf is designed to work with periodic time serics for example 
((-T ~ 0) = .«0 ~ T) = I(l' ~ 21') if the se~tion from 1=0 ~ Tis 
examined the wave vectors returned will exactly represent this series. 
Recalculating at any other time period wi II simply he a reproduction of 
a section of this original time series. As real gravity waves arc known 
not (0 display periodicity then the Fourier method does not appear 
appropriate for the time prediction case. 
Other institutes are working on alternate methods for prediction in time. 
For example. Heriot Watt University, Edinburgh. Scotland. is 
examining the zero-crossing period and amplitude of each wave 
(looking for a predictable pattern) while The University of Edinburgh: 
Scotland. is studying neural network predictIOn methods to determlOe II 
these techniques can be used to obtain a solution (personal 
communication. Price). 
PREDICTION IN SPACE 
Following-on from results obtained by other researchers. lIsing omni-
directional spectra (which found good agreement lip to 70m). It was 
proposed to see how far ahead in distance the prediction method would 
hold. 
EXperiment 
A refcrenl'e ""nsor was positioned at 0 m. Wave records of length 120() 
sec were generated for this sensor and at nine other positions at 
dIstance, 'iOm. 100 m, 200 m, ~(X) m, 'i(X) m, I km, 2 km and 'i km. 
Again. an 18.6m/sec Pierson-Moskowitz spectra, range 0-0.5 Hz. 2'i6 
VeCtors, was used as the input. The same process of taking the FFT of 
the record for each position was implemented to generate a sinusoidal 
series. In this instance a different equation for making the prediction 
Was used as difficulties were found in obtaining the correct phase 
angles from the FFT routine available in the software used. This new 
equation is: 
\' I ~ 
';Ct,t) = La" cos(k"x - (tJ,,rJ + b" sin(k"x - (Lj,t) (2) 
" I 
where 
a" = 2 Re{J.:,(l : N 12l) 
and 
b" = -2Im{~,(l: N 12)} (4) 
1" is the raw imaginary-number set returned oy the FFf routine. Eq.2 
Was then used to make the prediction at each sensor. The pn:di,tion 
Used t = () --7 T so that the issue of temporal periodicity does not arise, 
but x Was selected to be at increasing intervals as used for the target 
reCOrds. 
R.esults 
Figs. 2. 3. 4 and 5 show the results for the first /()ur values of x of this 
experiment. At distances close to the reference sensor the prediction is 
reaSonably accurate, especially in the 50 m and 100 m cascs. At 200 m ~0111 the sensor the prediction is ~howing signs of weakness and at 
00111 dIstant the prediction becomes cntlcally mcorrect mdlcatlng 
troughs where there are peaks and vice versa. This sort of error could 
be detrimental to a wave energy device expecting a peak in the wave ~Ut hitting a trough. The range of prediction results that were achieved 
y PIzer et al (2ex)'i), Skourup and Sterndorf (2(X)2), and Voronovich et 
al (2{)0'i). appear to be valid. In the light of the results shown in Fig. 4, 
prediction-over-distance. using omni-directional waves, appears to be 
valid up to at least 2m m. 
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Discussion 
The results from the previous cxperiment showed promisc within <I 
2(X)m r<lnge but heyond this the prediction deteriorated. The 
explanation for this degradation with distance from ",urce of the results 
lies in: a) the dispersion relationship; b) the manner in which energy is 
transported in a gravity wave; and c) how we choose to represent this in 
discrete time and space. 
The most straightforward way to examine the manner in which wave 
energy is represented is to look at the spectra from which the wave 
vector files were derived. This is in turn related to the manner in which 
wave vectors arc derived from the FFf or thc reference time scries. The 
common method of representing a mixed wave field is to create a plot 
of the energy density spectra. To the best of our ability this is the most 
concise manner in which to represent the data we have available. 
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With the creation of wave vector files and with the IFFf we arc 
effectively carving the continuous spectra into strips of energy of 
Width ""l. These strips arc then represented as a discretely located 
sinusoid with its amplitude proportional to the energy bounded 
by S(f) and N given by Eq. A I. Fig. 6 shows this process with a 16 
rnlsec Pierson-Moskowitz spectra and the energy represented by a 
SinUsoid placed at 0.12.1 Hz. With N = 0.005 Hz this delta function 
represents the continuous energy of the range O. 1225 Hz to O. I 275 Hz. 
Using Eq. I an idealized wave vector can be easily propagated, but 
only if all the energy in the band taken from the original spectra can be 
eXactly represented as single wave vector. In the case of real gravity 
~~ves and, to a certain extent, in wave tanks this will never be the case. 
e energy is spread continuously over the spectra. Looking at the 
;Odeling assumption made in the prior paragraph, the delta function at 
R'~ 25 Hz IS taken to represent the range from 0.1225 Hz to 0.1275 Hz. 
staling thiS In terms of wavelength: a 99.8 m wave is to represent the 
~ange from 95.9 m to 103.9 m. The difference here is 8 m, which in 
errns of cumulative wave vector behavior can change a trough to a 
Peak. 
"fhe dispersion relationship also plays a role here as a wave of longer 
~aVelength will travel faster than a wave of a shorter wavelength. 
onsidering the range of ""F the energy at the lower end of the range 
Will tend to overtake the energy at the higher end. 
A fUrther experiment was conducted to show how energy can be 
represented in many different ways, with vastly varying etfects on the 
SUrface displacement but stili retaining the original energy. To model 
the' . SituatIOn the band of energy ""I can be subdivided and modeled by 
an infinite number of idealized wave vectors; so long as the sum of the 
energ ~ y ot these wave vectors equals the energy in the band ""l . To 
Show th'" I' IS Imagine we sp It the band, ""l ' into two new bands and 
rnodel each of the new energy bands by idealized wave vectors located 
at O. I 2~7'i Hz and 0.12625 Hz, the amplitudes of which being 
PropOrtional to the newly subdivided energy bands. Squaring and 
~mrn' h . d . . 
. Ing t ese amphtu es gives the same energy as was present In the 
Onginal band ""F . The process can be continued ad. infinitum, Table I 
~:)ws the first'4 levels of subdivision, the energy in each sub-band and 
e Summation of these energies arc equal to the original. 
:r 
,j I \ 
'[ 
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Fig. 6. Discrete representation of continuous energy spectrum 
Simulating eac.:h of these representations for 1200 sec and the taking the 
FFf of each result gives the same general spectral shape and magnitude 
but. if the time series are l"Ornpared the differences between each 
become apparent. 
Fig. 7 shows the same energy band centered on 0.125 Hz represented as 
I. 2, 4 and H discrete wave vectors. In the second graph the classic 
phenomenon of beating between Iwo dosely spaced frequencies is 
seen. The usual method of explaining the lower two time series is to 
proceed with a description of group velocity. Most definitions of group 
velocity arc taken using two frequencies and idealized graphical 
methodologies and they arrive at the guideline that the group velocity 
of wave energy is roughly half that of the individual waves phase 
velocity. 
-1 L ____ ~ __ ~ ____ ~ __ ~~ __ ~ ____ ~-:::: -- --'---
a 200 400 600 800 
tune, S 
1000 1200 
Fig. 7. Equivalent energy time series for I, 2. 4 and H discrete wave 
vectors (top to bottom) 
Repeatedly breaking down the representation of the energy into tiner 
graduations will likely have little effect on producing an accurate 
representation of the continuous spcctra. The first reason is that no 
matter how small you take the band over which a si ngle vector is 
representing, it can be made into infinitely lIIore smaller one.s and the 
tillle represenlalion you have alone gradalion will nol generally 
Correspond 10 Ihose al tiner ones. Fig. 7 showed Ihis 10 a level of .1 
orders snlaller. " is presumed Ihal if you lake line 10 of Tallk I (a wave 
vector of frequency O.1240fl2 Hz) and hreak this down inln finer 
representations of the same energy Ihey will nol reconslruct 10 givc Ihl' 
sallie til11e series as the original. 
Table I. Ditlerenl represenlalions of an energy hand 
r---
I'll F wavelenglh Amplilude Energy = 
I-- 2: ~ .!luphl udl' ) 
~ 0.125 99.92JH O.Yi2H 0.1246 
0.0025 O.ln75 IOl.952fl 0.11 I H 
I-- O.12fl2S 97.9549 O,OH21 0,1246 
0.00125 O.IDI25 102.9903 (W629 
O.124J75 IOO.9J06 (W497 
O.12S625 9K.9320 O.()402 
-:--- O.12flH75 96,9922 o.o.nJ 0.1246 
O.OO{)62S '.-O.122H 12 I 03.S IS I (W629 
O.12J4:n 102.4695 (W497 
0.124062 101.4397 0.0402 
O.1246H7 100.425.' o.on~ 
O.12S312 99.4260 0.0629 
0.125937 9H,4416 O.!l497 
0.126562 97,47IH O.()402 
---
O.I27IH7 96.5162 O.033J 0.1246 
A funh. ' h ,I" .I Ih' er prohlcm on:urs 111 thai Ihe energy anu1l1g IInposeu on ~ ~pectra is for purely mathemalical purposes and the wave vcctors in Ihe 
vand Cc I "  h I' ' 
bo n ercd on 0.125 Hz will certainly Inlcracl wll I l' relluencles Il Ve a d h . t' I' 'Ih n dow this. The classkal explanallOn 0 group vc oclly WI 
fWo frc4 ., 'I I h ' uennes IS too sllnp e 10 <IPp Y 101 e contll1uous case. 
Jt may he argued thai in taking an FFr of 4096 poinls Ihen surely Ihis 
WOuld desCrihc the continuous spectra in tine enough detail wilh a great 
e~Ough nUl11her of wave vectors to he ahle 10 carry Ihe predidion over a 
Jlstance l'h . h h ' ' , .. II h' 
. e prohkm here IS t al t e "ame Illne serres (,I e 
represented hy a 12K, 512, or indeed a 65536 point FFr and Ihe 
rec~nstruction of each will nol yield the same time series if displaced 
"Y a dIstance X m from the reference sensor. 
"j'his paper has explored the usc of the FFr in making prediction' of 
sllrfaec elevation. A general misconception of many proposing wave 
e(lergy projects is that the prediction of ,urtilce elevation is a simple 
pfOhlen\. JUSI hy visual ohservation of ,ea waves, it is very difficult to 
track a ~ca wave sin~e the wave will grow then disappear ;1' difti:renl 
~quencies of the continuous spectra wme into phase with each then 
dflft apan. 
"J'Ilc inherent discrete properties of the Ff<T arc not adequate to deal with 
tJ'Ie. dl~pcrsal nature of gravity waves. In lerms of prediction in lime Ihe 
pe~()dlc nature of the FFr docs not tit comfortahly with the ~ontinuous a, 
peno(hc signal it is heing ted with. Extending the wave vcctors. derived 
ftOl11 thc Fourier components, rl,sulls in a repetition of the series from ~..Jhleh th " . I ' ' , 
.. c components came. 'or signa pnll'e'OSmg, l'Oll1nlllnlcations ~chn\ll()gy and thl' extraction of periodk signals the FFr cannol he f'~ultcd hut il has heen ti,und to he inappropriate for usc with a-periodi,' 
518"al ,. 
The prnlil·tion 01 I II Ill' 'erll" " o~nall a l'OIlIPIl', plohlelll and h,,, 
allracted IlllICh inve"ligatlon hili II I' ,till. III ,olllr nlrnt. a hlac~ all, I\t 
prl''''llt. !line ,eril" predlL'lI(lIl ha'l'tl lin Ilrmal nrlv.or~ pro(e"IIl): ,1I1l1 
genctic algoritlllllS arc heing devdllped Ipl'l,onal CIIIllIlIlIIlIl'allllll, I'lIn') 
alld II will he Illtere,lill),! In lint,' Ihell ellcl'Il\'l'Ill''', SC<lIll' n,," 101 Ihl' 
examillalion or other Iran,Ii1l'lI1' and dat;1 pron'''lng ml'lh. Kk nalnl'iv the 
Kalman filler L'llrrl'nlly 1\1 U'l' III TlHlltlhl·llll. Norwal' Ipl'I'lInal 
l'tlllllllunil'ation. Turkel BlaTtl' I.ar"on) <lr Ihrnugh Ihl' II'" 01 thl' lIr1hcr 
IIl1an~ Iran,lilTlllS whidl haw rl'l'l'lltly heell ,uggl"tl'll a, all altLTllallV,' 10 
Ihe HT (Hwang l't al. 2(KlI I. 
llfHfI .lOII dl<;I.II" p lI,ndll tl"" • 'VI" ',jIm ,~.trIIJ' '''1'''''' '''IlI''>lIf>''!'I 
1'~'\lf>1 ! 
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Fig. K. Prediction fllr ."iO m ahead alld ,10, "Ilolfw 1IIIIIre 
A, a point of Inlernt. Ihe two hlllfln IIll'tiltld, IlIr plnlrl'lrng v.avc 
record, ovcr III' lhstallcc alld lillie WLTl' c'olllhlllCd fllr thl' case of 
pTl'dictin~ 50 III alll'ad alld ~O ,ec 11110 Ihe flliure. A, ,howil 1\1 I-rg. K. Ihl' 
re,ulls ohtained were as expected. wllh Ihe pellllltilllatelO sec 'CL'lIOll 01 
the ,ource renll'll f(llll1d to he a good lIlalL'h. hilt when ntl'nd .. d pa,t Ihis 
Ihe prcdiL'lion faiLs, 
Predicting over distallL'e. whIle working well <lVl'I shorl di'lances. has 
heen ,hown 10 Ill' L'Olllplicaled hy till' difkrrng 'Pl'l'd, al which the wave, 
travel. Sincc the 'Pl'clntm " l'onllllllOIl' thnl' I' conllnllal n:ll1fi'rl'L'lllL'nl 
of amplitudc al '"llll' points and 11L'ar c'anc'l'Ilalilln al othl'r" TIll' 
,imlliatilln, reponed in the paper' IllcntiollL'd "' the III In,.11IL't""1, and tIll' 
expcrinlL'nts pn:sented, '"L'l'Ceded II. ).!l'nl'ralll'~ rrc:<iIc'lions IIvc'r lhslanc'l': 
the p<l"ihility of Ihc,'c Illodd, pnKIIIl'lIlg I"Klr rl',"I" wllh real ,,'01 ,Iatl" 
is 'Illitc po-"ihk a, Ihey were only tc,ll'd wllh re'tflctl'd v. aVl' tan~ or 
simulated data, I'lIrtlll:r work" nenlt:d til Il·,t Ihl"l' ","dl'hn~ lel'illll'llll" 
when \uhjel'lt:d to rl'al waVl' IIll'asllrelllcn", 
Further work. lI,ing a ncw lilTlllUlatioll whlc'h " a dl'vcilll'llIl'lli In >Ill thai 
prl',rnled hcre, ,Uggl"" that prcdirlloll' ha,cd UpOIl an 0111111 Ihrl'l'Iiollal 
apprO\Il11allllll of a full direl'lIonal ,ea ,tatl' cOllld he iKrurall' lip III 
!."iOrn, This work. 011 the tinll' 01 "Ihllll"ion, I' "' the "'T) early 'tage, 
and fu IIll',lrng has yL'l to ill' l',ITTled oul. It wli I he I'l'porled III dill' rOI\T,l' , 
III rl'al ,ca l'olldillon, a ,well ,ca and local 'l'a arc Irkl'ly 1<1 l',\I'1: a' 1<l1l): 
as the local ,C;I I' nlll Ilcing power,'d hy a 'tflln)! willd thl' 'Ix'dra ,hollid 
contain a douhlc pl'a~, Analylll'al IIll'lhod, ,lwlIld c""1 hI sl'raratl' thl' 
two sea 'tall's, It IS 011,,, likdy that thl' ,v.l'il and it,.·;1i 'l';I' WIll lx' 
traveling III IIl,kpendl'nl dirl'L'tioll', In 'eparallng Ihe 'Ix'dra 11110 tWII 
f 
parts, an omni-directional approximation of both should be possiblt;, In 
local seas with a high wind speed, the swell will become absorbed into 
the omni-spectra and local conditions will dominate, thereby leaving only 
one spectral peak to fit. Additional work looking at Zhang's DHWM may 
tum up other information, as would closer examination of the W AM 
(Komen et ai, 19(4) and SWAN (Booij et al. 1(99) models. At present 
the W AM and SWAN models operate on much larger time and 
dimensional scales than are appropriate fllr the short-term problem, but 
the physics and computational routines on which they are based may 
prove useful. 
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APPENDIXES 
A. Non-harmonic modeling approach 
In lieu of available wave data taken from real sources, all records 
utilized were simulated. The method of simulating wave records. as 
suggested by hoth Tucker (2(X) I) and Dean & Dalrymple (1991). was 
found to have undesired results. namely thc presence of periodicity. 
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Fig. 9. An energy density spectrum for 16 m/sec wind speed 
This method is based on the Inverse Fast Fourier Transform (lFFT). A 
wave spectra S(( )(Fig. 9). is created t{lr the desired situation: wind 
speed; mean direction; fetch. etc. The limits of the IFFT arc then 
decided upon. First of all the spectral resolution!'i( is fixed. This will 
determine the lowest possible frequency to be simulated. It will also 
limit the possible duration of the record in time once it has been 
transformed to be the time period of one oscillation of a sinusoid with 
frequency t-./ . For example a Af of 0.0 I Hz limits the transformed 
record to J()() sec. The second variable to be selected is the number of 
elements in the IFFT N. This determines the highest frequency of the 
record. As the wave spectra is real then the highest simulated frequency 
will hel'1(N /2). 
The energy density spectrum S(f) i, then calculated for these NI2 
values from the lowest to the highest frequency. The amplitude of each 
wave vector is then determined by using 
a(l/!'if) = ~S(II!'if )21'1( (A. I ) 
This is plotted in Fig. 10. For the IFFT the phase intllflnation tllr each 
ve.:tor is also required. If this i, set to lem then as each vector is 
harmonically related to each other and they will all bc in phase at the 
beginning of the record. This results in every vector summing 
positively and creating a time scries thal has a very largc spIke 01 
energy for the first few oscillations before dying away as the vectors 
move out of phase. To counteract this and indu.:e some variahility into 
the re.:ord the phase is .:hosen to be a random numher between 0 
and '2Jr . This eliminates the energy .,pike. 
The amplitude and phase values for each real wave vector are then used 
to create the real and imaginary data required by the IFFf. The IFFf is 
then performed resulting in the time series. 
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Fig. 10. Amplitude spectrum for 16 mlsec wind speed 
For this study, it was the ability to visualize the wave field as it moved 
OVer an area of ocean, and the need to extract wave records of arhitrary 
length at various points, which were desired. The abi Iity to simulate 
directional wave spectra was also desired. To this end the IFFf method 
Was not practicahle as it produced a lixed length record for a lixed 
Point. The method of breaking the wave spectra down into 
harmonically related wave vectors was retained but was also simulated 
Using 
N 10(1 
(x, v,I) = "a cos(k sinO t+k cosO v-OJt-rP) 
. ~ n 1/ II- 1/ II. " f/ 
Where 
.;- is surface elevation 
11 is the wave vector index 
a is the wave vector amplitude 
k is the wave number 
W is the frequency related to k by w' = gk tanh(kh) 
¢> is the phase shift 
(A.2) 
Once the spectra had been broken down mto a series of wave vectors 
these details were stored in a file. A separate MATLAB routine read in 
this tile and one which contained the x-y position of the desired 
reCords. The length of a record and sampling frequency were passed to 
the routine and Eq. A.2 was iteratively calculated at each time step for 
all of the input vectors. While this process lacked the speed of the IFFf 
II makes up for this in terms of the tlexible of input wave vectors, the 
unlimited length of wave record produced and if applied to a grid of x-y 
CO-ordinates, the ability to visualize the simulated sea state. 
The IFFf and the iterative method have both shown drawbacks due to 
being based on harmonically derived wave vectors. The output of both 
methods will tend to show periodicity as displayed in Fig. II: the series 
arOUnd 100 sec and 500 sec appear to be similar. This periodicity 
reSults from the wave vectors being all derived from multiples of t1{ . 
The correction 10 Ihis lies in realizing that the amplilude of em:h wave 
vector represents the energy in the area bounded by //IV and S( 1I1'l() . 
If the selection of the wave vectors to be simulated were hased nn a 
random distribution of frequencies from zero to the upper frl'4uency 
limit instead of harmonic multiples of fundamental frequency spacing 
1'1{ then the periodic tendency of rewrd, should he eliminated. 
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Fig. II. Time series from harmonically related wave vectors 
As before, an upper frequency limit .1:'1'1'''' and the desired number Dr 
wave vectors N are selected. N randomly distributed numbers between 
o and /"""" are generated: '/:",1'<" is added to this scries to ensure the 
upper limit is reached. The series is then sorted into ascending 
numerical order and the difference between each frequency is 
calculated to give a second series of N frequency spacings 1'1«11). The 
centre of each frequency-spacing can then be found and this will he Ihe 
frequency of the simulated wave vector /(11) . 
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Fig. 12. Non-hannonic amplitude spectra for lom/s wind speed 
The energy spectral density function S(f(Il» is calculated at each 
desired frequency and Eq. A.I is used to determine the amplitude of 
each vector usingL'./(Il) in place llf/'if. The resulting amplitude 
spectrum is shown in Fig. 12. If can be observed that some frequencies 
arc more densely spaced than others. In these densely packed arcas the 
individual amplitudes of each wave vector ha~ been reduced to preserve 
the energy that it repn:;,cnts. Correspondingly, sparsely spaced vectors 
have greater amplitude. These amplitudes are then use to construct a 
Wave vector file, the need to have random phase shifts is now not 
required as the harmonic reinforcement at the beginning of the record 
should not be present. 
Figs. 10 and 12 both represent the ,ame energy ,peetral density 
fUnction but in two different ways. The harmonic approach has the 
advantage of quick execution through the IFFT but has the drawback of 
being inherently periodic. The non-harmonic approach with the 
Iterative implementation docs not limit the length of records or show 
signs of periodicity which more accurately reflects a real wave rccord. 
B, Wave device control methods 
Latching is a method commonlv utilized with devices employing a 
float that moves relative to a fixed clement (Falnes, 2(02). An example 
of this is the A WS. where a noat is held within a sub-surface cagc, and 
rj,cs and falls with thc passing waves. If the float is held at the bottom 
of its travel until the wave above is at maximum steepness then the 
!loat will experience a greater acceleration into the crest than if it is 
allowed to freely fllllow the wave. Similarly the float can be held at it., 
maximum position to obtain maximum acceleration into the trough. A 
prediction of wave behavior at the device would allow Illr thc flnward 
planning of this latching behavior. Measurcments mu,t be remote from 
the device since in the ncar vicinity. the mass of the float distorts 
measurements (Prado, 2(0). 
Complex Conjugate control is utilized in the Pclamis device to allow 
the onlloard hydraulic system that controls the reactance of the joints 
between each section to match the incoming wave. The device consists 
of several hinged tubular sections joined by hydraulic rams. The device 
has an effective resistance and reactance supplied by the mass, spring, 
damper system of these joints. With a prediction of incoming wave 
behavior the hydraulics can actively change the reactance of the device 
to allow for maximum power capture in low amplitude seas. A similar 
hydraulic approach could be made in the design of Bristol Cylinder 
devices. 
Valves can be used by o,cillating water column devices to artifIcially 
hold the water level inside the caisson at a high level to be released 
when maximum an:cleration of the colullln is po.ssiblc (EWEN, 20m). 
This method is similar to latching and, due to the positioning of thc 
devices on the shore line, a L1DAR mounted on the caisson Illay he 
used in this case to provide the prediction data. 
